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ABRAHAM LINCOLN
CHAPTER

I

POPE S VIRGINIA CAMPAIGN
order to understand the unfortunate conse-

IN

quence of the long delay of McClellan in mov
ing his army from the James to the Potomac, a few
words of retrospect are here necessary. On June
26, 1862,

General John Pope was appointed to the

command

of the

Army

of Virginia, consisting of

the corps of Fremont, Banks, and McDowell. Fre
mont, having refused to serve under his junior,

was

command, and his place taken
by General Franz Sigel. McDowell and Banks,
who might with much more reason have objected
to the arrangement, accepted it with soldierly and
relieved of his

patriotic promptness.

a

General Pope, though

young man, was a veteran

soldier.

graduate of the class of 1842 at West Point,
served with distinction in the Mexican war,

had had a great success

still

He was

a

had
and

in the capture of Island

No.

10, in the Mississippi Eiver, in the spring of
1862. He had made a very favorable impression,

not only upon the President but upon most
VOL. VI. 1

mem-

CHAP.

i.

ABEAHAM LINCOLN

&amp;gt;

CHAP.

i.

bers of the Cabinet.

He remained

in

Washington

having been assigned to his
new command, awaiting the arrival of General

for several weeks

after

Halleck, the new general-in-chief, and only left
there on the 29th of July to put himself at the

1862.

head of his troops.
In the latter part of June the President, being
deeply anxious in regard to the military situation,
and desiring to obtain the best advice in his power,
had made as privately as possible a visit to General
Scott in his retirement, to ask his counsel. The
only record of this visit is a memorandum from
Scott approving the President s own plan of send
ing McDowell s command to reenforce McClellan
before Richmond, a plan the execution of which
was prevented by Lee s attack. It is probable that
at this

same interview the appointment of Halleck

as general-in-chief was again suggested by General
Scott.
Secretary Chase says in his diary that so
far as

he knew no member of the Cabinet was con

The appointment when
made was received with general approval. Halleck
was not McClellan, which was sufficient for the
sulted in regard to

1

it.

more vehement opponents of that general and he
was not a Eepublican, which pleased the other
;

1
.

p

In

he shocked the Secretary of the
Treasury by saying at the first Cabinet meeting
he attended,
confess I do not think much of
the negro.&quot; If Halleck never fulfilled the high ex
pectations at first entertained of him, he at least
discharged the duties of his great office with
intelligence and fidelity. His integrity arid his

party.
warden,

fact,

&quot;I

&amp;gt;?

i

Lincoln and Seward,&quot; page 192, says Scott,
Secretary Welles, in
Stanton, and Pope favored Halleck s appointment.
&quot;

POPE S VIKGINIA CAMPAIGN
His deficiencies
ability were alike undoubted.
were rather those of temperament.
In great
crises he lacked determination and self-confidence,
and was always more ready to avoid than to as

sume embarrassing

CHAP.

i.

responsibility.

After General Halleck s return from the James
the question of McClellan s removal from com

mand

of the Army of the Potomac was much dis
cussed in Administration circles. The President
himself was averse to it. Secretary Chase was the
most prominent member of the Government in its

favor.

He urged

strongly upon General Halleck,
necessary to the revival of the credit of
it

thinking it
the country.

Halleck agreed with him in condemn
s military operations, but thought
McClellan
ing
that
under his orders McClellan would do very
well.&quot;
Pope, in conversation with Chase, said he
had warned the President that he could not safely
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

command

the Army of Virginia if its success was
depend on the cooperation of McClellan, for he
felt assured that his cooperation would fail at
some time when it would be most important. But
the resolution was taken, upon Halleck s report,
to withdraw McClellan with his army. On the
30th, as we have seen, McClellan was ordered
to send away his sick. On the 3d of August he
to

was

directed to

move

his

army

to

Aquia Creek.

Reiterated orders, entreaties, arguments, and re
proaches were all powerless to hasten his move

ments or

to bring

three weeks.

His

him

to the

Potomac

in less than

Reynolds s division,
joined the Army of Virginia on the 23d of August.
In the mean time Pope had begun his campaign
with an error of taste more serious than any error
first

troops,

s! P.
i&amp;gt;-

M

us.

1862.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
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He had

of conduct he ever committed.

address

To

&quot;

issued an

the officers and soldiers of the Army of

containing a few expressions which had
made almost all the officers of the Army of the
I have come to
Potomac his enemies. He said
Virginia,&quot;

&quot;

:

you from the West, where we have always seen the
backs of our enemies from an army whose busi
ness it has been to seek the adversary and to beat
him when he was found whose policy has been
I presume that I have
attack, and not defense.
been called here to pursue the same system and to
;

;

.

.

you against the enemy. It is my purpose to
I desire you to dismiss
do so, and that speedily.
from your minds certain phrases which I am sorry
to find so much in vogue amongst you.
I hear
lead

.

.

constantly of taking strong positions, and hold
of lines of retreat, and of bases of
ing them
4

7

4

;

Let us discard such ideas. The strong
supplies.
est position a soldier should desire to occupy is one

voi. xri.,

Part

III.,

PP. 473, 474.

from which he can most easily advance against the
enemy. Let us study the probable lines of retreat
of our .opponents, and leave our own to take care
of themselves. Let us look before us, and not behind. Success and &
glory
J are in the advance, disaster and shame lurk in the rear.&quot;
This address, which had no other purpose than
to encourage and inspirit his men, was received, to
Pope s amazement, with a storm of angry ridicule,
which lasted as long as he remained in command
of the Army of Virginia, and very seriously weak
ened his hold upon the confidence of his troops and
_

.

As a matter of course it
rendered impossible any sincere sympathy and sup
port from General McClellan and those nearest to
the respect of the public.

POPE S VIRGINIA CAMPAIGN

5

him. It may even be doubted whether there had
been from the beginning any probability of a good
understanding between them. From the moment
Pope arrived from the West he was regarded with
jealousy by the friends of McClellan as a certain
rival and possible successor.
In the last days of June, when McClellan made
his first intimation of a

change of base,

CHAP.

i.

1862.

Pope had

suggested, and the President had conveyed his
suggestion to McClellan, that it would be better for

the latter,

if

forced to leave the line of the Chicka-

hominy, to fall back on the Pamunkey. The
source from which the suggestion came was suffi
cient to insure its rejection if there had been no
other reason. Pope had taken great pains to estab
lish friendly relations with McClellan, writing him
as soon as he assumed command a long and cor
dial letter, giving him a full account of his situation
and intentions, and inviting his confidence and
sympathy in return. McClellan answered a few
days later in a briefer letter, in which he clearly
foreshadowed an intention to resist the withdrawal
Handiof his army from its present position.
capped by this lack of cordial sympathy with him in
the

Army of the Potomac, Pope left Washington
on the 29th of July to begin his work, the first ob
ject of which was to make a demonstration in the
to assist in the with
drawal of McClellan s army from the James. In
pursuance of this intention Generals Banks and
Sigel were ordered to move to Culpeper Court
House. Banks promptly obeyed his orders, arriv
ing there shortly before midnight on the 8th of
August. Sigel, from some mistake as to the road,

direction of Grordonsville

\V

T?

voi. xi.,
r

pp! 295-297.

ibia.,p.8oo.
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i.

did not get there until the evening of the next day.
By that time Banks had gone forward to Cedar
Mountain, and at that point, with a force of less

than 8000 men of all arms, he attacked the army
corps of Stonewall Jackson, consisting of Swell s,
A. P. Hill s, and Jackson s divisions, with such
vigor and impetuosity that he came near defeating
them. Though finally repulsed, he inflicted such a
blow upon Jackson as to give him an exaggerated

numbers and hearing two days afterwards that Banks had been reenforced, Jackson
idea of his

VOLXII.,
a
pp. i83-i85.

;

thought best to retire to the Rapidan.
By this time General Lee, having become con
vinced that McClellan was about to leave the Pen
insula, concluded to concentrate a large force

upon Pope s advance,
1862.

to attack

and

if

possible to

On the 13th of August General Longit.
was ordered to the Rapidan with the divisions
of Longstreet and Jackson and Stuart s cavalry
General Lee disposed of an army of about
corps.
54,000 men. Pope, finding himself so greatly out
destroy
street

numbered, retreated behind the Rappahannock,
where he established himself without loss on the
20th of August.

Thus far Pope had made no mistake. He had suc
ceeded in checking the advance of Jackson, in with
drawing such a force of the enemy from Richmond
as to leave McClellan s retreat unmolested,
established his army in good condition

and had
on the

north bank of the Rappahannock. Under orders
from General Halleck he held the line of this river
for eight days, repulsing several attempts of the
enemy to cross, in hope, as the General-in-Chief
&quot;

said,

that during this time sufficient forces from

POPE S VIRGINIA CAMPAIGN

7

Potomac would reach Aquia Creek
to enable us to prevent any further advance of Lee,
and eventually, with the combined armies, to drive
him back upon Richmond.&quot; Baffled in his repeated
the

Army of

the

CHAP.

Report,
v 5
i862

wk

Part n.

in front of

attempts to cross the Rappahannock
Pope s position, General Lee resolved upon a flank
movement to the left, and intrusted it to Stonewall
Jackson. The latter executed the task with amaz
ing audacity and swiftness, marching round the
right and rear of the Union army through the vil
lages of Amissville, Orlean, and Salem, pouring his
forces through Thoroughfare Gap in the Bull Run

Mountains and striking Pope s line of communica
tion and a valuable depot of supplies at Manassas
Junction. Jackson retired from this place and
took up his position in the morning of the 28th of
August just north of the Warrenton turnpike, near
the old battlefield of Bull Run. Longstreet s corps
was so far behind Jackson that a rapid change of
front and concentration of all the troops at Pope s
and Halleck s disposal ought to have destroyed
Jackson, isolated as he was from the rest of Lee s
army. But his position was not ascertained as
soon as it should have been. Owing to causes

which have led to infinite controversy, the Union
forces were not brought together with the directness
and celerity required, and therefore it came about
that in the morning of August 29 Pope s main
army confronted Jackson on the Warrenton pike
at Groveton Porter was some three miles on the
left near the Manassas Gap Railroad, and Longstreet was on the march from Thoroughfare Gap to
effect his junction with Jackson s right. There was
still an opportunity to win a great victory.
;

i.

1862.

,

ABKAHAM LINCOLN
CHAP.

i.

1862.

General Fitz-John Porter, when at Warren ton
Junction on the evening of the 27th of August,
had received an order from General Pope to march
at 1 A. M. to Bristoe Station

;

but, in the exercise

discretion, he did not march until dawn.
This delay, however, had as yet no specially disas
trous results, and would probably never have been
brought into such prominence as it afterwards
assumed had it not been for the light which it was
supposed to cast upon subsequent events. Porter

of his

own

was, however, in his place on the morning of the
29th, with his splendid corps in fighting trim, some
distance from General Pope s left and a little in

rear of his line of battle.

He had been

ordered

to Centreville the night before, but his orders had
been changed, early in the morning, to proceed to

Gainesville instead.

No

time had been lost by this

change, as his new order found him, on his march,
at Manassas Junction, whence he pushed out his

column on the Gainesville road, his advance reach
ing a little stream called Dawkins Branch, where it
halted.

voi. xii.,

Part
F.

II.,
.

-

About nine o clock General Pope issued to Mc
Dowell and Porter a joint order directing them to
move their commands towards Gainesville, and to
establish communication between themselves and
the main body on the Warrenton Turnpike. General
McDowell

relates in his testimony before the

eral court martial of Fitz-John Porter that

gen
he met

General Porter near the little stream just men
tioned, about three miles from Manassas Junction

and

five miles

from Gainesville.

They had some

conversation in regard to the joint order, and Mc
Dowell communicated to Porter a dispatch he had

.
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just received from General John Buford, to the effect
that a considerable body of Confederate troops was

CHAP.

i.

approaching from the direction of Gainesville. Coneluding from this and other circumstances that
there was immediate need of the presence of one

them on the left flank of the main body of the
Union army then engaged with the enemy at Groveton, McDowell resolved to take his troops in that
of

direction.
&quot;

him,

You

On

leaving General Porter he said to
put your force in here, and I will take

mine up the Sudley Springs road on the left of the
troops engaged at that point.&quot; McDowell reached
Pope about 5 P. M. and reported to him with King s
division, commanded by Hatch, as King was suffer
ing from a severe illness.
The fitful and broken battle which had raged all
day between Pope s and Jackson s armies was ebb

ma., P

.

904.

ing to its close, neither side having gained any
decided advantage. McDowell s men were put in

hour of fighting on Pope s left,
the
point where Longstreet, who had come
opposite
on the field without the knowledge of the Union

for the last sharp

commanders, was now posted
but fought with

;

they lost heavily,

the greatest gallantry.

They

good order, leaving one gun in
the hands of the enemy, which had
continued to
the
Confederate
Colonel
says
Law, until my
men were so near it as to have their faces burnt by
its discharges.&quot;
At 4:30 Pope, who had waited all
for
Porter
s
day
flanking attack upon the Confed
erate right and rear, sent Porter a peremptory
finally retired in

&quot;

&quot;

fire,&quot;

voT xn.,
1

p.

623.&quot;

order directing him to push forward into action,

keeping his right in communication with Pope s
left.

ibid., p. 509.
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v^ xii
^UPP&quot;-

ment,p.878.

There

is

much discussion whether this

delivered at five or six o clock.

Pope,

who

^ er ^ OUY

eai

says it was delivered at the
general Porter claims that it was an

bore
.

order was

Captain Douglass

it,

all events, Porter, who had found
indications of a strong force in his front, waited in

hour later but, at
;

grew dark and then retired. That
Pope in deep exasperation sent an
order to Porter, couched in harsh and peremptory terms, directing him to report in person with
his command on the field for orders.
Early next
position till it
night G-eneral

VOL XTL,
P.

509.&quot;

1862.

morning, August 30, Porter reported with all of
command but one brigade and on this day
one of the most sanguinary conflicts of the war, the
second battle of Bull Run, was fought. It was a
battle which General Pope was under no necessity
his

.

;

of fighting.

He might

easily have retired behind
waited until Franklin s corps, which

Run and
had been moving from Alexandria with inexpli
cable slowness, had joined him and replenished
his supplies. But the false reports of a retreat by
Bull

the enemy, the admirable fighting qualities of his
troops displayed on the 29th before his eyes, and
the fact that on the 30th he

had Porter s magnifi

cent corps under his immediate orders, and more
than all perhaps the temperament of the man, who

was always ready

to fight

when

there

was a

fair

chance for him, determined him to stay where he
was and to risk a new battle on that historic field. He
made a mistake in supposing that the principal force

him was north

of the Warrenton turnpike.
the
bulk of his own army on
placed, therefore,
that side and attacked with great energy early in
the afternoon. Porter s corps fought with its old-

against

He

POPE S VIRGINIA CAMPAIGN
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time bravery but his troops having come within
the range of the enfilading fire of Longstreet s guns,
the attack failed on the left. Later, Longstreet
;

advanced on the Confederate

right.

A

CHAP.

furious

struggle took place for the possession of Bald Hill,
west of the Sudley Springs road and later Sykes s
regulars, successfully defending into the night the
Henry House hill from the assault of the Confeder
ates, covered the retreat of the Union army across
the Stone bridge to Centreville. On both sides
it was one of the hardest fought battles of the
;

war.

Lee made no
army but on
he essayed his
usual flanking experiment with Jackson s corps
upon the Union right wing at Chantllly. Pope had
foreseen this and prepared for it, and a very severe
action took place, beginning at sunset and termi

The day

after the battle General

attempt to pursue or molest Pope s
the evening of the 1st of September

;

nating in the darkness, in the midst of a furious
thunder-storm. Jackson had gone too fast and too

He was readily repulsed, but the Union army
met with a heavy loss in the death of Generals
Philip Kearny and Isaac I. Stevens. There were
few men in the service more able, industrious,
modest, and faithful than Stevens and Kearny was
an ideal soldier
brave, cool, patient, and loyal.
On the morning of the 1st, Pope, who seemed far
more dispirited and discouraged by the evident hos
tility towards him existing among the officers of
the Army of the Potomac than by any of his losses
in battle, had telegraphed to General Halleck his
opinion that the army should be withdrawn to the
intrenchments in front of Washington, and in that

far.

;

im.

i.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
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When
secure place reorganized and rearranged.
and
there is no heart in their leaders,&quot; he says,
&quot;

CHAP.

i.

&quot;

voY xii.,
P rt L
p

83.

every disposition to hang back,

men.&quot;
These orders were given
same day, and the army was brought back with-

expected from the
the

ibid.,

much cannot be

&quot;

p. 787.

Aug.,

1862.

out molestation.

General Pope attributed the failure of this cam
paign to General Porter s inaction and his disobedience of orders upon the 27th and 29th. The general
court martial, composed of officers of high rank and
character, by which the charges were considered,
found General Porter guilty and sentenced him to
be cashiered. He, assured of his own integrity,
persistently protested against the injustice of this
sentence, and sought in every possible way to have
it reversed.

General Grant refused, while he remained Pres
l
ident, to reopen the case, though in his later years

official

copies.

1
While General Grant was President General Porter made every
effort to have his case re-opened,
and it has been charged that
General Pope used his influence
to prevent it.
The record shows
that General Pope wrote to the
President April 18, 1874, asking
him to examine as fully into the
question as he thought justice or
mercy demanded or to order a
board of competent officers of high
rank, unconnected with the armies or transactions involved, to
investigate fully the statements
of the new evidence made
by
General Porter, etc., etc. General Grant answered on the 9th

ing upon the whole trial as one
of great importance, and particularly so to the army and navy,
When General Porter s subsequent defense was published I receivedacopyof it, and read it with
care and attention, determined,

of May, saying in effect that
Pope
had not tried to prevent a rehearI read during
ing, and adding
the trial the evidence and the

Newell, of New Jersey, that President Lincoln changed his mind

;

&quot;

:

final findings of

the Court, look-

if

he had been wronged, and

I

could right him, I would do so.
My conclusion was that no new
facts were developed that could
be fairly considered, and that it
was of doubtful legality whether,
by the mere authority of the Executive, a rehearing could be
given.&quot;

General Porter claims, on the
evidence of the Hon. W. A.

in regard to this

case,

and

re-

proaches the authors of this work
for not following his alleged ex-

POPE
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he changed his mind and wrote a paper in favor of
General Porter. An advisory board consisting of
Generals Schofield, Terry, and Getty, appointed by
President Hayes to reexamine the case, acquitted
General Porter of all blame except for indiscreet

and unkind criticism of his superior officer. A bill
was passed by Congress restoring him to the army,
but it was vetoed by President Arthur, who, how
ever, removed Porter s continuing disabilities by
an executive order. The question became involved
in political considerations and feelings, and when
a quarter of a century later the Democratic party

had gained control of the House of Eepresentatives
and the Presidency, General Porter was restored to
his former place in the regular army and honor
ably retired. The act for his relief was passed by
a vote of 171 to 113 in the House of Representa
tives and of 30 to 17 in the Senate, all the Demo
crats in each case voting solidly in his favor and a
large majority of the Republicans against him.
With all the testimony adduced it is probable

that Porter would not have been convicted

not been for his

own

letters written

1
progress of the campaign.

ample. It is not our custom to
quote Mr. Lincoln s expressions

from memory

we

;

will therefore

only say that our recollection
does not agree with Mr. Newell s.
And the President s son, Robert
T. Lincoln, gave evidence, before
the same

board, which agreed
with our own positive impression
as to Mr. Lincoln s views of General Porter s sentence.
1

In a letter of August 27, to

Burnside from Warrenton Junefind a vast
tion, he says
:

&quot;I

It

difference

had

it

during the

was these

letters

between these troops

I hear that they
demoralized, and needed some good troops to give
them heart and, I think, head.
We are working now to get behind Bull Bun, and I presume
will be there in a few days if
strategy don t use us up. The

and
are

ours.

.

.

much

is magnificent, and tacthe inverse proportion.
I do not doubt the enemy

strategy
tics

...

in

have large amounts of supplies
provided for them, and I believe

CHAP.

i.
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which furnished the theory of the prosecution of
Porter that he felt the good of the army and of
the country required that Pope should be deposed
from the command for which he believed him unfit,
and that McClellan should have his old army back
:

again.

Amid

all

the confusion of counsels and the inef

ficiency of those in high places, it is cheering to

observe the coolness and energy with which some
of the subordinate officers did their work. Among

Herman Haupt,

these Colonel

chief of

Railway

Construction and Transportation, deserves a word
of notice. Much of the information the Govern

ment received during these troubled days came
from him. In default of intelligent orders, he him
self set on foot reconnaissances and measures of re1862.

On

one occasion, August 27, having proposed
an expedition to convey forage and subsistence to
Pope s army, he was directed to see McClellan, if
possible, and consult with him; otherwise to go
ahead as proposed. He gives this account of the
interview which took place between him and the
general at Alexandria, after he had found him on
a transport near that place. Haupt told him all
the news he had gathered, and asked for permission
and a small escort to send a train with supplies to
lief.

Pope, who was desperately in want of everything.
General McClellan listened, and when Haupt ceased,

v Y XTT
Part

III!

pp. 700, 733.

they have a contempt for this
Array of Virginia. I wish myself
away from it with all our old
Army of the Potomac, and so do
our companions.
If you can
get me away, please do
On the morning of the 29th he
wrote
hope Mac is at work
.

.

so.&quot;

:

&quot;I

and we

soon get ordered out
would seem, from
proper statements of the enemy,
that he was wandering around
loose
but I expect they know
of

this.

will

It

;

what they are doing, which is
more than any one here or anywhere knows.&quot;

POPE S VIKGINIA CAMPAIGN
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remarked that he could not approve of the plan
that it would be attended with risk. Haupt thought
the risk would not be excessive, but his arguments
;

CHAP.

I.

availed nothing. The general refused his consent
to the plan proposed, and made no suggestion of

any
for

other. He was faint and ill, and asked Haupt
some refreshment, which revived him, and he

then sent a dispatch to Washington, transmitting
the information Haupt had given him, but making

no suggestion for Pope s assistance.
He then rode away, leaving Haupt in the deepest
perplexity. He knew what ought to be done, but
lacked authority.
Had I been so fortunate,&quot; he
as not to have found General McClellan, I
says,
could have acted, but my hands were tied. The
army was suffering and in danger; I could not
remain quiet. I determined to assume the respon
&quot;

&quot;

but as I considered it proper to notify
General McClellan,! sent him at 9:50 P. M. a notice
that at 4 A. M. I proposed to start a wrecking and
construction train bound for Bull Eun, also a
train with forage and subsistence. I asked for
sibility,

two hundred sharpshooters only as a train guard,
to report at 4 A. M., and stated that if the troops
did not report we would go without them. No
answer was received to this dispatch, and near
midnight I took a lantern and visited the camps,
four miles down the road, to see if I could not get
a guard. I found General Hancock in bed in his
tent.

He rose immediately, and
me the force I required.&quot;

to give
1

This

Herman Haupt was one

of the modest great men of the
war. Lincoln used to say he had

cheerfully agreed
l

brains enough for a corps commander, if he could be spared
from his railroad work. Some of

MS.
Memoir,
&quot;The

Military
Railroads
of the

United
States.&quot;
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General Pope regarded the reluctance of McClellan in forwarding reinforcements to him from
Alexandria as another important factor in his fail

He

says in his report that Reynolds s divi
sion, &quot;about 2500 strong,&quot; which joined him on
the 23d of August at Rappahannock station, and
ure.

the corps of Heintzelman and Porter, about 18,000
between them, which arrived on the 26th and 27th
at

Warrenton Junction (about 20,500

VOL XIL,

&quot;

all

&quot;

P. 46.

altogether),

of the 91,000 veteran troops from Harrison s Landing which ever drew trigger under

were

my

command.&quot;

Franklin and Sumner with 20,000

effectives reported to

him

redeem the campaign.

at Centreville too late to

It is a fact

not without sig

nificance that the last troops which joined him
before the hard fighting began did so before McClellan took charge at Alexandria. General Sum

brave old warrior who considered it a
personal injury to be kept from any battlefield
within his reach, broke out in hot anger when he
learned that McClellan had said his corps was not
in a condition for fighting.
If I had been ordered
ner, that

&quot;

to advance right
he said afterwards, &quot;from
Alexandria by the Little River turnpike, I should
have been in that Second Bull Run battle with my
whole force.&quot; He was made to waste forty-eight
hours in camp and in a fruitless march to the Aque
duct bridge.
on,&quot;

on the
of the

war.

the bridges he built, to use MeDowell s words, ignored all the
rules and precedents of military science. The Potomac Run
bridge, for instance, was a fourstory structure of round sticks cut
from the neighboring woods it
was over eighty feet high and four
;

hundred feet long it was built
by common soldiers in nine days,
and carried the heaviest rail;

safety. This bridge
excited the highest admiration
of the President he said,&quot; Haupt
could build a bridge of bean-

way trains in

;

poles and

cornstalks.&quot;

POPE S VIKGINIA CAMPAIGN
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In the matter of Franklin s corps the correspondence of General McClellan himself furnishes
the most undeniable evidence that he did not think
best to hurry matters in reenforcing Pope. Halleek on the 27th had telegraphed him the probability of a general battle.

s

corps,&quot;

he

Franklin

s

day

in

corps should

tion [Manassas] as soon as
answered, not that Franklin

Aug.,

i.

isc2.

said,

forced marches, carrying
This order was
provisions.&quot;

three or four days
repeated later in the
&quot;

Franklin

move out by

&quot;should

that

&quot;

CHAP.

vol.

XL,

^J&quot;

more urgent terms,

move

in that direc

McClellan
started, but that

possible.&quot;

had

he had sent orders to him to prepare to march.&quot;
He afterwards discovered that Franklin was in
&quot;

Washington, and gave orders to place the corps in
readiness to move.&quot; In the afternoon he sent
dispatches indicating his belief that it might be
better for Franklin not to go, and questioning
whether Washington were safe and in the evening
of the same day this conviction had gained such
strength in his mind that he squarely recom
mended that the troops in hand be held for the

iwd., P

.

95.

&quot;

ibid.,

P %.

ibid.,

P

.

;

defense of the capital. On the morning of the 28th
Halleck telegraphed, direct, an order to Franklin to

move towards Manassas, but

at

one o clock in the

.

97.

voY xii.,
&quot;

P. 707.

afternoon General McClellan replied, The moment
Franklin can be startecLwith a reasonable amount
&quot;

of

he shall
At 4:10 o clock he
General Franklin is with me here. I will
in a few minutes the condition of artillery

artillery

added

know

go.&quot;

We are not yet in condition to
be
may
by to-morrow morning.&quot; Halleck,
in despair at this inertia, had telegraphed at 3:30
Not a moment must be lost in pushing
o clock
and cavalry.

move

iwd., P .708.

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

VOL.

VL

2

voi. xi.,
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voT xi i
Pt

as large a force as possible towards Manassas so
as to communicate with Pope before the enemy
ig

reenforced.&quot;

To

this, after

p?wa?&quot;

the lapse of an hour,

McClellan answered: &quot;Your dispatch received.
Neither Franklin nor Sumner s corps is now in
It would
condition to move and fight a battle.
be a sacrifice to send them out now.
At night General Halleck, with vehement ear
There must be no further delay
nestness, ordered
in moving Franklin s corps towards Manassas.
They must go to-morrow morning, ready or not
&quot;

iwd.

.

.

&quot;

:

ready.
will

If

we delay

too long to get ready, there

be no necessity to go at

for

all;

Pope

will

either be defeated or be victorious without our aid.

want of wagons, the men must carry
provisions with them until the wagons can come
If there is a

iwd., p.

710.

to their

At

Aug.,

1862.

relief.&quot;

McClellan answered that he had ordered
Franklin to march at six in the morning of the
29th. He then enumerated the force he had in
hand, amounting to about thirty thousand men,
and added, with a naivete which in view of Halleek s urgent telegrams for two days would be com
ical if the consequences had not been so serious,
If you wish any of them to move towards Manassas, please inform me.&quot;
On the 29th of August Jie got Franklin started,
but still protested against the order to move him,
last

&quot;

iwd.
vol. xi.,

PP.

97, 98.

and continually through the day sent dispatches
suggesting that Franklin should go no farther,
until at last Halleck, even his excessive patience
giving way, replied at three o clock, I want Franklin s corps to go far enough to find out something
&quot;

voi.

xn.,

Part

III.,

P. 722.

,

about the enemy.

.

.

I

am

,.

_

tired ot

guesses.&quot;

At

POPE
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a quarter before three in the afternoon of the 29th
General McClellan sent the following extraordinary
dispatch to Mr. Lincoln, which, to do him justice,

must be given

CHAP.
Aug.,

entire:

The last news I received from the direction of Manaswas from stragglers, to the effect that the enemy were
evacuating Centreville and retiring towards Thorough
This by no means reliable. I am clear that
fare Gap.
one of two courses should be adopted first, to concen
sas

:

trate all our

open communications

available forces to

with Pope second, to leave Pope to get out of his scrape,
and at once use all our means to make the capital per
;

fectly safe.

No
wish

middle ground will

me

to do,

and

now answer.

I will

do

Tell

me what you

my power

all in

to

accom

know what my

orders and authority
I ask for nothing, but will obey whatever orders
are.
you give. I only ask a prompt decision, that I may at
once give the necessary orders. It will not do to delay
plish

it.

I

wish to

longer.

There can be no mistaking the transparent men
ace of this dispatch. Of the alternatives he sug
gested, he meant but one. By his protests of the
last three days, as well as by his actions, he had
clearly

shown

his

disinclination

attempt to
There is but one
to

open communication with Pope,
course, therefore, left which commends

judgment

;

that

is,

to leave the

itself to his

Army

of Virginia
sent directly to the

This dispatch was
President in answer to a request from him for
news, and the President replied, with more of
to its fate.

magnanimity than

I think your first
of dignity
all our available
to
concentrate
to
alternative,
wit,
forces to open communication with Pope, 7 is the
&quot;

:

right one, but I wish not to control. That I now
leave to General Halleck, aided by your counsels.&quot;

i.

im.

w R
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XL,

voi.

Part

During the two entire days, the 29th and 30th,
while Pope was engaged in his desperate struggle at
Bull Run with the whole of Lee s army, the singu
lar interchange of telegrams between Halleck and
the one giving orders grow
McClellan continued
and
more
more
peremptory every hour, and the
ing
other giving excuses more or less unsatisfactory
But late at night of the
for not obeying them.
31st of August, when the fighting was virtually
over, General Halleck, upon whom the fatigue and
excitement of the past week had had a most de
pressing effect, suddenly betrayed that weakness of
character which so often surprised his friends, and
sent to McClellan a dispatch breathing discouragein every word, in which, saying that he was

ment

I

to assist
utterly tired out,&quot; he begged McClellan
him in this crisis with his ability and experience.&quot;
&quot;

P.

W

103.&quot;

To

R

voi. xii.,

Part

&quot;

III.,

P. 773.

ibid.

replied with unusual
a
few
minutes
after
promptness
receiving
^
& it, ask7
,,.
.^.
tor
an
interview
to
his
In a
settle
mg
position.
this General McClellan
.

,

.

an hour later he gave his decided opinion
Pope had been totally defeated, and that every
thing available should be drawn in at once; he
thinks such orders should be sent immediately he
has no confidence in Pope s dispositions
to speak
he
&quot;and
the
occasion
requires it,
frankly,&quot;
says,
there appears to be a total absence of brains, and I
letter

that

;

&quot;

;

fear the total destruction of the

He

army.&quot;

falls

back again into his sententious strain
The occa
sion is grave, and demands grave measures. The
&quot;

:

question

is

the salvation of the country.

.

.

my
VOLXL,

It is

deliberate opinion that the interests of the
nation demand that Pope shall fall back to-night
if

possible,

and not one moment

is

to be

lost.&quot;
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The same advice was repeated by Pope the next

CHAP.

morning, and Halleck at once gave the necessary
On September 1, General McClellan visited
Washington and conversed with Halleck and the
Mr. Lincoln had been greatly dis
President.
tressed and shocked by the account Pope had
orders.

i.

1862.

given of the demoralization of the Army of the
Potomac, which, in his opinion, proceeded from
the spirit of hostility and insubordination dis

played openly by some of its most prominent offi
cers.
He requested McClellan to use his great
personal influence with his immediate friends in
that army to correct this evil. McClellan, while
not crediting the report of Pope, nevertheless com
plied with the request of the President, and sent a
letter to Porter urging him and all his friends, for
his sake, to extend to General Pope the same support they had always given him, to which Porter
replied in loyal and soldierly terms. On the next
day (September 2), Mr. Lincoln placed the defenses

vol. xii.,
&quot;

P! 737.

ma., p.

Washington and the command of the troops as
they arrived from the front in the hands of General
McClellan. There is no other official act of his life
for which he has been more severely criticized, but
of

we need not go
The

far to find a motive for

restoration of McClellan to

it.

command was

Mr. Lincoln s own act. The majority of the Cabi
net were strongly opposed to it. The Secretary of
War and the Secretary of the Treasury agreed,
upon the 29th of August, in a remonstrance against
McClellan s continuance in command of any army
of the Union. They reduced it to writing it was
signed by themselves and the Attorney-General,
;

and afterwards by the Secretary of the

Interior.

*

798.
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The Secretaiy of the Navy concurred in the judg
ment of his colleagues, but declined to sign it, on
the ground that it might seem unfriendly to the
President.

In the Cabinet meeting of the 2d of

September the whole subject was freely discussed.

i8C2.

of War disclaimed any responsibility
for the action taken, saying that the order to McClellan was given him directly by the President,

The Secretary

and that General Halleck considered himself re
lieved from responsibility by it, although he acqui
He thought that
esced and approved the order.
McClellan was now in a position where he could
shirk all responsibility, shielding himself under
Halleck, while Halleck would shield himself under
the President. Mr. Lincoln took a different view
of the transaction, saying that he considered Gen
eral Halleck as

much

in

command

of the

army

as

ever, and that General McClellan had been charged
with special functions, to command the troops for
the defense of Washington, and that he placed him

there because he could see no one
so well the
chase

s

warden,
eiseg.

work

required.

who

could do

The Secretary

of the

Treasury in recording this proceeding does not disguise his scorn for the lack of spirit displayed by
the President, and on a later date he adds

&quot;

:

It is

indeed humiliating, but prompted, I believe, by a
sincere desire to serve the country, and a fear that
should he supersede McClellan by any other com

ibid., p. 470.

mander no advantage would be gained in leader
ship, but much harm in the disaffection of officers
and troops.&quot;
Mr. Lincoln certainly had the defects of his great
His unbounded magnanimity made him
qualities.
sometimes incapable even of just resentments.
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General McClellan s worst offenses had been committed against the President in person. The in

CHAP.

i.

from Savage s Station and the
from Harrison s Landing, in which he took
the President to task for the whole course of his
civil and military administration, would probably
have been pardoned by no other ruler that ever
sulting dispatch

letter

yet Mr. Lincoln never appeared to bear
the slightest ill-will to the general on account of
these affronts. He did feel deeply the conduct of
lived

;

McClellan towards Pope. He was outraged at McClellan s suggestion to leave Pope to his fate. He
said to one of his household on the 30th of August,
He has acted badly towards Pope he really
and after he had placed him
wanted him to fail

1862.

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

again in

command

Army

of the

of the

Potomac

he repeated this severe judgment, but he added,
There is no one in the army who can man these
&quot;

and

lick these troops of ours into
shape half as well as he can.&quot; Again he said, &quot;We
must use the tools we have if he cannot fight him

fortifications

;

he excels in making others ready to fight.&quot; In
the interests of the country he condoned the of
self,

fenses against
himself.

Pope

as readily as those against

perhaps even be said that McClellan, so
far from suffering at the President s hands for his
unbecoming conduct towards him, gained a posi
tive advantage by it. It was not alone for his un
It

may

doubted talents as an organizer and drill-master
was restored to his command. It was a time
of gloom and doubt in the political as well as in
that he

The factious spirit was
the military situation.
the
politicians and the press of the
stronger among

y

H

Diar y-
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Democratic party than at any other time during
Not only in the States of the border, but
in many Northern States, there were signs of sullen
the war.

a large body of the people that
could not escape the notice of a statesman so vigi
lant as Lincoln. It was of the greatest importance,

discontent

among

not only in the interest of recruiting, but also in
the interest of that wider support which a pop
ular Government requires from the general body
of its citizens, that causes of offense against any
large portion of the community should be sedu

lously avoided by those in power. General McClellan had made himself, by his demonstration
against the President s policy, the leader of the

Democratic party. Mr. Lincoln, for these reasons,
was especially anxious to take no action against
McClellan which might seem to be dictated by per
sonal jealousy or pique; and besides, as General

Pope had himself reported, there was a personal
devotion to McClellan among those in high com
in the Army of the Potomac which rendered
it almost impossible for any other general to get its

mand
best

work out

of

it.

General Ethan Allen Hitch

cock, one of the most accomplished officers of the
old army, gave this as the reason for his declining

that

command.

It is difficult to

regard without indignation the

treatment, however necessary and justifiable, which
the principal actors in this great transaction re
ceived. McClellan, whose conduct from beginning to

end can only be condemned, received the command
of a great army, reorganized and reenforced, and
with it a chance for magnificent achievement, if he

had been able

to

improve

it,

which no

officer before

POPE

S
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or since ever enjoyed on this continent. Pope, who
had fought with the greatest bravery and persever

ance a losing battle against Lee
the

way from

s entire

army

all

the Rapidan to the Potomac, encour
hope of reenforce-

at every point with the

aged
ments which only reached him too

late,

and

finally

adding a new luster to the pres
rival
and
of
his
tige
enemy, received simply the
and
congratulations of his superiors
compliments
and was then removed to a distant department of
the frontier, to take no further part in the stirring
scenes of a war in which he was so well qualified to
bear an honorable part. McDowell, a perfect sol

by

his misfortune

among the bravest, ablest, and most loyal
cers of the army, who had done his whole duty
dier,

offi

and

much

more, who zealously went before and beyond
the orders of his superiors, always seeking the post
of utmost danger and toil, was found at the close
of this campaign, in

which his conduct deserved

the highest credit, with his reputation so smirched
and tarnished by calumny that he was never after

during the war considered available for those high
and important employments for which he was
better equipped than almost any of his comrades.
A court of inquiry, it is true, vindicated him com
pletely from every charge that malice or ignorance
had invented against him; but the two disasters
of Bull

Run, in successive summers, for neither of
which he was to blame, remained in the popular
mind inseparably connected with his name.
General McClellan himself never appreciated the
magnanimity with which he had been treated. In
fact, he thought the magnanimity was all upon his
side.
As time wore on he continually exaggerated

CHAP.
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own mind

the services he had rendered

and
he had
been placed in command, until he created for him
self the fantastic delusion that he had saved the
Administration from despair
In the last lines he
in his

the needs of the

Government

at the time

!

ever wrote, shortly before his death, he gave this
absolutely new and most remarkable account of
the visit which Lincoln and Halleck made to him

on the 2d of September

1862.

He

:

[the President] then said that he regarded Wash
lost, and asked me if I would, under the circum

ington as

stances, as a favor to him, resume command and do the
best that could be done. Without one moment s hesita
tion and without making any conditions whatever, I at
once said that I would accept the command and would
stake my life that I would save the city. Both the Presi
dent and Halleck again asserted that it was impossible to
save the city, and I repeated my firm conviction that I
could and would save it. They then left, the President
,

1

&quot;

&quot;^aS?

st&ry
P. 535.

&quot;

verbally placing me in entire command of the city
the troops falling back upon it from the front.

and of

It is possible that in the lapse of twenty
years
General McClellan s memory had become so dis
torted by constant dwelling upon imagined wrongs
that he was at last capable of believing this fiction.
It was a fancy adopted in the last years of his life.

A year

after his

removal from command he wrote

a voluminous report of his entire military
history,
He was then the ac
filling an octavo volume.

knowledged favorite of the Democratic party, the
predestined candidate for the Presidency in oppo
sition to Lincoln.
He embodied in that report
every incident or argument he could think of to
own conduct and to condemn that of the

justify his

Government.

Yet in

this

long narrative there

is
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no hint that Lincoln or Halleck thought the capHe apparently never dreamed of
ital was lost.
such a thing while Lincoln lived he gave no inti
mation of such a charge while Halleck survived,
although their relations were frankly hostile. Only
after both these witnesses had passed away, and a
direct contradiction was thus rendered impossible,

CHAP.

i.

;

did

it

occur to him to report this conversation

between his patriotic heroism and their craven de
spair

!

another proof that this story was an
afterthought. In a letter to his family, written on

There

is

the 2d, the very morning of this pretended conversation,
I

he merely says

sept., 1862.

:

was surprised this morning, when at breakfast, by a
from the President and Halleck, in which the for

visit

mer expressed the opinion that the troubles now impend
ing could be overcome better by me than any one else.
Pope is ordered to fall back upon Washington, and as he
reenters everything

When we

is to

come under

my command

McClellan s

Own
Story,&quot;

again.

p. 566.

consider that in these private letters

he never omits an opportunity for heroic postur
ing, it is impossible to believe that if Lincoln and
Halleck an hour or two before had been imploring
him to save the capital, he would not have men
tioned it. The truth is, McClellan himself has left
evidence of the fact that it was he who thought
Washington in danger. On the 31st of August he
wrote to his wife
I do not regard Washington as
safe against the rebels.
If I can quietly slip over
there I will send your silver
If it were worth
while to cumber these pages with the refutation of
&quot;

:

off.&quot;

a calumny so transparently false, we could bring
the testimony of a score of witnesses to show that

Vide Ante,
p. 17.
&quot;

McClellan s

Own
Story,&quot;

p. 532.
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Mr. Lincoln, during the first days of September,
Grieved and
\yas unusually cool and determined.
disappointed as he was at the failure of Pope s
campaign, his principal preoccupation was not at
any time the safety of Washington. It was that
Lee s army, as he frequently expressed it, should
not get away without being hurt.&quot; On Monday
morning he said: &quot;They must be whipped here
and now. Pope must fight them and if they are
too strong for him, he can gradually get back to
these fortifications.&quot; At the time McClellan repre
sents him as hopeless of saving Washington he had
&quot;

;

H
clary,

no thought of the safety of that place in his mind,
except as a secondary and permanent considera
tion.
He was making ready a force to attack the
enemy. On the 3d of September he wrote with his
own hand this order, which sufficiently shows the
mood he was in
:

Ordered, that the General-in-Chief, Major-General Halleek, immediately commence
sible dispatch to organize an

from

V

w

R

par?if
P. 169.

and proceed with

all

pos

for active operations
coming within his con-

army

the material within and
trol, independent of the forces he may deem necessary
^ or
e defense
f Washington, when such active army
all

^

shall take the field.

This order, countersigned by the Secretary of
War, was delivered to Halleck by General Townsend, and the work of preparing the army for the
offensive was at once begun. McClellan, under
Halleck s direction, went heartily to work to execute

He had none of the
he gives himself in his memoirs his

the orders of the President.

protecting airs

;

conduct was exemplary. &quot;McClellan, said Lincoin on the 5th,
working like a beaver. He
7

Diary,

&quot;is
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seems to be aroused to doing something by the sort
The work he was
week.&quot;

CHAP.
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of snubbing he got last

now engaged upon was
he performed

it

congenial staff work, and

with great zeal and

efficiency.

It

he was
acting without orders and without communication
with the Grovernment. It was his favorite phrase
halter about his
that he went to Antietam with a
neck.&quot;
But his letters written at the time contradiet such assertions. He wrote from Washington,
I leave here this after
on the 7th of September
suited

him

in after years to pretend that

&quot;

MC%
own J
p. 551

.

&quot;

:

noon to take command of the troops in the
The feeling of the Grovernment towards me,
sure, is kind and trusting.&quot;

field.

I

am

ibid., p. 56?.
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the Administration of Mr. Lincoln was

WHILE
exerting

all its

energies to cope with the

exacting emergencies of civil war, it was compelled
to watch with unsleeping vigilance the measures

and intentions

The

of enemies all over the world.

hostility of European powers, unable to find a pre
text for a direct attack, manifested itself in a move

ment on what may be

called the right flank of the

nation, Mexico. This
against
torn
so
by internal dissen
long
unhappy country,
sions which were the direct result of the cruel and
its sister

Republic

corrupt rule of Spain, had reached, and perhaps
passed, its lowest point of anarchy and misrule.

The Presidency was now occupied by the most
remarkable man that Mexico had produced
and,
l

;

1

Benito Pablo Juarez was born

of Indian parents, poor people of
unmixed native blood. He did
not know a word of Spanish when
at twelve years of age he was
adopted by a lay friar of Oajaca

and educated.

He

ever, pursue the

did not, how
calling of his

benefactor. He adopted the pro
fession of the law and rapidly
rose to the position of Chief-Jus
tice of the Republic.
In the
course of his eventful life he filled

the highest offices of the nation,
showing equal ability in judicial,
and executive func
financial,
tions. From the office of Presi
dent of the Supreme Court he
passed to the Presidency of the
Republic amidst the revolutions
which were tearing the State to
In the next year
pieces in 1 8 5 8
the United States recognized him
as President, and for thirteen
years thereafter, through endless
.

struggles, through war, through
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under the firm and patient hands of Benito Juarez,
the beginnings of something like social order were
already making their appearance in the public life
of the country. But the state of things existing
there was still deplorable. All the evil growths

up in the track of a long and devasta
war flourished in rank luxuriance. There

that spring
ting civil

was

little

safety for

life

or property

assassinations

;

were of frequent occurrence there was only the
most imperfect security for the enforcement of con
tracts. These evils, which the Mexicans themselves
were forced to bear uncomplainingly, roused con
stant and vehement reclamations on the part of
foreigners doing business in Mexico yet still they
remained there. It was difficult for many who had
;

;

embarked all their interests in
and it is to be presumed that

affairs to get

away,

there, as elsewhere,
fishing in troubled waters afforded a prospect of
such large gains as to compensate for the enormous

But on the 17th of July, 1861, on
the recommendation of President Juarez, the Con
gress, which had already suppressed the religious
orders and confiscated the church property, as a
further means of financial relief to the nation,
suspended for two years all payments on the na
tional debt, which was principally in the hands of
foreigners.
Shortly after this there was a slight
street disturbance in which a political procession,

risks involved.

revolution, and
spread disorder

through

wide-

and anarchy, he

sustained himself with unflinching courage and faith in the
future of Mexico. After infinite
trials peace was restored to his
In 1871 he was recountry.
elected to the Presidency, and

might justly have looked forward
to spending his latter days in the
enjoyment of the revived prosper
ity and remarkable industrial prolike many
gress of Mexico,
another great leader and ruler,
he died without receiving this
reward of his toil.
&quot;but,
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finding itself in front of the French, legation, as if
with a premonition of the hostile relations which

were soon to exist between the two countries, broke
out in shouts of death to the French,&quot; and a shot
was fired at the legation. This outrage led to a
severe protest on the part of the diplomatic body,
not confined to the European Ministers, but headed
&quot;

by Thomas Corwin, the American

plenipotentiary,

whose sincere friendship for Mexico was well
known. The Government, struggling with every
kind of embarrassment, was unable to give prompt
redress, either in the matter of financial default or
in the more flagrant cases of outrage and murder.
tax of one per cent, on all capital exceeding two

A

thousand dollars was imposed in the month of
August, and this led to new protests on the part of
the diplomatic body. Sir Charles Lennox Wyke,
the representative of Great Britain in Mexico,

addressed frequent communications to the Mexi
can Foreign Office in terms of frank disrespect,
to

which Mr. Zamacona, the Mexican Minister

of Foreign Affairs, replied in a tone of exquisite
courtesy, trying to excuse what could not be reme

died and continually making promises which
impossible to keep, until at last Sir Charles

it

was

Wyke

made upon the Mexican Government the impossible
demand that they should, by executive action,
i86i.

within forty-eight hours, annul the decree of Congress of the 17th of July failing which, he ceased
;

his official diplomatic relations with them.

Mean

while, diplomacy had been busy on the other side
of the Atlantic between the courts of London,
The British Government ap
Paris, and Madrid.
in
the
matter
to
have had no object in view
pears
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but the collection of money due to British subjects
and the redress of wrongs committed upon them in
Mexico. The intervention of Spain, though it was
mainly prompted by similar motives, was not with
out a suspicion of ulterior dynastic designs while
on the part of France there was a mixture of many
;

different schemes,

some

of

which were avowed and

others were unavowable.
It is not within the scope of this work to re
count the scandals with which the air of Paris

was

filled

in reference to speculations in

which

persons near to the Tuileries were said to be en
gaged, and which were understood to have exer
cised a powerful influence upon the conduct of the

French Government in

its Mexican enterprise.
It
for
us
to
the
letter which the
enough
quote
peror himself wrote to General Forey in the sum

Em

is

mer of 1862, to show that the expedition to Mexico
was founded upon the hope that the internal
troubles of the American republic would prevent
its rulers from interposing* a veto upon the Em
peror s scheme of conquest, and that he in
tended nothing

less than to establish an empire
which would build up a barrier to
the supposed ambitious schemes of the United
States and vastly increase the power and pres
tige of the French Empire in both hemispheres.
is our interest,&quot; he writes, &quot;that the
repub
lic of the United States shall be
powerful and

in Mexico

&quot;It

prosperous, but it is not at all to our interest
that she should grasp the whole Gulf of Mexico,
rule thence the Antilles as well as South America,

and be the

sole dispenser of the products of the
see to-day by sad experience how

New World. We
VOL. VI.
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precarious is the faith of an industry which is
forced to seek its raw material in a single market

under

all

the vicissitudes to which that market

is

subject. If, on the contrary, Mexico preserves her
independence and maintains the integrity of her
territory, if a stable government be there estab
lished with the aid of France, we shall have re
stored to the Latin race on the other side of the
ocean its force and its prestige; we shall have
guaranteed the safety of our own and the Spanish
colonies in the Antilles. We shall have established
our benign influence in the center of America, and
this influence, while creating immense outlets for
our commerce, will produce the raw material which

indispensable to our industry. Mexico thus re
generated will always be favorable to us, not only
from gratitude, but also because her interests will
be identical with our own, and because she will
is

find support in the

good will of European pow
scheme of the Emperor s, as outlined
in his own words, seems vague and visionary, it is
on that account all the more characteristic of its
author. Few of his schemes could bear the test of
reality his most ambitious plans were of the stuff
that dreams are made of and his purposes in re
gard to Mexico were none the less hostile to the
true interests of the American republic that they
were founded upon an absolute misconception of
facts and faded away in logical and predestined
1
disappointment and discredit.
ers.&quot;

If this

;

;

1 For some
years before the war
began the mind of the Emperor
was very much occupied in re-

gard to this question of planting
the empire in Mexico. Profes-

sor Schele de Vere, in an account
of a conversation with Napoleon
III. at Biarritz in 1860, refers to
the &quot;peculiar and undisguised

eagerness

with which he

dis-
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In the correspondence of Earl Eussell with Lord
Cowley, the British Minister in Paris, it is evident
that he was aware of some of the difficulties in the
way of a tripartite joint intervention. He referred
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and apprehension which the advent of
Spanish troops would excite in Mexico on the part
of the Liberals and of the odium of British inter
ference on the part of the Church faction but he
to the dislike

;

exhibited a singular ignorance of the state of feel
ing in the South when he spoke of the universal
&quot;

Sept.

30,

1861.

alarm which would be excited both in the United
States and the Southern States at the contempla
tion of European interference in the domestic
quarrels of an American independent republic.&quot;
The Southern leaders would have hailed with joy

the annexation of half a dozen Spanish- American
republics by any European power which would have
assisted them in their furious family quarrel, yet

Lord Russell seriously thought the menace of the
independence of Mexico on the part of European
powers would have a tendency to bring about a
cussed the Mexican question. He
the very number of guns on
the Morro, the sums the United
States had spent on the fortifica
tions in Florida, the exports and
imports of Galveston and Mata-

knew

moras, in short, everything which
well-informed local agents could

have reported to an experienced
statesman eager for information.
He examined me again on Texas
and its population, the disposi
tion of the French residents, the
tendencies of the German colo
nists, the feeling on the Mexican

Twice, I remember well
he repeated La Louisiane, n est
ce pas qu elle est Franchise au

frontier.

,

*

At last he turned to the
Colonies and then stated in round
Eh bien, il faut
terms,
reconstruire 1 Empire la bas.
From what I could gather, I was

fond ?

.

.

.

persuaded he proposed to
seek in Mexico a compensation
for the lost colonies in the West
Indies, which, he said, could not
be recovered sans nous brouiller
He insisted on
avec nos allies.
it that France must sooner or
fully

(

later

have a pied d

terre

on the

Schele

de Vere to
Benjamin,

Florida coast for the purpose of
Jan. 23,
1863.
protecting her commerce in the
MS. Confed
Nous ne
Gulf, for, he added,
erate
voulons pas d uii autre Gibraltar Archives.
de ce cote*-la.
&quot;
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5,

between the Northern and Southern
States.
days later Lord Russell announced
that the Government of the Queen were now pre
pared to enter into a convention with France and
Spain to obtain redress for injuries from Mexico, but
that it would be proper to stipulate in the conven
reconciliation

A few

tion that the forces of the contracting parties should
not be employed for any other purpose than that
specified, and especially that they

should not interfere

with the internal government of Mexico. He thought
that the Government of the United States ought to
be invited to adhere to any such convention, but he
it necessary that in anticipation of the
concurrence of the United States the three powers
should defer the commencement of their contem
plated operations against Mexico. The same dis
patch was sent to Sir John Crampton at Madrid.

did not think

The Government

of Spain

made no

special objec
tion to inviting the adherence of the United States,

though Marshall O Donnell doubted whether that
country would care to take part in the matter, and
added that Spain could not think, in any case, of
postponing the measures which it had determined to
adopt. He disclaimed any desire for exclusive ad
vantages on the part of his Government. In his opin
ion nothing could be more detrimental to Spain than
the recovery of her ancient possessions in America
with regard to Cuba and the Philippines it was dif
ferent, because their insular position and other cir
cumstances still rendered their possession advan
tageous to the mother country the recent acquisi
tion by Spain of Santo Domingo might, he remarked,
appear to be a deviation from this principle, but that
was accounted for by its proximity to Cuba.
;

;
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John Crampton reported in a subsequent dispatch, there was perhaps a shade of
difference between the views of the British and
the Spanish governments in this matter. While
England wanted absolutely nothing but money
due her and a redress of injuries, Spain, while
Sir

agreeing in general to the policy of non-interven
tion in the internal affairs of Mexico, still hoped, as
the result of the measures proposed, for the estab

lishment of some settled form of government which
would afford guarantees for the future.
Calderon Collantes remarked that at the bottom of the
civil strife in Mexico there was a contest between

two races which was not generally borne in mind
the Spanish race was at all times in the minority in
that country, and, from natural causes, the dispro
;

portion between

it

and the

continually increasing;

if

original Indian race was
these causes continued

unchecked by the moral superiority of
the European elements, and were aggravated by a
to operate,

continual recurrence of intestine struggles, there
could be no doubt that the germs of civilization,

which had been originally planted by Spain, would
be crushed out and the country would relapse into
something of the same condition in which it was
found by Cortes. These ideas, however, seemed
merely didactic, for when Sir John asked whether
the Spanish Government contemplated a prolonged
occupation of the Mexican ports until such a gov

ernment as they desired should be established,
Calderon Collantes emphatically repudiated any
such design.
The President and Mr. Seward saw clearly the
inconvenience and the possible serious complica-
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which would result from the proposed inter
and before it was concluded they made all
to remove the supposed necessity
efforts
possible
for it. Mr. Corwin, under his instructions, sup
ported energetically at Mexico the just reclamations
and the reasonable suggestions of the British Lega
tion and when he was convinced that the Mexican
Government were really unable to meet the equitable
demands of the foreign representatives, he under
took to negotiate an arrangement for supplying
them with the means which they lacked. This
negotiation first took the form of a proposed guar
antee by the United States of the payment of the
interest of the foreign national debt of Mexico, and
while these negotiations were in progress Mr.
Seward informed the representatives of England,
France, and Spain of the intentions of the Ameri
can Government, and suggested that the proposed
intervention should therefore be postponed. He
to
received no encouragement from Lord Lyons
whom this project was communicated that the
three p owers would look favorably upon it, and the
plan of the American Government was afterwards
modified to that of advancing to Mexico a large
tions

vention

;

;

sum

of

money,

all at

foreign obligations

;

once, for the extinction of her
but the entire scheme came to

nothing.

The
i86i.

convention was signed in London
It was very brief and
It merely provided for the sending of an

tripartite

on the 31st of October.
simple.

expeditionary force to Mexico to seize and occupy
certain ports on the coast of that country each of
the contracting parties was to send a commissioner
with full authority to arrange for the application
;
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and distribution
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of the

should be collected

;
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each disclaimed any inten

tions looking toward the acquisition of territory or
of any particular advantage, or any coercion of the

Mexican nation

in their

form of government

;

the

convention also provided that the United States
should be invited to adhere to it. The amount of
the expeditionary force to be contributed by each
nation was not specified in the convention, but it
was afterwards arranged that the Spanish squadron
should consist of 12 or 14 vessels, carrying in all
about 300 guns two large steam transports were to
;

accompany the squadron, and the number of troops
was to amount to 4000 or 5000 men ; the whole
expedition was to be under the command of Lieutenant-General Don Juan Prim, who was also
appointed the Diplomatic Commissioner of Spain.

The French expedition was
size,

to be about the same
under the command of Admiral Jurien de la

Graviere.

Before the time came for the expedition

to start the incident of the capture of Mason and
Slidell had so strained the relations between Great

Britain

and the United States that

it

was not

thought prudent in London to detach any large
force to the coast of Mexico. On the 4th of December Lord Russell informed the French and Spanish
courts that her Majesty s Government,
the
state
the
United
of
with
their
relations
present
-battle ship
States,&quot; proposed to send only one line-of
&quot;in

and two

frigates to form part of the expedition to
and
that the number of their supernumer
Mexico,
marines
would
be seven hundred.
ary
The invitation of the three powers to the United
States to adhere to the convention of London was
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delivered on the 30th of November. Mr. Seward
replied that the President did not question the un

doubted right of the three powers to seek severally
or jointly redress of their grievances from Mexico

and to levy war against that power, if necessary
he expressed the satisfaction the President felt in
the assurance given by the powers that they would
not seek to impair the right of the Mexican people
to choose and freely to constitute the form of their
own government. It was true that the United
States had claims against Mexico, but the Presi
dent was of opinion that it would be inexpedient
to seek satisfaction of those claims at this time
;

through an act of accession to the convention.
Among the reasons,&quot; Mr. Seward continues, for
this decision, which the undersigned is authorized
to assign, are first, that the United States, as far as
it is practicable, prefer to adhere to a traditional
&quot;

&quot;

recommended to them by the father of their
country, and confirmed by a happy experience,

policy

which forbids their making alliances with foreign
nations secondly, Mexico being a neighbor of the
United States on this continent, and possessing a
;

system of government similar to our own in many
of its important features, the United States habit
ually cherish a decided good-will towards that
republic and a lively interest in its security, pros

and welfare. Animated by these sentiments
the United States do not feel inclined to resort to

perity,

forcible remedies for their claims at the present
moment when the Government of Mexico is deeply

disturbed

by

faction within, and exposed to war
and of course the same sen

with foreign nations
timents render them

;

still

more

disinclined to allied
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war against Mexico than to war to be urged against
her by themselves alone.&quot; Mr. Seward then re

CHAP. u.

ferred to the proposed treaty of the United States
with Mexico, the object of which was to place it

within the power of that nation to satisfy the just
claims and demands of foreign powers, and prom
ised, if

these negotiations offered

any

sufficient

ground on which to justify a proposition to the
high contracting powers on the part of Mexico, he
would hasten to submit such a proposition to them.
He then informed the high contracting parties that
the President proposed to send a naval force to the
Gulf of Mexico to guard the interests of the United

and its citizens this and all other measures
in the spirit of peace and friendship
taken
being
not only towards Mexico but towards the allied
States

;

powers themselves.
Spain did not wait for her colleagues, for on
the 5th of December the Spanish expedition
sailed from Havana to Yera Cruz.
It was an
imposing squadron of twenty-six men-of-war and
the

embarking amounting to
six thousand of all arms under the command
of Don Manuel Gasset. This was a much larger
force than was originally intended, and the chagrin
transports,

troops

of the English Government, both at the prema
ture departure of the Spanish expedition and at its
greatly increased proportions, was deepened by

the announcement received in January from the
French Government that the Emperor proposed

expeditionary force by 3000 or
The seven hundred British marines

to increase his

4000 men.
thus came to form a most insignificant proportion
of the entire force. It was not many days later
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when Lord

Russell became aware of the ulterior

intention of the other powers in regard to the fu
ture government of Mexico. He was informed by
Lord Cowley, on the 25th of January, that it was

the general impression in Paris, among the officers
going with the reinforcements to Mexico, that the
object of the expedition was to place the Archduke
The
Maximilian of Austria upon the throne.

French Minister of Foreign Affairs being interpel
lated on the subject said there had been no com
munication between the governments of France
and Austria in regard to it, but that application
had been made by prominent Mexicans to the
Archduke himself. Earl Russell dryly communi
cated this information to Sir Charles &quot;Wyke a few
the Mexican people by a
days later, saying:
&quot;If

spontaneous movement place the Austrian Arch
duke on the throne of Mexico, there is nothing in
the convention to prevent it on the other hand,
we could be no parties to a forcible intervention to
that purpose. The Mexicans must consult their
;

own interests.&quot;
The

met with no opposition in their
Vera Cruz and the Fortress of San
Juan de Ulloa the Mexicans retired a little dis
tance into the interior and limited their work of
allied forces

occupation of

;

resistance to cutting off the supplies of the enemy.
They had in their weakness and poverty a more

powerful auxiliary upon their side than a dis
ciplined army corps would
of the Mexican lowlands

have been.

The climate

the tierras calientes

one of the most deadly in the world to those un
accustomed to it. By holding the high ground
between these lowlands and the capital they simply

is
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condemned the invading force to death by yellow
fever. The actual presence of the invading army
upon their shores had for a time stilled the strife
of faction in Mexico, and the conciliatory policy of
President Juarez towards his opponents succeeded
banding together all the constitu
tional parties in defense of the Administration.
for the time in

United in this momentary concord they were capa
ble of offering a formidable resistance to the ex
peditionary corps, consisting of only about 25,000
in all, if they should attempt to march into the

more healthful

interior.

Simultaneously with this novel concord

among

the Mexicans appeared the beginnings of serious
contention among the foreigners. While the pur

pose of France seemed to be to forward certain

which had their promoters
in neighborhoods near the throne, and to establish
a Latin empire on the ruins of the republic under
the rule of an Austrian archduke, it soon became
apparent that the Spanish civil and military author
ity, concentrated in the astute and resolute Juan
Prim, Marquis de los Castillejos, had very different
intentions. He carried in petto
it was thought
the scheme of placing upon the throne of the Aztecs
a prince of the house of Bourbon, and, after having
initiated and taken the advance in the expedition,
he did not regard with complacency the prospect
of acting merely as the cat s-paw of France in its
further progress and completion.
The English
stock- jobbing schemes

Government, not sharing in either of the dynastic
schemes of its allies and being engaged in the
expedition from practical and business motives,
was ready to secede from the enterprise as soon
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as

it

could see a material advantage in such a

course.

President Juarez, assisted by Senor Zamacona,
who was at that time and for years afterwards one
of the most distinguished of Mexican statesmen
both in integrity and ability as well as in tact and
adroitness, soon succeeded in fanning the flames of
discontent between the allies into open disagree

The first diplomatic success was in arrang
between General Prim and Senor
an
interview
ing
Doblado, the Mexican Secretary of State. These
high functionaries met on the road between Cor
dova and Orizaba and made a sort of treaty after
wards known as the convention of Soledad, from
the name of the village where they met. It per
mitted the allies to move to a more healthful situa
ment.

tion in the tierras templadas, but it adjourned the
time for actual negotiations until the middle of
April.
In this

a double advantage was gained by
the Mexicans
they acquired from the allies a
the
of
government of President Juarez
recognition
and gave him time for further military prepara

way

:

tions,

delaying the action of the allied expedition

to a period when the fever would be most destruc
tive to them ; and after the convention was agreed

upon,

its

most decided advantage on the

side of

the Mexicans immediately declared itself. Prim
having signed it presented it to his colleagues, and

while the British representative regarded it with
favor as affording a precedent and basis for separ
ate negotiation on the part of his Government, the

French Admiral positively repudiated it, and the
ultimate result was that, to the delight of the Mex-
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leans, an open feud broke out among the allies
which ended in Spain and England withdrawing
from the alliance, making separate terms with the
Mexican Government satisfactory to their respective
foreign offices at home, and leaving France to carry
on the invasion by herself.
Even before this result was reached, Juarez, fore

seeing

it,

bent

all his

energies to the

work

of deal

ing with the French when they should have become
completely isolated. He took the severest meas
ures against those disaffected politicians who had
imagined that in siding with the French they were

merely carrying on a customary faction fight;
having captured one Mexican of high rank who was
complicated in the invasion he tried and executed

him

in sight of the

French camp as a

traitor

and

felon; he made a demand upon the French Admiral
for the expulsion from his^camp of Senor Almonte,
the leading agent of the opposition who had come
to the French camp directly from Paris bearing a
letter from the Emperor.
With this demand, as
a matter of course, the French Admiral refused to

comply, although his English and Spanish col
leagues advised that Almonte should be sent away.

The end

of all these dissensions

among them was

that on the 8th of April, 1862, General Prim and
Sir Charles Wyke took their leave of Admiral

Jurien de la Graviere, returned to Vera Cruz with
the forces, and sailed for home.

The progress of the invading party was slow.
The unfortunate Almonte did his best to carry out
his part of the programme by stirring up insurrec
tions and inciting pronunciamientos in the cities
nearest the French camp, but the country did not
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take

fire at his

approach as he had promised the

courts of Paris and Vienna. It

was evident that the

ground was entirely inadequate to the
done and General Lorencez came with
reinforcements in the course of the spring, which so
far encouraged Almonte and his faction that they
assured the general that if he would march on
Puebla the city would throw open its gates at
his approach.
Deceived by these promises Lo
rencez went forward and encountered a prompt
and severe defeat under the walls of Puebla; he
was forced to retreat to Orizaba, whence he re
ported his misadventure and asked for reenforceforce on the

work

to be

;

Several indecisive engagements took place
between his force and the Mexican army. The
French had generally the advantage in battle, but
the vomito rapidly avenged the Mexican losses by
rnents.

the sword.

Even

if

the

Emperor

of France

had now been

able to perceive the unfortunate tendency of the
enterprise upon which he had entered with so little

judgment and foresight, it was out of his power to
withdraw from it. Not only was the honor of
France seriously engaged in this contest with a
people so

weak and

so torn

by

internal dissensions

that defeat of the French arms

by them would

have been an irreparable disgrace, but he knew
also that the political effect of confessing a failure

in this adventure

treme.

would be disastrous in the ex

He

therefore sent over in October, 1862,
a reinforcement of 35,000 men under command of

General Forey. This force comprised, besides the
picked troops of the French army, a force of
Egyptian black troops, a friendly loan to the Em-
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1
Threatened by this forperor from Said Pasha.
midable army, Juarez still did not lose heart, but

exerted himself to the utmost to prepare an ade
quate reception for the invaders in their next

inarch towards the capital the city of Puebla was
as strongly fortified as the slender resources of the
;

would permit. The Mexicans did not
wait this time to receive an assault within their
fortifications they went forward, meeting the ad
vance of Forey, and almost destroyed a force of
republic

;

men under General

Berthier, and when at
came
with
his
main
force before Puebla
Forey
was only to repeat the disaster of Lorencez in

4,000
last
it

the spring.
When winter

came

Tampico and Jalapa,
which had been held for some time by the French,
were evacuated to allow Forey to bring all his
troops to the defense of his threatened lines, and
small-pox took up the work of destruction which
the vomito, at the approach of cold weather, had
on,

With

the close of the year the only
result which the French commander could report to
relinquished.

Emperor was a sadly diminished

his

force

and a

pressing necessity for reinforcements. After their
refusal to join the European powers in the pro

posed intervention in Mexican affairs, the Govern
ment of the United States saw no necessity of
further action, except to define their attitude with
the utmost clearness for the benefit of all parties.
A circular of the Secretary of State dated the 3d of

March, 1862, contains the following statement:
1
Mr. Seward told me the
French Minister had applied to

plied to the

got

one

us for negroes to go as soldiers to
Mexico, and being refused had ap-

H.

J.

&quot;

Pasha of Egypt and

regiment.&quot;

Raymond,

Monthly,&quot;

&quot;

Diary of
Scribner s

March, 1880,

p.

708.
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The President has relied upon the assurance given his
Government by the allies that they were in pursuit of no
but simply the redress of their grievances.
entertains no doubt of the sincerity of the allies, and
if his confidence in their good faith had been disturbed it
would be restored by the frank explanation given by them
that the governments of Spain, France, and Great Britain
political object,

He

have no intention of intervening to procure a change in
the constitutional form of government now existing in
Mexico, or any political change which should be in opposi
tion to the will of the Mexican people. In short, he has
cause to believe that the allies are unanimous in declaring
that the revolution proposed to Mexico is solely prompted

by

certain

Mexican

citizens

now

in Europe.

There is reason to think that the President was
not quite so naive as to receive with absolute
credulity the assertions of the allied powers as to
their innocent intentions towards the Mexican re
public,

and in reading that diplomatic

circular

and

it, one cannot but recognize a certain
tone of courteous sarcasm in these repeated asser

others like

tions of perfect faith in the representations made
by the allied monarchs. But it was not in the

power of the Government of the United States to
take any different action at that moment, and,
though giving utterance to no expressions of indig
nation at the aggression upon a sister republic or of
gratification at disasters which met the aggressor,
the President and Mr. Seward, while continually
asserting, at every proper opportunity, the adher
ence of the American Government to its traditional

policy of discouraging European intervention in the
affairs of the New World, simply bided their time.

WILLIAM

H.

SEWAHD.

CHAPTER

III

DIPLOMACY OF 1862

ri\EE

second year of Mr. Lincoln s Administrawas one of serious dangers and complica
tions in the foreign relations of the United States.
It was in this year that were seen the most mischiev
ous results of the precipitate recognition of the
Confederacy as a belligerent power. The original
mistake of the French and British governments in
putting upon equal terms a great and friendly
power and the insurgent organization of a portion

1

tion

of its citizens, had its condemnation repeated in the
events of every month of the year 1862. The com
plications forced upon the diplomacy of all three
nations by this state of things were met by the

President and Mr. Seward, not only with unyield
ing firmness and fortitude, but with prudence and
skill,

a broad comprehension of legal principles,

and an

instinctive adherence to justice

and equity.

An international tribunal stamped their action with
authoritative approval after both of them were
dead, in a decision which all parties accepted, and
which will probably be confirmed by the final

its

verdict of history.
have not the space to give any adequate
abstracts of the correspondence between the State

We
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Department and the American Legation in London
during this eventful year. But the instructions of
Mr. Seward and the dispatches of Charles Francis
Adams will remain in the published archives of the
department a monument of the unsleeping vigi
lance, the unwearied industry, the patriotic devo
tion, and the remarkable ability of both of these
statesmen, while through the whole course of these

momentous discussions, the guiding and controlling
hand of Mr. Lincoln is continually seen as the re
sponsible director of American policy. We can only
mention a few of the more important events which
came under discussion during the year.

Among the earliest subjects of difference which
arose between the two countries was the refusal of
Government

United States
naval vessels to supply themselves with deposits of
coal which the Government of the United States
the British

had provided

them

to allow the

This injurious
action of the British authorities was rendered still

more

for

at Nassau.

by permission granted to Confeder
buy and take on coal in the same
where United States vessels had not been

flagrant
ate Vessels to

ports

allowed to load coal belonging to their Govern
ment. At this time also Confederate cruisers were
allowed to supply themselves with coal in the ports
of England. All these acts, being complained of by
Mr. Adams, were defended by Lord Russell on the
ground that they were strictly within the provision
of the Queen s proclamation of neutrality. Mr.
Seward protested against the approval by fhe

Government of the proceedings of the Gov
ernor of Nassau as
unfriendly towards a power
that extends unrestricted hospitality towards the
British

&quot;
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naval as well as the mercantile marine of Great
Britain in its ports and harbors.&quot; The fact that

Government justified such proceedings
a
reference
to the Queen s proclamation of neu
by
did
not
alleviate the grievance.
The ex
trality
planation,&quot; said Mr. Seward,
obliges us to renew
the British

&quot;

&quot;

the declaration this
that

it

Government has

so often made,

regards the proclamation itself as unneces

sary, unfriendly, and injurious.&quot;
But by far the most important subject of dis

cussion in

its

immediate and ultimate bearings
fitting out in English ports

was the building and

of Confederate cruisers to destroy the commerce of
the United States. In reviewing this long corre

spondence, lasting through several years, one would
hesitate to say that the British Government was
actuated by feelings positively unfriendly to the

United States. It is easier to conclude that not
being sure which side would win, and being en
tirely indifferent to the contest between the Fed

Government and the rebellion, it stood simply
upon the letter of the English law without regard
to any consequences which might result from
such action. The fact is, that under the eyes
of the British Government the work of building
and making ready for sea these swift cruisers,
whose only object was the destruction of the peace
ful commerce of a friendly nation, went on to its
end, month after month, although every stage of
the progress of such hostile preparations was made
known to the G-overnment by the incessant and
vehement protests of the American Minister in
eral

London.
On the 18th of February, 1862, Mr.
Adams informed Earl Russell that an armed steamer
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was preparing

to sail

from Liverpool

to

make war

Earl Russell replied,

against the United
on the authority of the Commissioners of Customs
at Liverpool, that the steamer was built for the
purpose of peaceful commerce to be sent to Pa
lermo, in Sicily and work on the vessel went on.
A month later Mr. Adams again wrote to the
States.

;

1862

English Foreign Secretary repeating his convic
tion that the Oreto, as the vessel was then called,
was a war-ship destined to be used by the insurgents in America to which, on the 8th of April,
Earl Russell replied, repeating, this time upon the
;

authority of the

Lords Commissioners of Her

Majesty Treasury, the assurance that the Oreto,
which in the mean while had sailed from Liverpool,
was an unarmed and innocent commercial vessel.
A week later, in a personal interview, Mr. Adams
again assured Earl Russell that the fact of the
s

true destination of the vessel

was notorious

all

over Liverpool no commercial people were blind
to it and the course taken by Her Majesty s offi
cers in declaring ignorance only led to an inference
;

;

most unfavorable to all idea of their neutrality in
the struggle to which Lord Eussell replied by a
;

polite expression of regret at these circumstances,

but could not see how the Government could change
its position.
Shortly after, this innocent trading
vessel arrived at Nassau, where she found her des
tined Confederate

commander, and

after

some fu

proceedings sailed for Mobile Bay, which
she entered under the British naval flag, and thence

tile legal

sailed to begin her career of destruction on the
ocean under the name of the Florida and the flag

of the Confederacy.
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serious

violation

friendly obligations of
the port of Liverpool.

England was

by her dock number

of

A vessel,
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in progress in

called at the time

but which after
wards achieved a wide notoriety under the name
&quot;290,&quot;

of the Alabama, was in process of construction in
that port and preparing for sea under circum

stances which left no doubt whatever of her er
rand.

One

of her

of Parliament

owners was Mr. Laird, a Member

who had

distinguished himself by a
conspicuous advocacy of the Confederate cause in
England, and those in charge of the vessel, embold

ened by the action of the Government in the case
of the OretOj made no special effort to dissemble
her object and purpose. Mr. Adams brought these
facts to the notice of Lord Russell on the 23d of
June, and the Lords Commissioners, to whom the
subject was referred, reported with unusual
promptitude, only a week later, that the fitting out
of the vessel did not escape the notice of the rev

enue

but that, as yet, nothing special had
The vessel was intended for a ship
light.
it was reported to be built for a foreign
government; but the builders were not talkative,
and there were not sufficient grounds to warrant
her detention. Mr. Adams, unable to gain the at
tention of the Government, ordered the consul
officers,

come to
of war
;

at Liverpool to lay all the facts in his possession
before the Commissioners, and requested Captain
Craven, commanding the United States ship Tus-

endeavor to intercept the cruiser on her
The consul performed his duty with so
energy and fullness of detail that the Com

carora, to
way out.

much

missioners

felt

bound

to give the subject further

1862.
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attention

;

but they

still

insisted,

July 15th, that

there was not sufficient prima fade proof to justify
the seizure of the vessel. Undaunted by these re

1862.

peated rebuffs, Mr. Adams continued to ply the
Foreign Office with documents of the most con
vincing character, and on the 24th of July sent
Lord Eussell an opinion of one of the most emi
nent of English lawyers, Mr. Collier, afterwards
Lord Monkswell, declaring positively that on the
case as presented it was the duty of the Liverpool
authorities to detain the vessel, and that they

would be incurring a heavy responsibility

in allow
her
He
to
It
difficult
to
ing
go.
added,
appears
make out a stronger case of infringement of the
Foreign Enlistment Act, which, if not enforced on
this occasion, is little better than a dead letter.&quot;
&quot;

Spencer
Walpole,
&quot;

Life of

Lord John
Russell.&quot;

Vol.

II.,

p. 353.

claimed on behalf of Lord Russell that this
most important letter only reached him on the 26th
It is

and that it was immediately sent to the law offi
The next day was Sunday, and it was the
afternoon of Monday, the 28th, before the law offi
cers began their leisurely examination of the case.
Even while Sir Eoundell Palmer and Sir William
Atherton were examining the papers, the 290 left
her moorings and anchored in the Mersey, and the
next morning, before they had communicated to
cers.

Ibid., p. 354.

&quot;

&quot;

the Foreign Office their opinion that she ought to
be stopped, she had sailed away. The injunction
to stop her reached Liverpool too late, and the Gov
ernment sent useless orders in several directions to
Ibid., p. 355.

detain her.

It is said that

Lord Eussell and the

Duke

of Argyll were in favor of issuing orders to
seize her in any colonial port she might enter, but

they were outvoted in Cabinet.

DIPLOMACY OF 1862

The

corsair evaded the Tuscarora

by passing
out through the North Channel and was joined at
the Western Islands by a bark which had taken
on at London a cargo of arms. While she was
completing her armament another English vessel
arrived with Captain Raphael Semmes, formerly of
the Sumter, and his staff on board, a further sup

ply of arms, and the rest of her crew. Captain
Semmes took command, and drawing up the crew

read his commission as a post- captain in the Con
and opened his sealed orders in

federate navy,

which he was directed to hoist the Confederate
ensign and pennant and to sink, burn, or destroy
everything which flew the ensign of the so-called
United States of America.&quot; The flag was raised, a
gun was fired, and Semmes declared his vessel duly
commissioned in the Confederate service. The
vessel was English, the armament was English,
almost all the crew were English. The Alabama
sailed at once on her mission of robbery and de
struction. Her method of procedure was unique
in the annals of war there was not a port in ex
istence into which she could carry a prize; she
therefore destroyed every merchant vessel sailing
under the American flag which she could fall in
with, robbing them of whatever portable articles of
value she could find on board, bonding those who
would sign a bond, crowding her own decks with
sailors and passengers until the throng was so
great that there was no more room for them, and
then putting them aboard some passing vessel.
Captain Semmes amused himself by occasionally
putting the captain of some petty trader or whaler
in irons, informing them that it was in retaliation
&quot;

;
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for the treatment of Confederates

by the Washing

ton authorities.
Great efforts were made by the American Gov
ernment to track and find this rover of the deep
but the pursuit of a single vessel on the high seas
;

almost like the pursuit of a single bird in the
immensity of the heavens. While the Sabine was

is

searching the coast of the Azores, the Alabama
herself with coal from a British

was supplying

Martinique; while the Wyoming was
watching off Manila, the Alabama was enjoying
British hospitalities at Singapore
and in brief,
she never came in contact with any armed vessel

bark

at

;

United States except on two occasions.
the night of the llth of January, 1863, she
a
approached near enough to the Hatteras
of the

On

J&amp;lt;

ley&amp;gt;

^The

Blockade
and the

...

,

,

mere Delaware Kiver excursion boat

n

Jl

under the

Cruisers,&quot;

p- 196

-

Her Majesty s Ship Petrel&quot; to fire a
broadside into the American vessel which sent her
false hail of

&quot;

to the bottom, and in June, 1864, she met the
Kearsarge in the English Channel, and a just
retribution at the mouth of her guns.

commerce was

itself not entirely exempt
this piratical cruiser.
Many of
the vessels destroyed bore cargoes belonging to

British

from damage from

English merchants, and though, in the long run, the
destruction of American commerce inured to the
benefit of English shipowners, the inconveniences
and damage inflicted upon British interests at

the beginning of this Confederate piracy were not
inconsiderable, and an attempt was made by Brit
ish shippers to induce their Government and their
legation at Washington to interfere for their pro

tection

by application

to

the Confederate Gov-
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ernment to grant immunity to British goods on
American vessels, or, failing that, to furnish Brit
shippers with letters protesting against the
destruction of British merchandise
requests

ish

which, of course, were refused.
On the last day of September, 1862, Mr. Adams,
addressing the British Government in regard to the
injuries inflicted by ihe Alabama on American com
merce, informed them that he had strong reasons
to believe that other enterprises of the same kind

were in progress, in the ports of Great Britain, of
such notoriety as to be openly announced in the
newspapers of Liverpool and London to which
Lord Russell made the dry reply
I have to say
;

&quot;

:

to you, that much as her Majesty s Government
desire to prevent such occurrences, they are unable
to go

On

beyond the law, municipal and

the 16th of October Mr.

international.&quot;

Adams

reported to the
State Department
It is very manifest that no
exists
here
to apply the powers of the
disposition
&quot;

:

to the investigation of the acts com
plained of, flagrant as they are, or to the prosecu
tion of the offenders.
The main object must now

Government

be to make a record which may be of use at some
future day.&quot; The record was made, and it proved
to be of use.
There was a moment, indeed, at the close of the
year 1862, when the British Government had ap
parently some idea of so amending their Foreign
Enlistment Act as to give greater power to the
Executive to prevent the construction of ships in
British ports to be used against friendly powers.

This suggestion was

municated

it

to his

Adams, who com
Government, and, having ob-

made

to Mr.

CHAP.
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tained their instructions, informed Lord Russell
that his suggestions of amendment which would
make the Enlistment Act more effective had been

favorably considered that although the law of the
United States was regarded as sufficient, the Gov
ernment were not unwilling to consider propositions
;

But Lord Russell then replied
(March, 1863) that since his note was written the
subject had been considered in Cabinet, and the
Lord Chancellor had expressed the opinion that the
British law was sufficiently effective, and that under
to

improve

it.

these circumstances he did not see that he could

have any change to propose.

On

the 19th of January, 1863, the State Depart

ment transmitted to Mr. Adams a large amount of
evidence from Confederate sources showing a sys
tematic violation of the neutrality laws in England.
He laid this testimony before Earl Russell on the

9th of February, saying, in his grave and measured
style: &quot;These papers go to show a deliberate

attempt to establish within the limits of this king
a system of action in direct hostility to the
Government of the United States. This plan em
braces not only the building and fitting out of

dom

war under the direction of agents
commissioned
for the purpose, but the
especially
preparation of a series of measures under the same
auspices for the obtaining from her Majesty s
several ships of

subjects

the

pecuniary means essential to the

execution of these hostile

month

before

munication

projects.&quot;

Lord Russell replied

It

was a

to this

com

he then treated it as of little impor
tance, saying that, even if the allegations were true,
there was no proof in the papers that the agents
;
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had

as yet brought themselves within
the reach of the criminal law of England. In view
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for the amendment of the
criminal law, which had just been attempted, and
given up because the British Government could
of the negotiations

find nothing to amend, Mr. Adams justly thought
this a singular attitude to assume ; and sought an

interview with Lord Russell on the 26th of March.

Lord Russell himself reported the

essential results

of that interview in a dispatch to Lord Lyons:
With respect to the law itself, Mr. Adams said
&quot;

it was sufficient for the purposes of neutral
and
then let the British Government enforce it,
ity,
or it was insufficient, and then let the British Gov
ernment apply to Parliament to amend it. I said
that the Cabinet were of opinion that the law was

either

sufficient, but that legal evidence could not always
be procured that the British Government had done
everything in its power to execute the law, but I
admitted that the cases of the Alabama and Oreto
Papers
were a scandal and, in some degree, a reproach to fhSSty
a
our laws.&quot; Thus in the view of Mr. Lincoln and ton, p.
Mr. Seward
a great and friendly nation was put
;

m&quot;

level of an ordinary litigant, compelled to
use only such evidence as would be valid to convict
a criminal in court, and was told that although the

upon the

English law permitted scandalous violations of
neutrality, no proposition to
be entertained.

amend

the law would

All through the year the correspondence conMr. Adams representing in strong, though

tinned

;

temperate and courteous language, the injuries
done to the interests of both countries not only

by the construction

in British ports of vessels of

1862.
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war

for the use of the insurgents, but also

by the

constant and apparently organized efforts of British
subjects to break the blockade. The risks in this

unlawful traffic were very great, but the profits
were commensurate with the dangers, and every
successful voyage stimulated the cupidity and the
enterprise of adventurous traders so that the evil
continually increased.

To

all

the representations

American Government the British Ministry
replied that it was &quot;impossible to listen to any
of the

suggestions in the direction of imposing arbitrary
on the trading of her Majesty s subjects.

restrictions

Ma&amp;gt;

6,1052!

The ingenuity of persons engaged in commerce will
always, in some degree, defeat attempts to starve or
debar from commercial intercourse an extensive
coast inhabited by a large and industrious populaThe American Minister immediately re
tion.&quot;

sponded, naturally enough, that if the laws of Great
Britain were not sufficiently efficacious to prevent

proceedings so injurious not only to her own
interests but to those of a friendly nation, the

Government should take
amended.

steps to have those laws
These propositions were not entertained

by the British Government they preferred to stand
upon their municipal law as at present constituted.
Early in the year the Government of the United
States, by its own unprovoked and unsolicited
movement, proposed to that of Great Britain the
removal of a source of conflict and irritation be
tween the two countries that more than once had
brought them to the verge of war. They proposed
to provide by treaty between the two countries for
the suppression of the African slave-trade, and for
;

1862.

the reciprocal right of visitation

by the ships

of
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their respective navies of such merchant vessels of
the two nations as might upon reasonable grounds

CHAP. in.

be suspected of being engaged in the African slavetrade or of being fitted out for that object. A
treaty for this purpose was signed at Washington
on the 7th of April, ratified by the Senate unanimously and afterwards distinctly approved, with no
Mr.
less unanimity, by both Houses of Congress.
It was freely offered by this
to Great Britain, not bought nor so
that Government. It is in harmony with

Seward said
Government
licited

by

of

-

&quot;

it

:

the sentiments of the American people.
,
T
T
!
voice has been raised against it in the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Not a

country.&quot;

Spain. In a conversation with Mr. Perry, Calderon
Collantes admitted that Spain had herself conceded

same right of visitation at a
of
her
history which could not be recalled
period
The exercise of this right was
with pleasure.
to Great Britain the

M

r.

seward

Mr. perry,

August

,

This treaty, demanded by the moral sense of the
American people, was regarded at the time with
disfavor by those powers which still cherished the
institution of slavery in their colonies. It was the
special subject of criticism by the Government of

&quot;

vexatious, and, besides, the English were always
talking, in Parliament and out, of their having
purchased the right of Spain for 40,000 sterling,

always putting their money forward; and he would
be exceedingly glad of an opportunity to give them
their 40,000 and have their treaty back again.&quot;
In France the difficulties which presented them

American Minister, and the ques
tions which he was compelled to discuss, were
of a somewhat different character from those
which were forced upon the attention of Mr.
selves to the

1862

1862.

2,

,
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Adams

In the early part of the
England.
L.
Dayton placed on record a re
year William
markable admission which was made to him in
conversation by the Emperor himself, when Mr.
in

Dayton was showing the injurious results of the
proclamations of neutrality of France and Eng
land. The Emperor declared frankly, that when
the insurrection broke out and this concession of
belligerent rights was made, he did not suppose
the North would succeed that it was the general
belief of statesmen in Europe that the two sections
would never come together again, and this belief,
he intimated, was the principal reason why the
concession of belligerent rights was then granted.
The Government of France, even more than that
of England, set forth the inconveniences to which
commerce was subjected by the stoppage of the
American supply of cotton, and urged the Govern
ment of the United States to take some measures
to renew that supply. During the first year of the
war the American Government hoped that the
capture of a few of the Southern seaports would
greatly modify that inconvenience, and were seri
ously disappointed when it was found that even
;

the capture of so important a place as New Orleans
did not result in any considerable supply of cotton.
1862.

As

the year wore on the French projects of in
tervention in Mexico took more and more definite
shape, and the relations of the two countries, while

they continued outwardly as cordial and as friendly
as ever, became subjected to a certain strain by
virtue of the conviction which

was forced upon

each that the intentions cherished by the other
were not altogether acceptable. The opinion in
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America slowly gained ground that, if the French
were suffered to establish themselves in Mexico, the
most serious complications might arise upon our
Southwestern border, and the Government in
France was more or less preoccupied with the
question as to what policy would be adopted in
regard to the French in Mexico, by the President
of the United States, in case of a complete victory
of the national forces over the insurgents. For
this reason the Emperor became excessively anx
ious for some settlement of the American conflict
other than the complete and final victory of the
Union cause; and for that purpose the govern
ments of England and Russia were consulted by
that of France, and invited to enter into a joint
proposition to the United States for mediation
between the National Government and the insur

CHAP. in.

In announcing this intention to Mr. Dayton,
Mr. Drouyn de 1 Huys, the French Minister of
Foreign Affairs, covered the disagreeable fact with
the friendliest and most amiable terms, declining
even to use so forcible a term as mediation,&quot; and
saying, if there were any word which could express
less than that, such a word should be used in its

NOV.

gents.

&quot;

When Mr. Dayton asked him what would
be the result if such an offer should be made and
refused, he answered at once
Nothing we will
be friends as we have been.&quot; Mr. Dayton before
and
terminating the interview expressed himself
with such sincerity and frankness that no doubt
should have been left on the mind of the French
Minister
to the effect that any such overture,
made jointly or singly to the United States, would
be useless; and, in fact, every utterance, public
place.

&quot;

:

;

e,i862.
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or confidential, of the

Government

of the

United

States, through every channel of expression from
the beginning of the war to that time, ought to have

shown to

all

the European powers the utter futility
It was the very foundation of

of such measures.
all

the President s instructions to Ministers abroad

that such suggestions from foreign powers were
utterly beyond their competence to receive or dis

was exclusively a munic
which he had no
which no foreign
had
the
to
interfere.
But unde
power
slightest right
terred by any such considerations, the Government
cuss

;

that the rebellion

ipal matter, the importance of
thought of disguising, but with

France persisted in its attempt to bring about a
joint overture of mediation between the United
States and the force in arms against them. In a
of

October
30, 1862.

dispatch addressed by the Imperial Government to
Ministers in England and Russia it was pro

its

posed that the three Cabinets should exert their
influence at Washington, as well as with the Con
an armistice for six months,
federates, to obtain
during which time every act of war, direct or in
direct, should provisionally cease on the sea as well
as on land, and it might be, if necessary, ulteriorly
The overture,&quot; said Drouyn de
prolonged.&quot;
1
would not imply on our part any judg
Huys,
ment of the origin or issue of the struggle, nor any
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

pressure

upon the negotiations which might,

it is

be hoped, ensue in favor of an armistice. Our
task would consist solely in smoothing down obsta
cles and not interfering except in a measure de
termined upon by the two parties. We are not,

to

in fact, to believe ourselves called upon to decide
but to prepare the solution of difficulties which
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hitherto have opposed reconciliation between the
belligerent parties.&quot; He thought the three powers
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would combine conditions best suited to inspire
confidence the Government of the Emperor by
the constant tradition of French policy towards
the United States England by the community of
race Eussia by the marks of friendship she had
never ceased to show to the Washington Cabinet.
:

;

;

Even should the attempt

fail, the Emperor thought
might be of use it would fulfill a duty of hu
manity and perhaps encourage public opinion to
it

;

views of conciliation. The English Government
replied to this overture on the 13th of November.
While recognizing the benevolent views and hu
intentions of the Emperor, the British Gov
ernment concluded that there was no ground at

mane

moment to hope that the Federal Government
would accept the proposed suggestion, and a refusal
from Washington at that time would prevent any
speedy renewal of the offer. The Government of
the Queen therefore concluded that it would be
better to wait and watch the progress of events in
America, to the end that if there should appear to
that

be hereafter a change of public opinion, such steps
might be then taken with a better hope of success.
The reply of the Eussian Government was equally
decided in its refusal. Prince Gortschakoff said
that it was especially necessary to avoid the ap
pearance of any pressure whatsoever of a nature to
wound public opinion in the United States, and
to excite susceptibilities very easily roused at the
bare idea of foreign intervention. Even in the case

French and English governments regarding
such a step as opportune, the Eussian Government

of the

VOL. VI.

5
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but promised that their Min
ister at Washington should unofficially give his
moral support to any conciliatory measures that
might be taken. Even at this time, when the Rus
declined to join in

sian

it,

Government was giving

this conspicuous proof

of its friendly feeling towards the United States,
there was little confidence felt in St. Petersburg
of

the ultimate success of

the

national cause.

Prince Gortschakoff said to Bayard Taylor on the
29th of October
Your situation is getting worse
&quot;

1862.

:

and worse; the chances of preserving the Union
are growing more and more desperate.
Can
of
find
no
basis
before
your
arrangement
you
strength is so exhausted that you must lose for
many years to come your position in the world !
Many years elapsed before it became generally
known how near the British Government had come
.

.

&quot;

Spencer
Walpole,
&quot;Life

of

Lord John
Russell.&quot;

Vol.

II.,

p. 344
et seq.

to accepting or even anticipating the overtures of
France for mediation. On the 17th of October,

Lord John Eussell had proposed a somewhat
peremptory summons to the North and South to
make up their quarrel, but Lord Palmerston had
1861,

In September, 1862,
Lord Palmerston himself revived the proposition
in a note to Lord Eussell, who was in attendance
on the Queen at Gotha. Lord Eussell at once gave
not thought

it

advisable.

his adhesion to the scheme.
u

&quot;I

come

agree with

you,&quot;

media
tion to the United States Government, with a view

he

said,

that the time

is

for offering

to the recognition of the independence of the Con
federates. I agree further that, in case of failure,

we ought

ourselves to recognize the Southern
States as an independent state.&quot; Lord Palmer
ston answered in the same vein
but when the
;

67
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matter was broached to Lord Granville, who was
by this time in attendance on the Queen on the
Continent, he protested against the scheme with
such energy as somewhat to shake Lord Palmerston s determination. Besides this, the Confederates
had not pushed their successes against McClellan
as the English expected and when, on the 23d of

CHAP. in.

;

October, the Cabinet met to consider the subject,
the strong objections of Sir Greorge Grey and the

Duke

of

Newcastle were

sufficient

to

prevent

action; and the next month the Cabinet rejected
the very proposal, coming from France, which its
principal members had intended to lay before the

Emperor.

1862.

CHAPTER IV
MEDIATION DECLINED
CHAP. iv.

A

FTER

the failure of his overture for joint
JLjL mediation, and after the unqualified utter

ances of the United States against such measures,
it might seem singular that the Emperor of the

French should not have recognized the uselessness of similar attempts. Mr. Seward, after the
rejection of the French overtures by England and
Russia, treated the matter in a brief and dignified
note to Mr. Dayton, in which he declined to dis

cuss the subject at any length
Such a debate
upon a subject which has already lost its practical
&quot;

:

character, or which, to speak more accurately, has
not attained such a character, may produce irrita
tions and jealousies which the President desires to
avoid.&quot;
Yet at the risk of exciting just such irrita

and jealousies the Emperor again sought to
approach the Government of the United States
alone, with a message which he had already been
informed would have been rejected if brought by
all the great powers of Europe jointly.
Drouyn
de PHuys addressed a dispatch to M. Mercier, the
French Minister in Washington, on the 9th of

tions

January, 1863, in which, while he refers to the
little success of former overtures, he says that
the
&quot;
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Government of the Emperor has seriously examined
the objections which have been made to us when

we have suggested the idea of a friendly mediation,
and we have asked ourselves whether they are
truly of a nature to set aside as premature every
tentative to a reconciliation.&quot; He is not unaware
of the repugnance of the United States to an
intervention of foreign powers, nor of
the hope
&quot;

as he says, &quot;the Federal Government
which,&quot;
has not abandoned of obtaining a solution by
force of arms&quot;; but amid all the courteous forms

which his expression is wrapped it is evi
dent he thinks that repugnance is unreasonable

in

and that hope fallacious. He reminded the Gov
ernment of the United States of the conferences
which preceded the acknowledgment of their inde
pendence by Great Britain, and continued, in a
paragraph which we will give without abridg
ment, to set forth a proposition which was little
than that of the surrender of the national
authority: &quot;Nothing, therefore, would hinder the
Government of the United States, without re
nouncing the advantage which it believes it can
less

attain by the continuation of the war, from enter
ing upon informal conferences with the Confed
erates of the South in case they should show

themselves disposed thereto. Representatives or
commissioners of the two parties could assemble at
such point as it should be deemed proper to desig
nate, and which could for this purpose
neutral. Reciprocal complaints would be

l&amp;gt;e

into at this meeting.

declared

examined

In place of the accusations

which North and South mutually cast upon each
other at this time, would be substituted an argu-
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mentative discussion of the interests which divide
them. They would seek out by means of well
ordered and profound deliberations whether these
definitely irreconcilable; whether
an
extreme which can no longer be
separation
or
whether
the memories of a common ex
avoided,
whether
the
ties of every kind which have
istence,
made of the North and of the South one sole and
whole federative state, and have borne them on to

interests

are
is

so high a degree of prosperity, are not

more power

than the causes which have placed arms in the
hands of the two populations. A negotiation, the
object of which would be thus determinate, would
not involve any of the objections raised against the
diplomatic intervention of Europe, and, without

ful

giving birth to the same hopes as the intermediate
conclusion of an armistice, would exercise a happy
influence on the

march

of

events.&quot;

This overture of mediation was received on the
3d of February, and was answered by Mr. Seward,

under the President s instructions, only three days
later. It was a dark period of the war, between
Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville. There was

much

in the attitude of veiled hostility of Euro
pean powers to discourage and depress, but the
statesmen charged with the welfare of the republic

met
1

this insidious attack,
The Comte de Paris, in his

1

as they

met

all

others,

VI.,

result of a culpable blindness,
of a bloodthirsty obstinacy,&quot; he
The Government of the
adds,

just appreciation of the proceeding of the Emperor. After saying

Tuileries, in contempt
sound traditions of the

that Europe generally sympathized with the peace Democrats
of the United States in regarding
11
the efforts and the perseverance
of the Federal Government as the

monarchy, proposed to
to intervene for the purpose of
bringing about a mediation. It
is true that it had not the courage to pursue to the end the policy

&quot;

History of the Civil War,&quot; Vol.
p. 78, gives the following

&quot;

of

the

French
England
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with unshaken courage and fortitude. The reply
Seward to the French overture of mediation
was one of the most important state papers written
during the war. He referred in the beginning to the
language used by Drouyn de PHuys in regard to
of Mr.

the protraction of the struggle and the hopes of
the Federal Government. &quot;These passages,&quot; he
&quot;

says,

seem

to

me

to

do unintentional injustice to

the language, whether confidential or public, in
which the Government has constantly spoken on
the subject of the war. It certainly has had and

avowed only one purpose

a determination to pre

serve the integrity of the country. So far from
admitting any laxity of effort or betraying any

despondency, the Government has, on the con
trary, borne itself cheerfully in all vicissitudes,
with unwavering confidence in an early and com
plete

we

triumph of the national cause.

Now, when

manner
by a friendly power to
review the twenty-one months history of the con
flict, we find no occasion to abate that confidence.
are in a

invited

Through such an alternation of victories and defeats,
as

is

the appointed incident of every war, the land

and naval forces of the United States have steadily
advanced, reclaiming from the insurgents the ports,
forts, and posts which they had treacherously seized
before the strife actually began, and even before it
was seriously apprehended. So many of the States
and districts which the insurgents included in the
in

which

in

Mexico.

had become engaged
Taking its wishes for
reality, it persuaded itself so completely of the imminent defeat of
the North that it thought the destruction of the Union, which was
it

an essential condition of the sue-

cess of its trans-Atlantic schemes,

would accomplish

itself

if

left

Nevertheless, the French
dispatch of the 9th of January,
1863, was a threat which might
be carried into action at any
alone.

time.&quot;
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projected exclusive slaveliolding do
minions have already been reestablished under the
field of their

flag of the Union, that they now retain only the
States of Georgia, Alabama, and Texas, with half

of Virginia, half of North Carolina, and two-thirds
of South Carolina, half of Mississippi, and onerespectively, of Arkansas and Louisiana.
national forces hold even this small territory

third,

The

in close blockade and siege. This Government,
if required, does not hesitate to submit its achieve
of comparison; and it main
no part of the world, and in no
times, ancient or modern, has a nation, when ren
dered all unready for combat by the enjoyment
of eighty years of almost unbroken peace, so quickly
awakened at the alarm of sedition, put forth ener
gies so vigorous, and achieved successes so signal
and effective as those which have marked the pro
gress of this contest on the part of the Union.&quot;
Mr. Seward then goes on to say that he fears
M. Drouyn de PHuys has taken other light than the
correspondence of this Government for his guidance in ascertaining its temper and firmness. He
has been misled by the freedom of opposition and
criticism allowed by our laws and customs, but he
reminds him that not one voice has been raised
anywhere, out of the immediate field of the insur
rection, in favor of foreign intervention, of media

ments to the

tains that

test

in

&quot;

compromise, with the
relinquishment of one acre of the national domain,
or the surrender of even one constitutional fran
chise. At the same time it is manifest to the world
that our resources are yet abundant, and our credit
tion, of arbitration, or of

adequate to the exacting

emergency.&quot;
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In answer to Drouyn de PHuys s suggestion
Government shall appoint commissioners
to meet, on neutral ground, commissioners of the
insurgents, and to arrange with them a basis of
agreement, he says that this amounts to nothing
less than a proposition that while this Government
that the

engaged in suppressing an armed insurrection,
with the purpose of maintaining the constitutional
national authority and preserving the integrity of
the country, it shall enter into diplomatic discus
sion with the insurgents upon questions whether
that authority shall not be renounced, and whether
the country shall not be delivered over to disunion,
to be quickly followed by an ever-increasing an
archy. Mr. Seward replied that even if it were
possible for the Government of the United States
is

compromise the national authority so far as to
any such debates, no good results could
flow from them the insurgent leaders would never
to

enter into

;

consent to forego the ambition that has impelled

them to the disloyal position they are occupying.
The loyal people of the South would be unheard in
any such discussion, and any offer of peace by the
Government on the condition of the maintenance
of the Union must necessarily be rejected.
On
the other hand, as I have already intimated, this
Government has not the least thought of relin
quishing the trust which has been confided to it by
the nation under the most solemn of all political
sanctions; and if it had any such thought, it
would still have abundant reasons to know that
peace proposed at the cost of dissolution would be
immediately, unreservedly, and indignantly re
jected by the American people. It is a great mis&quot;
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take that European statesmen make, if they suppose
people are demoralized. Whatever, in the

this

case of an insurrection, the people of France, or of
Great Britain, or of Switzerland, or of the Nether

lands would do to save their national existence, no
matter how the strife might be regarded by or

might

affect foreign nations, just so

tainly

no

do, if

much, and cer

the people of the United States will
necessary, to save for the common benefit
less,

the region which is bounded by the Pacific and the
Atlantic coasts, and by the shores of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence and Mexico, together with the free
and common navigation of the natural highways
by which this land, which to them is at once a land
of inheritance and a land of promise, is opened and
watered. Even if the agents of the American peo

ple now exercising their power should, through
fear or faction, fall below this height of the na
tional virtue, they

would be

tionally, replaced

by

and

speedily, yet constitu
others of sterner character

patriotism.&quot;

Mr. Seward objects to the use of the phrase
North and South to describe the parties in con
There is an insurrectionary party confined
flict.
to a restricted region, while the loyal people em
brace not only Northern States but also Eastern,

Middle, Western, and Southern States. In reply
to Drouyn de PHuys s citation of the confer

ences that preceded the peace between the Colo
nies and Great Britain, he says that action in the

a nation must accord with its necessities
Great Britain, when entering on negotiations, had
manifestly come to entertain doubts of her ulti

crisis of

:

&quot;

mate success, and

it is

certain that the councils of
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new courage, if
when the parent

the Colonies could not fail to take

not to gain other advantages,
state

compromised so

far as to treat of peace

on

the terms of conceding their independence.
is true, indeed, that peace must come at
&quot;It

time, and that conferences must attend, if
are
not allowed to precede, the pacification.
they
There is, however, a better form for such confer

some

ences than the one which M.

The

Drouyn de 1 Huys sug

would be palpably in derogation
gests.
of the Constitution of the United States, and would
carry no weight because destitute of the sanction
latter

necessary to bind either the disloyal or the loyal
portions of the people. On the other hand, the

Congress of the United States furnishes a consti
forum for debates between the alienated
Senators and Eepresentatives from the
parties.

tutional

loyal portion of the people are there already, fully
empowered to confer; and seats also are vacant,

and inviting Senators and Representatives

of the

discontented party who may be constitutionally
sent there from the States involved in the insur
rection. Moreover, the conferences which can thus

be held in Congress have this great advantage over
any that could be organized upon the plan of M.
Drouyn de PHuys, namely, that the Congress, if it
were thought wise, could call a National Conven

recommendations and give them
and binding force of organic law.
Such conferences between the alienated parties
may be said to have already begun. Maryland,
Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri
are
States which are claimed by the insurgents
and
in
Congress,
submitting
already represented

tion to adopt its
all the solemnity
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with perfect freedom and in a proper spirit their
advice upon the course best calculated to bring
about, in the shortest time, a firm, lasting, and
honorable peace. Representatives have been also
sent from Louisiana, and others are understood to
be coming from Arkansas.

There is a preponderating argument,&quot; Mr. Seward said, in concluding this unanswerable dispatch,
in favor of the Congressional form of conference
over that which is suggested by M. Drouyn de
1 Huys, namely, that while an accession to the latter
&quot;

&quot;

this Government into a concurrence
with the insurgents in disregarding and setting
aside an important part of the Constitution of the
United States, and so would be of pernicious ex
ample, the Congressional conference, on the con

would bring

and gives new strength to that
sacred writing which must continue through future

trary, preserves

~~
siideiito

ages the sheet-anchor of the republic.&quot;
We find in the manuscript archives of the Con-

^derate Department of State some curious facts
which go far to explain the apparently stupid persistence of the Emperor of France in this scheme
of mediation. Mr. Slidell gives an account of a
long and intimate conversation with the Emperor,
held on the 16th of July, 1862, in which the Em
peror spoke with great satisfaction of the defeat of
McClellan before Richmond, and of Mr. Lincoln s
troops as evidence of his convic
tion of the desperate character of the struggle in
call for additional

which he was engaged. The Emperor said that
although it was unquestionably for the interests of
France that the United States should be a power
ful and united people to act as a
contrepoids to
&quot;

&quot;
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the maritime power of England, yet his sympathies
had always been with the South, whose people were

struggling for the principle of self-government, of

which he was a firm and consistent advocate that
he had always considered the reestablishment of the
Union impossible, and final separation a mere ques
tion of time but the difficulty was to find a way
;

;

sympathies that in so grave a
question he had not been willing to act without the
cooperation of England, which he had not, as yet,
been able to secure. He thought England wished
him to draw the chestnuts from the
Mr.

to give effect to his

;

&quot;

fire.&quot;

Slidell, in a strong plea in favor of the recognition
of the Confederacy by France, said that it would be

the safest and most efficacious

means

of establish

ing the independence of the South. He played, with
great skill, upon the Emperor s special weaknesses,
assuring him that England would follow wherever
he led that the United States had no naval power
which could stand for a moment against his iron
clad ships that the safety of Maximilian 1 in Mex
ico depended upon the triumph of the South and
at length, appealing directly to his cupidity, he
;

;

;

offered

him a

large pecuniary inducement, either to
break the blockade or to recognize the Confederacy,
at his choice.
Mr. Slidell had been authorized by
a confidential dispatch from Mr. Benjamin to make
this astonishing proposition.

With an

instinctive

appeal to the most sordid
motives would be more likely to be favorably re
ceived at the Tuileries than in Downing street, the
conviction

that

an

Confederate Government ordered Mr. Slidell to
1

He was

not yet Emperor, but already designated for that place

by Napoleon

III.
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sound the Emperor

whether he was
so bound up by his engagements with England as
to be entirely precluded from independent action.
the exceptional position which we now occupy,&quot;
said Mr. Benjamin, struggling for existence against
an enemy whose vastly superior resources for ob
taining the materiel of war place us at great dis
advantage, it becomes of primary importance to
is
neglect no means of opening our ports.&quot;
well understood,&quot; he went on to say, that there
exists, at present, a temporary embarrassment in
the finances of France, which might have the effect
of deterring that Government from initiating a
to ascertain

&quot;In

&quot;

&quot;It

&quot;

policy likely to superinduce the necessity for naval
If under these circumstances you
expeditions.
should, after cautious inquiry, be able to satisfy
yourself that the grant of a subsidy for defraying

the expenses of such expeditions would suffice for
removing any obstacles to an arrangement, or un
derstanding, with the Emperor, you are at liberty
to enter into engagements to that effect. In such
event the agreement would take the form most

advantageous to this country, by a stipulation to
deliver on this side a certain number of bales of
cotton to be received by the merchant vessels of
France at certain designated points. In this man
ner one hundred thousand bales of cotton of 500
pounds each, costing this Government but $4,500,000,
would represent a grant to France of not less than
Benjamin

^prim
18

8

confJd

$12,500,000 or 63,000,000 francs. Such sum would
maintain afloat a considerable fleet for a length of

time quite sufficient to open the Atlantic and Gulf
ports to the commerce of France.&quot; He authorized
Slidell further to couple with this proposition for a
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direct subsidy, the free importation of goods to be
brought into the Confederacy by the vessels which

CHAP. iv.

were to take the cotton to Europe. He estimated
that the profits of these cargoes and the proceeds
of the cotton altogether would scarcely fall short
of 100,000,000 francs. Excited by the contempla
tion of these ciphers almost to the point of intoxOn this
ication, Judah P. Benjamin proceeds
&quot;

:

you will readily perceive the extent to which
the finances of France might find immediate and

basis

permanent relief, if the subsidy were doubled; and
the enormous advantage which would accrue to that
Government if, by thus opening one or more of the
Southern ports to its own commerce, the inter
change of commodities should absorb half a million
or a million of

l

bales.&quot;

This proposition Mr. Slidell says the Emperor
received in a manner which showed that it was not
disagreeable to him. He asked some questions as
how the cotton was to be obtained, to which Mr.

to

Slidell, of course, replied

manage

that with his

that his Majesty could

fleet.

Mr. Benjamin had ex

pressly authorized Mr. Slidell to use, in his discre
tion, the same means to procure the recognition of
the Confederacy which he was empowered to use
to induce France to raise the blockade. It is hardly
to be doubted that the representations of the Con
federate envoy had more or less effect on the mind
of the Emperor in bringing about the decision to
1 In this same
dispatch Mr.
Benjamin informed Mr. Slidell

of the deposit of a large

sum

of

Fraser, Trenholm
& Co., of Liverpool, for the secret
service of the Confederacy in
Europe and added in a postscript

money with

;

that Mr. E. DeLeon had been sent
to Europe with $25,000 to be used
by him for the special purpose
of obtaining the insertion, in the

newspapers of Great Britain and
the Continent, of articles favorable to the Confederacy.

ise2.
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B^jamiS,
28

2

Ms. con-

which he came in the autumn, of attemptiog to or
ganize his joint overture for peace to the United
States. Mr. Slidell had another long and important
conversation with the Emperor on the 28th of
October. The interview was marked with the same
expression of mutual sympathy as the preceding
one. Mr. Slidell was confident of early and impor
tant Confederate victories, of disaffection and coun
ter-revolution in the North. The Emperor again
had no scruple in declaring that his sympathies
were entirely with the South but that he was
obliged to act with great caution, and intimated
;

he acted alone, England, instead of following
his example, would endeavor to embroil him with
the United States and that French commerce would
thus be destroyed. Mr. Slidell tried to convince
him that recognition on his part would be abso
lutely safe that the American navy would be
swept from the ocean and the Northern ports
blockaded by a moiety of the French marine that
the Gloire or the Normandie could enter the harbors
of New York or Boston and lay these cities under
that

if

;

;

mad and stupid as the Wash
ington Government had shown itself to be, it still
had sense enough not to seek a quarrel with the
contribution

;

that

&quot;

power of the world.&quot;
The Emperor then asked Mr.

first

thought of a joint mediation

Slidell what he
from France, Eng

and Russia; whether it would, if proposed,
be accepted by the two parties.
Mr. Slidell
told him that the North would probably accept
it, but could not venture to say how it would
be received at Richmond. Mr. Slidell intima
ting his belief that England would not join in such
land,

JOHN SLIDELL.
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an overture, the Emperor said
he had reason to
suppose the contrary that he had a letter from
the King of the Belgians which he would show me.
He did so it was an autograph letter from King
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Leopold to the Emperor, dated Brussels, 15th Octo-

iwa.

&quot;

;

;

was
Queen
in
the
warmest
then at Brussels. The King urges
manner, for the cause of humanity and in the

The date

ber.

is

Victoria

important, as

interests of the suffering populations of Europe,
that prompt and strenuous efforts should be made

by France, England, and Russia to put an end to
the bloody war that now desolates America. He
expresses his perfect conviction that all attempts
to reconstruct the

Union

of the

United States are

hopeless that final separation is an accomplished
fact and that it is the duty of the great powers so
;

;

to treat it; that recognition, or

any other course

that might be thought best calculated to bring
about a peace, should be at once adopted. The
appeal is made with great earnestness to the

Em

peror to bring the whole weight of his great name
and authority to bear on the most important ques
tion of his day. It is universally believed that

King Leopold s counsels have more influence with
Queen Victoria than those of any living man that
;

in this respect he has inherited the succession of

the late Prince

Whether

it

Consort.&quot;

be

that

this

interview fixed the

wandering mind of the Emperor, or whether he
was amusing himself by getting the opinion of
Mr. Slidell in relation to a matter already de
termined, it is at all events noteworthy that
his

proposition

to the

courts

Russia for mediation in the
VOL. VI.

6

of

England and

affairs of the

United
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States

was dated on the 30th

of

October, two

It was in this
after this conversation.
same interview that the Emperor proposed that

days

should build ships for the Confederate
navy in France, and Mr. Slidell in turn offered the
Emperor, on behalf of the Confederacy, all possible

Mr.

Slidell

Mexico and the West Indies; he might
a
take as many islands and provinces as he liked
modified Temptation of the Mountain. It is the
common lot of traitors to suffer from treachery;
assistance in

yet both parties to this interview doubtless felt
afterwards that they had reason to complain of the
treated, and Mr. Slidell, when the
repudiated his professions made in this

way they were
Emperor

interview, probably felt no keener pang of confi
dence betrayed than did the Emperor himself when,
in spite of the assurances of his royal brother of
Belgium, the courts of England and Russia flatly

refused to join in his mission of mediation, and
in spite of the opinion of his Louisiana friend, that

was really anxious for foreign interven
he
received
from Mr. Lincoln a rebuff as gall
tion,
ing as it was courteous and dignified.
This ended the discussion of the mediation of
foreign powers in our affairs as between our Gov
ernment and those of European states. There was
in fact no common ground between them.
The
Cabinets of the Old World approached the subject
with the conviction that the restoration of the na
the North

a hypothesis
authority was impossible
which Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Seward never per

tional

mitted for a

moment

hearts or their minds.
their feelings

and

to
It

find entrance

was

their reason,

alike

in

their

repugnant to

and the course of
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courage and

wisdom.

It is, after all, not greatly to be wondered at that
European courts should have been deceived in re
gard to the attitude of the Government of the
United States and the prospect of its success in the
contest with rebellion. The French Minister in
Washington, M. Mercier, a diplomatist of ability
and experience, was personally so devoted an ad
herent of Napoleon III. that his only point of view
of public matters was in reference to their effect

upon the fortunes or the plans of the Emperor.
He was not unaware that the complete triumph of
the national arms was regarded in Paris as a con
if it could
tingency grossly improbable, and also
be accomplished
unfavorable to the perpetuity
of a Latin Empire on this continent. His sym
pathies, and with them his. beliefs, were therefore
wholly on the side of the South. His intimate
associations in this country were either with se
cessionists or with the most pronounced mem
the opposition, whose sentiments were
to
be distinguished from those of the insur
hardly
bers of

gents.

He

naturally reported what he heard, and

what he

believed, and what he thought would be
agreeable to the Emperor, and it would have been

strange indeed if the latter had not been misled.
An incident which happened in the latter part of
1862 had a tendency to confirm his impression that
the National Government was losing its confidence

and

and that the Republican party was
its support as appeared on the
surface.
Horace Greeley, personally and by let
ter, approached him with a suggestion that he
its

firmness,

not so united in

-
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should secure the mediation of the French Govern
to put an end to the war. M. Mercier, hav

ment

ing no personal acquaintance with Mr. Greeley,
knew nothing of those peculiarities of caprice and

impulse which formed the special weakness of that
remarkable character; he saw in him only the

most prominent and most powerful of American
journalists, and took it for granted that he repre
sented in his anxiety for peace, if not the Admin
istration itself, at least the Republican party of

New

He communicated

York.

the letter to his

colleagues as a matter of grave importance, symp
tomatic of the weakness of the radical war party

He was greatly surprised by the
severe admonition which he received from Mr.

of the North.

Seward for

1

his share in the affair,

and doubtless

thought that the journalist more honestly repre
sented the prevailing opinion than the premier.

He made

a journey to

Richmond by

the order of

Government, and he gave so warm a coloring

his

to the permission accorded to his journey by the
Federal Government in his report of the trans

Seward thought proper to say in a
Senate that he had never given a foreign

action that Mr.
letter to the

minister, or anybody else, authority to make repre
sentations of any sort to the rebel Government.

A letter written by Lord Lyons, the British Min
ister, to his

Government, in the autumn of 1862,

shows how hostile to the Administration of Mr.
Lincoln was the tone of feeling in the diplomatic
1

Seward said Mercier

read

Greeley s letter to Stoeckl, the
Russian Minister, and when he

came

to

the

concluding para-

graph, which was a protest that

he could not favor any mediation
which should hazard the Union.
he said,
That s all bosh, of
course.&quot;
Diary of H. J. RayScribner s Monthly.&quot;
mond,
&quot;

&quot;
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and how persistently European
Cabinets were misinformed by their representatives
in Washington in reference to the situation and
prospect of affairs in the United States. On his
arrival in New York after a visit to England, he
had been met and at once taken possession of by
the leaders of the peace party, who were also, at

body

at that time,

that time,
in

New

among

York.

the leaders in fashionable society
apparently adopts their point of

He

view in some respects, but sees the

and
doubts the sincerity, of their pretenses that an ar
mistice, which they ardently desire, would result
in a restoration of the Union.
The more saga
cious members of the party,&quot; he says,
must look
folly,

&quot;

&quot;

upon the proposal

of a Convention merely as a last

experiment to test the possibility of reunion. They
are no doubt well aware that the most probable
consequences of an armistice would be the estab
lishment of Southern independence, but they per
the South

so utterly alienated that
no possible concession will induce it to return vol
untarily to the Union, it is wiser to agree to sepa
ceive that

if

is

and hopeless war.&quot;
Singularly enough, Lord Lyons s conferences
with the opposition in New York, whose advice
was given in a sense hostile to the Government
and to the prosecution of the war, resulted in a

ration than to prosecute a cruel

report unfavorable to the project of mediation
which was being so earnestly pressed by the ene
mies of the national cause in Paris. He quoted the

conservative leaders as saying that &quot;an offer of
mediation, if made to the radical Administration,
would be rejected, and that it might increase the
virulence with which the war was prosecuted.

If
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their

own party were

in power, or virtually con

trolled the Administration, they
possible, obtain

an

would

rather, if
armistice without the aid of

foreign governments ; they were especially timid
about the political effect of an offer of mediation
&quot;

which should come from Great Britain. Lord
Lyons therefore advised against such an offer on
the ground that

&quot;

it

might embarrass the peace

and thus oblige them, in order to maintain
their popularity, to make some declaration against
it.
It is not the least significant feature of this
party,&quot;

curious letter that Lord Lyons said, &quot;At Washing
ton I have had fewer opportunities than I had at
New York of ascertaining the present views of the
chiefs of political

parties.&quot;

At

the interviews he

had on arriving with Mr. Seward and the President,
they both conversed only on ordinary topics, and
did not appear to expect or to desire from him any
special communications from her Majesty s Gov
&quot;

He missed

ernment.&quot;

in the responsible rulers of

the nation, and in the executive and legislative func
tionaries in whose hands rested the welfare of the
country, that open and effusive freedom of commu
nication which he found among the sympathizers

with secession in the drawing-rooms of New York.
In advising his Government against an offer of
mediation he repeated and adopted as his own the
opinion he gained among the conservatives of New
York, that the President had thrown himself into
the arms of the extreme Eadical party.&quot; His state
ment of the aims of that party was not altogether
inaccurate
They declare that there is no hope
of reconciliation with the Southern people that the
war must be pursued per fas et nefas until the dis&quot;

&quot;

:

;
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South are ruined and subjugated,
if not exterminated
that not an inch of the old
of
the
territory
republic must be given up, and that
loyal

of the

;

any shape must be rejected
and resented.&quot; Lord Lyons had no right to say
that there was no hope of reconciliation with the
Southern people; it was the Southern leaders of
the rebellion alone who were regarded by Mr. Lin
coln as irreconcilable; arid it was a gratuitous
insult to the Government to which he was accred

foreign intervention in

were determined to pursue the
war per fas et nefas ; his imputation to the Presi
dent of revengeful purposes towards the disloyal
ited to say they

unjustifiable. With these exceptions his
statement may pass as sufficiently expressing the

is false

and

intention of the

and

tact

national cause.

no

Government to save the Union in
war to the triumph of the
Lord Lyons indicates that he has

to continue the

whatever in such an issue of the conflict.
he was wrong in his opinion, he was also in
excusably wrong in the assumed facts on which it
was based for he informs his Government that on
the 4th of next March the Democrats will obtain
faith

If

;

new House of Eepresentatives that
new Congress will be hostile to the Administra

control of the

the

;

and to the Eadical party, and that the Presi
dent will hardly be able to persist in his present

tion

and in his assumption of extraordinary
powers. Ten minutes perusal of a newspaper con
taining a list of Congressmen-elect would have
enabled him to avoid so flagrant an error. But
any lesser lapses seem pardonable in comparison
policy,

with the stupendous error of a Minister charged
with the most solemn responsibilities between two
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great and friendly powers, and possessed of un
limited facilities for ascertaining the truth, say
ing, as Lord Lyons says near the close of his
letter,

&quot;all

hope of the reconstruction of the Union
from the minds

appears to be fading away, even
of those who most desire it.
7

From

the beginning of the war, the Executive
Department of the Government had in a thousand

ways continually repeated its determination to
listen to no overtures from the insurgents not

M

S

3

in tno
31

tTl

in
Se

io3to28

.

based upon a recognition of the national authority,
and no overtures from foreign powers of any na
ture whatever having reference to the rebellion;
and just before the session ended it was thought
by Congress proper that the Legislative body
should express itself on the same subject with
equal clearness. Eesolutions were introduced and
passed through both Houses of Congress by very
large majorities, acknowledging the friendly form
and intention of the overtures made by foreign

powers in the direction of mediation, and saying
that if the idea of mediation should continue to
be regarded as practicable it might lead to pro
ceedings tending to embarrass the friendly relations
between the United States and foreign powers, and
that to remove for the future all chance of mis
understanding on the subject it seems fit that Con
gress should declare its convictions thereon. The
resolutions following this preamble were at once a

declaration of the attitude of the United States and

a formal warning to all foreign powers that their
intervention was not desired and would not be
entertained. They express the deep regret of the
American people that the blow aimed by the rebel-
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the laboring population of Europe, but that any

proposition from any foreign power having for its
object the arrest of the efforts of the United States
to suppress the rebellion is calculated to prolong
and embitter the conflict, to cause increased expen

diture of blood and treasure, and to postpone the
much-desired day of peace, and that Congress
would look upon any further attempt in the same
direction as an unfriendly act. The resolutions
further expressed the disappointment of Congress
at the hospitality and encouragement which a re
bellious Government, founded upon slavery as its

corner-stone, had received from foreign powers,
and they closed with the announcement that the

war would be vigorously prosecuted according
the

humane

to

principles of Christian states until the

rebellion should be suppressed. The President was
requested to transmit a copy of these resolutions to

the Ministers of the United States in foreign coun
tries, to be by them communicated to the govern

ments

to

which they were accredited.
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T)EFORE

enough time had elapsed

to judge of
the probable effect of Lincoln s offer of com
pensation to the border States, a new incident

1J

occurred which further complicated the President s
About the
dealings with the slavery question.
1862.

he was surprised to learn from the
that
General David Hunter, whom he
newspapers
had recently sent to command the Department of
middle of

May

the South, had issued an order of military emanci
pation. Reciting that the Department of the South
was under martial law, the order declared,
Slav
&quot;

ery and martial law in a free country are altogether
incompatible. The persons in these three States
w. R.
P. 34i.

heretofore
Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina
held as slaves are therefore declared forever free.&quot;

So far as can be judged, General Hunter was
moved to this step by what seemed to him the
requirements of his new surroundings and the
1
He was a warm
simple dictates of natural justice.
President
of
Lincoln,
personal and political friend
1

In a brief

&quot;

Report of Military

existing only

ter to

1873, he says on
&quot;My

by municipal enactexist the mo-

made by General Hun- ments, ceased to
the War Department in ment a subject by

Services,&quot;

this

his rebellion

placed himself beyond the pale
of these enactments.&quot;

point:

theory being that slavery,
90
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was entirely free from motives
and was not a man who would

made

91

of selfish ambition,
suffer himself to be

CHAP. v.

the instrument of a political combination.

Of strong antislavery convictions, his sense of
duty in the service of the Union was as singlehearted and as sacred as that of a Crusader sent to
rescue the Holy Sepulcher from the Infidel. In his
eyes rebellion and slavery were intertwined abomi
nations to be struck and conquered simultaneously.

When

he took command of the Department of
the South he found himself surrounded by new
conditions. The capture of Port Royal in the pre
ceding November had been followed by the flight of
the whole white population, leaving the entire coast
from North Edisto River to Warsaw Sound, a dis

Mt

31
i862.

tance of sixty or seventy miles, in the hands of the
This was the region of the famous sea
captors.
island cotton plantations, in which the slaves out

numbered the whites nearly
sudden

flight the

five to one.

In their

whites were compelled to abandon

their slaves, and a large negro population thus fell
gradually to the care and protection of the Union

army.

common humanity forced the
administration
of the department beyond
military
mere warlike objects. The commander, General
The

exercise of

Thomas W. Sherman, issued an address to the
white inhabitants, inviting them to return and reoccupy their lands and homes, and continue their

NOV.T.ISGL

peaceful vocations under the auspices and protec
Government of the United States. Ex

tion of the

cept in a very few instances the friendly invitation
was defiantly refused. They not only preferred
ruin and exile, but did such mischief as lay in their

w. R.
pp.2oo,

222.
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power by ordering

their cotton to be

burned and

the blacks the statement that

circulating among
the Yankees would seize them, and sell them into
slavery in Cuba. Such was the distrust excited by

the falsehood, that a

Port Eoyal

w

T
S C

month

after the capture of
but about 320 blacks had ventured into

to

Sherman s camps; nearly all these were decrepit,
w?k or were women and children, there being only

T Sas,
c

i86i?
P.

205.&quot;

sixty able-bodied

men among

them.

For a while the slaves made the most of their
abrupt holiday. But their scanty clothing wore
out; the small stock of provisions on the planta
tions became exhausted. At the time of their mas
ters flight much of the cotton crop was still in the
In the increasing demand for this product
became an object for the Government to collect

fields.
it

and preserve what was left and this work, begun
under the joint orders of the War and Treasury
Departments, set on foot the first organization of
the colored population for labor and government.
;

Military orders divided the country into districts,
with agents to superintend the plantations, to en

and organize the blacks into working parties,
them necessary food and clothing, and
to pay them for their labor. Private philanthropy
also gave timely and valuable assistance. Belief
societies, organized in Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia, collected funds and employed teach
ers, some fifty of whom reached Beaufort the 9th
of March, 1862, and began a much -needed work
of combined encouragement, guardianship, and
roll

to furnish

instruction, thus replacing the elements of social
government which the slaves had lost by the with

drawal of their masters and mistresses.
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The control of the captured and abandoned cotton and other property fell to the Treasury Department, and in this connection Secretary Chase, at
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-

the President s request, gave the educational enter
prise his official sanction and supervision; later
on, the

War Department assumed and

the work.

Compelled from the

first to

continued
rely

upon

information and assistance,
and to a large extent for military labor, it gave
them in return not only wages for the actual ser
vice performed, but necessary food and shelter for
the destitute, and with the return of the spring
season furnished them, so far as possible, seed and
&quot;contrabands&quot;

for

implements of husbandry, and encouraged them to
renew their accustomed labor in the gardens and
fields of the abandoned plantations, in order to pro
vide for, or at least contribute to, their own maintenance.

Under

this

quickly established.

E

occupation of additional territory, the number of
blacks within the Union lines had increased in two
months from 320 to over 9000.
When General Hunter took command of the
of the South, this industrial and
educational organization of the blacks was just
beginning. Military usefulness was of the first

Department

importance in his eyes, particularly as his forces
were insufficient for offensive movements. It was
not unnatural that, seeing the large colored popula
tion within his lines, much of it unemployed, his
thoughts should turn to the idea of organizing,
arming, and training regiments of colored soldiers

;

and, assuming that the instructions of the War
Department conferred the necessary authority, he

*?

5j;

^^

treatment confidence was D
a
Meanwhile, by the military Fe b.

vil
l

lf

d

i8G2.

vi.,

p&amp;lt;
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began the experiment without delay. It was amid
all these conditions, which at that time did not
exist elsewhere, that General Hunter issued the
already recited order announcing that slavery and
martial law were incompatible, and declaring free

The presence of the
had
created
a new order of
Union army
visibly
things, and he doubtless felt it a duty to proclaim
officially what practically had come to pass.
The mails from the Department of the South
could only come by sea hence a week elapsed after
the promulgation of Hunter s order before know
ledge of it came to the President through its pub
lication in the New York journals.
The usual
acrimonious comments immediately followed rad
icals approved it, Democrats and conservatives
denounced it and the President was assailed for
inaction on the one hand and for treachery on the
Lincoln s own judgment of the act was
other.
&quot;No
definite and prompt.
commanding general
all

slaves in his department.

;

:

;

warden,

shall do such a thing, upon my responsibility, with
out consulting me,&quot; he wrote in answer to a note
from Chase, who wished the order to stand.

Three days later (May 19, 1862) the President
published a proclamation reciting that the Govern
ment had no knowledge or part in the issuing of
Hunter s order of emancipation, that neither Hun
ter nor any other person had been authorized to
declare free the slaves of any State, and that his
order in that respect was altogether void. The
President continued:
further make it known
&quot;I

that whether it be competent for me, as Commanderiri-Chief of the Army and Navy, to declare the
slaves of

any State or States

free,

and whether at
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have become a necessity indispensable to the maintenance of the Gov
ernment to exercise such a supposed power, are
questions which, under my responsibility, I reserve
to myself, and which I cannot feel justified in leav

any time,

in

any case

it

shall

CHAP. v.

ing to the decision of commanders in the field.
These are totally different questions from those of
police regulations in the armies and camps.&quot;

While the President thus drew a sharp distinc
tion between the limited authority of commanders
in the field and the full reservoir of executive
powers in his own hands, for future contingencies,
he utilized the occasion for a forcible admonition
to the border slave States. Reminding them that
he by recommendation, and Congress by joint reso
lution, had made them a formal tender and pledge
of payment for their slaves if they would volunta
rily abolish the institution, he counseled them in
words of parental wisdom and affection not to
neglect this opportunity of financial security for
themselves and patriotic benefit to their country.
To the people of those States I now
He said
earnestly appeal. I do not argue I beseech you
to make the arguments for yourselves. You can
&quot;

:

;

not, if you would, be blind to the signs of the
times. I beg of you a calm and enlarged consider

ation of them, ranging,

personal and partisan

common

cause for a

if

it

politics.

common

may

be, far

above

This proposal makes
object, casting

no

re

not the Pharisee. The
proaches upon any.
it
come gently as the
would
change
contemplates
dews of heaven
not rending or wrecking any
So much good
thing. Will you not embrace it ?
has not been done by one effort in all past time, as,
It acts

1862.
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procSmau

May

i9,

in the providence of God, it is now your high privdo. May the vast future not have to
il e e to
g

lament that you have neglected
The signs of the times were indeed multiply
ing to a degree that ought to have attracted the
notice of the border States, even without the point
it.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

ing ringer of the President. How far the presence
of the Confederate armies, embodying a compact
proslavery sentiment, had up to that time interfered
locally with the relations of master and slave we
have no means of knowing; we do know that before
the end of the rebellion the conditions of war
military necessity
brought even the rebel Gov
ernment and the unconquered slave communities
to the verge of emancipation and the general mili
But Northern
tary employment of the blacks.

armies, embodying a compact antislavery senti
ment, stationed or moving in slave communities,
acted on the &quot;institution&quot; as a disturbing, relaxing,

and disintegrating force, constant in operation,
which no vigilance could shut out and no regula
tions could remedy.
Whether in Kentucky or
or
Missouri
Mississippi, the slave gave
Virginia,
the Union soldiers his sympathy and his help
;

while for services rendered, and still more for
services expected, the soldiers returned friendship

and
any

protection, finding no end of pretexts to evade
general orders to the contrary. From the

this feeling communicated itself sometimes
directly to Congress, sometimes to the soldier s

army

Northern home, from which

it

was

in turn reflected

upon that body. The antislavery feeling at the
North, excited by the ten-years political conten
tion, intensified by the outbreak of rebellion, was

&amp;lt;;EM:KAI.

DAVID HUNTKK.
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thus fed and stimulated, and grew with every day s
duration of the war. Conservative opinion could
not defend a system that had wrought the convul
sion

and

disaster through

which the nation was

struggling. Radical opinion lost no opportunity
to denounce it and attack its vulnerable points.
Of the operations of this sentiment the debates
and enactments of Congress afford an approximate
measure. During the long session from December
1861, to July 17, 1862, the subject seemed to
touch every topic at some point, while the affirma
2,

tive propositions of which slavery was the central
and vital object were of themselves sufficiently
numerous to absorb a large share of the discus

Leaving out of view the many resolutions
and bills which received only passing attention, or
which were at once rejected, this second session 1
of the Thirty-seventh Congress perfected and en
acted a series of antislavery measures which
amounted to a complete reversal of the policy of
the General Government. At the date of the Presi
dent s proclamation quoted above calling attention
sions.

to the

&quot;

signs of the

times,&quot;

only a portion of these

measures had reached final enactment but the
drift and portent of their coming was unmistakable.
;

In the restricted limits of these pages it is impos
sible to pass them in review separately or chrono
logically nor does the date of their passage and
;

approval always indicate the relation in which they
engrossed the attention of Congress. The consider
ation of the general subject was, we may almost
1 The first session of
the Thirtyseventh Congress was the special
session convened by President

VOL. VI.

7

Lincoln s
and
Proclamation,
which met on July 4, and adjourned on August 6, 1861.
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say, continuous, and the reader will obtain a better
idea of their cumulative force and value from a

1862.

generalized abstract, showing the importance and
scope of the several acts and sections as related to

each other.

One of the earliest forms of the discussion
upon the constantly recurring question of

First.

arose

returning to slave-owners such runaways as sought
the protection of the Union camps, and regarding
which various commanders had issued such differ
ent and contradictory orders. It has been stated
that the President left his officers full discretion on
this point, because it fell within the necessities of

police regulations. The somewhat harsh
and arbitrary Order No. 3, issued by General Halleek in Missouri, provoked wide-spread comment
and indignation and though the General insisted
that the spirit of the order was purely military
and not political, it undoubtedly hastened and in

camp and

;

tensified Congressional action. By an act approved
March 13, 1862, a new article of war was added to

regulations, which enjoined, under usual
penalties, that &quot;All officers or persons in the mili
tary or naval service of the United States are pro

the

army

hibited

from employing any of the forces under

commands for the purpose of return
from service or labor who may have

their respective

ing fugitives
escaped,&quot;

etc.

Later, Section 10 of the Confiscation
of the fugitive-

Act was virtually an amendment
ed

&quot;joiy

n

s l ave

l

aw

providing that the claimant might not
authority until he had taken an oath of alle
&amp;gt;

use

its

and prohibiting any person in the army or
navy from surrendering a fugitive slave, or pre
suming to decide the validity of the owner s claim.

giance,
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less to fulfil the dictates of propriety

salutary influence on the
opinion of foreign nations, the annual message of
the President had recommended a recognition of

and

justice than for

CHAP. v.

its

Dec.

3, isei.

the independence and sovereignty of Hayti and
Liberia, and the appointment of diplomatic repre
sentatives to those

authorized

new

States.

This was duly

by an act approved June

5,

1862.

Sim

reasons also secured the passage of An act to
carry into effect the treaty between the United
&quot;

ilar

and her Britannic Majesty for the suppres
sion of the African slave-trade,&quot; approved July 11,
1862.
That this action betokened more than mere
hollow profession and sentiment is evinced by the
fact that under the prosecution of the Government,
the slave-trader Nathaniel P. G-ordon was convicted
and hanged in New York on the 21st of February,
States

1862, this being the first execution for such crime
under the laws of the United States, after their
enforcement had been neglected and their extreme

penalty defied for forty years.
Third. The next marked feature of Congressional
antislavery enactment was one which, in a period
of peace, would have signalized the culmination of
a great party triumph and taken its place as a dis
tinctive political landmark.
clash and turmoil of war it

Now, however, in the
was disposed of, not so

much

in the light of party conquest, as the sim
ple necessary registration of accomplished facts,

wrought beyond
nized

by public

recall

by passing events, recog
opinion, and requiring only the

formality of parliamentary attestation. Its title
was, &quot;An act to secure freedom to all persons
within the Territories of the United States,&quot; ap-

1862.
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proved June 19, 1862. This was the realization of
the purpose which had called the Republican party
into being, namely, the restoration of the Missouri
Compromise, its extension and application to all
Territories of the United States, and, as a logical
result, the rejection and condemnation of the proslavery doctrines of the

demand

Dred Scott

decision, the

for a Congressional slave code, and the
property theory of Jefferson Davis.

subversive

&quot;

&quot;

These were the issues which had caused the sixyears political contention between the North and
the South and upon its defeat at the ballot-box,
by the election of President Lincoln, the South had
;

appealed to the sword.
Fourth. Still advancing another step in the prev
alent antislavery progress, we come to the policy
of compensated emancipation so strenuously urged
President. Action on this point has already
been described, namely, the joint resolution of
Congress, approved April 10, 1862, virtually pledg
ing the aid of the Government to any State which

by the

would- adopt it, and the act, approved April 16,
1862, with its amendments, actually abolishing
slavery in the District of Columbia, with compensa
tion to owners. The earnestness of Congress in this
reform is marked by the additional step that, under
acts approved May 21 and July 11, 1862, certain
provisions were made for the education of colored
children in the cities of Washington and George

town, District of Columbia.

By far the most important of all the antilaws
of this period, both in scope and pur
slavery
pose, was a new Confiscation Act, perfected after
Fifth.

much

deliberation, passed at the close of the ses-
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and approved by the President July 17, 1862.
The act of August 6, 1861, only went to the extent
of making free the slaves actually employed in
The new law undertook to
rebel military service.
deal more generally with the subject, and indeed
extended its provisions beyond the mere idea of
confiscation. While other subjects were included,
its spirit and object would have been better ex
sion,

pressed by the title of &quot;An act to destroy slavery
under the powers of war.&quot; In addition to other
penalties for treason or rebellion, it declared that
slaves of persons guilty and convicted of these

crimes should be

made

free

;

that slaves of rebels,

escaping and taking refuge within the army lines,
slaves captured from rebels or deserted by them
and coming under the control of the United States
Government, and slaves of rebels found in any
place occupied by rebel forces and afterwards occu
pied by the Union army, should all be deemed cap
tives of war and be forever free.
Sixth.

Coupled with the foregoing sweeping pro

visions, intended to destroy title in slave property

as a punishment for treason and rebellion, were
other provisions, which, under guarded phrase
ology, looked to the active organized employment
of slaves as a substantial military force
which

military service should in

its

turn

also, in specified

cases, work enfranchisement from bondage. Thus,
in certain amendments of the militia laws l it was

enacted that the President might enroll and eml
An act to amend the act calling forth the militia to execute
the laws of the Union, suppress
insurrections, and repel inva&quot;

sions,&quot;

approved February 28,

1795, and the &quot;acts amendatory
and for other purposes,&quot;
approved July 17, 1862, sections
12 and 13. Appendix, &quot;Globe,&quot;
p. 414.
thereof,
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ploy contrabands in such camp labor or military
service as they were fitted for, and that their wives,
mothers, and children, if they belonged to armed
rebels, should become free by virtue of such ser
Section 11 of the Confiscation Act, however,
conferred a still broader authority upon the Gov

vice.

ernment for this object. It provided: &quot;That the
President of the United States is authorized to em
ploy as many persons of African descent as he may
deem necessary and proper for the suppression of
this rebellion, and for this purpose he may organ
ize and use them in such manner as he may judge
best for the public welfare.&quot; This section allowed
a latitude of construction which permitted the

organization of a few of the earliest regiments of
colored soldiers.

In tracing the antislavery policy of President
Lincoln, his opinions upon some of the prominent
features of these laws become of special interest.

He

followed the discussion and perfecting of the
Confiscation Act with careful attention, and as it
neared its passage prepared a veto message, point

ing out several serious defects, which Congress
hastily remedied in anticipation by an explana
tory joint resolution. When the bill and resolu

him he signed both, as
a
being substantially single act, and, to place him
self right upon the record, transmitted with his
tion were submitted to

notice of approval a copy of the draft of his in
tended veto message. The constitutional objec
tion and the imperfections of detail in the original

do not require mention here, but his views
on emancipation and the military employment of
slaves may not be omitted.

bill
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which I perceive no objec
and touches neither
wholly prospective
person nor property of any loyal citizen, in which partic
ulars it is just and proper.
It is also provided that
the slaves of persons convicted under these sections shall
be free. I think there is an unfortunate form of expres
It is
sion, rather than a substantial objection, in this.
There

tion.

is

It

in the bill to

is

CHAP. V.

;

.

.

startling to say that Congress can free a slave within a
State, and yet if it were said the ownership of the slave

had first been transferred to the nation, and that Congress
had then liberated him, the difficulty would at once van
ish.
And this is the real case. The traitor against the
General Government forfeits his slave at least as justly
as he does any other property; and he forfeits both to
the Government against which he offends. The Govern
ment, so far as there can be ownership, thus owns the
forfeited slaves, and the question for Congress in regard
to them is,
Shall they be made free, or be sold to new
masters ? n I perceive no objection to Congress deciding
in advance that they shall be free.
To the high honor of
I
am
been the owner of
as
she
has
informed,
Kentucky,
some slaves by escheat, and has sold none, but liberated
all.
I hope the same is true of some other States.
In
I
do
not
believe
it
would
be
for
deed,
physically possible
the General Government to return persons so circum
stanced to actual slavery. I believe there would be phys
ical resistance to it, which could neither be turned aside
by argument nor driven away by force. In this view I
have no objection to this feature of the bill.
The
eleventh section simply assumes to confer discretionary
powers upon the Executive. Without the law, I have no
&quot;

.

.

hesitation to go as far in the direction indicated as I may
at any time deem expedient. And I am ready to say now,

proper for our military commanders to em
as
ploy,
laborers, as many persons of African descent as
can be used to advantage.

I

think

it is

The number and variety of antislavery pro
visions cited above show how vulnerable was the
peculiar institution in a state of war, and demon
strate again the folly of the slaveholders

appeal

&quot;

Senate

Journal,&quot;

July

17,
1862,

pp. 872, 873.
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All the

penalties therein prescribed
were clearly justifiable by the war powers of the
nation and sustained by military necessity. So
to

far the laws

had not touched a

a
single right
a
slave State, either within
loyal slaveholder in
or without the territory held by Confederate

arms; but day by day

it

&quot;of

became manifest that

the whole slave system was so ramified and in
tertwined with political and social conditions in
slave States, both loyal and disloyal, that it must
eventually stand or fall in mass. In short, the

proof was more absolute in war than in peace that
slavery was purely the creature of positive law in

and

of universal police regulations unre
mittingly enforced in practice.
It must not be supposed that the discussion and

theory,

enactment of these measures proceeded without
decided opposition. The three factions of which
Congress was composed maintained the same rela
tive position on these topics that they had occupied
since the beginning of the Rebellion. The bulk of
the resistance was furnished by the Democratic

members, who, while as a rule they condemned the
Rebellion, reiterated their previous accusations that
the Republican party had provoked it. Now again

no matter how
necessary or justifiable, they charged that it was a
violation of express or implied political faith, and
at every antislavery proposition,

a stumbling-block to reconciliation, which, against
the plainest evidences, they assumed to be still pos
sible.
In a hopeless minority, and with no chance
to affect legislation affirmatively even by indirec
tion, they yet maintained the attitude of an ill-

natured opposition, yielding assent only to the
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most necessary war measures, while, with sophistical and irritating criticism, they were industriously
undermining public confidence in the President
and his adherents by every party and parliamen
tary device they could invent.
There is little doubt that this action of the

Dem

ocrats in Congress, in addition to its other perni
cious effects, served to render the border-State

more stubborn and

intractable against
the liberal and
towards
concessions
making any
Lincoln so
President
which
reformatory policy

delegations

strongly urged. The statesmen and politicians of
the border slave States were quick enough to per
ceive the danger to their whole slave system, but
not resolute enough to prepare to meet and endure

removal, and accept a money equivalent in ex
Against evidence and conviction, they
change.

its

clung tenaciously to the idea that the war ought to
be prosecuted without damage to slavery; and their
Representatives and Senators in Congress, with a
very few brave exceptions, resisted from first to last
all antislavery enactments.
We may admit that
in this course they represented truly the majority
feeling and will of their several constituencies ;

but such an admission

is fatal

to

any claim on

their

part to political foresight or leadership. Indeed,
one of the noticeable and lamentable features of

the earlier stages of the Rebellion was the sudden
loss of power among border-State leaders, both at
in Congress. We can now see that their
weakness resulted unavoidably from their defen
sive position.
During the secession stage they

home and

only ventured to act defensively against that in
itial heresy, and as a rule the offensive and un-
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scrupulous conspirators kept the advantage of an
aggressive initiative. Now, in the new stage of
antislavery reaction, they were again merely on
the defensive and under the disadvantage which
that attitude always brings with

it.

In Congress,

as a faction, they were sadly diminished in num
bers and shorn of personal prestige. They could

count only a single conspicuous representative the
venerable John J. Crittenden but burdened with
;

the weight of years, and hedged by the tangles
pitfalls of his conservative obligations, he
timid, spiritless, despondent.

border-State

The record

and
was

of the

therefore, during this
strong antislavery movement of Congressional en
actment is simply one of protests, excuses, appeals,

and

delegations,

direful prophecies.

Against them the positive affirmative progress
of antislavery sentiment gathered force and volume

from every quarter.
individual outcry,

it

Whatever the momentary or
was easy to perceive that every

antislavery speech, resolution, vote, or law received

quick sustaining acceptance from public sentiment
North and from the fighting Union armies

in the

The Republican majority in Con
noted
and
gress
responded to these symptoms of
and
the
radical leaders in that body were
approval,
constantly prompted by them to more advanced
in the South.

votes. Antislavery opinion in Con
not
gress
only had the advantage of overpowering
high
numbers, but also of conspicuous ability.

demands and

A

average talent marked the Republican membership,
which, as a rule, spoke and voted for the beforewhile among
mentioned antislavery measures
those whose zeal gave them especial prominence in
;
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these debates, the names of Charles Simmer in the
Senate and of Thaddeus Stevens and Owen Love-

CHAP. v.

joy in the House need only be mentioned to show
what high qualities of zeal and talent pursued the
peculiar institution with unrelenting warfare.
To the rebellious South, to the loyal population
of the border slave States, arid to the extreme con
servatism of the North, particularly that faction

represented by Democratic Members of Congress,
President Lincoln s proposal of gradual cornpensated abolishment doubtless seemed a remarkable

not a dangerous innovation upon the practical
But this conservatism
politics of half a century.
failed to comprehend the mighty sweep and power
if

which slavery had put
needless
by
appeal to arms. In point
of fact, the President stood sagaciously midway
between headlong reform and blind reaction. His
of the revolution of opinion

in motion

its

steady, cautious direction and control of the aver
age public sentiment of the country alike held

back rash experiment and spurred lagging opinion.
Congress, with a strong Eepublican majority in
both branches, was stirred by hot debate on the

new

issues.
The indirect influence of the Execu
was much greater than in times of peace; a
reckless President could have done infinite dam

tive

age to the delicate structure of constitutional gov
ernment. As it was, antislavery resentment was
restrained and confined to such changes of leg
as were plainly necessary to vindicate
the Constitution, laws, and traditions which the
Rebellion had wantonly violated but these were

islation

;

sufficiently

numerous and pointed

to

found transformation of public policy

mark

a pro

in little

more

iSL
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than a year.

Under

the occasion and spur which

the Rebellion furnished, a twelvemonth wrought
that which had not been dreamed of in a decade,
or which

would otherwise have been scarcely pos

sible to achieve in a century.

Four months had now elapsed since President
Lincoln proposed and Congress sanctioned the
policy of compensated emancipation in the border
slave States. Except in its indirect influence upon

public opinion, no definite result had as yet at
tended the proposal. Great fluctuations had oc

curred in the war, and great strides had been made
in legislation; but the tendency so far had been
rather to complicate than simplify the political

than appease con
tending factions and conflicting opinions. This
condition of things, while it might have endured
for awhile, could not prolong itself indefinitely.
situation, to exasperate rather

Little

by

little

the

war was draining the

lifeblood

of the republic. However effectually the smoke
and dust of the conflict might shut the view from

the ge neral eye, or however flippantly small politi
cians might hide the question under the heat and
invective of factional quarrel, President Lincoln,
looking to the future, saw that, to replenish the

waste of armies and maintain a compact popular
support, the North must be united in a sentiment

and policy affording a plain, practical aim and solu
both political and military. The policy he de
cided upon was not yet ripe for announcement, but
the time had arrived to prepare the way for its
avowal and acceptance. As the next proper step in
such a preparation, the President, on the 12th of
July, 1862, again convened the border-State delegation,
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tions at the Executive Mansion, and read to them
the following carefully prepared second appeal to
-

*.-

^

-

A.-

accept compensation tor slaves in their respective
States
:

GENTLEMEN After the adjournment of Congress, now
very near, I shall have no opportunity of seeing you for
several months.
Believing that you of the border States
hold more power for good than any other equal number
of members, I feel it a duty which I cannot justifiably
waive to make this appeal to you. I intend no reproach
or complaint when I assure you that, in my opinion, if
you all had voted for the resolution in the gradual-eman
cipation message of last March, the war would now be
:

substantially ended. And the plan therein proposed is
yet one of the most potent and swift means of ending it.
Let the States which are in rebellion see definitely and
certainly that in no event will the States you represent

ever join their proposed confederacy, and they cannot
longer maintain the contest. But you cannot
divest them of their hope to ultimately have you with
them so long as you show a determination to perpetuate
the institution within your own States. Beat them at

much

you have overwhelmingly done, and, nothing
daunted, they still claim you as their own. You and I
know what the lever of their power is. Break that lever
before their faces, and they can shake you no more for
Most of you have treated me with kindness and
ever.
consideration, and I trust you will not now think I im
properly touch what is exclusively your own, when, for
the sake of the whole country, I ask, can you, for your
Dis
States, do better than to take the course I urge?
elections, as

carding punctilio and maxims adapted to more manage
able times, and looking only to the unprecedentedly stern
facts of our case, can you do better in any possible event ?

You

prefer that the constitutional relation of the States
be practically restored without dis
turbance of the institution and if this were done, my
whole duty in this respect, under the Constitution and
my oath of office, would be performed. But it is not
done, and we are trying to accomplish it by war. The into the nation shall

;
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cidents of the

war cannot be avoided.

If the

war continues

long, as it must if the object be not sooner attained, the
institution in your States will be extinguished by mere
friction and abrasion
by the mere incidents of the war.

be gone, and you will have nothing valuable in
it.
Much of its value is gone already. How
much better for you and for your people to take the step
which at once shortens the war, and secures substantial
compensation for that which is sure to be wholly lost in
any other event. How much better to thus save the
money which else we sink forever in the war. How much
better to do it while we can, lest the war ere long render
us pecuniarily unable to do it. How much better for you
as seller, and the nation as buyer, to sell out and buy out
that without which the war could never have been, than
to sink both the thing to be sold and the price of it in cut
ting one another s throats. I do not speak of emancipa
tion at once, but of a decision at once to emancipate
gradually. Room in South America for colonization can
be obtained cheaply and in abundance, and when num
bers shall be large enough to be company and encourage
ment for one another, the freed people will not be so
It will

lieu

of

reluctant to go.
I am pressed with a difficulty not yet mentioned
one
which threatens division among those who, united, are
none .too strong. An instance of it is known to you.

General Hunter
still is,

my

is

an honest man.

agreeing with

me

where could be

He

was, and I hope

valued him none the less for his
in the general wish that all men every

friend.

free.

I

He

proclaimed

all

men

free .within

and I repudiated the proclamation. He
more
expected
good and less harm from the measure than
I could believe would follow.
Yet, in repudiating it, I
gave dissatisfaction, if not offense, to many whose sup
certain States,

port the country cannot afford to lose. And this is not
the end of it. The pressure in this direction is still upon

me, and is increasing. By conceding what I now ask, you
can relieve me, and much more can relieve the country, in
this important point.
Upon these considerations I have
again begged your attention to the message of March
last.
Before leaving the capital, consider and discuss it

among yourselves. You are patriots and statesmen, and as
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and

at the least
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commend it to the consideration of your States and people.
As you would perpetuate popular government for the best
people in the world, I beseech you that you do in no wise
omit this. Our common country is in great peril, de
manding the loftiest views and boldest action to bring it

speedy relief. Once relieved, its form of government is
saved to the world, its beloved history and cherished
memories are vindicated, and its happy future fully as
sured and rendered inconceivably grand. To you, more
than to any others, the privilege is given to assure that
11.1
i A
T
happiness and swell that grandeur, and to link your own
names therewith forever.
i

corrected

by auto-

graph MS.

doubtful whether the President expected any
more satisfactory result from this last appeal to
the border-State Representatives than had attend
ed his previous one. He had had abundant occa
sion to observe their course in the Congressional
It is

the opportunity had been long before
and
them,
they had not taken advantage of it
amid the revolutionary impulse and action which
were moving the whole country, their inaction on
this subject was equivalent to resistance.
This

debates

;

;

effort therefore, like the

former one, proved barren

:

them answered with a qualified refusal
of
them signed a written reply, on July 14,
twenty
most

of

;

1

which, while it pledged an unchangeable continu
ance of their loyalty, set forth a number of mixed
and inconsequential reasons against adopting the
President s recommendation.
They thought the
l

From Kentucky, Senator Gar-

Davis and Representatives
Henry Grider, Aaron Harding,
Charles A. Wickliffe, George W.
Dunlap, Robert Mallory, John J.
Crittenden, John W. Menzies,
and James S. Jackson from MisRobert Wilson
souri, Senator
and Representatives James S.

rett

;

Rollins, William A. Hall, Thomas
L. Price, and John S. Phelps;

from Maryland, Representatives
John W. Crisfield, Edwin H. WebCornelius L. L. Leary,
ster,
Francis Thomas, and Charles B.
from Virginia (that
Calvert
part afterwards West Virginia),
Senator John S. Carlile.
;

1862.
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They said slavery was a
not
to be asked to relin
which
they ought
right
quish that the proposition had never been offered
project too expensive.

;

them in a tangible shape; that a different policy
had been announced at the beginning of the war
that radical doctrines had been proclaimed and
;

In
subversive measures proposed in Congress.
a
non-action.
Seven
it
was
for
short,
general plea
others l of their

number drew up an address dissent
from
the
views of the majority, and
conservative
ing
promising that &quot;We will, so far as may be in our
power, ask the people of the border States calmly,
deliberately,

and

in the

same

spirit

consider your recom
wrote separate replies
but, with only a minority to

fairly to

Two

mendations.&quot;

;

others

2

urge the proposition upon their people, it was plain
from the first that no hope of success could be en
tertained.
l

From

Missouri, Representa-

John W. Noell

from Kentucky, Representative Samuel L.
Casey; from Tennessee, Representative Andrew J. Clements;
from Delaware, Representative
George P. Fisher from Virginia
tive

;

;

(West Virginia), Senator WaitT. Willey and Representatives William G. Brown and Jacob

man

B. Blair.
2

Senator John B. Henderson

and Representative
Horace Maynard of Tennessee.
of Missouri
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events underwent

great fluctua-
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MILITARY
tions in the first half of the year 1862.

During
months Union victories followed
each other with a rapidity and decisiveness which
inspired the most sanguine hopes for the early and
the

first

three

complete suppression of the Rebellion.

Cheering

news of important successes came from all quarters
Mill Springs in Kentucky, Roanoke Island in
North Carolina, Forts Henry and Dorielson in Ten
nessee, Pea Ridge in Arkansas, Shiloh in Tennes
Island No. 10 in the Mississippi River, the
reduction of Forts Jackson and St. Philip on the
lower Mississippi, the capture of New Orleans in
see,

Louisiana, and finally, what seemed the beginning
of a victorious advance

Richmond.

by McClellan s army upon
In the month of May, however, this

tide of success

son

s

began

to change.

Stonewall Jack

raid initiated a series of discouraging

reverses,

and McClellan

s

Union

formidable advance grad

ually changed into an unnecessary retreat.
No one noted this blighting of a longed-for frui
tion with a keener watchfulness and more sensitive
suffering than did President Lincoln. As the mili
tary interest and expectancy gradually lessened at
us
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the circumference and slowly centered itself upon
the fatal circles around the rebel capital, his

thoughts by day and anxiety by night fed upon
the intelligence which the telegraph brought from
the Union camps on the Chickahominy and the

1862.

no general in the
and
scanned
his telegrams
maps
army
with half the industry
and, it may be added,
with half the intelligence
which Mr. Lincoln
James.

It is

safe to say that

studied his

not surprising, therefore, that
before the catastrophe finally came the President
was already convinced of the substantial failure of

gave to

his.

It is

campaign as first projected, though he
still framed his letters and telegrams in the most
hopeful and encouraging language that the situa
tion would admit. But aware of the impending
danger, he took steps to secure such a reenforcement of the army, and provide for such a readjust
McClellan

ment

s

of the campaign, as

might yet secure the final
and complete victory which had lain so temptingly

within McClellan

A

grasp.
part of this programme
of an army under Pope. The
culmination of disaster doubtless came sooner than
s

was the consolidation

he thought possible. McClellan himself did not
seem apprehensive of sudden danger when on
The case is perhaps a
June 26 he telegraphed
difficult one, but I shall resort to desperate meas
ures, and will do my best to outmanceuver, outwit,
&quot;

:

t&quot;o

Canton

180M2M
.

XL,

and outfight the enemy. Do not believe reports of
disaster, and do not be discouraged if you learn
*^at my communications are cut off, and even
Yorktown in possession of the enemy. Hope for
the best, and I will not deceive the hopes you for-

l

pp

.

r,i,

52.

merly placed in

me.&quot;
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This was the language of a man still possessing
courage and faith, but the events of the two days

CHAP.VI.

following robbed him of both. Early on the morn
ing of the 28th he sent the Secretary of War his
memorable telegram already quoted, which was a
I
mere blind cry of despair and insubordination
have not a man in reserve, and shall be glad to
cover mv retreat and save the material and person&quot;

:

If I save this army now, I
nel of the army.
tell you plainly that I owe no thanks to you or to
.

any other persons in Washington. You have done
your best to sacrifice this army.&quot;
The kind and patient words with which Presi
dent Lincoln replied to this unsoldierly and un
manly petulance, and the vigorous exertions put
forth by the War Department to mitigate the dan
ger with all available supplies and reinforcements,
have been related. The incident is repeated here
to show that the President and Cabinet promptly
put into execution a measure which had probably
been already debated during the preceding days.
The needs of the hour, and Lincoln s plan to pro
vide for them, cannot be more briefly stated than in
the two letters which follow, the first of which,
written on this 28th day of June, he addressed to
his Secretary of State. It was evidently written in
a moment of profound emotion produced by Mc-

Clellan s telegram, for nowhere in all his utterances
there to be found a stronger announcement of

is

his determination to persevere unfalteringly in the

public and patriotic task before

him

:

view of the present condition of the war is about
The evacuation of Corinth and our delay by
the flood in the Chickahominy have enabled the enemy to

My

as follows

:

McClellan

.

C
12: 2o A.

M

v ^. XL,
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concentrate too

much

force in

Richmond

for McClellan

to successfully attack. In fact, there soon will be no sub
But if we send all the
stantial rebel force anywhere else.

force

from here

know

to McClellan, the

enemy

will,

before

we

send a force from Richmond and take
if a large part of the Western army be
Or
Washington.
brought here to McClellan, they will let us have Rich
can

of

it,

mond, and retake Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, etc.
should be done is to hold what we have in the
West, open the Mississippi, and take Chattanooga and

What
East

A

reasonable force
Tennessee, without more.
should, in every event, be kept about Washington for its
Then let the country give us a hundred
protection.

Lincoln to
Seward,

June
1862.

June,

28,

MS.

1862.

thousand new troops in the shortest possible time, which,
added to McClellan directly or indirectly, will take Rich
mond without endangering any other place which we now
hold, and will substantially end the war. I expect to
maintain this contest until successful, or till I die, or am
conquered, or my term expires, or Congress or the coun
try forsakes me; and I would publicly appeal to the
country for this new force, were it not that I fear a
general panic and stampede would follow, so hard is it to
have a thing understood as it really is. I think the new
force should be all, or nearly all, infantry, principally
because such can be raised most cheaply and quickly.

This letter was of course not needed for the per
sonal information of Mr. Seward, but was placed
in his hands to enable him to reassure those who
might doubt the President s courage and determina
The other letter, written in advance and
tion.
dated the 30th, was addressed to the governors of
the loyal States. It ran as follows
:

The capture of New Orleans, Norfolk, and Corinth by
the National forces has enabled the insurgents to concen
trate a large force at and about Richmond, which place
we must take with the least possible delay in fact, there
will soon be no formidable insurgent force except at
Richmond. With so large an army there the enemy can
threaten us on the Potomac and elsewhere. Until we
;
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have reestablished the National authority, all these places
must be held, and we must keep a respectable force in
front of Washington. But this, from the diminished
strength of our army by sickness and casualties, renders
an addition to it necessary in order to close the struggle
which has been prosecuted for the last three months with
energy and success. Rather than hazard the misappre
hension of our military condition and of groundless alarm
by a call for troops by proclamation, I have deemed it
best to address you in this form. To accomplish the
object stated, we require, without delay, one hundred and
fifty thousand men, including those recently called for by
the Secretary of War. Thus reenf orced, our gallant army
will be enabled to realize the hopes and expectations of
the

Government and the

Armed

with these

hastily to

Mr. Seward proceeded
The brief correspon
City.

dence which ensued indicates the progressive steps

and success of his mission. On this same 30th of
June he telegraphed to Secretary Stanton: &quot;Am
getting a foundation for an increase of one hundred
and fifty thousand. Shall have an important step
to communicate to-night or to-morrow morning.
Governors Morgan and Cur tin here, and communi
cate with others by telegraph. Let me have reliable

when

information

convenient, as it steadies my
Will
operations.
you authorize me to promise
an advance to recruits of $25 of the $100 bounty ?
It is thought here and in Massachusetts that with
out such payment recruiting will be very difficult,
and with it probably entirely successful.&quot;
.

To

.

&quot;

The

War

replied on the fol
law
does
not authorize
existing

this the Secretary of

lowing day
an advance of the bounty.
Discreet persons
here suggest that the call should be for 300,000
men double the number you propose as the
:
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people.

letters,

New York
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waste will be large. Consider the matter. The
President has not come into town yet when he
arrives you will receive his answer.&quot; Later in the
The President apday he added to the above
proves your plan, but suggests 200,000, if it can be
;

&quot;

:

^ewarV
862

Llly

Ms!

done as well as the number you

mention.&quot;

probable that a further discussion, and per
also
further information of the retreat and de
haps
spondency on the Peninsula, brought more fully to
It is

the minds of the President and Secretary of War the
gravity of the crisis and the need of decisive action
;

for Mr. Stantoii sent a third telegram to Mr. Seward
Your telegram received. I will take the
saying
&quot;

:

responsibility of ordering the $25 bounty out of
the nine millions [appropriation] at all hazards, and
you may go on that basis. I will make and tele
ibid.

graph the order in an hour. The President s answer has already gone.&quot;
Mr. Se ward s answer to this was all that could be
desired under the circumstances
The governors
respond, and the Union Committee approve earn
Let the President make
estly and unanimously.
the order, and let both papers come out [in] to
&quot;

:

.

.

morrow morning s papers if possible. The num
ber of troops to be called is left to the President to
No one proposes less than 200,000 make it
fix.
300,000 if you wish. They say it may be 500,000 if
;

tStor?,
11

5

Ms

mi

the President desires.

and

let

the terms be

Get the $25 advance

made

fixed,

known.&quot;

Accordingly, on the morning of July 2 there ap
peared in the newspapers a formal correspondence,
purporting to be the voluntary request of eighteen
that
governors of loyal States to the President,
you at once call upon the several States for such
&quot;
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numbers

men

may be
organizations now
of

as

119

required to fill up all
in the field, and add
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military
to the army heretofore organized such additional
numbers of men as may, in your judgment, be nec

essary to garrison and hold

all

of the

numerous

and military positions that have been cap
tured by our armies.
All believe that the de
cisive moment is near at hand, and to that end the
cities

.

.

people of the United States are desirous to aid
promptly in furnishing all reinforcements that you

may deem

needful to sustain our

Government.&quot;

To

which the President s reply announced
Gentle
in
the
views
the
wisdom
of
men, fully concurring
to
me
in
so
a
manner
expressed
patriotic
by you in
the communication of the 28th day of June, I have
decided to call into the service an additional force
&quot;

:

of 300,000
&quot;

It

Moore,
&quot;Rebellion
Record,&quot;

Vol. V.,

Docu
ments,

men.&quot;

pp. 547, 548.

was thought

safest to

mark high

enough,&quot;

said Mr. Lincoln in a private telegram to Governor
Morgan of New York while in another private cir
;

the governors he explained his desire
more fully.
should not want the half of

cular to
a

little

all

&quot;I

new

If I
I could have them now.
troops
had 50,000 additional troops here now, I believe
I could substantially close the war in two weeks.

300,000

if

But time

is

men

month

in a

everything; and
I shall

have

I get 50,000

new

lost 20,000 old

ones

if

during the same month, having gained only 30,000,
with the difference between old and new troops
still against me.
The quicker you send, the fewer
you will have to send. Time is everything please
act in view of this. The enemy having given up
Corinth, it is not wonderful that he is thereby en
abled to check us for a time at Richmond.&quot;
;

Lincoln
to the
Governors,

July

3, 1862.
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was doubtless the sudden collapse of McClelEichmond campaign which brought President

Lincoln to the determination to adopt his policy of
general military emancipation much sooner than
he would otherwise have done. The necessity of a

comprehensive rearrangement of military affairs
it was but natural that it should

was upon him, and

involve a revision of political policy. The immedi
ate present was provided for in the call just issued

but he had learned by ex
perience that he must count new possibilities of
for 300,000 volunteers

;

delays and defeats, and that his determination, so
recently recorded, to &quot;maintain this contest&quot; to
ultimate triumph, compelled him to open new

sources of military strength. He recognized, and
had often declared, that in a republic the talisman
which wrought the wonders of statesmanship and
the changes of national destiny was public opinion.

We now know that

in the use of this talisman he

was the most consummate master whose

skill his

tory has recorded.

We

are justified in the inference that his fore

sight had perceived and estimated the great and
decisive element of military strength which lay as
yet untouched and unappropriated in the slave

population of the South.

To

its

use,

however,

there existed two great obstacles
prejudice on
the part of the whites, the want of a motive on the

part of the blacks. His problem was to remove
the one and to supply the other. For the first of

was specially propitious
in one respect. In the momentary check and em
barrassment of all the armies of the Union, generals,
these difficulties the time

soldiers,

and conservative

politicians

would

tolerate
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upon rebels with forbearance if not with
and
for their consent to the full military
favor;
employment of the blacks he might trust to the fur
ther change of popular sentiment, the drift of which
was already so manifest. The motive which would
call the slaves to the active help of the Union
armies lay ready made for his use
indeed, it had
been in steadily increasing action from the begin
ning of hostilities till now, as far and as effectively
as the Government would permit.
McClellan s change of base was effected on the
reprisal

1st of July, 1862.

Lincoln

s

final

appeal to the

border States took place shortly afterwards, on
July 12 and his vivid portrayal of the inevitable
;

of slavery in the stress of war doubtless
gathered color and force from the recent mili

wreck

Already, before the border-State dele
gations gave him their written replies, he knew
from their words and bearing that they would
tary events.

in effect refuse the generous tender of compensa
tion; and he decided in his own mind that he

would

at

an early day give notice of his inten

tion to emancipate the slaves of rebellious States
by military proclamation. His first confidential

announcement

of the

new departure occurred on

the day following his interview with the borderState Representatives, and is thus recorded in the

diary of Secretary Welles

:

On Sunday, the 13th of July, 1862, President Lincoln
invited me to accompany him in his carriage to the fu
neral of an infant child of Mr. Stanton. Secretary Seward
and Mrs. Frederick Seward were also in the carriage.
Mr. Stanton occupied at that time, for a summer resi
dence, the house of a naval officer, some two or three

miles west or northwesterly of Georgetown.

It

was on
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and on this ride that he first mentioned
Seward and myself the subject of emancipating
the slaves by proclamation in case the rebels did not
cease to persist in their war on the Government and the
Union, of which he saw no evidence. He dwelt earnestly
on the gravity, importance, and delicacy of the movement
said he had given it much thought, and had about come
to the conclusion that it was a military necessity, abso
this occasion

to Mr.

j

r
lutely essential for the salvation of the nation, that w e
must free the slaves or be ourselves subdued, etc., etc.

This was, he said, the first occasion where he had men
tioned the subject to any one, and wished us to frankly
state how the proposition struck us. Mr. Seward said the
subject involved consequences so vast and momentous
that he should wish to bestow on it mature reflection be
fore giving a decisive answer; but his present opinion
inclined to the measure as justifiable, and perhaps he

might say expedient and necessary. These were also my
views. Two or three times on that ride the subject, which
was of course an absorbing one for each and all, was ad
verted to, and before separating, the President desired us
to give the subject special and deliberate attention, for he
was earnest in the conviction that something must be
done. It was a new departure for the President, for until
this time, in all our previous interviews, whenever the
question of emancipation or the mitigation of slavery
in any way alluded to, he had been prompt and
emphatic in denouncing any interference by the General
Government with the subject. This was, I think, the
sentiment of every member of the Cabinet, all of whom,
including the President, considered it a local domestic
question appertaining to the States respectively, who
had never parted with their authority over it. But the
reverses before Richmond, and the formidable power and
dimensions of the insurrection, which extended through
all the slave States and had combined most of them in a
confederacy to destroy the Union, impelled the Adminis

had been

tration to adopt extraordinary measures to preserve the
national existence. The slaves, if not armed and disci
plined were in the service of those who were, not only as
field laborers and producers, but thousands of them were
in attendance

upon the armies

in the field,

employed
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as waiters

and teamsters, and the

fortifications

and
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trenchments were constructed by them. 1

Welles,
Diary, MS.

Within the next four days Congress finished

its

business and adjourned, the Confiscation Act being

an important part of its final work. The President,
as we have seen, signed the bill with its amendatory
resolution, and the Government was thus brought
face to face with the practical duty of enforcing its
provisions through military directions and orders in

has been explained how the Con
fiscation Act and other laws broadened and multi
plied the forfeitures of title to slaves for the crimes
of treason and rebellion. We have the evidence of
the President s written comments that he consid
ered these penalties just and the imposition of
them constitutional. In the administration of the
laws thus enacted there therefore remained to be
examined only the convenience of their practical
enforcement and the general effect upon public
further detail.

It

opinion of the policy they established.
We have no record of the specific reasoning of
President Lincoln upon these points. We only
know that within the five days following the ad
journment of Congress (July 17 to July 22, 1862)
his

mind reached

its final

conclusions.

The diary

of Secretary Chase contains the following record of
what occurred at the Cabinet meeting at the Execu
tive

Mansion on July 21

:

I went at the appointed hour, and found that the
President had been profoundly concerned at the present
aspect of affairs, and had determined to take some defi

nite steps in respect to military action

J-We are indebted to the courson of
tesy of Edgar T. Welles
the Secretary of the
permission to use the

Navy
many

for

valu-

and

slavery.

He

able extracts from the manuscript
diary of his father, which we
quote in different parts of this

work.
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July

17,

1862.
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had prepared several orders, 1 the first of which contem
plated authority to commanders to subsist their troops in
the hostile territory the second, authority to employ
;

negroes as laborers the third, requiring that both in the
case of property taken and of negroes employed accounts
should be kept with such degrees of certainty as would
enable compensation to be made in proper cases. An
other provided for the colonization of negroes in some
tropical country.
good deal of discussion took place
upon these points. The first order was universally ap
proved. The second was approved entirely, and the third
j

A

all except myself.
I doubted the expediency of at
tempting to keep accounts for the benefit of the inhabit

by

The colonization project was not
The Secretary of War presented some
from General Hunter in which he advised the De

ants of rebel States.

much

discussed.

letters

Warden,
&quot;

Life of
S.

P.

Chase,&quot;

p. 439.

partment that the withdrawal of a large proportion of his
troops to reenforce General McClellan rendered it highly
important that he should be immediately authorized to
enlist all loyal persons, without reference to complexion,
Messrs. Stan ton, Seward, and myself expressed ourselves
in favor of this plan, and no one expressed himself against
it.
(Mr. Blair was not present.) The President was not
i

&quot;

WAR DEPARTMENT,

July 22, 1862.
&quot;First.
Ordered that military
commanders within the States of
Virginia, South Carolina, Geor
&quot;WASHINGTON,

gia,

Florida,

Alabama,

Missis

sippi,
Louisiana, Texas, and
Arkansas in an orderly manner
seize and use any property, real
or personal, which may be neces

sary or convenient for their sev
eral commands, for supplies, or
for other military purposes ; and
that while property may be de

W. R.
XL,

Vol.

Part

III.

ppT362&quot;363.

stroyed for proper military ob
jects, none shall be destroyed in
wantonness or malice.
Second.
That military and
naval commanders shall employ
as laborers, within and from said
States, so

many

persons of Afri-

can descent as can be advantage
ously used for military or naval
purposes, giving

wages

them reasonable

for their labor.

Third. That as to both prop
erty and persons of African de
scent, accounts shall be kept
sufficiently accurate and in detail
to show quantities and amounts,
&quot;

and from
and such

whom

both property
shall have
come, as a basis upon which com
pensation can be made in proper
persons

and the several depart
Government shall
attend to and perform their ap
cases

;

ments

of this

propriate parts towards the exe
cution of these orders.
order of the President,
&quot;By
&quot;EDWIN

M. STANTON,
Secretary of

War.&quot;
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averse to arming negroes.

This Cabinet discussion came to no

final

conclu

sion, and we learn from the same diary that on the
which was
following day, Tuesday, July 22, 1862
the subject was resumed.
regular Cabinet day
Further conference was had on organizing negro

regiments, but Lincoln decided that the

had not yet arrived when

this policy

moment
could be

Secretary Chase wrote &quot;The
upon my mind by the whole dis

safely entered upon.

:

impression left
cussion was that, while the President thought that
the organization, equipment, and arming of negroes

would be productive of more
evil than good, he was not unwilling that command

like other soldiers

ers should, at their discretion, arm, for purely de
fensive purposes, slaves coming within their lines.&quot;

But on the kindred policy of emancipation the
President had reached a decision which appears to
have been in advance of the views of his entire
Probably greatly to their surprise, he
read to them the following draft of a proclamation
warning the rebels of the pains and penalties of the
Cabinet.

Confiscation Act, and, while renewing his tender of
compensation to loyal States which would adopt

gradual abolishment, adding a summary military
order, as Commander-in-Chief, declaring free the
slaves of all States which might be in rebellion on

January 1, 1863. The text of this first draft of the
Emancipation Proclamation is here printed from
the President s autograph manuscript
:

In pursuance of the sixth section of the act of Con
An act to suppress insurrection and to
&quot;

gress entitled,
punish treason

and

rebellion, to seize

and confiscate prop-

1862.
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and for other
and which act and the

erty of rebels,
1862,

purposes,&quot;

approved July

17,

joint resolution explanatory

thereof are herewith published, I, Abraham Lincoln,
President of the United States, do hereby proclaim to
and warn all persons within the contemplation of said
sixth section to cease participating in, aiding, countenan
cing, or abetting the existing rebellion, or any rebellion

against the Government of the United States, and to
return to their proper allegiance to the United States, on
pain of the forfeitures and seizures, as within and by said
sixth section provided.

And I hereby make known that it is my purpose, upon
the next meeting of Congress, to again recommend the
adoption of a practical measure for tendering pecuniary
aid to the free choice or rejection of any and all States
which may then be recognizing and practically sustaining
the authority of the United States, and which may then
have voluntarily adopted, or thereafter

may voluntarily
adopt, gradual abolishment of slavery within such State
or States; that the object is to practically restore, thence
forward to be maintained, the constitutional relation
between the General Government and each and all the
States wherein that relation is now suspended or dis
turbed and that for this object the war, as it has been,
And as a fit and necessary military
will be prosecuted.
measure for effecting this object, I, as Commander-in-Chief
of the Army and Navy of the United States, do order and
declare that on the first day of January, in the year of
;

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, all
persons held as slaves within any State or States wherein
the constitutional authority of the United States shall
not then be practically recognized, submitted to, and
maintained, shall then, thenceforward, and forever be
free. 1

Of the Cabinet proceedings which followed the
reading of this momentous document we have, unl
The endorsement on the
above paper, also in Lincoln s

own handwriting,
11

is

as follows

:

Emancipation proclamation as
first sketched and shown to the

in July, 1862.&quot;
The
diary of Secretary Chase and the
memorandum of Secretary Stanton show the exact date to have

Cabinet

been July 22, 1862.
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fortunately, only very brief
member of the council was,

memoranda.

Every
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we may infer, bewil
dered by the magnitude and boldness of the pro
posal.

The sudden consideration

of this critical

question reveals to us with vividness the difference
in mental reach, readiness, and decision between the

President and his constitutional advisers. Only two
of the number gave the measure their unreserved
It is strange
concurrence, even after discussion.
that one of these was the cautious Attorney-Gen
eral, the representative of the conservative faction

of the slaveholding State of Missouri, and that the
member who opposed the measure as a whole, and

proposed to achieve the result indirectly through
the scattered and divided action of local

command

ers in military departments, was the antislavery
Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Chase, representing

perhaps more nearly than any other the abolition
faction of the free State of Chip. All were aston
ished, except the two to whom it had been men
tioned a week before. None of the others had even
considered such a step. But from the mind and will
of President Lincoln the determination and an

nouncement to his Cabinet came almost as complete
in form and certain in intention on that memorable
Tuesday of July as when, two months later, it was
given to the public, or as officially proclaimed on
the succeeding New Year s Day, an irrevocable
Executive

act.

A fragmentary memorandum in

the handwriting

shows us distinctly the effect
produced upon the assembled council. The manu
script is here reproduced as nearly as the types
conveniently permit. The very form of the record
of Secretary Stanton

July

22,

1862.
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shows the Secretary s strong emotion and
in the discussion

interest

:

Tuesday, July 22.

The President proposes

to issue an order declaring
in
in
slaves
States
rebellion on the
all
that,
day
of

The Attorney-General and Stanton are for

its

immedi

ate promulgation.

Seward against it argues strongly in favor of cotton
and foreign Governments.
Chase silent.
;

Welles

Seward argues

That foreign nations will intervene

to prevent the abolition of slavery for sake of cotton.
Argues in a long speech against its immediate promulga

Wants to wait for troops. Wants Halleck here.
Wants drum and fife and public spirit. We break up
tion.

our relations with foreign nations and the production of
cotton for sixty years.

Chase
Thinks it a measure of great danger, and
would lead to universal emancipation - - The measure
goes beyond anything I have recommended.

The omissions

in this bit of historical

are exceedingly provoking, but

some

supplied by President Lincoln
recorded and published by the

s

penter,

whose application

manuscript
of

own

them are
narrative,
B. Car

artist, F.

for permission to paint

his historical picture of the signing of the
cipation Proclamation called it forth

Eman

:

midsum
had got to
said he [Mr. Lincoln],
Things had gone on from bad to worse, until
I felt that we had reached the end of our rope on the plan
of operations we had been pursuing; that we had about
played our last card, and must change our tactics, or lose
the game. I now determined upon the adoption of the
emancipation policy and without consultation with, or
the knowledge of, the Cabinet, I prepared the original
draft of the proclamation, and after much anxious thought,
&quot;

It

&quot;

be,&quot;

mer, 1862.

;

-I
r

i

WCA

E:-

^

/

-

/^

4-^^

/!
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All were
meeting upon the subject.
Mr.
the
PostmasterGeneral,
Blair,
present excepting
who was absent at the opening of the discussion, but
came in subsequently. I said to the Cabinet that I had
resolved upon this step, and had not called them together
to ask their advice, but to lay the subject-matter of a
proclamation before them, suggestions as to which would
be in order after they had heard it read. Mr. Lovejoy
was in error when he informed you that it excited no
comment excepting on the part of Secretary Seward.
Various suggestions were offered.&quot;
called a Cabinet

At

.

CHAP. VI.

we interrupt the President s rela
moment to quote in its proper sequence the
comment offered by Secretary Chase, as

this point

tion a

exact

.

1

recorded in his diary:
[Chase] said that I should
to
such
a
measure
my cordial support, but I
give
&quot;I

should prefer that no new expression on the sub
ject of compensation should be made; and I thought
that the measure of emancipation could be much
better and more quietly accomplished by allowing

generals to organize and

arm

the slaves (thus avoid

ing depredation and massacre on one hand, and
support to the insurrection on the other), and by
directing the commanders of departments to pro
claim emancipation within their districts as soon as
practicable. But I regarded this as so much better
than inaction on the subject, that I should give it
my entire support.&quot; The President continues
:

&quot;

Mr. Blair, after he came

the ground that
1
is

On

it

this point the President

reported as saying:

u Secre-

tary Chase wished the language
stronger in reference to the arming of blacks.&quot; (Carpenter, &quot;Six
Months at the White House,&quot; p.
21.) If these were his words, his
memory was slightly at fault,

VOL. VI.

9

in,

deprecated the policy on

would cost the Administration the

fall

There was nothing in the proposed proclamation of emancipation about arming the blacks,
That branch of the discussion,
while it occurred at the same time,

had exclusive reference to the military order quoted on page 124,
also then under consideration.

Warden,
&quot;

Life of
8. P.

Chase,&quot;

p. 440.
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Nothing, however, was offered that I had not
already fully anticipated and settled in my own mind,
until Secretary Seward spoke. He said in substance,
Mr. President, I approve of the proclamation, but I ques
tion the expediency of its issue at this juncture. The
depression of the public mind, consequent upon our re
peated reverses, is so great that I fear the effect of so
important a step. It may be viewed as the last measure
of an exhausted Government, a cry for help the Govern
ment stretching forth its hands to Ethiopia, instead of
Ethiopia stretching forth her hands to the Government.
His idea/ 7 said the President, was that it would be con
sidered our last shriek on the retreat. (This was his
precise expression.)
Now/ con tinned Mr. Seward, while
I approve the measure, I suggest, sir, that you postpone
its issue until you can give it to the country supported
by military success, instead of issuiug it, as would be the
case now, upon the greatest disasters of the war.
Mr.
Lincoln continued
The wisdom of the view of the
Secretary of State struck me with very great force. It
was an aspect of the case that, in all my thought
upon the subject, I had entirely overlooked. The result
was that I put the draft of the proclamation aside, as you
do your sketch for a picture, waiting for victory.
elections.

;

7

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

F. B.

Car

penter,
&quot;Six

Months at
the White
House,&quot;

20-22.

pp.

77

Instead of the proclamation thus laid away, a
was issued three days after, simply con

short one

taining the warning required by the sixth section
of the Confiscation Act. The already quoted mili
tary order to make seizures under the act had been

issued on the day

when the proclamation was dis
mean while the Government,

cussed and postponed;

by its new military arrangements, sending reenf orcements to McClellan, organizing a new army under
Pope, and calling Halleck from the West to exer
cise a superior and guiding control over a com
bined campaign towards Kichmond, seemed to have
provided the needful requirements for early and
substantial success.

CHAPTEB

YII

ANTIETAM

AS

soon as General McClellan was replaced in
of the Army of the Potomac he

1\

command

began

to

CHAP. VII.
Sept.

2, 1862.

and the ease and
was accomplished show

put the forces in order

;

rapidity with which this
that both he and General Pope, with very different
intentions, had equally exaggerated the state of

The troops were not in so
bad a condition at Centreville as Pope imagined,
and the army that Mr. Lincoln handed over to Mc
Clellan at Washington was, both in numbers and
their demoralization.

morale, a formidable host.

Its

morning returns

of over 100,000 men, and Gen
himself reports that he had at

show an aggregate
eral

McClellan

Antietam 87,000. But the vast discrepancy be
tween the force on paper and the effectives in
battle gives a margin of which writers are apt to

W. R.
Vol. XIX.,

Part

I.,

p. 67.

avail themselves

according to their prejudices or
General
prepossessions.
Palfrey, who took part in
the campaign and who afterwards examined the re
ports on both sides with scrupulous care, says that
in this single instance McClellan overstated the

number

of his troops in action,

and that 70,000

would be nearer the mark. It is true he could
afford it, as in the same estimate he very nearly
131

F.

W.

Palfrey,
&quot;Antietam

and Fredericksburg,&quot;

pp. 69-71.
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doubled the number of the enemy.
ate rosters

vohxix.,
PU T
&quot;

p

i5i

show some

The Confeder

forty-five brigades of in

fantry, exclusive of cavalry and artillery.
says in his report that the battle of Antietam
fought by less than 40,000 troops, on his side.

Lee
was

McClellan s time for training and drilling his re
covered army was brief for within a few days the
;

news came that Lee had crossed the Potomac into
Maryland. There was no time now for indecision,
and Lincoln s stern and constantly repeated injunc
You must find and hurt this enemy now,&quot;
tion,
had to be obeyed.
General Lee has given in his own report a suf
ficiently clear statement of what he hoped to ac
complish by his invasion of Maryland. The supplies
of rich and productive districts were thus made
accessible to his army, and he wished to prolong this
state of affairs in every way desirable, and not
&quot;

&quot;

iwd., p. U4.

to permit the season for active operations to pass
without endeavoring to inflict further injury upon
the enemy.&quot; He also makes an acknowledgment
which shows that he, in common with others at
Richmond, had been grossly deceived by the ac
counts which rebel refugees from Maryland, and
their sympathizing correspondents at home, had
given of the oppressive tyranny of Lincoln, and the

resentment

He

says

it

had caused

in that

commonwealth.

:

The condition of Maryland encouraged the belief that
the presence of our army, however inferior to that of the
enemy, would induce the Washington Government to
retain all its available force to provide against contingen
cies which its course towards the people of that State
gave it reason to apprehend. At the same time it was
hoped that military success might afford us an opportu-
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nity to aid the citizens of Maryland in any efforts they
might be disposed to make to recover their liberties.
The difficulties that surrounded them were fully appre
ciated, and we expected to derive more assistance in the
attainment of our object from the just fears of the Wash
ington Government than from any active demonstration
on the part of the people, unless success should enable us
to give them assurance of continued protection.

In a hasty note he informed the Richmond Gov
ernment of his purpose, and took the initial steps
to execute it with great promptness. He crossed
his entire army between the 4th and 7th of Septem
ber near Leesburg, and camped in the vicinity of
Frederick. He took it for granted that our force
at Harper s Ferry would be at once withdrawn
thereafter he intended to move the army into
Western Maryland, establish his communications
with Richmond through the Shenandoah Valley,
and then to move into Pennsylvania and draw
McClellan from his base to fight in a field of his
own selection. If all his surmises had been correct,
if Miles had been withdrawn from Harper s
Ferry,
if Maryland had risen in revolt, if McClellan had
allowed him to range through Western Maryland
at his leisure, the plan would have been an ad
mirable one and the results of it most fruitful;
but all these expectations failed. After two days
at Frederick he found that Maryland was con
tented with the oppressor s yoke, and that Miles
remained at Harper s Ferry. He therefore con
;

sidered

it

necessary to detach a large portion of

Ms

force, under Jackson, McLaws, and Walker, to
surround and capture the garrison at that place
the rest of the army withdrew from Frederick
to Boonsboro
;

.
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w

R

voi.xix.,
p.

iW
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R

VOL X IX.,

Meantime McClellan was slowly approaching. He
need of more troops. With an
felt, of course, the
him so enormous that, as he
trains
about
and
army
says in his report, they would occupy fifty miles of
road in marching order, he still paused on the 10th
to write to General Halleck, begging for reenforcements. He first assures him that the capital is in

no danger and that all the troops there may safely
be sent to him but in order to guard against any
possible rejoinder he adds, &quot;Even if Washington
should be taken while these armies are confronting
each other, this would not, in my judgment, bear
comparison with the ruin and disaster which would
follow a signal defeat of this army,&quot; an opinion
which has no especial value except as showing
what General McClellan s judgment was worth in
such a matter. Except when he was in Washing
ton, he always regarded its possible capture as a
trifling affair. But his demand was complied with
Porter s corps was ordered to join him with a kind
message from the President, which he acknowasked for the reledged courteously, and then
;

u

8e

,

i862.

PP. 254/255.

:

voiTxix.,
Part II.,
P. 255.

_

T,

mainder of Keyes s corps! He was in no haste;
he ordered his officers beforehand to avoid colli

He

attempted in his report to account for
his tardy marching on the ground that the authori
ties at Washington wished him not to go too far
from the capital. General Halleck says that no
sions.

order capable of bearing this construction was
ever given.
He says:
telegraphed him that
^ e was going too far, not from Washington, but
&quot;I

from the Potomac.
I thought he should keep
more upon the Potomac and press forward his left
rather than his right, so as more readily to relieve
.

n

o? the war!

.
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Harper s Ferry, which was the point then in most
immediate danger.&quot;
But two days after the above-mentioned letter

CHAP. vii.

asking for reinforcements, McClellan received in
formation which was enough to put a soul of enter
prise into the veriest laggard that ever breathed.
There never was a general so fruitlessly favored

by fortune as McClellan, and never was such a
piece of good luck offered, even to him, as that
which fell into his hands on the 13th of September.
He had been advancing in his leisurely manner
from Washington on parallel roads, making only
about six miles a day, when on the 13th he arrived
at Frederick and one of his officers brought to him
Lee s special order of the 9th, that a private soldier
had found, containing his entire plan of campaign.
By this he learned that his enemy was before him,
a day s march away; that Lee s whole force was
inferior to his own
and that it was divided into
two portions, one in camp near Boonsboro and

18G2.

;

the other besieging Miles at Harper s Ferry. It is
not too much to say that his enemy had been de
livered into his hands.

After he had read this

order an immediate contest between him and Lee,
other things being equal, would have been like a
fight between a
use of his eyes.

man blindfolded and
He not only knew of

one having
the division

in half, but he knew where his
trains, his rear-guard, his cavalry, were to march
and to halt, and where the detached commands

of his

enemy s army

were to join the main body.
1

General

s

criticisms

of McClellan in this

campaign

are

entitled

They

are, as

Palfrey
to

careful

he says,

study,
ex-

&quot;The

1

pression of conclusions arrived
at with deliberation by one who
began as a passionate enthusiast
for him,

who has made

his

cam-

W. R.
vol. xix.,

a

pp

42,

ik
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to appreciate the importance of his
but it was not in his nature to act

1

discovery,

promptly enough. Franklin was at Buckeystown,
about twelve miles east of South Mountain, a pro
longation northward of the Blue Ridge, beyond
which Lee s army lay. Instead of giving him im
mediate orders to march with all possible speed to
Harper s Ferry, he wrote at his leisure a long and
judicious instruction directing him to march to
that point the next day. The weather was perfect ;
the roads were in good order. McClellan knew
there was no enemy between him and Crampton s

Every possible consideration urged him to
2
of every instant of time.
The precious
opportunity was neglected, and it was noon the
Gap.

make use
1862.

next day, the 14th of September, when Franklin
stormed the crest of the mountain after a brilliant
and easy victory over General Cobb s detachment
of

McLaws s

which had been

division,

paigns the subject of much study
and thought, and who has sought
only to compare the facts of
those campaigns with the established principles of the military
Palfrey,

art.&quot;

and

&quot;Antietam

134.

Fredericksburg,&quot; p.

He

telegraphed to the President:
have the whole rebel
force in front of me, but am conI
fident no time shall be lost.
think Lee has made a gross mistake, and that he will be severely
1

&quot;I

.

.

have all
the plans of the rebels, and will

punished for

it.

.

.

I

own trap if
are equal to the emerW. B. Vol. XIX., Part

catch them in their

my men
gcncy.&quot;

281.
he had thrown forward
his army with the vigor used by
II., p.

2

u

If

left to

guard

Jackson in his advance on Hars Ferry, the passes of South
Mountain would have been carried before the evening of the
13th, at which time they were
very feebly guarded; and then,
per

debouching into Pleasant Valley,
commander might next
morning have fallen upon the
rear of McLaws at Maryland
Heights and relieved Harper s
Ferry, which did not surrender
the Union

the morning of the 15th.
But he did not arrive at South
Mountain until the morning of
the 14th, and by that time the
Confederates, forewarned of his
approach, had recalled a contill

siderable
passage.&quot;

the

force to

Swinton,

Potomac,&quot; p.

dispute
&quot;Army

202.

the
of
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the pass. The Union right wing spent the whole
of the same day in a stubborn fight for the pos
session of

Fox s and Turner s Gaps, some

six miles

After sharp fighting, in which

farther north.

CHAP. vn.

Gen

Reno, an officer of the highest merit,
and
Colonel Hayes, afterwards President
killed,
of the United States, was wounded, advanced posi
tions were secured. At neither Crampton s nor
Turner s was the victory pushed to advantage.
eral Jesse L.

was

Franklin did nothing to relieve the beleaguered
garrison at Harper s Ferry, and the force at Tur
ner s Gap rested on the ground that they had won
until,

when

from

their front.

the mists of the morning cleared away
on the 15th, they saw the enemy had retreated
lost,

Much

and more than time

;

valuable time had been
for early

on the morning

of the 15th the blundering and bewildered defense
of Harper s Ferry had ceased by the surrender of

the garrison,

its

unhappy commander having been

he had displayed the white flag.
But McClellan had not yet lost all his advan
tage; and the sacrifice of Harper s Ferry would
have been amply compensated if he had moved at

killed after

once with

possible speed upon Lee, who, with
only Longstreet s and D. H. Hill s troops, had taken
up his position at Sharpsburg. Jackson was still
all

He had no fear of night
and
was
marches,
making all possible speed to join
Lee through the day and night of the 15th. The
force of McLaws got away from in front of Frank
lin, and, though making a long detour and cross
ing the Potomac twice, still joined the main army
at Sharpsburg on the 17th.
All this time, while
the scattered detachments of Lee were moving
south of the Potomac.

sept., 1302.
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with the utmost expedition to join their main body,
making two or three times the distance which sep
arated Lee from McClellan, the latter

sept., 1862.

made

his

preparations for an attack, as if, to quote John
ston again, time was of no especial value to him.
On the 15th he marched down to Antietam Creek
and placed his soldiers in position. He rode from
end to end of his line, enjoying one of the grandest
greetings ever given by an army to its commander.
The thunder of cheers which met him at every
point showed that there was no lack of morale in
that mighty army, and that they were equal to any

commander might choose

service their beloved

to

require of them.

seems almost incredible, as we write it, and it
appear inexplicable to such readers as may
come after us, that McClellan made no movement
It

will

1
during the afternoon of Monday, the 15th, and
did nothing during the entire day of the 16th but
to advance a portion of his right wing across An
tietam Creek, and this while the ragged legions of
Lee were streaming in from across the Potomac to
take up their positions for the impending conflict.
Every minute which he thus let slip was paid for
in the blood of Union soldiers next day. Never
had McClelland habit of procrastination served
him so ill a turn as during the whole day of the

Lee s error of dividing his army would have
him if even on the morning of the
16th McClellan had advanced upon him in force.

16th.

been

fatal to

The loss of the afternoon of the 15th in that case
would scarcely have been felt. The reduction of
1

McClellan in his memoirs, Own Story,&quot; p. 586, blames Burnside
for the slowness of the march on the 15th.
&quot;
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Harper s Ferry had taken a day longer than Lee ex- CHAP. vn.
pected, and when night fell the divisions of Me- to g^ ia
8
Laws, Anderson, A. P. Hill, and Walker were still 18 f pt w. K
rx
V
beyond the Potomac. He would have been com- parf i
p
pelled to withstand the attack of McClellan s whole
army with nothing but the divisions of D. E. Jones
and D. H. Hill on the right and center, and of
Hood, Ewell, and J. R. Jones on the left. But
before noon of the 17th most of Lee s forces were sept., im.
on the ground, and the rest arrived during the
battle. McClellan had rejected the proffered favors
of fortune. His delay had given back to Lee all
,&quot;

]

the advantages afforded McClellan by the separa
tion of Lee s army and the discovery of his plan of

campaign. Lee had had unbroken leisure for fortyeight hours to study his ground and the dispositions
of his antagonist, which had been made in plain
view under his eyes. Lee s advantage of position
was fully equal to McClellan s advantage of num
bers and it was therefore on even terms between
the two armies that the battle of Antietam began.
The ground was highly favorable to Lee. In
;

him was Antietam Creek, the high ground,
some of it wooded, affording an advantageous posi
tion and cover for his batteries.
There was little
field for manceuvering, and little was attempted.
From daylight till dark of the 17th the battle went
on.
There was nothing of it but sheer, persistent,
brutal slaughter. McClellan s plan was to throw
forward his right wing, the corps of Hooker leading,
supported by that of Mansfield, and by those of
Sumner and Franklin if necessary; when the battle
became well engaged on the right, the left wing,
under Burnside, was to cross the lower bridge to
front of

.
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try to turn the enemy s right. On this simple plan
the battle was contested. Hooker advanced early
in the morning, and fought until his corps, giving

and receiving about equal injuries, was shattered
and himself borne from the field, severely
wounded. General Meade succeeded to the com
mand, and Mansfield came to his assistance. The
latter s corps also did heroic service, and its veteran
commander was killed in the front of his foremost
line.
His corps was led during the rest of the day
A. S. Williams. As the Union left re
General
by
mained entirely inactive, Lee was able to use most
of his force on our right, and his resistance was so
obstinate that Sumner s corps was drawn into the
Richard
conflict, where it met with heavy losses
son, one of the best division commanders in the
army, received a mortal hurt, and Sedgwick was
twice wounded. Before the battle ended on the
right, even Franklin s corps, which McClellan had
intended to hold in reserve, was drawn into the
whirlpool of blood and fire. Corps by corps, di
to pieces,

;

one might almost say brigade
those
brave
and devoted troops were
by brigade,
hurled in succession, without intelligent plan, with
vision

by

division,

out any special concert of action, against Lee s
The carnage was frightful, the result in no
proportion to the terrible expense.

left.

Se
i862

17

was afternoon before the left wing, under Burnside, began its part of the work. The lower bridge
was crossed about one o clock and the west bank
gained, but no further advance was made by Burn-^

side until after three o clock.
He then moved for
ward his forces, under General Cox s command, upon

the enemy

s right,

making good progress, until, late in
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the afternoon, as if Fortune, weary of having her
favors rejected by General McClellan, had turned
to the other side, the division of A. P. Hill, which

CHAP. vn.

had marched seventeen miles in seven hours, ar
rived on the field from Harper s Ferry and made a
vigorous attack upon our extreme left, killed Gen
eral Isaac P.

some

Rodman, and threw

his division into

This unlooked-for demonstration
checked the advance of the Federal column, and
it fell back a little distance to the hills near the
disorder.

An tie tarn.

Night came on, and the long, desper
ate battle was at an end. The tactical advantage
was with General McClellan. On his left, his cen
ter, and his right, he had gained a little ground.
Both armies had suffered losses which it shocks the
sense to contemplate. They were almost equal
over 12,000 killed and wounded on the Union side,
over 11,000 on the Confederate l but Lee s loss was
more than one-fourth of his army, while McClel;

lan

s

eral

was only one-sixth of
McClellan says

his.

In his report Gen

:

The
Whether

night brought with it grave responsibilities.
renew the attack on the 18th or to defer it,
even with the risk of the enemy s retirement, was the
question before me.
.

.

.

to

There could be

little

doubt of his decision of the

question. He was keenly alive to the sufferings of
his army. He loved them, and was loved by them

The piled heaps of the slain, the thou
sands of wounded and dying, the wreck and havoc

in return.

1 On the
Union side 12,410 at
Antietamand 15,203 in the cam-

paign, not including the losses
at Harper s Ferry, which were
The closest estimate
12,737.

that can be

made shows

a loss of

about 11,172 to the Confederates
at Antietam, and of 13,964 durBattles and
ing the campaign.
&quot;

Leaders,&quot;

Vol.

II.,

pp.

600-603.

w
^

R

^ ^-

1

p

1

i&amp;gt;.c5.
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of the conquered field, all impressed his imagina
tion so powerfully that he was unable to conceive

There rose be
an appalling picture of the con
sequences that would ensue if he risked another
He saw Lee s army marching in
battle and lost it.
on
triumph
Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
and New York, the country ravaged, the cause
lost. Every impulse of his heart and conscience
forbade him to assume so enormous a respon
He would not absolutely decide which
sibility.
the worse condition of the enemy.

mind

fore his

VOLXIX.,
P. 65.

also

course to adopt, but, after his habit, concluded
until the 19th before making a final

to wait

decision. 1

The occasion, however, would not wait for him.
Lee knew, if McClellan did not, that the Confederate
army was in no condition to risk another battle.
The straggling of McClellan s force was one of the
reasons that induced him to delay. No doubt there
was a great deal of it in his command. One day
Mr. Lincoln, exasperated at the discrepancy be
tween the aggregate of troops he had sent to
McClellan and the number McClellan reported as
having received, exclaimed in a grotesque simile,

Sending men to that army is like shoveling fleas
across a barnyard not half of them get there.&quot;
But the case on the other side was worse still. Lee
&quot;

;

1 It

Sept., 1862.

is

hard to say whether

these words, from a letter written
by General McClellan on the
18th, are more comic than pa
thetic

&quot;

:

Those in whose judg

rely tell me that I fought
the battle splendidly, and that it
was a masterpiece of art.
God

ment

I

.

has

.

been good in sparing the

Generals
all my staff.
Hooker, Sedgwick, Dana, Rich
ardson, and Hartsuff, and several
other general officers, wounded.

lives of

Mansfield is dead, I fear.&quot; On
I feel that I
the 20th he wrote
have done all that can be asked in
twice saving the country.&quot; &quot;Mc
&quot;

:

Clellan s

Own

Story,&quot;

p.

612.
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reported to Jefferson Davis on the 21st of September that the efficiency of his army was paralyzed
by the loss to its ranks of the numerous strag

CHAP.VII.

&quot;

1862.

On

the morning after the battle,&quot; he said,
Evans
me on the field, where
General
reported
he was holding the front position, that he had but
120 of his brigade present, and that the next
&quot;

glers.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;to

brigade to his, that of General Garnett, consisted
of but 100 men. General Pendleton reported that
the brigades of Generals Lawton and Armistead,
guard the ford at Shepherd stown, together
contained but 600 men. This,&quot; he added feelingly,

left to

&quot;

is

a woful condition of

affairs.&quot;

But

of course

General McClellan had no personal knowledge of
this
and, as we have seen in the course of this
narrative, he was utterly destitute of those intui
;

and the intention of his
enemy which we find in all great commanders.
The fight of the day before had been so terrible in
the struggle and carnage, he had made his per
sonal influence so little felt on the field, he had

tions of the

situation

advantage in comparison with his
frightful losses, that it would be unjust to expect
to find in him on the morning of the 18th that
alacrity and elation of victory which would have

gained so

little

impelled him in pursuit of his shattered enemy.

Beaten as Lee was, his promising campaign brought
to a disastrous failure by his own error, he was
still less affected by it than was McClellan by his
He even thought for the moment, before
victory.
twilight had settled on the battle of the 17th, of
executing with his usual instrument his usual
movement, of sending Stonewall Jackson by the
left to attack
the right flank of McClellan s

voj^x.,
P-

U3

-
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army.

1

He opposed

a bold front to his

ill

fortune,

and closed his description of the battle by saying
that he deemed it injudicious to push his advantage
further.

sept., 1862.

McClellan was almost alone in his decision not to
continue the battle on the 18th. General Burnside,
who commanded on the left, testified that he

thought the attack should be renewed at early
committee dawn, and gave this opinion to McClellan
011 Conduct
1
ji
/-N
i
n r /TI 1 1
of the war. of the battle. 2
General McClellan said
,

-1

the night

,

think the matter over and

he would

make up his mind

before

morning, and a staff-officer of Burn side s was kept
in waiting through the night at McClellan s head
quarters to learn his decision.

General Franklin, in command of the center, also
he showed McClellan a position on
our right of great importance, and advised an
testified that

He

attack on that place in the morning.
was no doubt that we could carry

plenty of artillery bearing

on

it,

He

it.

said there

we had

as

thought that

by this means the whole left flank of the enemy
would have been uncovered. When asked what
Tbatimony,

reasons were given for rejecting

this

plan,

he

conStee repeated McClellan s customary fatal excuse for
ofVeVX. delay, that he would prefer to wait for reenforceP.
ments. Hooker, who had commanded the right
wing, was also of the opinion that the attack should
be resumed, although his wounds would have pre
vented his taking part in it.
C27.&quot;

While the attack on our cenwas progressing, General
Jackson had been directed to en1

&quot;

ter

deavor to turn the enemy s right,
but found it extending nearly to
the Potomac, and so strongly defended with artillery that the

attempt had to be
Lee, Report,

W.

abandoned.&quot;

R.

Vol. XIX.,

Part I., p. 151.
2 General
McClellan

in

memoirs

contradicts

this

timony.

McClellan
607.

s

&quot;

Story,&quot;

p.

his
tes-

Own
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was too much

to expect of General
Clellan that he should follow such advice. He

But

it

Mehad

had, it is true, a moment of elation on the morning
of the 15th after the engagement at South Moun-

To attack an enemy in position, and drive
to McClellan so new a sensation that he
was
him,
was evidently greatly exhilarated by his success
He reported Lee as admitting
at Turner s Gap.
had
been
shockingly whipped,&quot; and as
&quot;they

CHAP.VII.

sept., 1862.

tain.

voi.xix.,

making for Shepherdstowii in a perfect panic.&quot;
But after the terrible conflict at Antietam the cold
&quot;

came on, and his only dispatches to Washington
were of his heavy losses and of holding what he
had gained. He evidently thought more of being
The
attacked on that day than of attacking.
he
will
be
renewed
to-day.
battle,&quot;
says.
probably
j*
ci
j
n
all the
the most

P.

294.&quot;

fit

&quot;

&quot;

j.i

Send

i

troops

tious

It

route.&quot;

was

greatest relief that

j-i

can, by
expeditherefore with feelings of the

you

he saw Lee

Mc cieiian
k

to

s!pf
1862

w

-

-

K

vol. xix.,
P. 322.

s

rear-guard disap
pear across the Potomac, and in the forenoon of
the 19th he joyfully telegraphed to Washington,
Our victory was complete. The enemy is driven
&quot;

back into Virginia.
are

now

Maryland and Pennsylvania

The President received this news, as was natural,
with mingled gratitude and disappointment. He
was glad and thankful for the measure of success
which had been achieved, but the high hope he had
entertained of destroying Lee s army before it recrossed the Potomac was baffled. His constant
entreaty to McClellau, from the time he put him in

command
&quot;

was,
hurt.&quot;

of the

army up to
Please do not let him
It

was

VOL. VI.

10

Part

II.,

P. 330.

safe.&quot;

Lincoln to

the day of the battle,

get off without being
with this hope and purpose that he

2
o!,

p.

270.&quot;

-
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had given McClellan everything he asked

for, in

fusing his own indomitable spirit into all the details
of work at the War Department and the headquar

army. It was by his order that McClel
had been pushed forward, that Porter had been
detached from the defense of Washington, that the
militia of Pennsylvania had been hurried down to
ters of the

lan

the border.

He

s

monstrous number of the enemy
and when he looked at the vast
aggregate of the Army of the Potomac by the
morning report on the 20th of September, which
shows 93,149 present for duty, he could not but
feel that the result was not commensurate with the
efforts made and the resources employed.

illusion as to the

opposed to him

1862.

did not share General McClellan

;

CHAPTER

VIII

EMANCIPATION ANNOUNCED

on the 22d of July,

WHEN,
discussion,

after full Cabinet CHAP.VIII.

President Lincoln decided to

postpone the proclamation of emancipation which
he had first prepared, in order to wait for a victory,
indications afforded a reasonable hope that the
delay would not be a long one. The union of the
all

armies of McClellan and Pope had been ordered,
and once combined they would outnumber any
force they were likely to meet. Halleck had been
called to Washington to exercise chief command
and secure unity of orders and movements. The
new call for volunteers was expected to bring quick

reinforcements.

We

have seen through what deplorable short
comings of McClellan and some of his officers this
reasonable hope was frustrated, and how, instead of
the expected victory, an unnecessary and most dis
heartening defeat augmented President Lincoln s
how the combined
difficulties and responsibilities
;

armies were forced back upon Washington under
such circumstances that the President felt com
pelled to intrust their reorganization to the very

man whose weakness and
main cause

jealousy had been the

of the disaster.
147

1862

-
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The damaging effect of these reverses extended
beyond mere military results they gave a new and
serious character to the political conditions and
;

complications which were an inseparable part of
the President s great task. They sharpened anew
the underlying prejudice and distrust between the
his supporters
radicals and con
servatives, as they began to be caUed; or, more
properly speaking, those who were anxious to de

two factions of

and those who were willing to preserve slav
Each faction loudly charged the other with
ery.
being the cause of failure, and clamored vehe
mently for a change of policy to conform to their
own views. Outside of both was the important
faction of those Democrats who either yielded the
war only a sullen support or opposed it as openly
as they safely might, and who, on the slavery issue,
stroy

directed their denunciations wholly against the
It may be truly said that at no time

radicals.

were

political questions so critical

and embarrass

ing to Mr. Lincoln as during this period. His
decision had been reached ; his own course
clearly

and unalterably marked

out.

But the

own
was
cir

cumstances surrounding him did not permit his
making it known, and he was compelled to keep up
an appearance of indecision which only brought

upon him a greater flood of importunities.
During no part of his Administration were his
acts and words so persistently misconstrued as in
this interim by men who gave his words the color
and meaning of their own eager desires and expec
To interpret properly Mr. Lincoln s lan
tations.
guage it must be constantly borne in mind that its
single object was to curb and restrain the im-

EMANCIPATION ANNOUNCED
patience

of

zealots

from either

149

faction.

If

we

group together his several letters and addresses of
this period, we may see that his admonitions and
rebukes were given to both with equal earnestness
impartiality. Occasions were not wanting; for
all request and advice which came to him were
warped to one side or the other by the culminat
ing contest, in which he alone could give the final
and deciding word. On the 26th of July, 1862, he
wrote the following letter to Eeverdy Johnson, then
at New Orleans on public business, who had made

and

communications touching

affairs in the

Department

of the Gulf:

Yours-of the 16th, by the hand of Governor Shepley, is
It seems the Union feeling in Louisiana is be
ing crushed out by the course of General Phelps. Please
received.

me for believing that is a false pretense. The
of
Louisiana
all intelligent people everywhere
people
know full well that I never had a wish to touch the foun
dations of their society, or any right of theirs. With per

pardon

fect

this they forced a necessity upon me
among them, and it is their own fault,

knowledge of

to send armies

not mine, that they are annoyed by the presence of

Gen

eral Phelps.
know how to
They also know the remedy
be cured of General Phelps. Remove the necessity of his
presence. And might it not be well for them to consider

whether they have not already had time enough to do
?
If they can conceive of anything worse than Gen
eral Phelps within my power, would they not better be

this

looking out for it f They very well know the way to avert
all this is simply to take their place in the Union upon the
old terms. If they will not do this, should they not re
ceive harder blows rather than lighter ones ? You are
ready to say I apply to friends what is due only to ene
mies. I distrust the wisdom if not the sincerity of friends
who would hold my hands while my enemies stab me.
This appeal of professed friends has paralyzed me more
in this struggle than any other one thing. You re-

CHAP.VIII.
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Reverdy
Johnson
himself.

member telling me, the day after the Baltimore mob, in
April, 1861, that it would crush all Union feeling in
Maryland for me to attempt bringing troops over Mary
land soil to Washington. I brought the troops notwith
standing, and yet there was Union feeling enough left to
elect a Legislature the next autumn, which in turn elected
I am a
a very excellent Union United States Senator
always willing to forgive on the Christian
patient man
terms of repentance, and also to give ample time for re
Still, I must save this Government, if pos
pentance.
sible.
What I cannot do, of course I will not do but
it may as well be understood, once for all, that I shall
not surrender this game leaving any available card un!

5

Lincoln to
Johnson,
July 26,
1862.

MS.

played.

Two

days later to a citizen of Louisiana he sent
another letter, full of phrases quite as positive and
He wrote
significant.
:

Mr. Durant complains that in various ways the relation
and slave is disturbed by the presence of our
army, and he considers it particularly vexatious that this,
in part, is done under cover of an act of Congress, while
of master

constitutional guaranties are suspended on the plea of
military necessity. The truth is, that what is done and
omitted about slaves is done and omitted on the same

military necessity.

It is a military necessity to

have

men and money and we can get neither, in sufficient
numbers or amounts, if we keep from, or drive from, our
He speaks of no duty
lines slaves coming to them.
;

.

.

apparently thinks of none
resting upon Union men.
He even thinks it injurious to the Union cause that they
should be restrained in trade and passage without taking
sides.
They are to touch neither a sail nor a pump, but
to be
to be merely passengers,
dead-heads at that,
carried snug and dry throughout the storm, and safely
landed, right side up. Nay, more even a mutineer is to
go untouched, lest these sacred passengers receive an
accidental wound. Of course the rebellion will never be
suppressed in Louisiana if the professed Union men there
will neither help to do it nor permit the Government to
:
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without their help. Now, I think the true remedy
very different from what is suggested by Mr. Durant.
It does not lie in rounding the rough angles of the war,
If they
but in removing the necessity for the war.
will not do this, if they prefer to hazard all for the sake
it

CHAP.VIII.

is

.

of destroying the Government,

it is

for

them

.

to consider

probable I will surrender the Government
to save them from losing all. If they decline what I sug
What
gest, you scarcely need to ask what I will do.
would you do in my position ? Would you drop the war
Where it is ? Or would you prosecute it in future with
elder-stalk squirts charged with rose water ? Would you
deal lighter blows rather than heavier ones ? Would you

whether

it is

any available means unap
mood. I shall not do more
than I can, and I shall do all I can to save the Govern
ment, which is my sworn duty as well as my personal
I shall do nothing in malice.
inclination.
What I deal
give

up the

plied

?

with

is

I

am

contest, leaving
in no boastful

too vast for malicious dealing. 1

In these two letters the President s reproof was
addressed to conservatives to correct ill-timed com
plaints that the interests of slaveholders were
allowed to suffer in the rude necessities of military

But complaints
were
unreasonable
equally
assailing him from the
other side. Mr. Greeley of the New- York Tribune&quot;
was criticizing the President for exactly the alleged
fault of not doing more of that which had brought
these complaints from Louisiana. In his paper of
August 20 he addressed a long open letter to Mr.
Lincoln, accusing him of failure to execute the
Confiscation Act, of
mistaken deference to rebel
operations and administration.
&quot;

&quot;

and alleging that he was unduly influ
enced by the counsels, the representations, the
menaces, of certain fossil politicians hailing from
&quot;

slavery,&quot;

1

Lincoln to Bullitt, July 28, 1862. MS. also incorrectly printed
in several works.
;

1862.
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the border slave States.&quot; &quot;We complain,&quot; he con
that a large proportion of our regular
tinued,
army officers, with many of the volunteers, evince
&quot;

far

more

down

the

uphold slavery than to put
These phrases are samples of

solicitude to
Rebellion.&quot;

two columns or more

of equally unjust censure.
Mr. Lincoln always sought, and generally with
success, to turn a dilemma into an advantage and
shrewdly seizing the opportunity which Mr. Greeley
had created, he in turn addressed him the follow
;

ing open letter through the newspapers in reply,
by which he not merely warded off his present per
sonal accusation, but skilfully laid the foundation
in public sentiment for the very radical step he

was about

to take

on the slavery question:

EXECUTIVE MANSION,
WASHINGTON, August 22, 1862.
HON. HORACE GREELEY,

DEAR SIR: I have just read yours of the 19th, ad
dressed to myself through the New- York Tribune. 77 If
there be in it any statements, or assumptions of fact,
&quot;

which I may know to be erroneous, I do not, now and
here, controvert them. If there be in it any inferences
which I may believe to be falsely drawn, I do not, now
and here, argue against them. If there be perceptible in
an impatient and dictatorial tone, I waive it in defer
ence to an old friend, whose heart I have always supposed
As to the policy I seem to be pursuing,
to be right.
as you say, I have not meant to leave any one in doubt.
I would save the Union.
I would save it the shortest
way under the Constitution. The sooner the national
authority can be restored, the nearer the Union will be
the Union as it was. x If there be those who would
it

7

&quot;

77

&quot;

1 This letter was first
printed
in the
National Intelligencer&quot;
of August 23, 1862. As orig&quot;

inally written it contained after
the words, &quot;the Union as it was,&quot;

&quot;Broken eggs can
never be mended, and the longer
the breaking proceeds the more
will be broken,&quot; which
was
erased, with some reluctance, by

the phrase,

&quot;
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not save the Union unless they could at the same time CHAP.VIII.
save slavery, I do not agree with them. If there be those
who would not save the Union unless they could at the
same time destroy slavery, I do not agree with them.
My paramount object in this struggle is to save the
Union, and is not either to save or to destroy slavery. If
I could save the Union without freeing any slave, I would
do it and if I could save it by freeing all the slaves, I
would do it and if I could save it by freeing some and
leaving others alone, I would also do that. What I do about
slavery and the colored race, I do because I believe it
helps to save the Union and what I forbear, I forbear
because I do not believe it would help to save the Union.
;

;

;

I shall

do

less

whenever

I shall believe

what

I

am

doing

hurts the cause, and I shall do more whenever I shall
believe doing more will help the cause. I shall try to
correct errors when shown to be errors, and I shall adopt
new views so fast as they shall appear to be true views.
I have here stated my purpose according to my view of
official duty
and I intend no modification of my oftexpressed personal wish that all men everywhere could
;

be

free.

A. LINCOLN.

Yours,

When

Mr. Lincoln wrote the foregoing letter the
Pope at the second battle of Bull
Run had not yet taken place on the contrary,
every probability pointed to an easy victory for the
defeat of General

;

Union troops

in the battle

which was plainly seen

be impending. We may therefore infer that he
hoped soon to be able to supplement the above
to

declarations

by issuing his postponed proclamation,
which would give the country knowledge of his
But
final designs respecting the slavery question.
instead of the expected victory came a sad and
demoralizing defeat, which prolonged, instead of
the President, on the representation, made to him by the editors,
that it seemed somewhat exceptionable, on rhetorical grounds,

in a paper of such dignity.&quot;
North
James C. Welling, in
&quot;

American Review,&quot;
1880, p. 168.

February,
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shortening, the anxiety and uncertainty hanging
over the intentions of the Administration. Under
this enforced necessity for further postponement of
his fixed purpose, in addition to his many other
perplexities, the President grew sensitive and even

upon this point. He was by nature so frank
direct, he was so conscientious in all his official
responsibilities, that he made the complaints and
irritable

and

implied reproaches of even his humblest petitioner
his own.
The severe impartiality of his self -judg
ment sometimes became almost a feeling of selfaccusation, from which he found relief only by a
most searching analysis of his own motives in
self -justification.

1862.

In the period under review this state of feeling
was several times manifested. Individuals and
delegations came to him to urge one side or the
other of a decision, which, though already made in
own mind, forced upon him a reexamination of

his

and

good or evil.
Imperceptibly these mental processes became a spe
cies of self-torment, and well-meaning inquirers or

its

justness

its possibilities

for

advisers affected his overstrung nerves like so

many

persecuting inquisitors. A phlegmatic nature would
have turned them away in sullen silence, or at most

with an evasive commonplace. But Lincoln felt
himself under compulsion, which he could not

somewhat precisely the difficulties
and perplexities under which he was acting, or,
and in such
rather, apparently refusing to act
resist, to state

;

statements his public argument, upon hypothesis
assumed for illustration, was liable to outrun his
private conclusion
his judgment.

which had controlled
the light of this mental con-

upon

It is in

facts
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we must judge the well-known reply
him
on the 13th of September to a depumade by
dition that

tation

from the

requesting him

religious denominations of Chicago,
to issue at once a proclamation of

universal emancipation.

He

said

:

The subject presented in the memorial is one upon which
I have thought much for weeks past, and I may even say
for months. I am approached with the most opposite
opinions and advice, and that by religious men, who are
equally certain that they represent the Divine will. I
am sure that either the one or the other class is mistaken
in that belief, and perhaps in some respects both. I hope
it will not be irreverent for me to
say that if it is probable
that God would reveal his will to others, on a point so con
nected with my duty, it might be supposed he would
reveal it directly to me ; for, unless I am more deceived in
myself than I often am, it is my earnest desire to know
the will of Providence in this matter. And if I can learn

what

it is, I will do it.
These are not, however, the days
of miracles, and I suppose it will be granted that I am
not to expect a direct revelation. I must study the plain

physical facts of the case, ascertain what is possible, and
learn what appears to be wise and right.
What good
would a proclamation of emancipation from me do,
.

.

we are now situated ? I do not want to issue
a document that the whole world will see must necessarily
be inoperative, like the Pope; s bull against the comet.
Would my word free the slaves, when I cannot even
enforce the Constitution in the rebel States ? Is there a
single court, or magistrate, or individual that would be
influenced by it there? And what reason is there to think
it would have any
greater effect upon the slaves than the
late law of Congress, which I approved, and which offers
protection and freedom to the slaves of rebel masters who
come within our lines ? Yet I cannot learn that that law
has caused a single slave to come over to us.
Now,
then, tell me, if you please, what possible result of good
would follow the issuing of such a proclamation as you
especially as

.

.

desire ? Understand, I raise no objections against it on
legal or constitutional grounds, for, as Commander-iu-

CHAP.VIII.
1862.
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Chief of the Army and Navy, in time of war I suppose I
have a right to take any measure which may best subdue
the enemy nor do I urge objections of a moral nature, in
view of possible consequences of insurrection and mas
sacre at the South. I view this matter as a practical war
measure, to be decided on according to the advantages or
;

disadvantages
bellion.

&quot;

Chicago

Tribune,&quot;

Sept.
1862,
&quot;

23,

and

National
Intelligr-ncer,&quot;

Sept. 26,
1862.

.

.

it

Do

may offer to the suppression of the Re
not misunderstand me because I have

mentioned these objections. They indicate the difficulties
that have thus far prevented my action in some such way
as you desire. I have not decided against a proclamation
of liberty to the slaves, but hold the matter under advise
ment. And I can assure you that the subject is on my
mind, by day and night, more than any other. Whatever
I trust that in
shall appear to be God s will, I will do.
the freedom with which I have canvassed your views I
have not in any respect injured your feelings.

This interview of the Chicago delegation with
the President lasted more than an hour, during
which a long memorial was read, interspersed with
much discursive conversation and interchange of

The report of his remarks,
questions and replies.
which was written out and published by the delega
tion after their return home, is not a verbatim re
production, but merely a condensed abstract of what
was said on the occasion. Much adverse criticism
has been indulged in because of his assumed decla
ration that an emancipation proclamation would be
the Pope s bull against the
as inoperative as
issued so prepos
he
nevertheless
and
that
comet,&quot;
&quot;

document within two weeks after the in
The error lies in the assumption that his
words were literally reported. To measure rightly
his utterance as a whole, the conditions under
which the interview occurred must continually be
kept in mind. The Administration and the country
terous a

terview.
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shadow of the great disasters of
the Peninsula and of the second Bull Run. With
corresponding elation the rebels had taken the ag
gressive and crossed the Potomac to invade Mary
land.
A new campaign was opening, and a new
battle-cloud was gathering.
Whether victory or
fresh defeat was enfolded in its gloom was a ques
tion of uncertainty and of fearful anxiety to the
President, straining his thought and imagination
to an abnormal and almost unendurable tension.
It was at such a moment that the Chicago dele
gation had appeared with a repetition of a request
which seemed to him inopportune. Habitually
open and patient to every appeal, he was never
theless becoming restive under the unremitting and
were

still

in the

unreasoning pressure regarding this single point.
Could no one exercise patience but himself ? Could
antislavery people not realize and rest content with
the undreamed-of progress their cause had already

made

slavery abolished in the District of Colum
the
Territories restored to freedom, almost
bia,
wholesale emancipation provided through the Con

Act ? Had he not aided these measures,
signed these laws, ordered their enforcement and
was he not, day and night, laboring to secure com
fiscation

;

pensated emancipation in the border States I Had
he not the very proclamation they sought lying
written in his desk, waiting only the favorable
moment when he might announce it ? Why must
they push him to the wall, and compel him to
an avowal which might blight the ripening public
sentiment and imperil the desired consummation?
We may infer that with some such feelings he list
ened to the dogmatic memorial of the delegation,

CHAP.VIII.
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answer is in the nature of a friendly
and
polite rebuke against their impolitic
protest
the impressive rhetorical figure he
and
urgency;
employs was not intended to foreshadow his deci
for his whole

but to illustrate the absurdity of attempting
to pluck the fruit before it was ripe. The great
sion,

pith and point of the interview is his strong and
unqualified declaration that he held the subject

under advisement, and that he regarded his military
Under
authority as clear and ample. He said
I
no
it
on
raise
objections against
stand,
legal or
constitutional grounds, for, as Commander-in-Chief
of the Army and Navy, in time of war I suppose I
have a right to take any measure which may best
subdue the enemy.&quot;
Three days after this interview the battle of Antietam was begun, which resulted in a victory for
the Union forces. The events of war had abruptly
changed political conditions, and the President
seized the earliest possible opportunity to announce
the policy which he had decided upon exactly two
months before. His manner and language on this
momentous occasion have been minutely recorded
in the diaries of two members of the Cabinet, and
liberal quotations from both will form the most
&quot;

:

1862 .

valuable historical presentation of the event that
can be made. The diary of Secretary Chase reads
as follows

:

Sept. 22, 1862.
State Department messen
of Departments to meet at
Received sundry callers. Went to the White
All the members of the Cabinet were in atten

MONDAY,

To Department about nine.
ger came with notice to heads
twelve.

House.

dance. There was some general talk, and the President
mentioned that Artemus Ward had sent him his book.
Proposed to read a chapter which he thought very funny.
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much the heads also CHAP. vm.
it, and seemed to enjoy it very
The chapter was High
(except Stanton), of course.
handed Outrage at Utica.&quot; The President then took a
Gentlemen I have, as you are
graver tone, and said,
a
deal
about the relation of this war
great
aware, thought
Read

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

to slavery ; and you all remember that, several weeks ago,
I read to you an order I had prepared on this subject,

which, on account of objections made by some of you,
was not issued. Ever since then my mind has been

much

occupied with this subject, and I have thought, all
along, that the time for acting on it might probably come.
I think the time has come now.
I wish it was a better
I wish that we were in a better condition.
The
time.
action of the army against the rebels has not been quite
what I should have best liked. But they have been
driven out of Maryland, and Pennsylvania is no longer in
danger of invasion. When the rebel army was at Fred
erick, I determined, as soon as it should be driven out of
Maryland, to issue a proclamation of emancipation, such
as I thought

most

any one, but

I

be useful. I said nothing to
the promise to myself and (hesitat
ing a little) to my Maker. The rebel army is now driven
I have got
out, and I am going to fulfill that promise.
you together to hear what I have written down. I do
not wish your advice about the main matter, for that I
have determined for myself. This I say without intend
ing anything but respect for any one of you. But I al
ready know the views of each on this question. They
have been heretofore expressed, and I have considered
them as thoroughly and carefully as I can. What I have
written is that which my reflections have determined me
to say.
If there is anything in the expressions I use, or
in any minor matter, which any one of you thinks had
best be changed, I shall be glad to receive the sugges
likely to

made

One other observation I will make. I know very
well that many others might, in this matter as in others,
do better than I can and if I was satisfied that the public
confidence was more fully possessed by any one of them
than by me, and knew of any constitutional way in which

tions.

;

he could be put in

my

place,

he should have

it.

I

would

gladly yield it to him. But, though I believe that I have
not so much of the confidence of the people as I had some
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time since, I do not know that, all things considered, any
other person has more and, however this may be, there is
no way in which I can have any other man put where I
am ^- am nere ^ mus ^ & the best I can, and bear the
res P ons ihility of taking the course which I feel I ought to
;

warden,

L
p cu
PP.

se

&quot;

48i, 482.

-

5

take.&quot;

The foregoing account written by Mr. Chase is
fully corroborated by the following extract from
the diary of Secretary Welles, in which the same
event

is

described:

1862.

A special Cabinet meeting.

SEPTEMBER 22.
The subject was the proc

lamation for emancipating the slaves, after a certain date,
in States that shall then be in rebellion. For several
weeks the subject has been suspended, but the President
says never lost sight of. When it was submitted, and
in taking up the proclamation, the President stated
the act and the con
that the question was finally decided,
but that he felt it due to us to make
sequences were his,
us acquainted with the fact and to invite criticisms on
the paper which he had prepared. There were, he had
found, not unexpectedly, some differences in the Cabinet;
but he had, after ascertaining in his own way the views
of each and all, individually and collectively, formed his
own- conclusions and made his own decisions. In the
course of the discussion on this paper, which was long,
earnest, and, on the general principle involved, harmo
a covenant
nious, he remarked that he had made a vow
that if God gave us the victory in the approachingbattle, he would consider it an indication of Divine will,
and that it was duty to move forward in the cause of
emancipation. It might be thought strange, he said, that
he had in this way submitted the disposal of matters when
the way was not clear to his mind what he should do.
God had decided this question in favor of the slaves. He
was satisfied it was right was confirmed and strength
ened in his action by the vow and the results. His mind
was fixed, his decision made, but he wished his paper
announcing his course as correct in terms as it could be
MS. made without any change in his determination.

now

Diary.

GEORGE

rj.

BOUTWELL.
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guage, the diary of Secretary Chase proceeds with
the following account of what was said by several

members

of the Cabinet

:

The President then proceeded to read his Emancipation
Proclamation, making remarks on the several parts as he
went on, and showing that he had fully considered the
whole subject, in all the lights under which it had been
presented to him. After he had closed, Governor Seward
said: &quot;The general question having been decided, nothing
can be said farther about that. Would it not, however,
make the proclamation more clear and decided to leave
out all reference to the act being sustained during the
incumbency of the present President and not merely say
that the Government recognizes, but that it will main
I followed, saying:
tain, the freedom it proclaims?&quot;
^ What
you have said, Mr. President, fully satisfies me
that you have given to every proposition which has been
made a kind and candid consideration. And you have
now expressed the conclusion to which you have arrived
This it was your right, and,
clearly and distinctly.
under your oath of office, your duty to do. The proclama
tion does not, indeed, mark out exactly the course I would
my serf prefer. But I am ready to take it just as it is
written, and to stand by it with all my heart. I think,
;

7

however, the suggestions of Governor Seward very judi
The
cious, and shall be glad to have them adopted.
President then asked us severally our opinions as to the
modification proposed, saying that he did not care much
about the phrases he had used. Every one favored the
modification, and it was adopted. Governor Seward then
77

proposed that in the passage relating to colonization
some language should be introduced to show that the
colonization proposed was to be only with the consent of
the colonists and the consent of the States in which col
onies might be attempted. This, too, was agreed to,
and no other modification was proposed. Mr. Blair then
said that, the question having been decided, he would
make no objection to issuing the proclamation but he
would ask to have his paper, presented some days since,
;

VOL. VI.
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Life of

P.

s.

Chase,&quot;

P. 482.

emancipation perse, saying he had always been personally
n ^ avor ^ ^ always ready for immediate emancipation
in the midst of slave States, rather than submit to the
*

warden
&quot;

1
The
against the policy, filed with the proclamation.
consented
to
this
President
And then Mr. Blair
readily.
went on to say that he was afraid of the influence of the
proclamation on the border States and on the army, and
stated, at some length, the grounds of his apprehensions.
He disclaimed most expressly, however, all objection to

,

,,

.

perpetuation of the system.

The statement of Mr. Welles which relates the
Cabinet proceedings is as follows
All listened with profound attention to the reading, and
Mr.
it was, I believe, assented to by every member.
Bates repeated the opinions he had previously expressed
:

Mr.
which

in regard to the deportation of the colored race.

Seward proposed two

A

slight verbal

alterations,

were adopted.
general discussion then took place,
the constitutional question,
covering the whole ground
the war power, the expediency, and the effect of the
movement. After the matter had been very fully de
bated, Mr. Stanton made a very emphatic speech sustain
ing the measure, and in closing said the act was so
important, and involved consequences so vast, that he
hoped, each member would give distinctly and unequiv

own

individual opinion, whatever that opinion
gentlemen, he thought, had not been
sufficiently explicit, although they had discussed the
question freely, and it was understood that they concurred
in the measure.
He referred, he said, to the Secretary of
the Treasury and (hesitating a moment) the Secretary
of the Navy.
It was understood, I believe, by all present
that he had allusion to another member, with whom he
ocally his

might

1

be.

Two

Hay s Diary

(MS.) contains

the following record

&quot;

:

Septem

ber 23, 1862. The President
rewrote the proclamation on Sun

day morning carefully. He called
the Cabinet together on Monday,
made a little talk to them, and
read the momentous document.
Mr. Blair and Mr. Bates made

slight objections; otherwise the
Cabinet was unanimous.
The
next day Mr. Blair, who had prom
ised to file his objections, sent a
note stating that as they referred
only to the time of the act, he
would not file them, lest they
should be subject to misconstruc
tion.&quot;
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was not in full accord. Mr. Chase admitted that the
subject had come upon him unexpectedly and with some
surprise. It was going a step further than he had ever
proposed, but he was prepared to accept and support it.
He was glad the President had made this advance, which
he should sustain from his heart, and he proceeded to
make an able impromptu argument in its favor. I stated

CHAP.VIII.

that the President did not misunderstand my position,
nor any other member ; that I assented most unequiv
ocally to the measure as a war necessity, and had acted
upon it. Mr. Blair took occasion to say that he was an
emancipationist from principle; that he had for years,
here and in Missouri, where he formerly resided, openly
advocated it but he had doubts of the expediency of
;

We

executive action at this particular juncture.
ought not, he thought, to put in jeopardy the patriotic
element in the border States, already severely tried.
This proclamation would, as soon as it reached them, be
likely to carry over those States to the secessionists.
There were also party men in the free States who were
striving to revive old party lines and distinctions, into
whose hand we were putting a club to be used against us.
The measure he approved, but the time was inopportune.

this

He should wish, therefore, to file his objections. This,
the President said, Mr. Blair could do. He had, however,
considered the danger to be apprehended from the first
objection mentioned, which was undoubtedly serious,
but the difficulty was as great not to act as to act. There
were two sides to that question. For months he had
labored to get those States to move in this matter, con
vinced in his own mind that it was their true interest to
do so, but his labors were vain. We must make the for
ward movement. They would acquiesce, if not immedi
for they must be satisfied that slavery had
ately, soon
received its death-blow from slave-owners
it could
not survive the rebellion. As regarded the other objecWelleg in
Galaxy,&quot;
tion, it had not much weight with him their clubs would
be used against us take what course we might.
ppf 846, 347.
;

&quot;

;

The Cabinet discussion of the proclamation being
completed, Mr. Seward carried the document with
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Se

22

i862

him

Department, where the formal
phraseology of attestation and the great seal were
added. The President signed it the same afternoon,
and it was published in full by the leading news
papers of the country on the morning of September
As elsewhere, the reading of the official an
23.
nouncement created a profound interest in Wash
ington, and a serenade was organized the next
evening, which came to the Executive Mansion and
called on the President for a speech. His reference
to the great event was very brief. He said
to the State

:

sept 24
1862.

I appear before you to do little more than acknowledge
the courtesy you pay me, and to thank you for it.
I
have not been distinctly informed why it is that on this
occasion you appear to do me this honor, though I sup
pose it is because of the proclamation. What I did, I did
after a very full deliberation, and under a very heavy and
solemn sense of responsibility. I can only trust in God I
have made no mistake. I shall make no attempt on this
occasion to sustain what I have done or said by any coment.
It is now for the country and the world to pass
judgment, and may be take action upon it.

m

Two

days after the proclamation was issued a
of the governors of loyal States met for
conference at Altoona, Pennsylvania; and it was
charged at the time that this occurrence had some
occult relation to the President s action. There was
no truth whatever in the allegation. It was directly

number

contradicted

by the President

himself.

He

said to

the Hon. George S. Boutwell, who mentioned the
I
rumor to him a few weeks after the occurrence
&quot;

:

never thought of the meeting of the governors the
is just this When Lee came over the river, I
made a resolution that if McClellan drove him back
I would send the proclamation after him.
The
;

truth

:
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was fought Wednesday, and
until Saturday I could not find out whether we had
gained a victory or lost a battle. It was then too
late to issue the proclamation that day; and the
fact is I fixed it up a little Sunday, and Monday I
let them have
The collateral evidence is also conclusive on this
The Altoona meeting originated with Govpoint.
ernor Curtin of Pennsylvania, who, warned that
Lee s army was about to cross the Potomac, was
of Antietain

battle

CHAP.VIII.

B outweii,

w

&quot;

pp. ne, in.

it.&quot;

with

diligence preparing his State to resist the
expected invasion. On the 6th of September he
telegraphed to the Governor of Massachusetts and
all

others

&quot;

:

In the present emergency, would

it

not be

well that the loyal governors should meet at some
point in the border States to take measures for the

more

active support of the

Government 1

&quot;

Receiving favorable replies, the Governors of
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia united in a
joint invitation, under date of September 14, for
such a meeting to be held at Altoona on the 24th.

The object was simply to consult on the best means
of common defense and the vigorous prosecution of
the war. There was no design to organize any
about the
question of slavery or about the removal of Mc-

pressure
Clellan

upon the President,

either

from command, and the President neither

anticipated nor feared such interference. Several
members of the body, differing in political sen
timent, indignantly denied
political plot,

the accusation of a

which, indeed, would have been im

possible in a gathering of men of such strong indi
vidual traits, holding diverse views, and clothed
with greatly varying interests and responsibilities.

~

y?r, tie

isea.
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The Proclamation of Emancipation was as great
them as to the general public, gratify
and
some
It was not
ing
displeasing others.
a surprise to

should immediately engage their
eager interest and call out some sort of joint re
sponse. The proclamation had been printed on the
23d the Altoona gathering was called on the 14th
and held on the 24th. Between the date of the call
and the day of the meeting the military situation
strange that

sept., 1862.

it

;

was altogether changed.
The battle of Antietam
had driven Lee s army in retreat back across the
Potomac.

Instead of emergency measures for de

fense, the assembled Governors could now quietly
discuss points of general and mutual interest, re
lating to the recruiting, organization, equipment,

and transportation of troops, the granting of fur
loughs, and the care and removal of the sick and
wounded. Their conference passed in entire har
mony and a day or two later they nearly all pro
;

ceeded to Washington for an interview with the
President and the Secretary of War.

They presented a written address to the Presi
dent, signed then and within a few days afterwards
by the G-overnors of sixteen of the free States and
the Governor of West Virginia, reiterating devotion
to the Union, loyalty to the Constitution and laws,
and earnest support to the President in suppressing

rebellion; and embracing only the single specific
recommendation that a reserve army of 100,000 men
ought constantly to be kept on foot, to be raised,
armed, equipped, and trained at home, ready for
The written address also contained
emergencies.

a hearty indorsement of the new emancipation
policy announced in the President s proclamation.
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This declaration, as was to have been expected, developed the only antagonism of views which grew
out of the whole transaction. The address was writ
ten at Washington, and therefore was not discussed
at Altoona. Properly speaking, it was the supple
mentary action of only a portion of the assembled
delegates. It was, however, transmitted for signa
ture to all the loyal executives ; but the Governors
of the States of New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,

Kentucky, and Missouri

replied, that while

concur

ring in the other declarations of the address, they
declined signing it, because they dissented from that

portion of

it

which indorsed the Proclamation of

Emancipation.

Coming as it did immediately after the an
nouncement of his new policy, President Lincoln
could not but be gratified at the public declaration
emanating from the Altoona meeting. On his mil
itary policy it assured him of the continuation of
a

unanimous

tion policy

it

official

support. On his emancipa
a public approval from the

gave him

of seventeen States, as against the
dissent of only five States of the border, where in
official

power

deed he had no reason to expect, for the present
at

least,

any more favorable

Nevertheless,

it

official

sentiment.

did not free the experiment from

uncertainty and danger.

It

was

precisely this bal

ance of power, political and military, wielded by
these hesitating border States, which was essential
to the success of the Union cause; but he had
measured the probability with an acuteness of
judgment and timed his proceeding with a pru
dence of action that merited success,
in due
an^l
time triumphantly justified his faith.
Every
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thoughtful reader will have more than a passing
examine the exact phraseology of a

curiosity to

document which ushered in the great
generation of the American people.
follows

political re
It reads as

:

I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States of
America, and Commander-in-Chief of the Army and
Navy thereof, do hereby proclaim and declare that here
after, as heretofore, the war will be prosecuted for the

object of practically restoring the constitutional rela
tions between the United States and each of the States
and the people thereof, in which States that relation is
or may be suspended or disturbed. That it is my pur
pose, upon the next meeting of Congress, to again rec
ommend the adoption of a practical measure, tendering
pecuniary aid to the free acceptance or rejection of all
the slave States, so-called, the people whereof may not
then be in rebellion against the United States, and which
States may then have voluntarily adopted, or thereafter
may voluntarily adopt, the immediate or gradual abol
ishment of slavery within their respective limits; and
that the effort to colonize persons of African descent,
with their consent, upon this continent or elsewhere,
with the previously obtained consent of the governments
That on the first day
existing, there, will be continued.
of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-three, all persons held as slaves within
any State, or designated part of a State, the people
whereof shall then be in rebellion against the United
States, shall be then, thenceforward, and forever free;
and the Executive Government of the United States, in
cluding the military and naval authorities thereof, will
recognize and maintain the freedom of such persons, and
will do no act or acts to repress such persons, or any of
them, in any efforts they may make for their actual free
dom. That the Executive will, on the first day of Janu
ary aforesaid, by proclamation, designate the States, or
parts of States if any, in which the people thereof, respec
tively, shall then be in rebellion against the United
States and the fact that any State, or the people thereof,
;
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on that day, be in good faith represented in the
Congress of the United States by members chosen thereto
at elections, wherein a majority of the qualified voters of
snch State shall have participated, shall, in the absence of
strong countervailing testimony, be deemed conclusive
evidence that such State, and the people thereof, are not
then in rebellion against the United States.
shall,

Then, after reciting the language of &quot;An act to
additional article of war,&quot; approved March

make an

13, 1862, and also sections nine and ten of the Con
fiscation Act, approved July 17, 1862, and en
joining their enforcement upon all persons in the

military and naval service, the proclamation con
cludes
:

And I do hereby enjoin upon and order all persons en
gaged in the military and naval service of the United
States to observe, obey, and enforce, within their respec
tive spheres of service, the acts and sections above recited.
And the Executive will, in due time, recommend that all
citizens of the United States, who shall have remained
loyal thereto throughout the rebellion, shall, upon the
restoration of the constitutional relations between the

United States and the people, if that relation shall have
been suspended or disturbed, be compensated for all losses
by acts of the United States, including the loss of slaves.

A

careful reading and analysis of the document
it to have contained four leading proposi

shows

A

renewal of the plan of compensated
abolishment. (2) A continuance of the effort at

tions: (1)

voluntary colonization.

(3)

The announcement

of

peremptory military emancipation of all slaves in
States in rebellion at the expiration of the warning
notice.

(4)

A

promise to recommend ultimate

compensation to loyal owners.
The political test of the experiment of military
emancipation thus announced by the President
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came almost immediately in the autumn elections
for State officers and State Legislatures, and espe
cially for Representatives to the thirty-eighth Con
gress. The decided failure of McClellan s Richmond
campaign and the inaction of the Western army
had already produced much popular discontent,
which was only partly relieved by the victory of
Antietam. The canvass had been inaugurated by
the Ifemocratic party with violent protests against
the antislavery legislation of Congress, and it now
added the loud outcry that the Administration had

changed the war for the Union to a war for aboli
The party conflict became active and bitter,
and the Democrats, having all the advantage of an

tion.

made great popular gains, not
the
middle belt of States, but in
only throughout
New York, where they elected their Governor, thus
aggressive issue,

gaining control of the executive machinery, which
greatly embarrassed the Administration in its later

measures to maintain the army. The number of
Democrats in the House of Representatives was in
creased from forty-four to seventy-five, and the re
action threatened for a time to deprive Mr. Lincoln
of the support of the House.

But against this temporary adverse political
current the leaders of the bulk of the Republican
party followed Mr. Lincoln with loyal adhesion,
accepting and defending his emancipation policy
with earnestness and enthusiasm. In his annual
message of December 1, 1862, the President did
not discuss his Emancipation Proclamation, but
renewed and made an elaborate argument to recom
mend his plan of compensated abolishment, not in
exclusion of, but additional to, all others for restor.

&quot;
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ing and preserving the national authority throughout
the Union.&quot; Meanwhile the Democratic minority
in the House, joined by the pro-slavery conserva
States, lost no oppor
tunity to oppose emancipation in every form. On
the llth of December Representative George H.
tives

CHAP.

vm.

from the border slave

Yeaman

of

Kentucky

im.

offered resolutions declaring

proclamation unwarranted by the
and a useless and dangerous war
But these propositions were only sup

the President

s

Constitution

measure.

ported by a vote of forty-five, while they were
promptly laid on the table by a vote of ninety-four

members.

The Republicans were unwilling

to re-

1862,

i&amp;gt;.

76.

main

in this attitude of giving emancipation a
merely negative support. A few days later (De
cember 15), Representative S. C. Fessenden of
Maine put the identical phraseology in an affirma
tive form,

and by a test vote
House resolved:

of seventy-eight to

fifty-one the

That the proclamation of the President of the United
States, of the date of 22d September, 1862, is warranted
by the Constitution, and that the policy of emancipation,
as indicated in that proclamation, is well adapted to hasten
the restoration of peace, was well chosen as a war measure,
and is an exercise of power with proper regard for the
rights of the States and the perpetuity of free gov-

ernment.

With the proclamation thus

heartily indorsed

by

nearly every free State governor and nearly twothirds of the loyal Representatives, Mr. Lincoln,

who had

accurately foreseen the danger as well as
the benefits of the critical step he had taken, could
well afford to wait for the full tide of approval, for

1
&quot;jj!

^&quot;

1862%.

92.
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which he looked with confidence and which came
to him from that time onward with steadiness and
ever-growing volume, both from the armies in the
field and the people in their homes
throughout the
loyal North.

CHAPTER IX
THE REMOVAL OF McCLELLAN

HP HE
-A-

latter part of

September wore away in

CHAP. ix.

resting the exhausted Army of the Potomac,
beginning anew the endless work of equipment

and
and supply

work which from the nature

case can never be finished in an

of the

of 200,000

army
any
more than in a city of the same size. But this was
a lesson which McClellan appeared never able to
learn.
So long as a single brigade commander
complained that some of his men needed new shoes
it seemed impossible for him to undertake active
operations until that special want was supplied.
When that was done some company of cavalry was
short a few horses, and the vicious circle of impor
tunate demand and slow supply continued forever.

On

the 23d of September General McClellan dis
covered symptoms of heavy reinforcements moving
towards the enemy from Winchester and Charlestown. The fact of the enemy remaining so long in
his front instead of appearing to him as a renewed

opportunity only excited in him the apprehension
that he would be again attacked. He therefore set
u
defeat
up a new clamor for reinforcements.

A

173
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p
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P-
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W. R.
XIX.

Vol.

Part

I.,

p. 70.

.

at this juncture

would be ruinous

to our cause.

.

.

General Sumner with his corps and Williams s
(Banks s) occupy Harper s Ferry and the surround
ing heights. I think,&quot; is the doleful plaint with
which the dispatch closes, he will be able to hold
his position till reinforcements arrive.&quot; Four days
afterwards he writes again in the same strain
This army is not now in condition to undertake
another campaign.
My present purpose is to
hold the army about as it is now, rendering
&quot;

,

:

&quot;

.

.

Harper s Ferry secure
closely,

Ibid.,
70, 71

pp.

and watching the river
enemy should he

intending to attack the

attempt to cross to this side.&quot; He is full of appre
hension in regard to an attack upon Maryland and
prays that the river may rise so that the enemy
may not cross.

The President,
solved at the end

sick at heart at this delay, re
of the month to make a visit to

McClellan s camp to see if in a personal interview
he could not inspire him with some sense of the
necessity of action. The morning report of the 30th
1862.

September showed the enormous aggregate of the
Army of the Potomac, present and absent, including
Banks s command in Washington, of 303,959
of this 101,756 were absent, 28,458 on special duty,
and 73,601 present for duty in Banks s command,
leaving 100,144 men present for duty under Mc
Clellan s immediate command. This vast multi
tude in arms was visited by the President in the
So far as he could see, it
first days of October.
was a great army ready for any work that could
be asked of it. During all his visit he urged,
with as much energy as was consistent with his
habitual courtesy, the necessity of an immediate
of

;

W.
Vol.

R.

XIX

Part

II.,

p. 374.
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McClellan met all
liis suggestions and entreaties with an amiable
inertia, which deeply discouraged the President.
After a day and a night spent in such an inter
change of views he left his tent early in the morn
2
ing and walked with a friend to an eminence
which commanded a view of a great part of the
For miles beneath them spread the white
camp.

employment

of

this

force.

1

tents of the might}7 hosts glistening in the rising
sun. Mr. Lincoln gazed for a while in silence upon

the scene, then turned to his friend and said:
&quot;Do

you know what

this is

?

He answered in
Army of the Poto

&quot;

some astonishment,
So it is called,&quot; responded the President
&quot;but that is a mistake; it is only McClellan s body
He went back to Washington taking little
guard.&quot;
comfort from his visit, and after a few days of
painful deliberation, getting no news of any move
&quot;It

the

is

&quot;

mac.&quot;

;

ment, he sent McClellan the following positive
structions

in

:

WASHINGTON, D. C., October 6, 1862.
MAJOR-GENERAL MCCLELLAN I am instructed to tele
The President directs that you
graph you as follows
cross the Potomac and give battle to the enemy or drive
him South. Your army must move now while the roads
are good. If you cross the river between the enemy and
Washington and cover the latter by your operation you
can be ree nf orced with thirty thousand men. If you move
up the Valley of the Shenandoah, not more than 12,000
:

:

1 In his
Own Story&quot; MeClelIan tries to create the impression
(p. 627) that the President was
&quot;

with his delay at this
but his private letters
printed in the same volume leave
no doubt of the contrary. He
says (p. 654), referring to the
President s visit, October 2d,
satisfied

time

;

His ostensible purpose is to
see the troops and the battlefield ;
I incline to think that the real
purpose of his visit is to push me
into a premature advance into
&quot;

Virginia.&quot;

2

The Hon.

Illinois,

story.

from

O.

M. Hatch of
have this

whom we
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or 15,000 can be sent to you.
The President advises the
interior line, between Washington and the enemy, but

does not order

He

very desirous that your army
You will immediately report
what line you adopt and when you intend to cross the
river also to what point the reinforcements are to be
sent.
It is necessary that the plan of your operations be
positively determined on before orders are given for

move

it.

is

as soon as possible.

;

\v.

V

O^XIX
P.

oct,

I am directed
building bridges and repairing railroads.
add that the Secretary of War and the General-in-Chief
fully concur with the President in these instructions.

to

R.
M

H.

72.&quot;

10, 1862.

VOL xix.,
P. 73.

General-in-Chief.

These orders were emphasized a few days later
by a repetition of the same stinging insult which
Lee had once before inflicted upon McClellan on
the Peninsula. Stuart s cavalry crossed the Poto
mac, rode entirely around the Union army, recrossing the river lower down, and joining Lee again
without damage. McClellan seems to have felt no
mortification from this disgraceful occurrence,
which he used merely as a pretext for new com
plaints against the Government. He seemed to
think that he had presented a satisfactory excuse
for his inefficiency when he reported to Halleck
that his cavalry had &quot;marched 78 miles in 24 hours
&quot;

He pretended
thousand cavalry.
This led to a remarkable correspondence between
him and the Government which shows the waste
and destruction of military material under McClel
lan.
By the reports from the Quartermaster-Gen
eral s office, there were sent to the Army of the
Potomac, during the six weeks ending October 14,
10,254 horses and a very large number of mules.
while Stuart
that he

PP. 421 ,&quot;22.

W. HALLECK,

&quot;

The

had

s

was marching

90.

at the time only a

cost of the horses issued within the last six
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Potomac,&quot; says General
not
less
than $1,200,000.&quot; We
Meigs, is probably
may well ask in the words used by the Quarter masthere an instance
ter-G-eneral in another place:

Army

to the

of the

CHAP. ix.

&quot;

&quot;Is

jgeigsto

0ct

w

862

4

R

Vart^iL,&quot;

on record of such a drain and destruction of horses
in a country not a
tedious controversy

desert?&quot;

went

Day

day the Vo7xix

after

This frightful waste
of horses was turned by McClellan, as he turned
everything, into a subject of reproach against the
To one of his complaining dis
Government.
the
President
sent this sharp rejoinder
patches
Will you pardon me for asking what the horses
of your army have done since the battle of Antieon.

p

L

pfi 5

:

&quot;

tarn that fatigues anything?

&quot;

And

&quot;

again

:

Stuart

s

cavalry outmarched ours, having certainly done
more marked service on the Peninsula and every
where since.&quot; These dispatches elicited only new
complaints, vindications, and explanations.
It was not alone the pretended lack of horses
which kept him idle. In his dispatches to Wash
ington he continually complained, and the com
plaint was echoed by his adherents, that the army
was unable to improve the fine weather on account
of the deficiency of all manner of supplies. 1 The

Secretary of War, thinking

it

vol. xix.,
P.

485.&quot;

iwd., P

.

490.

necessary at last

to take notice of this widespread rumor, addressed O ct.
27,1862.
a letter to the General-in-Chief demanding a report VOL xix.,

upon the

subject.

General Halleck reported that

1 This mania
of General
Clellan for providing camp

terial

sometimes

Memaassumed an

almost ludicrous form. It suddenly occurred to him on the 7th
of October to telegraph to the
Quartermaster - General asking
how long it would take to give

VOL. VI.

12

him three or four thousand

hos-

Meigs answered that
supply had already
been sent him, and that to provide the additional number he
spoke of would take a long time
and half a million dollars. W.
R. Vol. XIX., Part II., p. 396.
pital tents.
a sufficient
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on several occasions when General McClellan
had telegraphed that his army was deficient in
certain supplies, it was ascertained that in every
instance the requisition had been immediately
filled, except in one, where the Quarterrnaster-General was forced to send to Philadelphia for the
He reported that there had been
articles needed.
no neglect or delay in issuing all the supplies asked
that no armies in the
for, and added his belief
world, while in campaign, have been more promptly
The General-inor better supplied than ours.&quot;
Chief further reported that there had been no
such want of supplies as to prevent General Mc&quot;

Clellan s compliance with the orders issued four

weeks before, to advance against the enemy that
had he moved to the south side of the Potomac
he could have received his supplies almost as read
ily as by remaining inactive on the north
He then goes at some length into a detailed and
;

&quot;

side.&quot;

W. R.
XIX.

Vol.

Part
pp.

I.,
8, 9.

categorical contradiction

complaining dispatches.
side of the General s own staff for a direct denial of
his accusations.
General Rufus In galls, the Chief
Quartermaster

makes
letter
1862.

W. R.
Vol. XIX.,

Part

II.,

of General McClellan s

But we need not go out

this

to

the Potomac,
statement in a
Quartermaster-General dated the
of

the

just and

the

Army

of

sensible

26th of October:
I have seen no real suffering for want of clothing, and
do not believe there has been any, only where it can be
laid directly to the charge of regimental and brigade
commanders and their quartermasters, and I have labored,
I hope with some effect, in trying to instruct them. I
have frequently remarked that an army will never move

waits until all the different commanders report that
they are ready and want no more supplies. It has been

if it
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my pride to know the fact that no army was ever more
perfectly supplied than this has been as a general rule.&quot;
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The President, weary of the controversy, at last
Most certainly I intend no injustice to
replied
any, and if I have done any I deeply regret it. To
be told, after more than five weeks total inaction
of the army, and during which period we have sent
&quot;

:

to the

army every

fresh horse

we

possibly could,

1

amounting in the whole to 7,91s, that the cavalry
horses were too much fatigued to move, presents a
very cheerless, almost hopeless, prospect for the
future, and it may have forced something of impa
tience in my dispatch. If not recruited and rested
then, when could they ever be ?
General Halleck, in a letter of the 7th of October,
had urged McClellan to follow and seek to punish
the enemy. He said
There is a decided want of
legs in our troops. They have too much immobility,

W.R.
Vol. XIX.,

Part

II.,

p. 496.

&quot;

&quot;

:

and we must try to remedy the defect. A reduction
of baggage and baggage trains will effect something;
but the real difficulty

is,

they are not sufficiently

exercised in marching; they lie still in camp too
long. After a hard march, one day is time enough
to rest.

the

Lying

still

beyond that time does not

rest

n&amp;gt;id.,p.

men.&quot;

The President s Proclamation of Emancipation
had been promulgated to the army in general orders
011 the 24th of September.
It will be remembered
that General McClellan, in his manifesto from Har
rison s Landing, had admonished the President
His subsequent negotia
action.
Democratic politicians in the North
had not tended to make him any more favorably
against

any such

tions with the

1

It

was

really

much more

thau

this.

1862.

395.
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His first
disposed towards such radical action.
impulse was to range himself openly against

We are informed by General
Smith that McClellan prepared a protest
against it, which he read to some of his intimate
friends in the army. The advice of Smith, and
perhaps others, induced him not to commit so fatal
a breach of discipline. For a moment he thought
the Proclamation.

W.

F.

of throwing up his commission. In a private letter
The President s late
of September 25 he said
&quot;

18C2.

McClellau 8 Own
&quot;

Story,&quot;

p. 615.

:

Proclamation, the continuation of Stanton and
Halleck in office, render it almost impossible for me
to retain my commission and self-respect at the

same

time.&quot;

He

could not, however, pass over with entire
an order of such momentous importance,

silence

and so after two weeks of meditation, having heard
from his friends in New York, 1 he issued on the 7th
of October a singular document calling the atten
tion of the officers and soldiers of his army to the
President s Proclamation. He made absolutely no
reference to the Proclamation

He used

itself.

it,

as

he says, simply as an opportunity of defining
the relation borne by all persons in the military ser
vice
toward the civil authorities,&quot; a relation
which most of his army understood already at least
as well as himself. In a few commonplace phrases
he restates the political axiom that the civil author
&quot;

.

.

ity is

.

.

.

.

paramount in our Government and that the

military is subordinate to it. He therefore depreca
ted any intemperate discussion of public measures
&quot;

!He wrote

Oct. 5

:

&quot;Mr.

As-

pinwall [then at his camp]
decidedly of the opinion that it

ray duty to submit to the Presi-

is

dent

s Proclamation.&quot;

is

lan s

Own

Story,&quot;

p.

&quot;McClel-

655.
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determined upon and declared by the Government&quot;
as tending to impair and destroy the discipline
&quot;

and

CHAP. ix.

v

Vo]

^-x

and significantly adds, pj^^jgj
efficiency of troops
&quot;the
remedy for political errors, if any are com
mitted, is to be found only in the action of the
&quot;

;

people at the polls.&quot; There is no reason to believe
that this order of General McClellan s was issued

with any but the best intentions.
He believed,
and he thought the army believed, the President s
antislavery policy was ill-advised and might prove
disastrous.

He

therefore issued this order

com

his soldiers to be moderate in their criti

manding
cisms and condemnation

of the President, and to
leave to the people at the polls the work of correct
ing or punishing him. When the troops of the
Army of the Potomac had an opportunity of ex

pressing at the polls their sense of the political

question at issue between Lincoln and McClellan,
the general had occasion to discover that there was

a difference between the sentiment of staff head
quarters and the sentiment of the rank and file.
The President s peremptory order to move, which

we have mentioned

as having been issued

on the

7th of October, having produced no effect, he wrote
to General McClellan on the 13th of the month a
letter so

important in

its

substance and in its rela
it must be printed

tions to subsequent events that

Having already given the general his
orders and told him what to do, he now not only
tells him how to do it, but furnishes him un
entire.

answerable reasons

MY DEAR

why

it

should be done.

You remember my speaking to you
your over-cautiousness. Are you not
over-cautious when you assume that you cannot do

of

what

SIR:

I called

1862.
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what the enemy is constantly doing ? Should you
not claim to be at least his equal in prowess, and act
upon the claim ? As I understand, you telegraphed Gen
eral Halleck that you cannot subsist your army at
Winchester unless the railroad from Harper s Ferry to
that point be put in working order. But the enemy does
now subsist his army at Winchester, at a distance nearly
twice as great from railroad transportation as you would
have to do, without the railroad last named. He now

wagons from Culpeper Court House, which is just about
twice as far as you would have to do from Harper s
He is certainly not more than half as w^ell pro
Ferry.
vided with wagons as you are. I certainly should be
pleased for you to have the advantage of the railroad
from Harper s Ferry to Winchester, but it wastes all the
remainder of autumn to give it to you, and in fact ignores
the question of time, which cannot and must not be
ignored. Again, one of the standard maxims of war, as
you know, is to operate upon the enemy s communica
&quot;

much as possible without exposing your own.&quot;
You seem to act as if this applies against you, but cannot

tions as

apply in your favor.
Change positions with the enemy,
and think you not he would break your communication
with Richmond within the next twenty-four hours ? You

dread his going into Pennsylvania, but if he does so in
he gives up his communications to you abso
lutely, and you have nothing to do but to follow and
If he does so with less than full force, fall
ruin him.
upon and beat what is left behind all the easier. Exclusive
of the water line, you are now nearer Richmond than the
enemy is by the route that you can and he must take.
Why can you not reach there before him, unless you ad
mit that he is more than your equal 011 a march ? His
route is the arc of a circle, while yours is the chord. The
roads are as good on yours as on his. You know I de
sired, but did not order, you to cross the Potomac below
instead of above the Shenandoah and Blue Ridge. My
idea was that this would at once menace the enemy s
communications, which I would seize if he would permit.
If he should move northward I would follow him
If he should pre
closely, holding his communications.
vent our seizing his communications and move toward
full force,
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Richmond, I would press closely to him ; fight him, if a
favorable opportunity should present, and at least try to
beat him to Richmond on the inside track. I say try&quot;;
If he makes a
if we never try we shall never succeed.
stand at Winchester, moving neither north nor south, I
would fight him there, on the idea that if we cannot beat
him when he bears the wastage of coming to us, we never
can when we bear the wastage of going to him. This
proposition is a simple truth, and is too important to be
In coming to us he tenders
lost sight of for a moment.
should
us an advantage which we should not waive.
not so operate as to merely drive him away. As we must
beat him somewhere or fail finally, we can do it, if at all,
If we cannot beat the
easier near to us than far away.
&quot;

We

enemy where he now is, we never can, he again being
within the intrenchments of Richmond.
Recurring to the idea of going to Richmond on the
inside track, the facility of supplying from the side away
from the enemy is remarkable, as it were, by the different
spokes of a wheel extending from the hub toward the
rim, and this, whether you move directly by the chord or
on the inside arc, hugging the Blue Ridge more closely.
The

chord-line, as

you

see, carries

you by

Aldie,

Hay

Market, and Fredericksburg and you see how turnpikes,
railroads, and finally the Potomac, by Aquia Creek, meet
;

from Washington the same, only the
a
lengthened
little, if you press closer to the Blue
Ridge part of the way.
The gaps through the Blue Ridge I understand to be
about the following distances from Harper s Ferry, to
wit: Vestal s, 5 miles; Gregory s, 13; Snicker s, 18;
Ashby s, 28 Manassas, 38 Chester, 45 and Thornton s,
53. I should think it preferable to take the route nearest
the enemy, disabling him to make an important move
without your knowledge, and compelling him to keep his
forces together for dread of you. The gaps would enable
you to attack if you should wish. For a great part of the
way you would be practically between the enemy and both
Washington and Richmond, enabling us to spare you the

you

at all points

;

lines

;

;

number of troops from here. When at length
Richmond ahead of him enables him to move
way, if he does so, turn and attack him in the rear.

greatest

running for
this

;
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But

I think he should be engaged long before such point
reached. It is all easy if our troops march as well as
the enemy, and it is unmanly to say they cannot do it.
This letter is in no sense an order.
is

W. R.
XIX.

Vol.

Part
pp.

I.,

Yours

13, 14.

A. LINCOLN.

truly,

In the absence of any definite plan or purpose
of his own, General McClellan accepted this plan
of the President s, giving in his report a charac-

would secure me the
reason, that
of
accession
force.&quot;
But even after he
Ingest
adopted this decision the usual delays supervened ;
^eristic

Oct., 1862.

&quot;it

and on the 21st, after describing the wretched con
dition of his cavalry, he asked whether the Presi
dent desired him to march on the enemy at once
&quot;

ibid., p. si.

or to await the reception of the new horses,&quot; to
which, on the same day, the President directed the

General-in-Chief to send the following reply
Your telegram of 12 M. has been submitted to the
President. He directs me to say that he has no change
If you have not
to make in his order of the 6th instant.
been and are not now in condition to obey it you will be
able to show such want of ability. The President does
not expect impossibilities, but he is very anxious that all
this good weather should not be wasted in inactivity.
Telegraph when you will move and on what lines you
propose to march.
:

Ibid.

With the exercise of a very little sagacity General
McClellan should have discovered from the tone of
this dispatch that the President s mood was taking
on a certain tinge of austerity. Nevertheless he
continued his preparations at perfect leisure, and
four days afterwards he sent a long letter asking
for definite instructions in regard to the details of
guards to be left on the upper Potomac to which
;

he received a reply saying
the Government has
intrusted you with defeating and driving back
&quot;
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the rebel

army in your

front,&quot;

own discretion as to
As General McClellan

use his
tion.

and directing him

185
to
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the matters in ques

in his dispatch had
some apprehension to the probable
Bragg s army eastward, General Halleck

referred with

march

of

concluded his answer with this significant intima
tion &quot;You are within twenty miles of Lee, while
Bragg is distant about four hundred miles.&quot;
:

He

finally got his

the 1st of

November

;

voh xix.,
P. 85.

army across the Potomac on
it had begun crossing on the

1862

-

26th of October, and the several detachments, as
they arrived in Virginia, were slowly distributed
on the eastern slope of the Blue Ridge under the
vigilant and now distrustful eye of the President.

There is no doubt that Mr. Lincoln s regard
and confidence, which had withstood so much from
General McClellan, was giving way.
The Presi
dent had resisted in his behalf, for more than
a year, the earnest and bitter opposition of the
most powerful and trusted friends of the Admin
istration.
McClellan had hardly a supporter left
the
among
Republican Senators, and few among
the most prominent members of the majority in
the House of Representatives. In the Cabinet
there was the same unanimous hostility to the
young general. In the meeting of the 2d of Sep
tember, when the President announced that he
had placed McClellan in command of the forces in
Washington, he was met by an outbreak of protest
and criticism from the leading members of the
Government which might well have shaken the
nerves of any ruler. But the President stood man-

He admitted the infirmities
fully by his action.
of McClellan, his lack of energy and initiative, but

weiies,

u

ana
PP.

195, ige.
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for this exigency he considered him the best man
in the service, and the country must have the
talents, although he had behaved
not refer again to the magnanim
need
badly.
the
President had overlooked the
which
with
ity
insolent dispatches of General McClellan from
Savage s Station and Harrison s Bar. He closed
his ears persistently during all the months of the
winter and spring to the stories which came to him

benefit of his

We

from every quarter

in regard to the tone of fac

tious hostility to himself which prevailed at McClellan s headquarters. But these stories increased

to such

an extent during the summer and autumn

that even in his mind, so slow to believe evil, they
occasioned some trouble. Soon after the battle of

Antietam an incident came to his hearing, of
which he felt himself obliged to take notice. Major
John J. Key, brother to Colonel Thomas M. Key
of McClellan s staff, was reported, replying to a
question put by a brother officer, Why was not
&quot;

the rebel

army bagged immediately

near Sharpsburg

?

game; the object

much advantage

&quot;

to

is

have

&quot;

said,

after the battle

That

is

not the

that neither

of the other

;

army shall get
that both shall be

kept in the field till they are exhausted, when we
will make a compromise and save slavery.&quot;
The
President sent a letter to Major Key to inform

him

of this

grave

charge,

and

to

invite

him

A

to disprove it within twenty-four hours.
few
minutes after this notice was sent, the major ap
peared at the Executive Mansion in company with

Major Levi C. Turner, the officer to whom the re
mark had been made. A trial, as prompt as those
of St. Louis dispensing justice under the oak at Yin-
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cennes, then took place. The President was judge
jury, attorney for the prosecution and for the

and

CHAP. ix.
1862.

defense, and he added to these functions that of
clerk of the court, and made a record of the proV L XIL
,.
.,11T
U
ceedings with his own hand, which we copy trom PP. 477, 47
1

his manuscript

1

1

:

At about eleven o clock A. M., September 27th, 1862,
Major Key and Major Turner appear before me. Major
Turner says
As I remember it, the conversation was, I
asked the question why we did not bag them after the
battle of Sharpsburg.
Major Key s reply was, That was
not the game that we should tire the rebels out and our
selves
that that was the only way the Union could be
preserved; we come together fraternally, and slavery
be saved. 777 On cross-examination Major Turner says he
&quot;

:

;

;

has frequently heard Major Key converse in regard to
the present troubles, and never heard him utter a senti
ment unfavorable to the maintenance of the Union. He
has never uttered anything which he, Major T., would
call disloyalty.
The particular conversation detailed was
a private one.

Upon the reverse of this record the President
made the following indorsement
In my view it is wholly inadmissible for any gentleman
:

holding a military commission from the United States to
utter such sentiments as Major Key is within proved to
have done. Therefore let Major John J. Key be forth
with dismissed from the military service of the United
States.

The President s memorandum continues

:

At

the interview of Major Key and Major Turner with
the President, Major Key did not attempt to controvert
the statement of Major Turner, but simply insisted and
tried to prove that he was true to the Union.
The sub
stance of the President^ reply was that if there was a

game even among Union men to have our army not take
any advantage of the enemy when it could, it was his
object to break up that game.
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Speaking of the matter afterwards the President
I dismissed Major Key because I thought
said,
his silly, treasonable expressions were staff talk
and I wished to make an example.&quot;
He was still not ready to condemn General McClellan. He determined to give him one more
If McClellan, after Antietam, had de
chance.
the
army of Lee his official position would
stroyed
have been impregnable. If, after Lee had recrossed
the Potomac, McClellan had followed and delivered
&quot;

i

Diary,

a successful battle in Virginia, nothing could after
his standing as the foremost

wards have prevented

man

The President, in his intense
for
the
success
of the national arms, would
anxiety
have welcomed McClellan as his own presumptive
of his time.

successor

if

he could have won that position by

But the general s inexplicable
slowness had at last excited the President s dis
trust. He began to think, before the end of October,
that McClellan had no real desire to beat the enemy.
successful battle.

He set in his own mind the limit of his forbearance.
He adopted for his guidance a test which he com

1862.

municated to no one until long afterwards, on which
he determined to base his final judgment of Mc
If he should permit Lee to cross the Blue
Clellan.
Ridge and place himself between Richmond and
the Army of the Potomac he would remove him
from command. 1
When it was reported in Washington that Lee
and Longstreet were at Culpeper Court House, the
President sent an order, dated the 5th of Novem
ber, to General McClellan, which reached him at
1

These are the President s own words taken down at the time they
were uttered. J. H., Diary.
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Rectortown on the 7th, directing him to report for
further orders at Trenton, New Jersey, and to turn
the command of the Army of the Potomac over to

CHAP. ix.

General C. P. Buckingham delivered his message first to Burnside and then came
with him to McClellan s tent. McClellan says in his
memoirs that with the eyes of the two generals
upon him he &quot;read the papers with a smile&quot; but
when they were gone, he turned to finish a letter
he had been writing, and broke out in the heartfelt
ejaculation, &quot;Alas for my poor country.&quot; He took
credit to himself in after years for not heading a

P. 545.

General Burnside.

voi.xix.

lan s

f

own

P- eeci

of the troops.
He said, Many were in
of
to
obey the order and of
refusing
&quot;

mutiny
favor

my

marching upon Washington
of

the

to

take possession

Government.&quot;

Thus ended the military career of George Brinton
McClellan.

Now

that the fierce passions of the

its suspicions and its animosities, have passed
away, we are able to judge him more accurately
and more justly than was possible amid that moral
and material tumult and confusion. He was as far
from being the traitor and craven that many thought
him as from being the martyr and hero that others
would like to have him appear. It would be unfair
to deny that he rendered, to the full measure of
his capacity, sincere and honest service to the
republic. His technical knowledge was extensive,

war,

his industry untiring his private character
pure and upright, his integrity without stain.
;

was
In

the private life to which he retired he carried with
him the general respect and esteem and the affec

and when by their par
he was afterwards called to the exercise of

tion of a troop of friends
tiality

;

n&amp;gt;id.,p.652.
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important official functions he adorned every office
he held with the highest civic virtues and accom
plishments. No one now can doubt his patriotism
or his honor, and the fact that it was once doubted
illustrates merely the part which the blackest sus
picions play in a great civil war, and the stress to
which the public mind was driven in the effort to

account for the lack of results he gave the country
in return for the vast resources

which were so lav

ishly placed in his hands.
It was in this native inability to use great means
to great ends that his failure as a general lay.
It

was

in his

temperament

to exaggerate the obstacles

in front of him, and this, added to his constitutional
aversion to prompt decisions, caused those endless

delays which wasted the army, exasperated the
country, and gave the enemy unbroken leisure for

maturing his plans, and constant opportunity for
executing them. His lethargy of six months in
front of Washington, to the wonder and scorn of
the Southern generals; his standing at gaze at

Yorktown, halted with his vast army by Magruder s
men in buckram; his innocent astonishment at
Williamsburg at finding the rebels would not give

up Eichmond without a

fight

;

his station astride

the Chickahoininy, waiting for the enemy to grow
strong enough to attack him, while his brave
soldiers were fading to specters with the marsh
his failure to assume the offensive after the
Confederate repulse at Seven Pines; his second
refusal of the favors of the fortune of war when
Lee took his army North of the Chickahominy and
Porter fought him all day with little more than one

fever

;

corps, but with splendid courage

;

his starting for
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the James, in this crisis of his fate, when he should
have marched upon Richmond; his final retreat
from Malvern Hill to Harrison s Landing, breaking
the hearts of the soldiers who had won on that

a victory so complete and so glorious
all
these mistakes proved how utterly incapable he was
of leading a great army in grand war. No general
field

had ever been offered such wonderful opportunities
and they continued to be offered to him to the end.
When Pope had drawn away the enemy from Rich
mond, and given him an unmolested embarkation,
and had fought with undaunted valor against Lee s
army, before which at last he was forced to give
way for want of the relief which he had the right
to expect from McClellan, the President, magnani
;

mously ignoring

all his

own

causes of quarrel, gave

more his old army, reenf orced by
and sent him against an enemy who, in a

to McClellan once

Pope s,

contempt for his antagonist acquired in the Penin
sula, had crossed the Potomac and then divided
his army in half. As a crowning favor of chance
this was made known to McClellan, and even this
incalculable advantage he frittered away, and gave
Lee forty-eight hours to call in his scattered battal
ions.
After Antietam, for six long weeks of beau
tiful autumn weather he lingered on the north
bank of the Potomac, under the constant pressure
of the President s persuasions, and afterwards
under the lash of his orders and reproaches, unable
to

make up

his

mind

to

pursue the enemy so long

as he could find excuse for delay in a missing shoe
lace or a broken limber.

The devoted affection which he received from his
army was strange when we consider how lacking

CHAP. ix.
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he was in those qualities which generally excite the
admiration of soldiers. When Sumner, swinging
his hat, charged in front of his lines at Savage s
Station, his white hair blowing in the wind when
Phil. Kearny, who had lost his bridle arm in Mex
ico, rode in the storm of bullets with his reins in
;

sword in his right hand, there was
which
struck the imagination of their
something
troopers more than far more serious merits would
have done. But no one ever saw General McClellan

his teeth, his

rejoicing

in

battle.

At Williamsburg, the

first

Peninsular fight, while Hooker and Kearny and
Hancock were in the thick of the conflict, he was on
the wharf at Yorktown, very busy, doing an assist
ant quartermaster s duty the day of Fair Oaks he
spent on the north side of the river; when the
;

current of war rolled to the north side at Beaver
Creek and Gaines s Mill he stayed on the

Dam

south bank; during the retreat to the James he
far in advance, selecting with his intelligent
engineer s eye the spots where Sumner, Franklin,

was

were to fight their daily battles and
even in the fury and thunder of Malvern Hill, the
most splendid feat of arms ever performed by the
Army of the Potomac, a sight which a man with

and the

rest

;

the true soldier blood in his veins might give his
life to see, he spent the greater part of those glori

ous hours, the diapason of his greatest victory
booming in his ears, in his camp at Haxall s or on

board the gunboats, coldly and calmly making his
arrangements for the morrow s retreat, and the co
operation of the navy and at Antietam, the only
battle where he really saw his own troops attacking
the
the enemy, he enjoyed that wonderful sight
;

&quot;
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whole day,&quot; says General Palfrey, till towards the
middle of the afternoon, when all the fighting was
over, on the high ground near Pry s house, where he
had some glasses strapped to the fence, so that he
could look in different directions.&quot; We make no
imputation on his courage he was a brave man
but he was too much cumbered with other things
&quot;

CHAP. ix.

Paifr e y,
lc

b
p! ii9?

;

;

to take part in his own battles.
With such limitations as these

it

is

not likely

that posterity will rank him among the leading
generals of our war. The most his apologists ask

him

a place among the respectable, painstaking officers of the second order of talent, &quot;that
Po
c
middle category of meritorious commanders
but
pS.
for

is

&quot;

;

when we

see such ardent friends

and admirers as

General Webb and General Palfrey, brought by a
conscientious and careful study of his career to
such a conviction of his continuous mistakes as
they have expressed, we may well conclude that
the candid historian of the future will have no sen
timent but wonder when he comes to tell the story
of his long

mismanagement

of a great, brave,

and

devoted army, backed by a Government which
strained every nerve to support him, and by a
people whose fiery zeal would have made him the
idol of the nation if he had given them the suc

which their sacrifices deserved, and which
were a dozen times within his grasp.
We have evidence from a candid and intelligent,
cesses

not altogether impartial, witness of the impres
made upon the peace party of the North by
the dismissal of General McClellan from command.
Lord Lyons, the British Minister at Washington,
if

sion

arrived in

VOL. VI.

New York
13

from a

visit to

England on
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the 8th of November, 1862. The Democrats, or the
Conservatives as he called them, had carried the
State and elected Mr. Seymour governor. He found
in great exultation over their victory. They
imagined that the Government would at once de

them
sist

from the measures which they had denounced

as arbitrary or illegal or, if not at once, they were
certain that after the 1st of January, when Mr.
;

Seymour would be inaugurated, the Government
would not dare to exercise its war powers within
the limits of the State of New- York. They con
and genial representative of the
British Government much more spacious hopes
than these,
hopes which they were not yet ready

fided to the urbane

to

avow to

their

ident would

&quot;

own countrymen,

1

that the Pres

seek to terminate the war, not to push

to extremity ; that he would endeavor to effect
a reconciliation with the people of the South and

it

renounce the idea of subjugating or exterminating
them.&quot;

But these

rising hopes,

Lord Lyons

says,

were dashed by the next day s news.&quot; The dis
an irritation
missal of General McClellan caused
not unmixed with consternation and despondency.
The general had been regarded as the representa
&quot;

&quot;

tive of Conservative principles in the army.
Sup
of
the
articles
one
made
had
of
him
been
port

of the Conservative electoral

programme.

His dis

missal was taken as a sign that the President had
thrown himself entirely into the arms of the extreme
i

Lord Lyons says

I listened
with attention to the accounts
given me of the plans and hopes
At
of the Conservative party.
the bottom I thought I perceived
a desire to put an end to the war
&quot;

:

even at the risk of losing the
Southern States altogether but
it was plain it was not thought
prudent to avow the desire.&quot;
Letter of Lord Lyons to Earl Eussell, dated November 17, 1862.
;
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Radical party, and that the attempt to carry out
the policy of that party would be persisted
The party and the policy referred to were of

in.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

course the Republican party of the nation, and the
policy of carrying the war through to the end, and
saving the Union intact by all the means within
the power of the Government and in this forecast
the Conservative gentlemen of New York, who
;

sought the accomplished envoy of Great Britain to

unbosom to him
that

their joys and their griefs, showed
however they may have been lacking in patriot

ism or self-respect they were not deficient in logic
or sagacity.
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was on a raw and gusty November day that
General Buckingham arrived at Burnside s
headquarters at the little village of Orlean, and
delivered him the orders to take command of the
Army of the Potomac. He was greatly surprised,

IT

he himself says shocked,&quot; at the news. He told
General Buckingham that it was a matter which
required very serious thought; that he did not
want the command; that it had been offered to
him twice before, and that he did not feel he could
take it. He called two of his staff-officers into
consultation, and for more than an hour resisted
their importunities that he should accept it
he
&quot;

Burnside,
Testimony,
Report

;

Committee told
on Conduct

them, what in the light of experience

j^^

P.

G5o.&quot;

wag

^^ ^^

^Q

wag

command such a large army.&quot;
much to the President and to

n()t

we

compet ent to

He had

said as

the Secretary of

War, when they on a former occasion had inti
mated to him that such a promotion was thought
In the dissatisfaction prevailing in high quar
ters in Washington against McClellan the name of
Burnside had been more than once mentioned, in
of.

the councils of the Government, as his successor
a suggestion which Burnside had always discoun196
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intimate and devoted friend

and thought him better fitted than
in
the Army of the Potomac to com
one
else
any
mand it. But now, forced to decide in one short
hour of twilight, finding himself with no counsel

of McClellan,

but that of General Buckingham, who bore the
orders and urged the wishes of the Government,
and of his staff, who were naturally rejoiced at his
promotion, he was unable to persist in his refusal.
He and General Buckingham started at once for
McClellan s headquarters at Rectortown, and there,
as a matter of course, the deposed general could
say nothing more than that it was the duty of
General Burnside to obey his orders, and that he
congratulated him upon his good fortune.

It

would

be hard to say to which of these commanders the
message of General Buckingham was of the more
evil omen.
The removal of McClellan was a blow

which was to last through
but there was reserved for General Burnside as a consequence of his new honors a day of
to him, the bitterness of

his life

;

and gloom, which to a man of his sensitive
and kindly nature must have been bitterer still.
It can be safely said that from the hour when in
that blinding snow-storm he accepted the com
mand of the Army of the Potomac, to the hour
when he laid it down in discouragement and de
spair, he did not see a single happy day.
Yet even now it is difficult to say what better
choice at that moment the Government could have
made. He was next in rank to the commanding
general. Of McClellan s subordinates in the Army
of the Potomac there were none who had as yet
shown capacity for important independent com-,
disaster

CHAP. x.
1862.
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mand while Burnside had at least the prestige of
a great success in North Carolina. He was highly
esteemed in army circles and had made, like Mc
Clellan, a prosperous career for himself in civil life.
;

He had

hosts of friends, was manly, honorable, and
he was as acceptable to

chivalrous in character

;

the adherents of McClellan as any one could have
been, and was as little objectionable to McClellan

himself as

it

was possible

for his successor to be.

They were up to that time close friends. The un
kind criticisms of Burnside s conduct at Antietam,
which McClellan afterwards embodied in his re
port, were reflections which had arisen long after
the fight, prompted by the instinct of self-preserva
To the ardent spirits in Congress and in the
tion.
press, who were urging a
tion of the war, Burnside

and

his appointment

more vigorous prosecu
was highly acceptable

was greeted with great en

thusiasm.

1862.

Somewhat to Mr. Lincoln s chagrin, the first act
new general was to object to the plan of
campaign which had been furnished to McClellan
of the

from Washington.

Instead of this he proposed to

army to Fredericksburg and from that
to
move
upon Richmond. General Halleck
point
went down to visit him, and a thorough discussion
transfer his

of the matter took place between them. Neither
seemed inclined to yield his preferences, and Halleck

went back

Washington to lay the matter before
the President. He, having given his confidence,
was not, at this early day, inclined to limit or with
draw it. He therefore assented to Burjiside s plan
on condition that he &quot;move rapidly&quot; and it was
put immediately in the way of execution. But
to
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every step in this unhappy campaign went wrong
from the very beginning. General Halleck and
General Burnside seemed never fully to understand
each other. General Halleck says in his report
that Burnside was not expected to move to Falmouth, but to cross his army by the fords of the
Upper Rappahannock and then move down and
seize the heights south of Fredericksburg. He was
slow in beginning the movement, and when he ar
rived on the north bank of the river he found that
the pontoons, by which he had expected to cross,
had not arrived, but that Lee and his army had.
Simmer had got there a few days in advance, and
had asked permission of Burnside to cross and take
the heights which afterwards proved so deadly to
our troops. This permission was refused. Hooker
in turn had asked leave to cross his corps at one of
the upper fords to

come

in

upon the

CHAP. X.

W. R.
XXI.

Vol.

p. 47.
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left flank of

Lee, but this proposition was also declined. If
Burnside had been able to cross the river on the
day he arrived at Falmouth he might still have
been in time to occupy the important position

opposite him without loss, for it was only that day
that Longstreet s corps was put in motion towards

Fredericksburg and it was a week later before
Jackson was ordered to join him there. But the
pontoons had not arrived, and an acrimonious con
troversy, covering hundreds of pages of the official
records, arose as to the responsibility for this failure.
It is a

controversy in which, as it seems to us, no
candid reader of the records can take sides. Neither
General Burnside, nor those staff-officers specially

charged with the duty, nor General Halleck, nor
the engineer officers in whose jurisdiction the

Leo,
Report.
W. R.
Vol.

XXI.

p. 551.
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business lay, paid sufficiently prompt and contin
uous attention to it. Each naturally endeavors to

throw the blame on the
Burnside,
Report,

W!R.

Vol. XXI.,
p. 87.

man

others, but there was not a
in connection with the affair who acted with

the promptness and energy required. The bridge
trains did not arrive until the afternoon of the 25th

November, and it was not until the 10th of
December that General Burnside was ready for his
of

perilous enterprise of crossing the Eappahannock.
The President visited the army on the 27th of

November, and had a long conversation with Burnside with regard to his campaign. Burnside told
Mr. Lincoln that he had all the men he wanted
that he could not handle a greater number to ad
vantage that he thought he could cross the river
;

;

and drive the enemy away, though it was somewhat
The President returned to his steamer, and
risky.
on the way to &quot;Washington wrote a letter to Halleck
detailing the above conversation with Burnside, and
I wish the case to stand more
going on to say
favorably than this in two respects. First, I wish
his crossing of the river to be nearly free from risk
and, secondly, I wish the enemy to be prevented
from falling back, accumulating strength as he
&quot;

:

;

Lincoln to

Hal leek,
Nov. 27,
MS.

1862.

goes, into his intrenchmeiits at Eichmond.&quot; He
then proposed a plan of campaign of which the

main features were these

:

Burnside was to remain

for the present at Falrnouth to occupy the south
bank of the Rappahannock about Port Eoyal with
;

a strong force, say 25,000 men an equal force to
be placed on the north bank of the Pamunkey as
high up as it could be protected by gunboats.
When all was ready, Burnside to cross the Eappa
hannock and the two auxiliary armies to march
;
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simultaneously, the force from Port Royal upon
Lee s right flank, while that from the Pamunkey

CHAP. x.

could hold or destroy the roads and bridges in his
rear.
Such a movement, if successful, would be
destructive of Lee s

army; while

if it failed,

the

gunboats would always
be practicable. This plan was rejected by both Linco]n
Halleck and Burnside on the ground that the force ^N^V!^
on the Pamunkey could not be raised and put in Note!
retreat to the support of the

&quot;MS.

position without too much waste of time.
In the mean time the enemy had not lost a day.
Lee s entire army was now concentrated at Fred-

ericksburg and for several miles above and below
General Longstreet on the left, holding the heights
immediately in the rear of the city, while Jackson s
;

corps was stationed on the crest of the hills below,
the two commands covering the entire range of
heights from above the city to the Richmond Rail
road.

Beyond Jackson, Stuart with

his cavalry
occupied the plain to the
river. The Confederates had thrown up formidable
earthworks and planted batteries at every advanta

and the horse

artillery

geous point. The whole line of hills had become
one great fortress manned by the veteran soldiers
of the Army of Virginia, under the three ablest
commanders of the South.
At the time that General Burnside resolved to
cross, his plan of battle was at best vague and con
fused. He had at first intended to cross the river
some fourteen miles below the city but at the last
;

moment finding that the enemy had prepared to
resist him at that point, he changed his mind and
concluded to throw his bridges across to the town
of Fredericksburg and to assault the Confederate
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position in front. It was a bold determination, but
all the credit that is to be given to General Burnside for his unquestioned bravery must be taken
from that which is to be awarded to his discretion.
It was with utter amazement, mingled with satis
faction, that the Confederates, in the safe shelter of
their impregnable works, watched the Army of the

Potomac moving across the Eappahannock to the
attack. General Burn side s army had been divided,
at his request, into three grand divisions Sumner
commanded the right, Franklin the left, and
Hooker was held in reserve. The duty which
Burnside says he expected of Franklin was to at
:

tack the right wing of the Confederate army posted
upon the hills below the town and to gain the crest
of these hills,

which would give him access to the

newly made road which

1862.

led in the rear of all the

rebel works. Sumner, after the attack of Franklin
had been fully developed, was to move directly out
upon two roads which led through the town, and
storm the heights behind the city. The troops
began crossing at dawn on the llth of December.
The building of the bridges proceeded but slowly
at first on account of the harassing fire of the

enemy, but a body of troops sent over in the pon
toons themselves charged upon their assailants in
the town and quickly cleared the ground. The
bridges were then at once completed, and the army
passed over without loss. By the night of the 12th
the troops were all in position, and Burnside visited
the different

commands

to decide

upon

his final

orders for the next day. He must have been in
some confusion and trouble of mind, being even

then not unconscious of a want of sympathy and
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confidence between himself and his leading gen
erals. It is probably due to this fact that his orders

CHAP. X.

were so lacking in definiteness that
that general passed the night, as he says, in &quot;sleep
to Franklin

not precisely knowing what was ex
of
him
the next day and it was not until
pected
half-past seven o clock in the morning of the 13th

less

anxiety,&quot;

;

Franklin s
Statement,
Rebellion

&quot;

that General

James A. Hardie arrived

at Franklin s
with
the
for
the battle.
headquarters
programme
Even then the vagueness had not disappeared from
General Burnside s intentions. Instead of an order
to assault the heights in front of him with the entire
force at his disposition, General Burnside merely
directed Franklin to keep your whole command in
position for a rapid movement down the old Rich
mond road and you will send out at once a divi
sion, at least, to pass below Smithfield, to seize if
possible the heights near Captain Hamilton s,
&quot;

;

.

taking care to keep
of retreat

it

.

.

well supported, and its line
these ambiguous orders

Upon

open.&quot;

Franklin fought all day, sending in at first Meade s
division, and following it up successively with
1
five others, until more than a whole army corps
was engaged in a fierce and sanguinary battle.
Meade did all that any one could have done. He

made

a brilliant and resolute charge, penetrating
s division, surprising the line

the line of A. P. Hill
in

rear and putting

it

to rout, capturing three
several stands of colors.

hundred prisoners and
But the bravest of men cannot long hold his hand
in the flames, and Meade, exposed to a galling fire
in front and on both flanks, was soon compelled to
retire.
The reinforcements which Franklin sent
1

Gibbon

s,

Birney

s,

Sickles

s,

Doubleday

s,

and Newton

s.

Record.&quot;

Vol. X.,
p. 162.
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him checked

the pursuit of the enemy, but although
the fight raged on the left all day the point which
Meade reached in the morning was never regained.

General Franklin always insisted that General
Burnside the night before had not favored his prop
osition to attack on the left in force, and that he
understood the movement ordered on the morning
of the 13th was to be merely a strong reconnais
sance, and that he remained under that impression
until a later hour of the day, when Burnside sent
an aide-de-camp to order an advance on the heights
a movement which then seemed
in front of him
him
to
impracticable. Burnside, on the contrary,
always contended that Franklin had not done his
full duty, and the Committee on the Conduct of the
War took the same ground in their report.
1

l General Franklin
says that on
the evening of the 12th of Decem

ber, General Burnside came to
his headquarters and there in the

presence of his corps command
ers, Generals Smith and Reynolds,
the subject of the next day s at
Franklin
tack was discussed.
I strongly advised General
says,
Burnside to make an attack from
my division upon the enemy s
right, with a column of at least
thirty thousand men to be sent in
&quot;

Moore,
Rebellion
Record.&quot;

Vol. X.,
pp. 159, 160.

at daylight in the morning. At
that time two divisions of Gen
eral

Ibid., p. 163.

Hooker

s

command were on

the north side of the river, near
the bridges that I had crossed.
In order to make such an attack
as I advised, I informed General
Burnside that these two divisions
must be crossed during the night.
I reiterated my request, that I
should receive my orders as early
as possible, that I might make
the necessary dispositions of the

troops before daylight. He stated
at one time that I should have
my orders in any event before
midnight, and at another, that I
should have them in two or three
hours. He left my headquarters

about 6

p. M.,

and

I

awaited his

orders during the night.
None
reached me until half -past seven
o clock in the morning. At mid
night I sent an aide to ask for
them, and received the reply that

they were being prepared and
would be sent forthwith.&quot;
a significant fact that sev
days elapsed after the battle
General Burnside ex
before
pressed any dissatisfaction with
Franklin indeed re
Franklin.
ports that Burnside told him sev
It is

eral

I
eral days after the battle that
alone of his Generals had held
&quot;

up his hands, as he expressed it,
that he had fully determined to
resign his command and to rec
ommend me as his successor.&quot;
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About eleven o clock General Sumner was ordered to push his troops out through the town and
attack the heights in the rear. Although General
Burnside had some intimation of the extent of the
Confederate works, yet for lack of proper recon
naissances neither he nor any of his officers had
of their real strength
so that
as
under
the
out
corps,
they pushed
gray
wintry skies over the so-called Telegraph and Plank
roads in high hopes of carrying the enemy s line,

any conception

;

Sumner s

were merely going to certain slaughter, unrelieved
by any possibility of success. The roads they
were following brought them directly to a sharp
eminence surmounted by the high ground of an
estate

known

as

Its eastern

boundary
was itself a fortification consisting of a road partly
sunken running north and south on the side of the
road towards the town was a stone wall four feet

Marye s.

;

high

;

on the side towards Marye s, a similar wall

Both sides of the
supporting the base of the hill.
road had been reenforced and fortified by the
The whole
Confederate engineers and artillerists.
declivity was one bristling mass of cannon and
of muskets, served by stout-hearted soldiers, wait

ing silently in the grimmest joy a soldier ever
knows
that of seeing his enemy approach him,
and in his power.
After the lapse of twenty
the
mind shrinks and sickens at the task
years
of describing the carnage of that day.
sent forward the divisions of French

Sumner

and Han
cock as his storming column.
They marched
some 1700 yards, absolutely without shelter, under
a withering fire. When they came within assault
ing distance there were not enough of them left

CHAP. x.

D
f8^2
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Hancock s division lost 2000 men
assault.
and French s 1200; some of the men fell within

to

twenty-five paces of the stone wall.
Sturgis s
division exhibited the same bravery and shared

General Carroll next came up, and
Griffin, pushing their lines to within a few
yards of the death-dealing hill, and then falling
back without result.
Hooker at last was ordered to take what was left
the

same

fate

;

then

of his troops,
the rest having previously been
and attack these impreg
sent in other directions,

There was probably no man in the
whose
army
appetite for fighting was less question
able than Hooker s
but it is entirely to his credit
that when he looked at the position he was ordered
to assault, he sent an aide-de-camp to General
nable heights.

Burnside to advise him
Burnside,

who by

riot to

this time

attack at that place.

had reached a danger

ous point of excitement, reiterated the order to
attack; then &quot;Fighting Joe Hooker&quot; put spurs to
his horse and rode to headquarters, and there, for
the first and last time in his life, begged that his
troops might not be ordered to destruction. Gen
eral Burnside still insisted upon his orders, and
Hooker, with a final protest, went back to his de
voted column. It suited General Burnside after
wards to think that this protesting attitude of
Hooker s diminished the vigor of his attack but
there was no foundation for such a belief. No
braver or more hopeless assault was ever made.
;

Hooker accompanied

in person his soldiers of the

Fifth Corps, under General Butterfield; the division

commanders were

Griffin, Sykes, and Humphreys.
All distinguished themselves equally for bravery
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and good conduct. The final charge of Humphreys s
division was one of the most remarkable incidents
of the war. He commanded two brigades, about
4500 strong. They were mostly fresh troops who
had never been in battle before. As they advanced
to the front the officers were greatly embarrassed by
the number of soldiers whom they found lying on
their faces, unable to resist the murderous fire. A
part of

Humphreys s

CHAP. x.

division at once followed the

example of these troops, and lying down, began firing
at the rebel infantry some two hundred yards in
advance. General Humphreys, who had no superior
in that

army

in ability or bravery, seeing that
by musketry fire against the

nothing could be done

rebel position, determined as a last resort to try
to charge with the bayonet. By the personal exer
tions of himself and his staff he induced his com

mand to cease firing and formed them for a charge.
He gave orders to pay no attention to the men lying
on the ground, but to run over them and to stop
for nothing till they had crossed bayonets with the
enemy. He then ordered the officers to the front.

by Tyler and Humphreys,
marched with a cheer over the ground under the
Tyler

brigade, led

s

heaviest

of the day.

fire

Humphreys

in his report,

&quot;The
&quot;

stone

wall,&quot;

was a sheet

says

of flame

that enveloped the head and flanks of the column.
Officers and men were falling rapidly and the head

column was

brought to a stand
when close up
Up to this time not a
shot had been fired by the column, but now some
it lasted but a minute, when in spite
firing began
of all our efforts the column turned and began to
retire slowly.&quot;
At the end of this magnificent
of the

at length
to the wall.

;

w. R.
&quot;

P

.

32.
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though disastrous charge only one member of Humphreys s staff was left mounted, and his horse
had three wounds
the general had two horses
killed under him yet so effective was the indomi
;

;

&quot;

i: 432.

Hooker,
estinioii
Testimony,
Report

committee
on Conduct
of

table spirit of Humphreys upon his men that the
meager remnant of them retired slowly and in good
order, singing and hurrahing.&quot; He had lost in a
few minutes 1019 men. As Humphreys led back
his undaunted soldiers from the fight, it was growhis story
ing dark. Hooker concludes
J by
J the grim
_
_.
T _.
remar^
men
as my
Finding I had lost as many
&quot;

w. R.

ar&amp;gt;

paiVi
P. 60s.

_

..

_

_

:

me to lose, I suspended the attack.&quot;
General Burnside passed the greater part of the
night among the officers and men of the right wing.
It was a cheerless promenade, utterly devoid of
comfort or encouragement. In the morning, unreorders required

freshed by sleep or any other source of cheer, he
had to decide upon his course for the day. What

ever else he

may have

lacked, he did not lack

bravery. Perhaps we might use a stronger word
to describe his state of mind on that gloomy mornDec., 1862.

ing of the 14th. His
akin to desperation.
to order the

first

orders breathed a spirit

He directed General Sumner
Ninth Army Corps to form in column

by regiments. These were his household
he
had led them to victory before he con
troops
sidered that they would be faithful to him though
all the world besides abandoned him.
He deter
of attack
;

mined

to lead

;

them

in person

]

against those fatal

heights where the whole right wing of the army had
been shattered the previous day. But before the
1 Gen.
Parke, his chief -of-staff,
so informed Henry J. Raymond.
See the latter s diary in
Scrib&quot;

ner

s Monthly,&quot;

422.

Jan.,

1880,

p.

Franklin gives the same

account.

:

&amp;gt;

;

;

...,.Jp
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have

started, General

CHAP

-

x

-

Sumner came to him. The orders he had received
dismayed even that optimistic veteran, who always
rejoiced in the turmoil of battle when there was
He said:
anything like a chance for his side.
&quot;

General, I hope

you

will desist

from

this attack.

do not know of any general officer who approves
of it, and I think it will prove disastrous to the
Advice like this from one so hardy and
army.&quot;.
sanguine as Sumner naturally affected Burnside.
He kept his column of attack formed, but called
I

and corps commanders into consulta
were
unanimous against him. He then
they
crossed the river and consulted the officers on the
other side, with the same result.
He next asked
Franklin s opinion, which was the same he would
not at once yield his resolution, and dallied with it
all that day and the greater part of the next.
But
on the evening of the 15th he resolved to withdraw
his troops to Falmouth, and in the night, under
cover of the darkness and a driving storm, this was
and on the 16th Gen
successfully accomplished
eral Lee, who had been anxiously expecting another
attack, telegraphed to Richmond: &quot;As far as can

TeKlfny,
committee
of

theVar.
P- ess /

his division

tion

;

;

Dec., 1862.

;

be ascertained this stormy morning, the enemy has
disappeared in our immediate front, and has recrossed the Eappahaniiock.
I presume he is med-

some other point.&quot;
It was General Lee s impression that another
crossing would immediately be made at some dis
tance below Fredericksburg, and he took his meas
ures accordingly. He wrote to Richmond
Should
itating a passage at

&quot;

:

the

enemy cross

at Port

Royal in force before

I

can

get this army in position to meet him, I think
VOL. VI. 14

it

w. R.

XXI

Vol

P

.

548.
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W.R.
P

.

549.

to retire to the Annas and give
on the banks of the Rappahannock.
My design was to have done so in the first instance.&quot;
This greatest of Lee s victories was therefore an
accident, flung into his hands by the fortunes of

more advantageous

battle than

war. 1

was this defeat, and directly charge
was to the errors of the general in

Terrible as
able as

it

a remarkable proof of the sterling
worth of his personal character that it did not
materially injure him in the public estimation.

command,

1862.

it is

His conduct after the fight was in striking contrast
to that of his predecessor. Instead of throwing
upon the Grovernment the blame of his disaster, as
McClellan did on every occasion, in his report of
the 17th of December he assumed entire respon
sibility.

and men.

He gave
&quot;For

responsible,&quot;

he

generous praise to his

officers

the failure in the attack I

said,

&quot;as

am

the extreme gallantry,

courage, and endurance shown by them was never
excelled and would have carried the points had it
The fact that I decided to move
been possible.
from Warrenton on to this line rather against the
opinion of the President, Secretary, and yourself
[General Halleck], and that you have left the whole
.

.

i The
monthly return of Lee s
army for December 31, 1862,

gives as his aggregate present
91,093. Aggregate present and

absent 152,842.
killed

of

and wounded

His losses in
in the battle

as officially
stated by his Medical Director,
were 4201, of which more than
two-thirds were suffered in front
Vol. XXL,
of Franklin. W.R.

Fredericksburg,

pp.

1082 and 562.

The aggregate present of Burn-

army the same day is
185,386; the aggregate present
and absent is 267,379. The
actual number of effectives present and equipped for duty in the
side s

fight is

hard to ascertain

;

it

is

not far from 75,000 with Lee and
The
100,000 with Burnside.

Union loss was in killed 1284
and in wounded 9600, making in
The Union missing
all 10,884.
were 1769. W.R. Vol. XXL,
pp. 924 and 142.
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management in my hands, without giving me
I will
orders, makes me the more responsible.
add here that the movement was made earlier than
.

CHAP. X.

.

you expected, and after the President, Secretary,
and yourself requested me not to be in haste, for
the reason that

we were

supplied

much

the different Staff Departments than

sooner by

was

antici

W. R.
Vol. XXI.,
p. 66.

pated when I last saw you.&quot;
This manly shouldering of the blame which he
felt was his own went far in the mind of a generous
l

people to redeem many errors of judgment. The
President sent a kind and sympathetic dispatch to
the army, in which he said
not successful, the attempt

:

&quot;Although

you were

was not an error nor
The courage with

the failure other than accident.

which you in an open field maintained the contest
against an intrenched foe, and the consummate
skill and success with which you crossed and recrossed the river in the face of the enemy, show
that you possess all the qualities of a great army,

which

will

yet give victory to the cause of the

General
country and of popular government.&quot;
Bur n side received friendly and encouraging letters
also from General Halleck and the Secretary of
War. But the damage which he had received could
not be healed by complimentary letters or general
orders.
1

The

That indefinable
magnanimity

of

this

abstraction

ber

1.3,

which

is

1865, he referred again

to this falsehood and gave it a
categorical denial. The report,

avowal was above the compre
hension of the newspaper corre
spondents, and they at once
started a rumor that Burnside
had made it under orders from
Washington. This story he al

he says, &quot;was written at my
headquarters without consulta
tion with any person outside of
my own personal staff, and is cor

ways indignantly repudiated, and

rect in all

in his final report, dated

Novem

Vol.

XXL,

particulars.&quot;

p.

95.

W.

R.

Lincoln
to Army
of the

Potomac,
Dec.
1862.

pp.

22,
Ibid.,
67, 68.
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called the morale of the army, had suffered a griev
ous hurt in those days of December. Every officer

CHAP. x.

who had leave to come to Washington whispered a
woful story of disorganization and discouragement
in the ears of his political friends. Even the cheery
Sumner, when examined by a Committee of Con
gress, while stoutly defending his chief, admitted
there was too much croaking in the army.&quot;
Henry J. Raymond, who visited the camp at Fredericksburg about this time, records in his diary a
&quot;

8

Monthly/
p/420.

sorry impression of the state of gloom arid discour
agement among the officers and soldiers. The
colonel of a Michigan regiment in the course of
conversation told him that the despondency of the

and men was due mainly, in his opinion, to
of confidence in General Burnside. In reply

officers

want

to the question why they lacked confidence in him,
the colonel answered, because he had no confi

had not
had
only spoken
gone
before the Congressional Committee and sworn to
it.
It was impossible to stop for a moment by a
group of soldiers talking around the camp-fire
without hearing enough to show that the command
ing general had lost the confidence of the rank and
file of the army.
Desertion prevailed to an alarm
dence in himself

;

that General Burnside

of his incompetency, but

ing extent

;

the

officers,

who

could not escape their

duty in that easy fashion, began to send in their
resignations, accompanying them in some instances
with insolent expressions against the Government
for its conduct of the war.

was not confined

This smothered mutiny

to the lower ranks.

Even among

were to be heard the most
general
dangerous outbursts of disrespect and discontent.
officers there
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and outspoken of all was
naturally General Hooker, whose words always
indiscreet

CHAP. x.

&quot;

The&quot;
escaped the fence of his teeth.&quot;
was
commanding general
incompetent his move
ments were absurd; the President and Govern-

readily

;

ment

Washington were imbecile nothing would
go right till they had a dictator, and the sooner
at

;

Ja M

8

p. 422

the better.

In the midst of an

army

so

ill

at ease,

commanded

by generals so hostile to him, Burnside resolved to
make another movement against the enemy. On
the day after a gloomy Christmas he ordered the
entire command to prepare three days rations, and
all the staff departments to be
ready with ten or
twelve days supplies. He intended to cross the river

is&i.

JJ?

this time six or seven miles

below Fredericksburg.
In connection with this movement he had organ
ized a formidable cavalry expedition through Vir
ginia, to break the communications of the enemy,
and to join General Peck at Suffolk. He com
municated his intentions to none but his staff.
Just as the expedition was starting he received a
telegram from the President, saying, I have good
&quot;

reason for saying you must not make a general
movement of the army without letting me know.&quot;
The reason for this abrupt interference of the Presi
dent in Burnside s plan is given in the report of the

Committee on the Conduct of the War. On the
evening of the 29th of December Generals John
Newton and John Cochrane, having leave of absence
to go to Washington, sought an interview with the
President, and informed him that a forward movement was contemplated by General Burnside, and
that the army was in such a state of demoralization

w. R.

PP.%,

906.

Report
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and

movement would only re
Though both these generals,

distrust that such a

sult in great disaster.

when examined by

the Committee as to their con

duct in the matter, earnestly disclaimed having
said anything to Burnside s discredit, it is certain
that their representations made a deep and painful
impression upon the President. General Burnside
at once went to Washington to ask for an explana
tion of the restraining dispatch, and the President
told him frankly what he had heard, without, how
ever, giving the

names

of his informants.

General Burnside returned to his camp without

any definite settlement of the interrupted cam
paign. It is hard to conceive a more difficult posi
tion than that which he now occupied. He felt that
he ought to go forward, and yet that every move

ment was paralyzed by the distrust of those about
him, and that he was not sufficiently sustained by
the confidence of the Government. To give an illus
tration of the way he was beset on every side on
the same day in which he received the President s
dispatch, warning him against a forward move
ment, General Halleck telegraphed him that for the
success of the operation of Dix and Foster it would
be necessary for him
to occupy and press the
On the same day also General Meigs, one
enemy.&quot;
of the wisest heads in the army, wrote him to
:

Dec.

30,

&quot;

W. R.
Vol. XXI.,
p. 899.

advance, saying, Every day weakens your army
every good day lost is a golden opportunity in
Ex
the career of our country
lost forever.
haustion steals over the country. Confidence and
&quot;

;

hope are dying.

.

.

It

seems to

me

that the

army

should move bodily up the Rappahannock, cross
the river, aim for a point on the railroad between
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the rebels and Eiclimond, and send forward cavalry
and light troops to break up the road and intercept
,

,

.

.

-,

.

.

a long letter in this strain.
The President had a keen and distressing sense
of the needs of the situation. On the morning of
retreat

&quot;

the 1st of January, after a full conversation with
General Burnside, feeling how gloomy was the out

CHAP. x.

w. n.
Vol. XXI.,
PP. 917, QIS.

isea.

look for the coming year and deeply sympathizing
with Burnside s painful embarrassment, he found
time, even in the midst of the conventional fes
tivities of

New Year s

day, to write this letter to

General Burnside wishes
Rappahannock with his army, but his
grand division commanders all oppose the move
ment. If in such a difficulty as this you do not

the General-in-Chief

&quot;

:

to cross the

me

precisely in the point for which
sought your assistance. You know what General
Burnside s plan is, and it is my wish that you go

help,

you

fail

I

with him to the ground, examine it as far as practi
cable, confer with the officers, getting their judgment,
and ascertaining their temper; in a word, gather all
the elements for forming a judgment of your own,
and then tell General Burnside that you do approve,
or that you do not approve, his plan. Your military
skill is useless to me if you will not do this.&quot; This
letter was handed to General Halleck by Stanton
at the usual New Year s reception at the house of
the Secretary of War. Halleck interpreted it, as
he could hardly avoid doing, as containing a certain

tone of criticism of himself and of his conduct to

wards generals in the

He

therefore instantly
requested to be relieved from his duties as Generalin-Chief. While it was true that the President
felt

there

field.

was too much shrinking from legitimate

ibid., p. 940.
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on the part of General Halleck, he
did not wish to relieve him of his office nor to

CHAP. x.

seew.

responsibility

R.

wound

P. 940.

his feelings.

He

therefore withdrew his

upon it that he had done so because
considered harsh by General Halleck,&quot; and
the General-in-Chief withdrew his request to be
letter, writing

to HaSeck,
&quot;

MS.

was

it

&quot;

relieved.

General Burnside, after leaving the President on
that unfestive New Year s morning, went back to

1863.

his lodgings and wrote
The Secretary to
said
&quot;

:

him a

letter in

which he

War has not the confidence

and

soldiers, and I feel sure that he
has not the confidence of the country.
The same
opinion applies with equal force in regard to Gen
eral Halleck.
It seems to be the universal opinion
that the movements of the army have not been
planned with a view to cooperation and mutual as
sistance.&quot;
He then goes on to refer to his first

of the officers

.

attempt, and

its failure,

and

.

his conviction that

another movement should be made, but that he is
not sustained in this by a single grand division
commander in his army
doubtless,&quot; he says,
&quot;

;

&quot;

this difference of opinion between
general
and myself results from a lack of confidence

my

officers

in

me.

army

In this case it is highly necessary that this
should be commanded by some other of

ficer to

It

w. R.

is

whom

my

&quot;

V.

941.

life.&quot;

I will

most cheerfully give way.
ought to retire to private
.

.

belief that I

If the

President ever received this letter he

did not retain

it.

General Burn side said to the

Committee of Congress that he expressed these
same views verbally to the Secretary of War and
the General-in-Chief, but this was contradicted by
both these gentlemen.
The correspondence of

GENERAL WILLIAM

B.

FRANKLIN.
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of misunderstandings, which
may easily be accounted for by the perturbation of
spirit in which General Burnside passed most of

those days

is

full

CHAP. x.

his time.

On

the 5th of January, General Burnside again
wrote, asking the Government t^ authorize another

forward movement, to which Halleck replied, assenting in general terms, but still declining to give
It will not
he says, to
explicit directions.
&quot;

ises.

v

w

.

R

.

&quot;

p.

&quot;

do,&quot;

keep your large army inactive. As you yourself
admit, it devolves on you to decide upon the
time, place, and character of the crossing which
you may attempt.&quot; The President, on the 8th of
January, indorsed this letter of Halleck s in the
I approve this letter. I deplore
following words
the want of concurrence with you in opinion by
your general officers, but I do not see the remedy.
Be cautious and do not understand that the Govern
ment or country is driving you. I do not yet see

ibid., p. 954.

&quot;

:

how I could

Army

profit

by changing

the

command

of the

and if I did I should not
by accepting the resignation of your

of the Potomac,

wish to do

it

ibid.

commission.&quot;

Upon this General Burnside again resolved to
move on his own reponsibility. This resolution
famous mud march of the 21st
of January. It was begun amid a throng of evil
auguries. His immediate subordinates had pro
resulted in the

&quot;

&quot;

tested against it with the greatest vehemence.
They said flatly that it must fail that the enemy
;

were too strong, and oiir own troops not in a
Mr. Raymond
fighting mood. General Franklin
,
for
not moving
one
ludicrous
reason
gave
says
that the New Jersey Legislature had just elected a
,

.

.

:

Jan., 1880,
p. 421.
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secessionist,

named

&quot;Wall,

to the

United States

Senate, and the New Jersey troops in his division
had therefore concluded that their State was op
1

Hooker also protested Woodposed to the war.
bury of the engineers declared that the movement
was impossible. Yet General Burnside went on in
a sort of depressed and sullen obstinacy, giving his
;

orders to his recusant

doomed

enterprise.

commanders

On

for this fore

the day set for

its

accom

elements conspired to fulfill the
prophecies of Hooker and Franklin and to make
the march impossible.
cold, drizzling rain set

plishment the

A

in

2
;

the ground speedily

became

absolutely impracticable for
1 There is no
denying the deepseated disaffection which existed
in New Jersey at this time and

for

some months

later.

The

Legislature of that State passed
on the 18th of March, 1863, a
series of resolutions, protesting
a war urged with the
against
insurgent States for the accom
plishment of unconstitutional or
&quot;

partisan

mending

and recom
appointment of

purposes,&quot;

the

like a sea of glue,

wagons or

artillery;

2 There is evidence that
many of
the officers under Burnside hailed
this deluge as a happy deliver
ance. General Franklin, in a let

ter to General Halleck, says, &quot;I
lost all confidence in his ability
at the first Fredericksburg battle.

There was not a

mand who

man

in

my com

did not believe that

everything he would undertake
fail, and General Hooker
informed me that that was the

would

Commissioners to treat for peace.

general feeling in his command.

This factious suggestion did not
meet with the approval of so
many of the soldiers as General

General Sumner s feelings were
not so decided, but they were
nearly so. You can imagine that
the beds of the grand division
commanders were not of roses,
and I came to the conclusion that
Burnside was fast losing his
mind so I looked upon the rain
which stopped his second attempt
to cross the river as almost a
Providential interference in our
behalf.&quot;
W. R. Vol. XXL, p.
1010. See also evidence of

Franklin, perhaps, might have
One regiment, the
expected.
Eleventh, made a fiery and in
dignant repudiation of it, even
before it had passed the Legisla
ture, saying, &quot;We consider the
passage, or even the introduction,
of the so-called Peace Resolutions as wicked, weak, and cow
ardly, tending to aid by their
sympathy the rebels seeking to
destroy the Republic.&quot;

;

Newton and Cochrane

Com

mittee on Conduct of the War.
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everything upon wheels sunk into the bottomless
it took twenty horses to start a single cais
son hundreds of them died in harness but still
the general persisted. He ordered his cavalry to

mud

CHAP. x.

;

;

;

dismount and make pack-horses of their animals
for carrying forage and light commissary stores
But the rain persisted also, and it
to the front.
soon became a simple impossibility to go forward.

The enemy of course got intelligence of the move
ment, and when the Union pickets arrived at the
river by Banks s Ford they heard, through the dark
ness on the other side, the chaffing voices of their
enemies offering to &quot;come over and help them
build their

bridges.&quot;

Burnside himself, at

last,

acknowledged that the expedition had failed, and
the army struggled and floundered through the
wilderness of mud back to their camp. The march
was made in high good humor, the soldiers laugh
ing and joking at their ill-luck with that comic
brightness characteristic of Americans in difficult
circumstances.
Nevertheless, it could no longer be denied that
G-eneral Burnside s usefulness as commander of
that

army was

sition

at

an end.

He

had become impossible,

that his po
the officers in

felt
if

On the 23d
a
final
make
issue behe
determined
to
January
critics
in his
tween himself and the incorrigible
command. He prepared an order dismissing from
the army General Joseph Hooker for
unjust and
command under him were

to remain.

of

&quot;

unnecessary criticisms of the actions of his superior
as a man unfit to hold an important com
officers,&quot;
mission during a crisis like the present when so
&quot;

much

patience, charity, confidence, consideration,

isea.
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and patriotism are due from every soldier in the
field
dismissing General W. T. H. Brooks for com
plaining of the policy of the Government and for
&quot;

;

using language tending to demoralize his command
Generals Newton and Cochrane for their furtive
and the fourth paragraph
visit to the President
of this drastic order relieved from duty Generals
Franklin, W. F. Smith, Samuel D. Sturgis, Edward
;

;

w. K.

PP

John Cochrane, and Lieutenant-Colonel
Armed with this order and with his
own letter of resignation, he asked for an audience
with the President, and on the 24th placed before

Ferrero,

998, 999.

Jan., 1863.

J.

H. Taylor.

him the

alternative of accepting one or the other.
Mr. Lincoln saw there was no longer any time for

adjournment or compromise. A commander who
had lost the confidence of his soldiers could not
regain it by dismissing a few of his generals. The
experiment of placing General Burnside at the head
of the principal army of the Union had failed. The
only question was now as to the choice of his suc
cessor.
There is no doubt that public opinion
rather
to Hooker than to any one else. He
pointed
of all the generals of the
the
most
esteemed
was
Army of the Potomac, at least, and so soon after the
ill-success of Pope the President was not inclined to
risk the chances of bringing another general from
the West. It is believed that he took no advice in
-

the
regard to the matter. General Halleck says
removal of General Burnside and appointment of
General Hooker was the sole act of the President.&quot;
Mr. Lincoln was not unaware of General Hooker s
attitude towards Burnside and towards himself.
&quot;

V

w

-R
L&amp;gt;

p! ioo9.

His language had been in the highest degree im
proper and indiscreet. But, as in the case of Me-
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Clellan, when he thought his services were of value
he employed him and gave him his full support and
confidence, after what would have seemed to most
people his unpardonable conduct towards Pope and

CHAP. x.

himself, so in this crisis, believing that Hooker
possessed in a great degree the confidence of the
country and the soldiers, and that he had the

capacity and the energy to lead the army to success,
he again took the full responsibility upon himself,

and the next day informed General Burnside of his
determination.
Burnside replied that he was will
ing to accept that as the best solution of the prob
that no one would be happier than himself if

lem

;

General Hooker could lead that army to victory.
He then again tendered his resignation, which the cwSEtee
President refused to receive, but gave him leave of of tneVar.
absence for thirty days, after which he placed him
P. 721.

command

iii

of the

Department of the Ohio.

Burnside took leave of the army in a manly and

commending the &quot;brave and
who was to succeed him to that

chivalrous order
ful

general&quot;

skill
&quot;cor-

and cooperation which
it must be
admitted
he had himself hardly received. As
Generals Sumner and Franklin were both of higher
rank than Hooker they were relieved from service
iii the
Army of the Potomac and soon afterwards
dial support

assigned to other commands, the one in the West,
the other on the Southern coast. Franklin s un

doubted talents never again had an opportunity
worthy of them his subse
quent career suffered from the severe judgment
passed upon him by the Committee on the Conduct
of the War, and from the controversies which grew
out of it. Sumner never assumed his new com-

for exercise in a field

laS^

wfk

&quot;

;

p. 1005.

iwa.
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mand.

He

New

York, on the
March, universally respected and beloved
who were able to appreciate his noble quali
died at Syracuse,

21st of

by

all

patriotism. He was the
finest type the army possessed of the old-fashioned
soldier the quick eye, the strong arm, the unques
ties,

his valor,

and

his

:

tioning spirit of loyal obedience the simple heart
that knew not a pulse of fear or of hesitation ;
that beat only for his friends, his flag, and his God.
;

CHAPTER XI
FINANCIAL MEASURES

THE
ing

wisdom displayed by Mr. Lincoln

in choos-
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XL

from among his personal
from
but
among the most eminent rep
adherents,
his Cabinet, not

resentatives of the Republicans of the country,
shone out more and more clearly as the war went

enormous exigencies tested the utmost
powers of each member of the Government. A
great orator and statesman has said that in this
respect Mr. Lincoln showed at the outset that
nature had fitted him for a ruler, and accident
Mr.
only had hid his earlier life in obscurity.
on,

and

its

Evarts says
I

:

cannot hesitate to think that the presence of Mr.

Seward and Mr. Chase in the great offices of State and
Treasury, and their faithful concurrence in the public
service and the public repute of the President s conduct
of the Government, gave to the people all the benefits
which might have justly been expected from the election
of either to be himself the head of the Government, and
much else besides.
I know of no warrant in the
qualities of human nature to have hoped that either of
these great political leaders would have made as good
a minister under the Administration of the other as
President, as both of them did under the Administration
of Mr. Lincoln.
I see nothing in Mr. Lincoln s great

qualities and great authority with this people which could
have commensurately served our need in any place, in the
conduct of affairs, except at their head.
223

w. M.
Evarts,
hiloffy

on

at Dart

mouth
College.
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We

do not question that posterity will confirm
this sober and impartial judgment of one of the
most intelligent of contemporary observers. Lin

and Seward were, by a long interval,
the first three Republicans of their time, and each,
by what would almost appear a special favor of
Providence, was placed in a position where he
could be of most unquestioned service to the coun
Had either of the three, except Lincoln, been
try.
President, the nation must have lost the inestimable
services of the other two. We have already dwelt
at some length upon the responsibility which de
coln, Chase,

volved during these years upon the Secretary of
State, and upon the unfailing courage, sagacity,
and industry with which he met it. Before re
counting an incident which threatened for a time

to deprive the President of the powerful assistance
of his two great subordinates, it will be necessary
to review, in a manner however brief and inade

quate, some of the main points in the Administra
tion of the finances during the war.

The Eepublican party came to power at a time
when its adversaries had reduced the credit of the
country to a point which now appears difficult to
Even before the election of Mr. Lincoln,
believe.

Ho well Cobb, the Secretary of the Treasury, found it
difficult to obtain the small sums necessary to meet
the ordinary expenses of the Government, and early
in the session of Congress which began in Decem

Mr. Lincoln, amid
the gathering gloom of imminent civil war, Congress
authorized the issue of ten millions of Treasury
ber, 1860, after the election of

notes, payable in one year, to be issued at the best
rate obtainable by the Secretary of the Treasury.

225
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That

officer

having advertised for bids for half the

authorized, only a small sum was offered,
the rates ranging from ten to thirty-six per cent.

amount

The Secretary accepted the

offers at twelve, obtain

ing, even at that exorbitant rate, a meager sum.
Afterwards a syndicate of bankers, upon hard con
ditions proposed by themselves, took the balance

A

of the five millions at twelve per cent.
month
had
retired
and
John A. Dix
later, when Mr. Cobb

had assumed the charge of the Treasury, the slight
of public confidence derived from the

increase

character of the

new

Secretary enabled

him

to dis

pose of the other five millions at an average of ten
and five-eighths per cent. In February, Congress
having authorized a further loan of twenty-five
millions at six per cent., Mr. Dix was able to obtain
eight millions at a discount of nearly ten per cent.
It was in this depressed and discouraging state
of the public finances that Salmon P. Chase took
Without any special pre
charge of the Treasury.
vious experience, without any other preparation for

un
and unwearying

his exacting task than great natural abilities,

swerving integrity and

fidelity,

industry, he grappled with the difficulties of the
situation in a manner which won him the plaudits
of the civilized world

name

in

the

and

memory

will forever enshrine his

of his fellow-citizens.

quote Mr. Evarts again
The exactions of the place knew no
wholly unaccustomed to the pressure

To

:

with

limits.

A people

of taxation, and
an absolute horror of a national debt, was to be

rapidly subjected to the first without stint, and to be
buried under a mountain of the last. Taxes which should
support military operations on the largest scale, and yet
not break the back of industry, which alone could pay

VOL. VI.
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loans, in every form that financial skill conld
and to the farthest verge of the public credit and
finally, the extreme resort of governments under the last
stress and necessity, the subversion of the legal tender,
by the substitution of what has been aptly and accurately
called the coined credit of the Government for its coined
money all these exigencies and all these expedients

them

5

devise,

;

made up
Whether

the daily problems of the Secretary s life.
the genius of Hamilton, dealing with great
difficulties, transcended that of Chase, meeting the largest
exigencies with greater resources, is an unprofitable spec
ulation.
They stand together, in the judgment of their
countrymen, the great financiers of our history.
.

Immediately upon assuming

office

.

Mr. Chase ad

work before him.
The only provisions which had been made by law
for the support of the Government were the frag
dressed himself to the difficult

ments of the
predecessor.

loan, authorized, but unsold, of his
Satisfied that the rates at which

money had been borrowed both by Cobb and by
Dix were unnecessarily degrading to the national
credit, lie

firmly refused terms similar to those

which they had accepted, and succeeded in borrow
ing $3,000,000, none of it at a lower rate than
ninety-four, and a few days later he borrowed
Even in May, after the
$5,000,000 more at par.
outbreak of the war, he was able to place some
$9,000,000 of Government loans and notes at a
rate only a little below their face value. These
were of course but temporary makeshifts, based
upon previous legislation but when Congress met
on the Fourth of July, in that first special session
called by President Lincoln, an entirely new sys
tem of finance had to be instituted. The national
debt on the first of July was $90,000,000, and there
was a balance in the Treasury of only $2,000,000.
;
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There was something appalling in the sudden
and monstrous increase of the expenses of the
Government as a consequence of the war. The
appropriations for the fiscal year 1860-61 were but

and the estimates

$79,000,000,

for the year follow

ing, notwithstanding the threatening outlook, were
only for $75,000,000. Nobody foresaw the coming

exigencies,

Mr. Chase

no provision was made to meet them.

s

estimates for the

first fiscal

year of his

administration reached the astounding aggregate of
$318,500,000, but before the short session of Con

adjourned even this enormous sum

gress

was

found inadequate.
To meet these immense de
mands he proposed to raise $80,000,000 by taxes
and $240,000,000 by loans. By increasing the taxes
upon imports he expected to add $27,000,000 to the
$30,000,000 already derived from the tariff, and
$3,000,000 from miscellaneous sources, made up
$60,000,000, leaving $20,000,000 to be derived from
direct taxes,

and the

excise.

1

Congress responded
with the greatest decision and patriotism to the
proposition of the Secretary. They authorized, on
the 17th of July, a loan of $250,000,000, and passed

laws increasing duties on a great number of arti
cles
they apportioned a direct tax of $20,000,000
among the States, which was cheerfully paid by
;

the loyal States, and an unsuccessful attempt was
made to enforce it by commissioners for the States

The estimates voted for the army
were $207,000,000; for the navy, $56,000,000; and
only $1,300,000 for civil and miscellaneous pur
poses. Every day during the summer and autumn
the expenses of the war increased; for the last

in rebellion.

1

Round numbers

are generally used in this chapter.
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XL quarter of the year they averaged nearly $50,000,000
a month.

One

of the first measures of relief adopted

by

the Secretary under the authority of Congress was
the issue of the so-called demand-notes/ payable
&quot;

in coin, for the payment of salaries or other debts
of the United States, and by a later act made re

j. j.

KHOX,

states
Notes,&quot;

p.

89.

ceivable for public dues.
There was, at
great distrust of this form of paper money,

and the

Secretary of the Treasury and other public

officers,

first,

a

in order to create confidence, joined in an agree
ment to receive it in payment of their salaries.

General Scott issued a circular to the army an
nouncing the issue of paper money and advising
acceptance. Several corporations declined to
There is
accept the notes in payment of freight.
its

an instance recorded of a bank in

New York

re

fusing to accept a large amount of them except as a
special deposit, which deposit was afterwards with
drawn, the value of the notes having increased with
the rise of gold, in which they were payable, to
fifty per cent, premium in other paper money. But
this

and other like expedients gave only temporary
For the permanent and wholesome admin

relief.

istration of financial affairs a great national loan

was necessary, and Mr. Chase held, in the city of
New York, on the 19th of August, 1861, a confer
ence with the representatives of the principal
bankers of the United States. He laid before them,
with equal eloquence and judgment, not only the
needs of the Government, but the safety and value
of its securities

;

and

after a long

and earnest

dis

cussion, during the course of which it seemed at
one time possible that his mission would result in
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he formed a syndicate of banks which ad-

vanced the Government $50,000,000, and after

this

loan was successfully placed, $50,000,000 more were
derived from the same source, the Government pay

ing seven and three-tenths per cent, for the money;
and later he used the authority conferred upon

him by the act of July 17, 1861, to issue $50,000,000
more of six per cent, bonds at a rate making them
equivalent to seven per cents.

When

Congress met in December and the Sec

retary in his first annual report gave an account of
his stewardship, he reported an aggregate of
$197,000,000 realized from loans in all forms. The

from customs were less than had been ex
pected, and on the other hand the expenditures
had grown to a sum much larger than in June had
been imagined possible.
The estimates of the
summer session were based upon an army of
300,000 men double that number were now under
arms. The pay and the rations of soldiers and
sailors had also been augmented, and the Secre
tary found himself under the necessity of asking
receipts

;

increased appropriations to the

amount

of $200,he proposed to

needed sum
and the direct tax, to impose
duties on liquors and tobacco, on notes and deeds,
and to modify the income tax to the advantage of
the Government.
In the presence of the vast
000,000.

To meet

this

increase the tariff

obligations devolving upon the Administration he
did not hesitate to face the facts, and with a cour

age unusual in history, and a sagacity as surpris
ing as his courage, he announced to Congress that
the public debt, which on the 1st of July, 1860,
was but $64,000,000, and on the 1st of July, 1861,

CHAP. xi.
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XL was $90,000,000, would probably amount on the
1st of July, 1862, to $517,000,000;

was apparent that the volume of currency in
was not sufficient for the enormous re
quirements of the public expenditure. The banks
could neither pay coin to the Government for
bonds, nor dispose of them to their customers for
The weaker institutions were already tot
specie.
and
the stronger ones feared a crisis which
tering,
would result in universal disaster. They met in
convention on the 27th of December and agreed
upon a suspension of specie payments, which took
place the following day. The Government neces
sarily followed the example of the banks, and the
It

the country

new year began with
all

the melancholy spectacle of
the public and private institutions of the coun

try redeeming their broken promises with
ones.

new

The public debt had risen to $300,000,000; the
treasury was almost empty; the daily expendi
tures-amounted to nearly $2,000,000. It was esti
mated that $350,000,000 were needed to pay the
expenses of the Government to the close of the
fiscal year, and the treasury had means for meet
ing the drafts of the Government for less than two
months. In the world of finance, as well as in the
world of politics, it was generally agreed that the
only resort of the Government was paper money.
Leading bankers throughout the United States
urged this upon the Secretary of the Treasury
The leading
as the only practicable expedient.
actually was $524,000the 1st of July, 1862,
and on the 1st of July following
it
was $1,100,000,000; the
1

It

000 on

Secretary of the Treasury having estimated it in his report
of the preceding December at

$1,000,000,000.
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statesmen in both Houses of Congress were brought
with extreme reluctance to the same conclusion.
To no one was this decision more painful than to
Mr. Chase. He agreed with the greatest of his
predecessors, in that famous report which has
become a classic in our politics and our finances,
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that

The emitting of paper money by the authority of Gov
ernment is wisely prohibited to the individual States
by the national Constitution and the spirit of that
prohibition ought not to be disregarded by the Govern
The wisdom of the Gov
ment of the United States.
ernment will be shown in never trusting itself with
the use of so seducing and dangerous an expedient.
The stamping of paper is an operation so much easier
than the laying of taxes, that a government in the prac
tice of paper emissions would rarely fail in any such
emergency to indulge itself too far in the employment
of that resource to avoid as much as possible one
;

.

.

.

.

present popularity. If it should not
even be carried so far as to be rendered an absolute
bubble, it would at least be likely to be extended
less auspicious to

Re
Alexander
Ha 1 n

a degree which would occasion an inflated and ar^a
of things incompatible with the regular and Ba?n??9o.
prosperous course of the political economy.
to

(

tificial state

But

Chase felt
that an emergency was upon the Government from
which this was the only issue. He saw that the
corporate institutions of the country would not
in spite of all this reluctance Mr.

receive the notes of the

were made a

Government unless they

legal tender by act of

Congress.

he wrote, &quot;was the high
road to ruin, and I did not hesitate as to the rem
He threw the entire weight of his influence
edy.&quot;
&quot;This

state of

things,&quot;

upon his friends in Congress and urged them to
prompt and thorough action. In a letter to Mr.
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Jan. 29, 1862.

Stevens, of the Committee of

Ways and

Means,

he said:
The provision making the United States notes a legal
tender has doubtless been well considered by the commit
tee, and their conclusion needs no support from any
observation of mine. I think it my duty to say, however,
that in respect to this provision my reflections have con
ducted me to the same conclusion they have reached. It
is not unknown to them that I have felt, nor do I wish to
conceal that I now feel, a great aversion to making any
thing but coin a legal tender in payment of debts. It has
been my anxious wish to avoid the necessity of such legisla
It is at present impossible, however, in consequence
of the large expenditures entailed by the war and the sus
pension of the banks, to procure sufficient coin for current

tion.

disbursements.
necessary that
States notes.

It

has therefore become indispensably

we should resort to the issue of United
The making them a legal tender might

still be avoided if the willingness manifested by the
people generally, by railroad companies, and by many of
the banking institutions, to receive and pay them as
money in all transactions were absolutely, or practically,
universal; but, unfortunately, there are some persons
and some institutions which refuse to receive and pay
them, and whose action tends not merely to the unneces
sary depreciation of the notes, but to establish discrimi
nations in business against those who in this matter give
a cordial support to the Government and in favor of
those who do not. Such discriminations should, if pos
sible, be prevented and the provision making the notes a
^e
tender, in a great measure at least prevents it, by
putting all citizens in this respect upon the same level

^

;

both of rights and duties.

And

several days later, on hearing
tion that the committee thought he
cially earnest in desiring the
he wrote to Mr. Spanlding:

some intima
was not spe

passage of the

bill,

It is true that I came with reluctance to the conclusion
that the legal-tender clause is a necessity, but I came to it
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Immediate
decidedly, and I support it earnestly.
action is of great importance; the treasury is nearly
empty. I have been obliged to draw for the last instal
.

.

of the November loan. As soon as it is paid I fear
the banks generally will refuse to receive United States
You will see the necessity of urging the bill
notes.

ment

through without more delay.

In both Houses of Congress the measure received
the most violent denunciation on the part of those
opposed to it, and even those who voted in favor
of it explained their votes in speeches filled with

demanded it.
an eloquent and

deprecation of the necessity which

Mr. Sumner, after reciting in
impassioned speech the evil which he thought
would result from such a measure, concluded by
saying
If I mention these things
:

it is

because of the unfeigned

solicitude I feel with regard to this measure, and not with
the view of arguing against the exercise of a constitutional

power, when, in the opinion of the Government in which
I place trust, the necessity for its exercise has arrived.
Surely, we must all be against paper money, we must all

upon maintaining the integrity of the Government
and we must all set our faces against any proposition like
the present, except as a temporary expedient, rendered
Others may
imperative by the exigency of the hour.
insist

;

.

doubt

.

the exigency is sufficiently imperative ; but the
Secretary of the Treasury, whose duty it is to understand
the occasion, does not doubt. In his opinion the war
Whatever may be the national re
requires this sacrifice.
sources, they are not now within reach, except by summary
process.
Reluctantly, painfully, I consent that the pro
cess should issue.
And yet I cannot give such a vote
if

without warning the Government against the dangers
from such an experiment. The medicine of the Constitu
tion must not become its daily bread.

Mr. Fessenden, Chairman of the Finance Commit
He said
tee, opened the debate in the Senate.
:
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The ground upon which

CHAP. xi.

this clause

making

these notes

have already stated. It is put
put,
upon the ground of absolute, overwhelming necessity;
that the Government has now arrived at that point where
it must have funds, and those funds are not to be obtained
a legal tender

is

I

from ordinary sources, or from any of the expedients to
which we have heretofore had recourse, and therefore
this new, anomalous, and remarkable provision must be
resorted to in order to enable the Government to pay off
the debt that it now owes, and afford circulation which
will be available for other purposes.
The question then
is,

does the necessity exist ?

He

did not hesitate to say that he would advocate

the use of the strong arm of the Government to
any extent in order to accomplish the purpose in

which we are engaged. He would take the money
of any citizen against his will to sustain the Gov
ernment, if nothing else was left, and bid him wait
until the Government could pay him.
It is a contribution which every man is bound to make
under the circumstances. We can take all the property of
any citizen. That is what is called a forced contribution.
The question after all returns Is this measure absolutely
.

.

:

If so, as I said before,
indispensable to procure means ?
necessity knows no law.
Say what you will, nobody can
deny that it is bad faith. If it be necessary for the salva
tion of the Government, all considerations of this kind
must yield but to make the best of it, it is bad faith,
and encourages bad morality, both in public and private.
Going to the extent that it does, to say that notes thus
issued shall be receivable in payment of all private obli
gations, however contracted, is in its very essence a
wrong, for it compels one man to take from his neighbor,
in payment of a debt, that which he would not otherwise
receive or be obliged to receive, and what is probably not
;

full

payment.

Mr. Collamer argued strongly against the
tender clause of the

bill.

He

considered

it

legal-

neither
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necessary nor constitutional. He referred to the
debates in the Convention that formed the Consti

show that coin was the only legal tender
contemplated by the founders of the Government.
There was an express power to borrow money on

tution to

the credit of the United States

;

when

there

is

an

express power there can be no implied power to do
the same thing there were two modes of replenish
;

ing the treasury; one by taxation, the other by
borrowing to borrow there must be a lender and
a borrower, and both should act voluntarily and
;

not compel the lender to part with his money with
out an inducement. The operation of this bill was
not so honorable or honest as a forced loan.
Mr. Spaulding, Mr. Conkling, Mr. Merrill, and

Mr. Pendleton of the House, Mr. Bayard and others
of the Senate, spoke in the same strain of sorrow
ful apprehension, but the bill became a law on the
25th of February, 1862. 1
This important law, which Mr. Chase, as Secre
tary of the Treasury, urged upon Congress, and
which Mr. Chase, as Chief-Justice of the United
States, afterwards decided to be unconstitutional,
lu&amp;lt;

Anacttoauthorizetheissue

of United States notes, and for
the refunding or funding thereof
and for refunding the floating
;

debt of the United States, which
was signed by President Lincoln

onFebruary 25, 1862, is the first
law ever placed upon the statute
books making Treasury notes, or
anything but gold and silver coin,
a legal tender in payment of
debts.&quot;
John Jay Knox,&quot; United
Notes,&quot; p. 117.
In this celebrated decision he
said
It is not surprising that
amid the tumult of the late civil

States
2

&quot;

:

2

war, and under the influence of
apprehensions for the safety of
the republic almost universal,
different views, never before entertained by American statesmen
or jurists, were adopted

by many.
The time was not favorable to
considerate reflection upon the
constitutional limits of legislative
or executive authority. If power

was assumed from
tives, the

patriotic

mo-

assumption found ready

justification in patriotic hearts.

Many who doubted yielded their
doubts many who did not doubt
Some who were
were silent.
;
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authorized the issue of $150,000,000 of United States
notes not bearing interest, payable at the Treasury
of the United States, in denominations of not less

than
in

five dollars.

payment

These notes were

of all debts

be received
of every kind

to

and demands

due to the United States, except duties on imports,
which were payable in coin and they were to be
paid by the United States in satisfaction of all
;

claims against the Government, except for interest
upon the public debt, which also was to be paid in
coin, the receipts from customs being devoted to

and these notes were to be lawful
and
money
legal tender in payment of all debts,
and
public
private, within the United States, with
the exceptions above mentioned, and they were to
be received at par in exchange for Government
this purpose;

bonds.

made a

By

a later act the

legal tender, as

demand notes were

some

of the

also

banks had

re

fused to receive them without such provision. It
was thought in February that $150,000,000 of this

currency would be enough, but in June it was evi
dent that this would not be the case $150,000,000
more were demanded by the Secretary and at once
authorized by Congress. $35,000,000 of this last
issue were to be in denominations of less than five
;

dollars.

Even

volume of currency did not supply
demands of the time, and the rapidly

this vast

the insatiable

strongly averse to making Government notes a legal tender felt
themselves constrained to acquiesce in the views of the advocates
of the measure.
Not a few who

then insisted upon its necessity,
or acquiesced in that view, have,
since the return of peace,

and

under the influence of the calmer
time, reconsidered their conclusions, and now concur in those

which we have just announced,
These conclusions seem to us to
be fully sanctioned by the letter
and spirit of the Constitution.&quot;
8 Wall., 625.
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increasing popularity of the United States notes, or
greenbacks, as they were called, induced the Gov

ernment

to ask,

and Congress

to grant, a wide

extension of the authority to issue them, so that
before the war ended $1,250,000,000 of legal tender

had been authorized by Congress. Of this $450,000,000 were in legal-tender United States notes
$400,000,000 in Treasury notes payable not more
than three years from date, and bearing interest not
;

exceeding six per cent. $400,000,000 in Treasury
notes redeemable after three years, bearing a cur
rency interest not exceeding seven and three-tenths
;

authority was not availed of by
the Secretary of the Treasury. The legal tenders
outstanding on the 30th of June, 1864, amounted to

per cent.

This

full

$600,000,000, and a year later,
tration of Mr. Fessenden, they
000,000.

The public debt

under the adminis
amounted to $669,-

at the close of the fiscal

year 1864 was $1,740,000,000, and the next year
$2,682,000,000, which was increased some $200,000,000 by the necessary expenses that followed as
a sequel of the war.
1

This

not the place to reopen the controversy
which outlasted the war and for years afterwards
is

was an element of disorganization in politics and of
a bitter and somewhat demoralizing dispute in both
Houses of the Congress of the United States. It
will probably be the verdict of posterity, as it was
1

The

cost of conducting the
it was fully inaugurated, was scarcely at any time

war, after

than $30,000,000 a month,
At many times it far exceeded
that amount. Sometimes it was
not less than $90,000,000 a
less

month and the average expenses
;

of the war,
its

from

conclusion,

been

its

inception to

may be said to have

about $2,000,000 each
The public debt reached its
maximum on August ,31, 1865,
on which day it amounted to
John J.
$2,845,907,026.56.
Knox, u United States Notes.&quot;
day.
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the opinion of the ablest statesmen of the time, that
the legal-tender act was a necessary exercise of the
powers of the Government in a time of supreme

emergency

;

that the result of that act

was

all

that

advocates hoped for in sustaining the Govern
ment in a period of vast and compulsory expendi
ture and that the evils which grew out of it, great
as they unquestionably were, were not so disas
trous as the fears of intelligent economists at the
time apprehended.
Gold, having been driven from circulation by the
its

;

legal-tender notes, became at once the favorite com
modity for speculation in Wall street, and while the

premium upon

it

rose to a certain extent in propor
volume of paper money,

tion to the increase of the

and was subject

to violent fluctuations in conse

quence of military successes or disasters, there was
no such method in the course of its quotations as

them explicable by either of these influ
ences. It had become, so to speak, a fancy stock,
and there was no more reason for its wilder fluctua
to render

which rise
in obedience to the currents of Wall street

tions than for those of other securities

and fall
and without reference

to intrinsic values.

Just

before the passage of the legal-tender bill the pre
mium upon gold was 4f per cent., and shortly after
it became a law the premium fell to 1J; but it

gradually rose until in the middle of July it was 17,
in the middle of October 32J, and at the end of the

On

the 25th of February, 1863, after the
law
had been in operation for a year,
legal-tender
the premium on gold had risen to 72; the brilliant
successes of the National cause at Gettysburg and
Vicksburg reduced it to 23J it rose again in Octo-

year

34.

;
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ber to 56f and rose no higher than that until
the following spring, when on the 14th of April,
,

CHAP.

XL

1864, it was quoted at 88, and on the 22d of June,
as the consequence of an ill-advised bill passed by

Congress to prevent speculation in gold, the pre
climbed at once to the frightful altitude of
On the 1st
130, falling the day afterwards to 115.
of July it jumped to 185, on the 2d it fell back to
130, and on the 6th the unfortunate law, born of a

mium

was repealed.
The mischief, however, was not yet over, for five
the
days later there was a rise to 185 above par,
short-sighted patriotism,

followed by
highest figure attained during the war,
a sharp fall, which continued until gold was quoted

on the 26th of September

at 87, thus falling nearly
100 points in less than three months. There was
no warrant in the financial or the military condi

tion of the country for these wild fluctuations.
They were the offspring of the desperate efforts of

cupidity and enterprise which found their predes
tined prey in the fears and apprehensions of more

timid speculators. The Secretary of the Treasury
was authorized in March, 1864, to sell surplus gold
for the purpose of checking this speculation and
;

in April, the premium having risen to 75, Mr. Chase
went in person to New York to try the effect of the
sale of

&quot;cash

gold&quot;

upon the trade

in

phantom

The day he arrived the speculators defied
gold.
him by running the premium to 88. He sold about
$11,000,000, reducing the premium to 65, with con
vulsive fluctuations
but when the pressure of the
Treasury was removed the price of gold mounted
as before.
The same experiment was frequently
tried afterwards, with more or less success.
;

Sclmckers,
Life of S.
P. Chase,&quot;
&quot;

p. 358.
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The troubles

of the time, which had reduced the
treasury of the United States to a condition of im
poverishment, had exercised, as was natural, exactly

upon the banks of New York.
capital had accumulated a great

the contrary effect

The timidity

of

money in these institutions, with a far
number of loans and discounts than usual.
The deposits amounted at the end of 1861 to
At the suggestion of John J. Cisco,
$146,000,000.
surplus of
smaller

the Assistant Treasurer in

New York, the

Secretary

of the Treasury adopted a system of temporary loans
which was sanctioned by Congress in a clause of

the legal-tender law, and the authority thus given
was increased by successive acts until the limit was
fixed at $150,000,000.
These loans were not only
of great advantage to the Government as well as to

the lenders, but they also served as a useful balance
to the money market. In times of severe pressure
the reimbursement of large sums was often the

means

temporary relief. Another expedient,
authorized by Congress on the 1st of March, 1862,
of

was the issuing

of certificates of indebtedness to
such creditors of the United States as chose to re
ceive them in payment of audited accounts. They
were payable one year from date, with interest at
six per cent.
The power to issue them was unlim
ited,

and

their extensive issue led at last to their

serious depreciation.

Another important clause of

the legal-tender act, in addition to those we have
mentioned, was that which authorized the Secre

tary of the Treasury to issue coupon or registered
bonds to an amount not exceeding $500,000,000, re

deemable at the pleasure of the United States after
five years and payable twenty years from date,

1 4

JOHN SHKKMAN.
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and bearing interest at the rate of six per cent.
per annum, payable semi-annually. They were to
be exempt from taxation by State authority, and
the coin from duties on imports was to be set aside
as a special fund for the payment of interest on the
bonds and notes of the United States and for other
These were the famous fivespecified purposes.
&quot;

bonds, which, issued at first at a slight
discount below par in paper, justified the faith and
the sagacity of their earliest purchasers by a steady

twenty&quot;

during all the years of their existence, and were
paid in gold, or converted into other securities,
long before the time fixed for their redemption.

rise
all

&quot;All

these

measures,&quot;

the Secretary said in his

annual report of December, 1862, &quot;worked well.&quot;
If Congress had passed at the previous session the
national banking law which he urged upon it, he
thought that no financial necessity would at that
time have demanded additional legislation. But the
bill which had been introduced for that purpose
a year before had found few supporters. Its only
advocate of prominence in the House of Repre

was Samuel Hooper of Massachusetts,
judgment and large
of
financial
knowledge
subjects gave great and de
sentatives

a gentleman whose sound

served weight to his opinions. He could do noth
ing more at the moment than to obtain leave to

bring in a bill for that purpose but in the course
of the year that followed, the absolute necessity for
;

some such measure became every day more appar
ent.
The coin in the country, variously estimated
at from $150,000,000 to $210,000,000, was abso
lutely inadequate to the demands of the time. The
system of State banks in existence at the beginning
VOL. VI.

16
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of the

war was not only incommensurate

to the

needs of the country, but radically vicious in itself.
There was no uniformity of credit, no guaranty
whatever of authenticity in circulation. Out of
1500 banks there were said to be fewer than 300
whose notes were not counterfeited. There was but
a comparatively small number whose notes were not
subject to discount outside of the State in which

they were issued, and a citizen traveling from the
Mississippi to the Hudson found the contents of
his wallet changing in value whenever he crossed

a State line. Of course, with the immense demand
for currency created by the war, all these evils were

and aggravated, and when Con
gress met again in December, 1862, the Secretary
urged anew, with the added weight of authority
which came from a more fully matured plan and
an enlarged experience, the scheme, which had

greatly increased

been treated with neglect the year before, for es
tablishing a safe and uniform currency throughout
the nation.

The National Bank Act was prepared, in accord
ance with the views of Mr. Chase, by E. G.
Spaulding of

New York and Samuel Hooper

Massachusetts,
tee of

who were members

Ways and Means, and

of the

during the

of

Commit
month of

was printed

for the use of that
encountered most earnest op
position in the committee, which was busily en
gaged on the loan and internal-revenue bills and

December, 1861,

committee.

it

The

bill

other important work, and it was finally laid aside.
In his report for 1862, Mr. Chase again, notwith
standing the suspension of specie payments, ear
nestly advocated

the

measure.

He

said

that
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the advantages which would arise from its
passage would be &quot;that the United States bonds

among

would be required for banking purposes, a steady
market would be established, and their negotiation
It is not easy to appreciate
greatly facilitated.
the full benefits of such conditions to a Government
.

.

it would
reconcile as far as
obliged to borrow
the
interests
of
existing institutions
practicable
&quot;

&quot;

;

with those of the whole
&quot;

people,&quot;

and would supply

a firm anchorage to the union of the

States.&quot;

The same bill which had been printed for the
use of the Committee of Ways and Means was
afterwards introduced by Mr. Sherman and re
ferred to the Finance Committee of the Senate,
from which it was reported by him on February 2,
Ten days later it passed
1863, with amendments.
that body by a vote of 23 to 21 and on the 20th of
the same month it also passed the House of Repre
;

sentatives

The

by a vote

bill is

of every

of 78 to 64.

understood to have had the sanction

member

of the Administration,

and Presi

dent Lincoln earnestly advocated its passage in his
annual message in 1862 and in 1863 he said
:

;

The enactment by Congress of a national banking law
has proved a valuable support of the public credit, and
the general legislation in relation to loans has fully
answered the expectations of its favorers. Some amend
ments may be required to perfect existing laws, but no
change in their principles or general scope is believed to
be needed.
Again, in 1864, he thus referred to it
The national banking system is proving to be accept
able to capitalists and to the people.
Changes from
:

.

.

State systems to the national system are rapidly taking
place, and it is hoped that very soon there will be in the
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United States no banks of issue not authorized by Con
gress, and no bank-note circulation not secured by the
Government. That the Government and the people will

derive great benefit from this change in the banking
system of the country can hardly be questioned. The
national system will create a reliable and permanent in
fluence in support of the national credit, and protect the
people against losses in the use of paper money. &quot;Whether
or not any further legislation is advisable for the sup
See address
of
pression of State bank issues, it will be for Congress
J. J. Knox
to determine. It seems quite clear that the Treasury can
before the
Merchants not be
satisfactorily conducted unless the Government
Association
of Boston,
can exercise a restraining power over the bank-note circu
Nov. 27,
lation of the country.
1880,

was warmly advocated by those who ap
preciated its advantages, and as earnestly opposed
by those who thought they foresaw the growth of a
powerful monetary system dangerous to the pop

The

bill

ular liberties.

Its chief

opponent in the Senate

was Collamer, who ably represented the traditions
of the past; it was most efficiently advocated by
John Sherman of Ohio, to whom was reserved
a part of great honor and usefulness in bringing
to a close the financial history of the war.
1

&quot;

who voted

its final

necticut (Dixon), and seven from
the Middle States, among whom

Michigan, Sherman

were Cowan of Pennsylvania and
King of New York. In the pas

Among

favor on

those

in

passage in
the Senate were Chandler and
its

Howard

of

and Wade

1

of Ohio,

Wilmot

of

Pennsylvania, with Morrill of
Maine, and six other New Eng
land Senators, among whom was

Fessenden, who was Chairman of
the Finance Committee of the
Senate, and Sumner, and Wilson.
Three Senators only from the
Middle States voted in its favor
(Harris, Ten Eyck, and Wilmot).
The two Senators from Vermont

and Foote) voted
(Collamer
against it, and one from Con

sage of the act in the House,
some of the most eminent of the
representatives from

land and

New

York,

New Eng
now

distin

guished members of the Senate,
voted against it. The bill was
thoroughly revised, discussed, and
re-passed a little more than one
year afterwards (June 3, 1864),
all of the Senators
from New

England then voting

in its favor,

Collamer and Foote
from Vermont, and all of the
including
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The principal features of this comprehensive
scheme were to open to private capital the busi
ness of national banking so freely that there could
be no reasonable accusation of privilege or monop
to give to the whole system of banks a ho
oly
;

mogeneous

circulation of notes, having a

impression, authenticated by a

made

common

by an adequate provision of
secured for redemption by the pledge
safe

common

authority,

specie,

and

of United

States bonds deposited in Washington; and finally,
by the Act of March 3, 1865, to tax out of existence
the circulation of the banks organized under State

The whole system being thus based upon
Government bonds, several hundreds of millions

laws.

of United

States notes

was the Secretary s

It

were funded in bonds.
belief,

afterwards

fully

justified under the wise and masterly adminis
tration of Mr. Sherman, that this system of na
tional banks would be of invaluable assistance in
the resumption of specie payment by the Govern

He

ment.

said

:

temporarily these associations redeem their issues
with United States notes, resumption of specie payment
will not thereby be delayed or endangered, but hastened
If

and secured; for, just as soon as victory shall restore
peace, the ample revenue, already secured by wise legisla
tion will enable the Government through advantageous
Senators from the Middle States

votes generally of the Republican

who were

members from New England and
New York, including such names

except the
Senators from Pennsylvania and
from Delaware. It received the
support and vote also of many
Senators from the West, among

whom
Lane

present,

were
of

Sherman,

Ramsy,
Indiana, Doolittle, and

Trumbull, the latter having previously voted against it.
In the House it received the
&quot;

as Blaine, Morrill

of

Dawes and Boutwell

Vermont,
of Massa-

chusetts, Stevens of PennsylvaWindom of Minnesota, and
Allison of Iowa, and Garfield of
nia,

Ohio.&quot;

Address of Comptroller
Nov.
Knox,
27,

John Jay
1880.
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purchases of specie to replace at once large amounts, and
at no distant day the whole of this circulation, by coin,
without detriment to any interest, but, on the contrary,
with great and manifest benefit to all interests.

The

was constantly amended and improved,
and, although it might be too much to say that it
was ever rendered entirely perfect, it is perhaps
now unquestioned that few more wise and benefi
cent measures have ever been devised by Ameri
bill

can statesmanship.

No

financial operations so prodigious as those

which we have thus briefly sketched had ever be
fore been known. The largest loans ever made by
England were those which she negotiated in the
terrible years of 1812-13 when she was fighting at
the same time Napoleon and the United States.
The British Government borrowed in those years
$534,000,000, only a little more than Mr. Chase bor
rowed in nine months. The estimated wealth of
the United Kingdom at that time, and of the loyal
States -in 1860, was almost the same, in each case
something over ten thousand millions of dollars.
Nowhere, we believe, do the annals of the world
record such an appreciation of the public credit as
that which is seen from the time of Mr. Lincoln s
accession to the Presidency until the period of the
resumption of specie payment after the close of the

war.

It

was hard

for Mr.

Buchanan

s

Secretaries

of the Treasury to borrow money to pay the ordi
nary expenses of the Government at twelve per
cent.

Mr. Chase, as soon as Congress had given

him command

of the machinery required, in the
legal-tender currency, the popular loan, and the
national banking law, found no great difficulty in
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supplying at six per cent, the ravenous wants of a
most costly war and, under the operation of the
laws provided for him, and similar legislation called

CHAP.

XL

;

Government credit gradu
and its
At the
beginning the Secretary was forced to rely more
upon individual patriotism than upon public con
fidence; but long before the war ended he had
hundreds of millions at his command.
In all these important labors Mr. Chase had the

for

by his

successors, the

ally rose until its four per cents, sold at 130,
three per cents, commanded a premium.

constant support of the President. Mr. Lincoln
exercised less control and a less constant supervi
sion over the work of the Treasury than over some
other departments; but he rated at their true
value the industry
J and the ability of the Secretary
f
and the immense responsibility devolved upon his
_

department, and contributed to its success in every
way in his power. He sometimes made suggestions
of financial measures, but did not insist on then-

being adopted, and when the Secretary needed his
powerful assistance with Congress he always gave it
ungrudgingly. In regular and special messages he
urged upon Congress the measures which the Sec
1
retary thought important, and in frequent and in
formal conferences at the Executive Mansion with
the leading members of both Houses he exerted all
his

powers of influence and persuasion to

assist

the Secretary in obtaining what legislation was
needed.

The monetary disorganization which preceded
and accompanied the wreck of the Confederacy
1

Especially the message of
January 19, 1863, in favor of

the funding bill and the bill to
provide a national currency.

Lincoln to

1864&amp;gt;
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so complete and so universal, that Southern
writers have taken no pains to preserve any accu

was

rate account of their financial

if system
system
be
where
there
was none.
called,
may
system
Their debt ceased to exist, their money lost all

it

value, at the instant the struggle became hopeless
for by the very terms of their certificates of in

debtedness they had no worth until after the
fication of a treaty of peace

;

rati

between the United

and the Confederate States. It is esti
mated that, when the war ended, the nominal debt
of the Confederate States was about thirty-five
hundred million dollars but these portentous fig
ures had no meaning. Some Confederate writers
think the actual cost of the war on the Southern
side was m the neighborhood of one thousand mill
ions; but this from the nature of the case can
States

;

a

?he Lost
p. 426.

never be ascertained with exactness.
Their financial management was inefficient and
chaotic from the beginning. Early in the winter
of the- first year of the

war the banks suspended

From

the insufficient data ob
specie payments.
tainable it is estimated that there were about fifty
millions of specie in the
divided between the banks

South, at

that time,

and the hoards of indi
This gradually disappeared; some was
viduals.
employed in the foreign trade, some seized by the
Government very little came to the surface when
the war had ended; the paper money had extir
;

In fact the successive issues of paper
were
the only events worth mentioning in
money

pated

it.

the financial history of the Confederacy.
The efforts made in other directions to give some
solidity to their finances were feeble and nugatory.
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They issued a loan
per

cent, interest.

specie,

of fifteen millions, bearing eight
This interest was payable in

which was secured by the pledge

of

CHAP.

XL

an ex

port duty of one-eighth of one per cent, per pound
on the cotton sent out of the country. This loan
at satisfactory rates the interest was
paid for a little while, as promised, in specie but
the poverty of the insurrectionary Government
filially forced even this sacred debt to go to de

was placed

;

;

The cotton loans negotiated in Europe had
a certain success, but the money resulting from
them was mostly spent beyond the Atlantic, and

fault.

afforded

little relief

to the straitened treasury at

Richmond.
Heavy loans were made with the
banks in the Southern States when they matured,
they were paid in Treasury notes the banks,
under the stimulus of the war and of the demands
;

;

Richmond Government, rapidly multiplied
their circulation
specie payments being sus
there
was
no
check upon expansion.
pended
Unsafe as the currency of the banks was, it was
still regarded as more secure than the flood of paper
money sent out by the Confederate financiers at
of the

;

Richmond, and gradually disappeared from circula
tion, being hoarded by the provident as a nestegg
for quieter times. But in the course of the war
the banks were ruined by the annihilation of the
paper values which formed their principal assets,
and their carefully hoarded bills, when brought to
light, were almost as worthless as the vanished
Confederate currency. There was, properly speaking, no financial management of the insurrection.
Issues of bonds were authorized by the Congress
and made by the successive Secretaries of the

a

The Lost

pp

^? ^.
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but they bore no proportion to the
ever-increasing expenses of the war, and the deficit
had to be met by printing more money, which at
last grew less valuable than the paper on which it
was printed. There was in the end no definite re
lation between the price of gold and the value of
the Confederate currency. In the North there was
great fluctuation of such relative values, but they
were generally the same at a given moment through
out the country. In the days of the wildest gam
Treasury,

bling in Wall street the quotations made there
governed the price of gold in Boston, Philadelphia,

and Chicago.

But

in the

South

it

could hardly be

said that quotations existed. At Richmond, the
seat of the Confederate Government, the gold dollar

was frequently worth

fifty

or

more paper

dollars,

while in the interior the business of the country
was being transacted on a basis of five for one, and

even in the final throes of the insurrection the
currency never became so worthless in the rural
districts as it

was

in the very

shadow

of the Capitol

of Virginia.

As

the Confederate securities were intrinsically
valueless, except in the event of final success, their

holders were sure, sooner or later, to lose their
principal. But the Confederate loan was handled

with such singular incapacity that its promoters did
not derive from it even such advantage as was
practicable.

MS.

con-

Archives,

It is true that

James M. Mason, the

Confederate Commissioner in London, did succeed,
in September, 1862, in placing cotton bonds to the
value of some sixty thousand pounds through
the house of W. S. Lindsay, M. P., an ardent

Southern sympathizer.

This

was speedily ab-
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sorbed by the needs of the rebel navy and Lindsay proposed a far more extensive scheme of
finance, based on the delivery, at Southern ports, of
cotton belonging to the Confederate Government,
at the price of fourpence a pound this would have
afforded a large profit to those who actually got
;

;

their cotton

and sold

it

in England.

But before

this plan was carried into effect Baron Erlanger and
Mr. Slidell had arranged a scheme for placing a

Confederate Loan in England, and the cotton
scheme of Mason and Lindsay was withheld so as
not to embarrass the more brilliant operation. The
loan was put on the market on the 18th of March,
1863, with all the appearance of a dazzling success.
Five millions sterling were subscribed the first day,
the applications coming from every part of Europe
and before the books closed sixteen millions had
been nominally subscribed, and the certificates
;

commanded

a

of five per cent., which,
however, immediately dropped to one or two. Mr.
Mason wrote to Richmond in a tone of exultation

triumphant success of our infant credit
shows, malgre all detraction and calumny, that

over the
it

premium

Cotton

&quot;

is

;

king, at last

The triumph was

&quot;

!

short-lived.

A few days

later

the loan began to drop in the market, and the
Erlangers came in a panic to Mr. Mason, telling him
that unless the price was somehow kept up the

loan would be wrecked.

He

therefore authorized

them to buy in behalf of the Confederate Govern
ment a million pounds worth of the securities and
;

as this did not prove effectual in sustaining prices,
he afterwards increased his order a half million

more.

This desperate expedient checked the dis-

CHAP.
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April
1863.

28,

MS.

Con
federate
Archives.

aster for a little while

the Confederates hoped to
sell out their holdings at a profit, but the rise never
came. In his final report of the transaction, Mr.

Mason shows

1,388,500 on the wrong side of his
ledger, and only 26,000 on the right. After Get
tysburg and Vicksburg the loan dropped thirty per
cent.,

and the Confederate

wounded
Slidell to

Benjamin,
Oct.
1863.

9,

MS.

Con
federate
Archives.

Mason

to

Benjamin,
Nov. 29,
1864.
MS.

Con
federate
Archives.

;

to death.

reproached his

was evidently

Slidell afterwards gently

Government

know beforehand
in that case

Mr.

credit

for not having let him
was to fall as

that Vicksburg

;

they could have disposed of the balance

of their loan.

All this while Mr. Mason in his dispatches deplored
the blindness of the Germans, who were eagerly

investing their savings in United States bonds at
less than fifty cents on the dollar.
He even went

warn them against this mistaken
an
interpreter with him, as he was
taking
policy,
not himself polyglot. He did not succeed in con

to Frankfort to

vincing them

;

and came back

to

France at

least so

much -wiser

for his journey that he declined a prop
osition of Baron Erlanger to
destroy the credit of
&quot;

abroad&quot; by issuing an official
and authoritative statement that the Confederate
States would not hold themselves liable for a dollar
of the United States Loan. 1

the United States

1 We are under
obligations to
the Hon. John Jay Knox for
valuable suggestions and as
sistance in the revision of this

chapter,

and have made

free use

of his reports on the currency
United States
and his work,
&quot;

Notes.&quot;

CHAPTER

XII

SEWARD AND CHASE

SEWARD

and Mr. Chase became

ME.early day, and continued

at

an

to be, respectively,

the representatives in the Cabinet of the more con
servative and the more radical elements of the Re

publican party. Each exerted himself with equal
zeal and equal energy in the branch of the public
service committed to his charge but their relative
attitudes towards the President soon became en
;

tirely different.

Mr. Seward, while doing every

thing possible to serve the national cause, and thus
unconsciously building for himself an enduring
monument in the respect and regard of the country,
was, so far as can be discerned, absolutely free

from any ambition or afterthought personal to
himself. He was, during the early part of the war,
so intent upon the work immediately in hand that
he had no leisure for political combinations and
;

when

the subject of the next Presidential
nomination began to be considered and discussed,
he recognized the fact that Mr. Lincoln was best

later,

qualified

by

his abilities, his experience,

and his

standing in the country to be his own successor.
The attitude of Mr. Chase was altogether un
like this.
As we have seen, he did all that man

CHAP.XIL
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could do to grapple with the problem of supplying
the ways and means of the gigantic war.
With
untiring zeal and perfect integrity he devoted his
extraordinary ability to the work of raising the
thousands of millions expended in the great
struggle which

But

was crowned with a

colossal suc

towards the President, it is
too
much
to
hardly
say, was one which varied be
tween the limits of active hostility and benevolent
contempt. He apparently never changed his opin
ion that a great mistake had been committed at
Chicago, and the predominant thought which
cess.

his attitude

was present

to

him through three years of his
it was his duty to coun

administration was that

teract, as far as possible, the evil results of that

mistake.

He

felt

himself alone in the Cabinet.

the President and

He

looked

upon
colleagues as his in
feriors in capacity, in zeal, in devotion to liberty
and the general welfare. He sincerely persuaded
all his

himself that every disaster which happened to the
country happened because his advice was not fol
lowed, and that every piece of good fortune was

due to his having been able, from time to time, to
rescue the President and the rest of the Cabinet
from the consequences of their own errors.
He
a
with
friends
voluminous
kept up
correspondence
in all sections of the country, to which we should
hesitate to refer had it not been that he retained
copies of his letters, and many years afterwards
gave them into the hands of a biographer for pub
lication.
These letters are pervaded by a constant
tone of slight and criticism towards his chief and
his colleagues.
He continually disavows all re-
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In one

sponsibility for the conduct of the war.
letter

CHAP.XII.

he says:

Since the incoming of G-eneral Halleck I have known
little more of the progress of the war than any out
I mean so far as influencing it goes.
sider
My recommendations, before he came in, were generally disregarded,
I hope for the
and since have been seldom ventured.
best. Those who reject my counsels ought to know better

but

.

than

Aug&quot;Life

of s.
&quot;

J&amp;gt;

(Jlifj,M(&amp;gt;

p. 443.

I do.

To Senator Sherman he wrote

:

The future does not look promising

to me, though it
be brighter than it seems to be. Since General
Halleck has been here the conduct of the war has been
abandoned to him by the President almost absolutely.
We, who are called members of the Cabinet, but are in
reality only separate heads of departments, meeting now
and then for talk on whatever happens to come upper
most, not for grave consultation on matters concerning
we have as little to do with
the salvation of the country
it as if we were the heads of factories supplying shoes or

may

No regular and systematic reports of what is
clothing.
done are made, I believe, even to the President certainly
none are made to the Cabinet.
Of course we may hope
;

the best; that privilege always remains. It is painful,
however, to hear complaints of remissness, delays, discords,
dangers, and feel that there must be ground for such
complaints, and know, at the same time, that one has no
power to remedy the evils complained of, and yet be
thought to have.

To another he

said

.

1862.

379, 380.

:

Though charged with the responsibility of pro
viding means for the vast expenditures of the war, I have
little more voice in its conduct than a stranger to the
Administration perhaps not so considerable a voice as
some who are, in law, at least, strangers to it. I should
be very well satisfied with this state of things if I saw the
war prosecuted with vigor and success. I am only dissatisfied with it because I cannot help thinking that if my
judgment had more weight it would be so prosecuted.
.

Sept, 20,
Tbid., pp.

.

;

^Lif
pp. 49
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His
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letters in this strain are

innumerable.

In

all

them he labors to keep himself distinct and sep
arate from the rest of the Government, protesting
against its faults and errors, and taking credit for
of

the good advice he wastes upon them. He says
We have fallen on very evil days. Under the influence
of a short-sighted notion that the old Union can be re
constituted, after a year s civil war of free States and slave
States, just as it was, the President has hitherto refused to
sanction any adequate measure for the liberation of the
loyal population of the South from slavery to the rebels.
Hence we are fighting rebellion with one hand, and with
:

the other supplying its vital elements of strength. Then
placed and continued in command generals who
have never manifested the slightest sympathy with our
cause, as related to the controlling question of slavery.
These naturally have never been more than half in ear
nest, and instead of their being impelled to the most vigor
ous action, their influence has been suffered to paralyze,
in a great degree, the activity of the Administration.
In
addition to this there has been enormous waste and pro
fusion growing out of high pay and excessive indulgence.
All these causes tend to demoralization, and we are de
moralized. I cannot go into particulars, lout the instances
abound. It is some consolation to me that my voice
and, so far as opportunity has allowed, my example has

we have

Warden,
of
S. P.

&quot;Life

Chase,&quot;

pp. 453, 454.

1862.

been steadily opposed to all this. I have urged my ideas
on the President and my associates, till I begin to feel
that they are irksome to the first, and to one or two at
least of the second.

All this time, with the most facile self-deception,
he believed in his own loyalty and friendship for
the President, and used to record in his diary his
sorrow for Mr. Lincoln s fatal course. September
12 he writes
:

The Secretary [of War] informed me that he had heard
from General Halleck that the President is going out to
see General McClellan, and commented with some severity

HKNKY

L.

DAWKS.

SEWAKD AND CHASE
on his humiliating submissiveness to that officer. It is CHAP. XII.
indeed humiliating, but prompted, I believe, by a sincere
I think that the President,
desire to serve the country.
1862.
with the most honest intentions in the world, and a natu
rally clear judgment and a true, unselfish patriotism, has
yielded so much to border-State and negrophobic counsels
that he now finds it difficult to arrest his own descent
Warden,
towards the most fatal concessions. He has already sepa
of
8. P.
rated himself from the great body of the party which
Chase,&quot;
elected him distrusts most those who represent its spirit, pp. 470, 471.
and waits
for what ?
.

.

&quot;Life

;

He

says in another place

:

How

September
singularly all our worst defeats
have followed administrative cr
Mc
no, blunders.
Dowell defeated at Bull Run, because the Administration
would not supersede Patterson by a general of more
McClellan
capacity, vigor, and devotion to the cause
defeated at Richmond, because the Administration recalled
Shields and forced Fremont to retire from the pursuit of
11.

;

Jackson;
Pope defeated at Bull Run, because the
Administration persisted in keeping McClellan in command of the Army of the Potomac.
.

.

.

.

ibid., p. 469.

.

He never lost an opportunity for ingratiating
himself with the general in favor, or the general in
disgrace. He paid equally assiduous homage to the
rising and the setting sun. In the dawn of McClellan s first successes in the
to write to

him

West he made

haste

:

The country was indebted to me ... in some consider
able degree for the change of your commission from Ohio
into a commission of major-general of the army of the
Union, and your assignment to the command of the De
partment of the Ohio. I drew with my own hand the
order extending it into Virginia.
It was my wish that
you should remain in command on the Mississippi, but in
this I was overruled.
.

.

His present command, however, he says, is a more
important one, and he wishes Kentucky and TenVOL. VI.

17

Sch ackers,
&quot;

Life of

P.

8.

Chase,&quot;

p. 427.
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it, and thinks both will be
McClellan was appointed general-inchief the Secretary, eager to be first to tell the good
news, immediately wrote a note to Colonel Key,
McClellan s judge-advocate
McClellan is Commander-in-Chief Let us thank Grod and take cour-

nessee to be included in

done.

sept., 1862.

When

&quot;

:

.

TJ

C ]! fl,sp
1

P. 445.

To newly appointed and promoted generals
he wrote in the same strain. Even when he had
become estranged from a prominent officer the
age.&quot;

slightest appeal to his amour propre was sufficient
to bring about a reconciliation. After he had lost

confidence in McClellan, and almost given up the
President for not dismissing him, General John
all

Cochrane came to him and said McClellan would
from active command if he could do
so without disgrace
which could be accomplished,

like to retire

warden,

and a more active general secured, by restoring
him to the chief command, where he would now
&quot;

s.

P.

Chase

&quot;

P. 499.

He
myself,&quot; says the Secretary.
entered at once into pour-parlers, saying how much
he had &quot;once admired and confided in McClellan;
how the general came to lose his confidence how
act in unison with

;

heartily he had supported him with supplies and

reinforcements, notwithstanding his mistrust his
entire willingness to receive any correction which
;

facts

would warrant;
ill-will.

freedom from
Cochrane told him that

his absolute

When

personal
Colonel Key had often expressed his regret that
McClellan had not conferred and acted in concert

with the Secretary, he replied
think if he had,
that the rebellion would be ended now.&quot; Further
letters followed between them which are recorded
in his diary
but during these platonic negotia
tions McClellan was finally removed from command.
:

ma.,

p. 500.

;

&quot;I
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Mr. Chase cultivated, however, the closest relations with those generals who imagined they had

CHAP.XII.

a grievance against the Administration. He took
General Shields to his arms when he returned from
the Shenandoah after his disastrous experience with
Shields s account of how he would have

Jackson.

destroyed Stonewall Jackson if the President had
permitted him did not apparently touch the Sec
retary s sense of humor. He received it all in good
faith
assured Shields that if he had had his way
;

he should have been supported, and wrote in his
diary: &quot;Sad! sad! yet nobody seems to heed.
General Shields and I talked all this over, deplor
ing the strange fatality which seemed to preside
over the whole transaction. He dined with us and
after dinner rode out.&quot; To Hooker, after the failure
of the Chickahominy campaign, he said,
General,
if my advice had been followed, you would have
&quot;

commanded

army] after the retreat to James
Joe of
River,
before&quot;; to which Fighting
course responded,
I had commanded, Richmond
would have been ours.&quot; He warmly sympathized
with General Hunter after the revocation of his
emancipation order in South Carolina, and allowed
if

[the

not

&quot;If

his preference for military emancipation to carry
him, in one instance, to the point of absolute dis

loyalty to the President. On the 31st of July, 1862,
he wrote a long letter to General Butler in New

Orleans, striving to controvert the views of the
President in relation to slavery in the Gulf States,
and urging in place of them his own opinions, to
&quot;

which,&quot;

he

&quot;

said,

I

am

just as sure the masses will

politicians must come, as I am sure that
both politicians and masses have come, to opinions

and the

im.
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expressed by me when they found few con currents ;
and he continued his letter with this rash and mis
&quot;

chievous advice

:

some prudential consideration did not

Of course,
forbid, I should at once, if I were in your place, notify
the slaveholders of Louisiana that henceforth they must
if

It is quite
be content to pay their laborers wages.
true that such an order could not be enforced by military
power beyond military lines, but it would enforce itself
.

.

by degrees a good way beyond them, and would make the
extension of military lines comparatively quite easy.

Here the obvious objection presented itself, that
such a course would be in direct contravention to
the President s known policy, and would be im
mediately repudiated and revoked by him. The
Secretary foresaw this, and added a prediction so
reckless,

and so disloyal

to his constitutional chief,

were not printed by undoubted authority it
It
difficult to believe he had written it:
annulled.
be
an
order
would
that
such
be
said
may
It is plain enough to see that the anI think not.
that if

it

would be
J

31

i862
&quot;S?e

P

ofs.

C1

P

377

&quot;

nulling of Hunter s order

not be

repeated.&quot;

was a mistake.

It will

A volume could not more clearly

show the Secretary s opinion of the President.
The surest way to his confidence and regard
was to approach him with conversation derogatory
to Mr. Lincoln.

He

records in his diary an after-

dinner conversation with an officer whom he seems
I then asked what
to have met for the first time
&quot;

:

he thought of the President.&quot; He apparently had
no perception of the gross impropriety of such a
question coming from him. The officer evidently

knew what

A
poor

man

sort of reply

was expected.

He

said

:

a

irresolute, but of honest intentions ; born
white, in a slave State, and of course among aristo-
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crats; kind in spirit and not envious, but anxious for
approval, especially of those to whom he has been accus
hence solicitous of support of the
tomed to look up
slaveholders in the border States, and unwilling to offend
them; without the large mind necessary to grasp great
questions, uncertain of himself, and in many things
readv to lean too much on others.

CHAP.XII.

Warden

p

Lileof ?,
(

p. 505.

Of

course, after a dictum so thoroughly in har
mony with his own opinions, the Secretary naively

records that he found this gentleman

&quot;well-read

and extremely intelligent.&quot; In reply to a corre
spondent, whose letters were filled with the most
violent abuse of the President and other officers of
the Government, he had no word of rebuke. He
simply replied

;

am

Sept. 21,

not responsible for the

war and have no voice

in

1863.

it,

am

not forbidden to make sugges
and do so now and then when I can t

except that I
help

&quot;I

of the

management
tions

:

it.&quot;

He had no

defense for his colleagues against the

attacks of his correspondent, except to say

:

Nor should you forget that a war managed by a Presi
commanding general, and a Secretar}^ cannot,
especially when the great differences of temperament,
dent, a

wishes, and intellectual characteristics of these three are
taken into account, reasonably be expected to be con
ducted in the best possible manner.
This condition can

only be remedied by the President, and, as yet, he fears
the remedy most.

The President was not unaware

of this disposi

tion of his minister of finance towards him.

Pres

idents in even a greater degree than kings are kept
informed of all currents of favor and hostility
about them for besides being to an equal degree
;

the source of honors and of power, they are not

Warden,
Life of 8.
P. Chase,&quot;
&quot;

p. 549.
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encompassed by any of that divinity which hedges
the hereditary ruler, and they are compelled to listen
to the crude truth from the hundreds of statesmen

who surround them. And, besides
the Secretary of the Treasury was a man too
direct and too straightforward to work in the dark
and

politicians

this,

He

records in his diary a singular conversa
tion which he held with Thurlow Weed, an inti
ness.

mate and trusted counselor
the

bosom

Weed

1862.

of the President

friend of the Secretary of State

called,

and we had a long

talk.

.

.

and

:

I told

him

I

did not doubt Mr. Seward

and

gress, amelioration,

s fidelity to his ideas of pro
freedom, but that I thought he

adhered too tenaciously to men who proved themselves
unworthy and dangerous, such as McClellan that he re
sisted too persistently decided measures
that his in
;

j

fluence encouraged the irresolution and inaction of the
President in respect to men and measures, although perwarden,

p.^hase
P. 475.

&quot;

sonally he was as decided as anybody in favor of vigorous P r secution of the war, and as active as anybody in
concerting plans of action against the rebels.

no doubt that Mr. Weed would consider
duty to communicate to his friends this dis
paraging view entertained of them by the Secretary
of the Treasury; indeed, the context shows that
this was expected
and when we consider that Mr.
Chase talked and wrote in this strain to hundreds
There

it

is

his

;

of people in regard to his associates, it is likely
that they were as thoroughly aware of his opinions
and utterances as if he had made them in Cabinet

But Seward was,

as the President once
and it was the
without gall
lifelong habit of Mr. Lincoln to disregard slights
that were personal to himself. He had the greatest
respect and admiration for Mr. Chase s capacity;

meeting.

said of him,

&quot;

a

man

&quot;

;
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he believed thoroughly in his devotion to the national cause, and seeing every day the proof of his
pure and able management of the finances of the
Government he steadily refused to consider the
question of the Secretary s feelings towards himself.
It was near the end of the year 1862 that an in
cident occurred which threatened for a time to
deprive the G-overnment of the services of the Sec
retaries both of State and of the Treasury. A
strong feeling of discontent, gradually ripening
into one of hostility, had grown up in the Senate
against Mr. Seward. It was founded principally
upon the ground formulated by Mr. Chase in his

interview with Weed, that he
adhered too tena
to
men
who
themselves
ciously
proved
unworthy
&quot;

and dangerous, such

as McClellan

;

that he resisted

too persistently decided measures, and that his in
fluence encouraged the irresolution and inaction of

the President in respect to

men and

and Mr. Sunnier, who had up

measures&quot;;

to this time

been

rather friendly than otherwise to Mr. Seward, was

suddenly brought into sympathy with his oppo
nents by discovering in the diplomatic correspond
ence a phrase bracketing together the secessionists
and the extreme antislavery men for equal con
demnation and criticism. 1
1

Mr. Seward gave great offense to the radical antislavery
Members of Congress by two dispatches the first to Mr. Dayton
on the 22d of April, 1861, in
which he said that the rights of
the States and the condition of

whether it shall
and the second to Mr.
Adams on the 5th of July, 1862,
seems as if the exsaying:
of
African
treme advocates
slavery and its most vehement
opponents were acting in con-

every human being in them will
remain subject to exactly the
same laws and forms of administration, whether the revolution

cert

;

&quot;

shall succeed or

fail&quot;;

&quot;It

together

servile

war

to

the

precipitate a

former

by

making the most desperate
tempts

to

overthrow the

at-

Fed-
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The

feeling against the Secretary of State at last
attained such a height in the Senate that a caucus
called to consider the matter, which resulted
in a vote being taken demanding of the President
the dismissal of Mr. Seward from his Cabinet. As

was

a matter of taste and expediency this resolution
evening was withdrawn and another

later in the

adopted in its place requesting the President to
reconstruct the Cabinet, in which, although Mr.
Seward s name was not mentioned, the intention of
the Republican Senators remained equally clear.
committee was appointed to present the sense of

A

the caucus to the President, but before this was
carried into effect Senator Preston King of New

York, meeting the Secretary of State, acquainted
these proceedings, and he, with his son,
the Assistant Secretary of State, at once offered

him with

1862.

their resignations to the President.
On the morning of the 19th of December, a

mittee of nine waited

sented

resolutions adopted the day before.
earnest conference took place between

eration.

and the

Committee which was
by unusual candor and mod
They, one by one, attacked the Secretary

President

marked on both

eral

upon the President and pre

him the

A long and
the

com

sides

Union, the

manding an

latter by deedict of universal

emancipation as a lawful and
necessary, if not, as they say, the
only legitimate way of saving the
When we reflect that
Union.&quot;
only eight days after these words
were written the President informed Mr. Seward of his intention to issue his emancipating
edict, we may imagine how far
the Secretary was from penetra-

a
ting the mind of his chief
fault for which he ought not perhaps to be blamed, considering
the extreme reticence which the
President observed at that time
in regard to his intentions.
Still,
the dispatch was unnecessary,
and the critics of the Secretary
contended, not without reason,
that it should not have been sent
before being submitted to the
President for his approval.
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any specific wrongdoing, but for
a supposed lukewarmness in the conduct of af
fairs, and especially for a lack of interest in the
antislavery measures of the Administration, which
of State, not for

they considered essential to a successful prosecu
tion of the war. When the President reported this
conference to his Cabinet afterwards he said, in

own

While they seemed to
peculiar imagery
believe in my honesty, they also appeared to think
his

&quot;

:

when

had

me any good

purpose or inten
tion Seward contrived to suck it out of me uiiThe conference ended without other
perceived.&quot;
result than an appointment for the Committee to
Lincoln at once called
call again in the evening.
the Cabinet together and laid the entire matter
before them. He gave them distinctly to under
stand that in this proceeding he was not inviting
or intimating that he desired the resignation of any
of them he said he could not afford to lose any of
them that he did not see how he could get on
with a Cabinet composed of new material, and he
dismissed the council with a request that they
also should meet him that evening.
The Commit
tee and the Cabinet
Seward of course being
came together in accordance with the
absent
President s instructions, and each party was greatly
that

I

in

;

;

surprised to find the other there. He was deter
mined, however, to have a thorough and frank dis
cussion, so that, hereafter, neither in his Govern
ment nor in the Senate should it be possible to say
that there were any points between them concealed

or unexplained. The President stated the case
and read the resolutions of the Senators, comment

ing upon parts of

it

with some gentle severity.

A
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general discussion then took place, marked with
singular frankness, both in the attack and the
defense, Collamer and Fessenden speaking with
more mildness than the others, but Grimes, Sumner, and Trumbull attacking the Cabinet generally,
and Mr. Seward particularly, with considerable
sharpness. The Cabinet defended themselves in
general and their absent colleague with equal

energy but with unruffled temper. Mr. Chase
alone seemed to feel himself in a false position.

As we have

seen in his interview with Weed, he

was

in the habit of using precisely the same ex
pressions in regard to the Secretary of State as

those employed by the Senators. Brought to bay
thus unexpectedly, and summoned to speak before

both parties to the controversy, he naturally felt
the embarrassment of the situation. He could not
join the Senate in their attack upon the Adminis
tration and he could not effectively defend his col
leagues in the presence of eight Senators, to

all

of

whom

he had probably spoken in derogation of the
President and the Secretary of State. He pro
tested with some heat against the attitude in
which he was placed, and said he would not have
come if he had expected to be arraigned.
When the fire of the discussion had burned itself
&quot;Do
out, Mr. Lincoln took a formal vote.
you,
think
Seward
he
still
ought
gentlemen,&quot;
said,
to be excused ?
Grimes, Trumbull, Sumner, and
&quot;

&quot;

Collamer, Fessenden, and
Pomeroy said
Howard declined to commit themselves. Harris
was opposed to it and Wade was absent. The
meeting broke up late at night, says Secretary
The free
a milder spirit than it
Welles,
&quot;Yes.&quot;

&quot;in

met.&quot;
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somewhat, and both parties
to the controversy respected each other more than
before. As the Senators were retiring, Mr. Trumtalk

bull paused for a

air

CHAP.
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moment

at the door, then, turn
to the President and said

ing, walked rapidly back
to him privately, but with great

vehemence, that

the Secretary of the Treasury had held a very dif
ferent tone the last time he had spoken with him.

The news of this stormy meeting quickly trans
pired, and the next morning there was great discus
sion and excitement in the town. The resignation
of Seward was regarded as irrevocable, and all the
amateur Cabinet-makers were busy in the prepara
tion of a new Administration. The hopes of all the
enemies of the Government were greatly stimulated
by this indication of divided counsels, and the
General

McClellan in particular
in this conjuncture the occasion
for his return to power. In fact, they felt so sure
partisans

of

thought they saw

of his speedy restoration to command that they
to stipulate as the price of their adhesion to

began

him

that he should dictate his

own terms on

his

that he must insist upon the disposal of all
the important commands in the army. They imagined that the President would be so helpless that

return

;

the friends of McClellau might

demand any terms

they thought good.

The President, though deeply distressed at the
turn which affairs had taken, preserved his cool
ness and kept his own counsel. On the morning of
the 20th, in the presence of several other members
of the Cabinet

who had

called for further discus

sion of the crisis, the Secretary of the Treasury
tendered his resignation.
He held the written

Dec., 1862.
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paper in his hand, but did not advance to deliver
The President stepped forward and took it with
it.
an alacrity that surprised and, it must be said,
He then at once dis
disappointed Mr. Chase.
missed the meeting. He afterwards said, that from
the moment when he saw Mr. Chase holding his
resignation in his hand, his way was clear before
him. He immediately sent an identical note to the

Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of
State, saying

:

You have respectively tendered me your resignations
as Secretary of State and Secretary of the Treasury of
I am apprised of the circumstances
the United States.
which may render this course personally desirable to
each of you; but after most anxious consideration my
deliberate judgment is that the public interest does not
admit of it. I therefore have to request that you will re

sume the

duties of your

Departments respectively.

The next morning Mr. Seward addressed a brief
note to the President, dated at the Department of
have cheerfully resumed the
State, saying
:

&quot;I

functions of this Department, in obedience to your
command and inclosed a copy of this note to the
&quot;

;

Secretary of the Treasury. Mr. Chase found his
position not quite so simple as that of the Secretary
of State.

He

did not follow Mr. Seward s example

in returning to the Cabinet as promptly as he did
in leaving it. He wrote him a brief letter, saying
:

have received your note, and also a call from Mr. Nicwhom I have promised an answer to the President
to-morrow morning.
My reflections strengthen my con
viction that being once more honorably out of the Cabinet
no important public interest now requires my return to
it.
If I yield this judgment, it will be in deference to
I
apprehensions which really seem to me unfounded.
will sleep on it.
I

olay, to
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He had seen in

the face of the President the gratification which the tender of his resignation had

CHAP. xn.

imparted, and returning to his house, while not en

what had happened, he
seemed conscious that he had made a misstep. He
wrote a letter to the President, from which we take
a few paragraphs
tirely

comprehending

:

Will you allow me to say that something you said or
looked when I handed you my resignation this morning

made on my mind

the impression that having received
the resignations both of Governor Seward and myself you
felt that you could relieve yourself from trouble by declin
ing to accept either, and that this feeling was one of
gratification.

He then went on

to say that he

was glad

of

any

opportunity to promote the comfort of the Presi
dent, but that he did not desire him to decline
accepting his resignation.

He

said:

Recent events have too rudely jostled the unity of your
Cabinet and disclosed an opinion too deeply seated, and
too generally received in Congress and in the country, to
be safely disregarded, that the concord in judgment and

administration does not
prevail among
By some the embarrassment
of administration is attributed to me by others, to Mr.
Seward by others still, to other heads of Departments.
Now neither Mr. Seward nor myself is essential to you or
to the country.
both earnestly wish to be relieved
from the oppressive charge of our respective Depart
action

essential to
its

successful

members.

;

;

We

ments, and
hands.

we have both

placed our resignations in your

Chase
to Lincoln,

Dee.

20,

1862.

He concluded by

saying he thought both himself
and Mr. Seward could better serve the country at
that time as private citizens than in the Cabinet.
He did not immediately transmit this letter to the
President, and after hearing from Mr.

Seward that

Warden,
&quot;

Life of

P.

8.

Chase,&quot;

p. 510.
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he had gone back to the Cabinet his suggestion that
both would better retire was no longer practicable.
After a Sunday passed in very serious considera
He
tion, he resolved to withdraw his resignation.

Dec., 1862.

was unable, even then, to imitate the brevity of Mr.
Seward s note. He sent to the President his note of
^ie ^Oth inclosed in another, in which he said that
reflection had not much, if at all, changed his original
impression, but that it had led him to the conclu
sion that he ought in this matter to conform his
He would
action to the President s judgment.
therefore resume his post as Secretary of the Treas
ury, ready, however, to retire at any moment if,
in the President s judgment, the success of the

Administration might be in the slightest degree

promoted thereby.

The untrained diplomatist of Illinois had thus
met and conjured away, with unsurpassed courage
and skill, one of the severest crises that ever threat
ened the integrity of his Administration. He had
to meet it absolutely unaided from the nature of
the case he could take no advice from those who
were nearest him in the Grovernment. By his bold
and original expedient of confronting the Senators
with the Cabinet, and having them discuss their
mutual misunderstandings under his own eye, he
:

up many dangerous misconceptions, and, as
usually happens when both parties are men of in
telligence and good-will, brought about a friendlier
and more considerate feeling between his Govern
ment and the Republican leaders than had ever
cleared

before existed.

By

placing Mr. Chase in such an

attitude that his resignation became necessary to
his own sense of dignity he made himself absolute
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by treating the resignations
and the return to the Cabinet of both ministers as
one and the same transaction he saved for the nation
the invaluable services of both, and preserved his
own position of entire impartiality between the two
wings of the Union party.
The results of this achievement were not merely
temporary. From that hour there was a certain
loosening of the hitherto close alliance between
Mr. Chase and the Republican opposition to the
President, while a kind of comradeship, born of
their joint sortie and reentrance into the Govern
;

CHAP.

xn.

ment, gave thereafter a greater semblance of cor
diality to the relations between the Secretaries of
State and of the Treasury. But above all, the inci
dent left the President seated more firmly than ever
in the saddle. When the Cabinet had retired, and
the President remained with the resignation of Mr. ira Karris
Chase in his hands, he said to a friend who entered New York,
soon after, in one of those graphic metaphors so often
suggested to him by the memories of his pioneer
childhood, and which revealed his careless great
ness perhaps more clearly than his most labored
official utterances,
Now I can ride I have got a
&quot;

;

end of my bag.&quot;
Nearly a year later he said in a conversation re
I do not see how it could
lating to this matter
have been done better. I am sure it was right. If
I had yielded to that storm and dismissed Seward
the thing would all have slumped over one way,
and we should have been left with a scanty handful
of supporters. When Chase gave in his resignation
I saw that the game was in my hands, and I put

pumpkin

in each

&quot;

:

it through.&quot;

Diary,
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Though the opposition
immediately come to an

to Mr.
1

Seward did not

never exhibited
such vitality again, and its later manifestations
were treated far more cavalierly by Mr. Lincoln.
He had even before this dismissed one very respec
table committee from New York who had called to
express an unfavorable opinion of the premier, by
saying, with unwonted harshness, that they would
Life of s
;

P. 468.

end,

it

be willing to see the country ruined if they could
turn out Seward
and after this incident he never
again allowed the Secretary of State to be attacked
with impunity in his presence.
;

1 There was a
long and heated
discussion between Mr. Greeley
and Mr. Raymond, in the columns
of their respective journals, the

Tribune&quot; and the &quot;Times,&quot; in
regard to the culpability of the
Secretary of State in the matter
&quot;

of his dispatches.

CHAPTER

XIII

PERRYVILLE AND MURFREESBORO

4 BOUT midsummer of 1862, the Confederates
J~\ disposed of their strongest forces, and ex
hibited their greatest energy, along the entire line
of operations from the Atlantic coast to the re
of the Mississippi. Larger armies than
ever again able to raise made head
were
they
against McClellan in Virginia, opposed Morgan at
Cumberland Gap, Buell in Middle Tennessee, and
Grant on the northern border of Mississippi. No
where did the Union armies make any con

gion

&quot;West

upon the strongly held Con
was one object dearer
the President than any other it was

siderable impression

federate lines.
to the heart of

If

there

the occupation of East Tennessee and the libera
tion of the loyal population of that region from

a peculiarly cruel and galling tyranny.

This ob

ject he had constantly pressed upon the attention
of General Halleck, who had in turn urged it

upon General
transferred to

Buell.

After Halleck had

Washington

to take

been

command

of

the army, he still persistently kept the President s
wishes before the eyes of the commander of the

Army

of the

Buell was not lacking,
other
any
soldierly quality but

Cumberland.

either in ability or
VOL. VI. 18

;
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he never seemed to appreciate the vast importance
of the movement which the Government was thus
constantly crowding upon his attention. At least,
the difficulties in the way of its accomplishment

were to him so much more evident than the advan
tages to be derived from it, that he wore away the
whole summer in untiring and most elaborate
preparations for a march for which he never got
The difficulties were undeniably of the
ready.
most serious character; a line of discouraging
length had to be constructed and defended from
Nashville to the Tennessee River at Bridgeport, by
which to provision the army as it advanced, and
this was exposed to constant interruption from the
cavalry of the enemy, at this time greatly superior
and led by those bold and enterprising

to Buell s

troopers, Morgan and Forrest. The summer passed
away in labors and skirmishes leading to no result,
until at last Bragg, by a movement of remarkable

audacity, took the initiative out of BuelPs hands,
and, by a swift and stealthy advance into Kentucky,
forced his antagonist to give up all present hope of

1862.

taking Chattanooga and to devote himself to the
defense of Kentucky.
General Bragg moved northward through Tennessee into Kentucky in the early part of September.
He had previously sent General Kirby Smith with
a force of 12,000 men by
into Eastern Kentucky.

Cumberland Gap
August
Smith met on his advance northward an inferior
force, under General William Nelson, which he de
feated. Nelson, falling back to Louisville, proceeded

way
On

of

the 29th of

energetically to organize a new body of troops, com
posed of the small garrison of that place and the
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newly arrived levies of volunteers and of improvised
organizations of citizens. Smith came rapidly north
ward, occupied the city of Lexington, and threat
ened both Louisville and Cincinnati with strong

On

the 6th of September General
6000
troops, took position only
Henry Heth, with
a few miles south of Covington, the Kentucky
suburb of Cincinnati. This advance produced the

detachments.

and not a little consternation
throughout the West. It was Heth s belief that he
could have taken Cincinnati, but this course would
have been in direct contravention of Smith s orders.
After a few days Heth rejoined his chief, and on the
greatest excitement

4th of October Smith, with all his troops in hand,
reported to Bragg at Frankfort.

When

the movement of the Confederate forces
General
Buell was of the opinion that it
began
would be directed against Nashville and Western
Tennessee, and this was doubtless the course which
Bragg, if he had been wisely counseled, would
have chosen but he was beguiled at this moment
with the same dream which twice led General Lee
;

into serious trouble in the East.

He imagined

that

Kentucky was lying

in unwilling submission to the
tyranny of Lincoln, and he fancied he was to effect
the liberation of that State, and its complete incor

poration

among

the

States of the

Confederacy.

Kentucky once possessed and held, Tennessee
would require no further effort on the part of the
it securely with the South.
His army took with them the means of arming the
great accessions of troops which they expected from
the young men of Kentucky, and the fact that he
came back from this expedition with a smaller num-

Confederates to hold

CH. xin.

im.
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ber than that with which he started was to the South
one of the greatest disappointments of the war.
Buell, believing that Nashville was threatened,
concentrated all his available forces at Murfreesboro,
and it was the 7th of September before, becoming

convinced that Bragg s objective point was Louis
ville, the Union general set out on a race with the
Confederates for that city. Bragg had by this time

much

he had continued his
march with the same energy and dash with which
he began it, he might have reached the Ohio Eiver
His advance was delayed several
before Buell.
days at Munfordville in attempting to capture the
garrison there, and on Bragg s arriving still an
so

the start that

if

other day was lost in parley before the place sur
rendered on the 17th. Buell and Thomas came

up with Bragg

aJ^rrtfe
n

4e cumbe a d
p! 59

&quot;

at Prewitt s

Knob; preparations

were made on the 21st, but at this point
Bragg seems suddenly to have changed his mind,
and leaving the direct road to Louisville he turned
to the right, stopping at Bardstown; and thus he
opened to Buell the road to Louisville. Buell, seein
kis advantage, pressed on with the utmost diligence. His advance reached the city on the 25th and
his army was assembled there on the 29th. General
Bragg s explanation of this movement is that he
found himself in the presence of the enemy with
insufficient supplies, in a position where a defeat
would ruin him, and even a successful battle would
greatly cripple him, and that he therefore turned
to the right to be nearer Lexington, Kirby Smith,
and his supplies. Buell, on arriving at Louisville,
found there an order relieving him from command,
and appointing Thomas in his place. Against this

for battle
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order Thomas, feeling that Buell had done his full
duty in the campaign, and having the greatest con
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fidence in his chief, and being unwilling to super
sede him, protested with the utmost vehemence,

was therefore withdrawn. Buell, with the
resumed his prepara
tions for the attack on Bragg, appointing Thomas
second in command, and on the 1st of October was
again in motion southward. While he was pushing
out on the road to Bardstown, with no purpose but
the soldierly one of finding and fighting the enemy,
Smith and Bragg were going through the fantastic
form of setting up a Confederate State government
and

it

least possible loss of time,

Kentucky at Frankfort. All the loyal border
States had provisional Confederate governments in

for

partibus gentium ; they were generally attached to
the staff of Confederate commanders more or less

ernor&quot;

of

had been

A

provisional Gov
named
George W. Johnson,
Kentucky,

near their titular territories.

&quot;

and his suc
one Richard Hawes

killed in the ranks at Shiloh,

cessor in that

shadowy office,
Bourbon County, of the time, place, or manner
of whose election there are no authentic records,
now accompanied Kirby Smith. The regard for
legal forms, which is innate in our race, has seldom
had a more whimsical manifestation than in the in
auguration of this worthy as Governor of Kentucky
on the 4th of October in the State House at Frank
fort.
He had an imposing inaugural procession;
no legitimate governor was ever escorted to the
capitol by two such armies; he was sworn into
office with due solemnities in the presence of sol
diers from every Southern State he even began to
read a long and fervid inaugural address, full of
of

;

1862.
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those tropical blossoms of rhetoric so dear to the
Southern mind but the booming of distant can
;

non broke
B. F. ste&quot;Kentucky
ty,&quot;

p. 20.

Report
Oct.

,

12, 1862.

vo? xvi

in

upon

his florid periods; his soldier

audience tightened their sword-belts and sprang
to their horses, and Mr. Hawes s administration
floated away in the dust of the marching column.
The two armies came into collision on the 8th of

October at the village of Perryville.
his intention,

Bragg

where Smith

s

It

had been

says, to fight at

Harrodsburg
had been ordered to join
him but Buell s advance coming up with Hardee s
corps at Perryville, the latter was obliged to halt
and fight at that point. The battle was brought on
by the advance of the left wing of the Union army
division

;

1862.

for the purpose of covering certain pools of water
of which the troops, thirsty with their long march,

were very much in want. The three wings of
Buell s army were not within convenient support
ing distance of each other, and he claims that McCook, who commanded on the left, did not promptly

enough report to him the extent of the assault to
which he was subjected, A fierce and destructive
battle began about noon and raged until night, and
it was not until four o clock that Buell, being
informed of the state of affairs, took measures to
assist his hard-pressed left wing by detachments
from the center and right. These measures when
taken, however, were effectual, and the advance of
the enemy on the Union left was checked while P. H.
;

l

N

i?e

v

w

mJt
4 18 ^ 2

k

part

L*&quot;

Sheridan, further to the right, reenforced by Colonel
Carlin s brigade, charged the enemy in his front,

him through Perryville, making considmen and arms. This charge took
and
ended the battle.
nightfall

anc^ drove

Arable captures of

place at
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The night was spent by Buell in bringing his
army into position with the intention of attacking
the enemy at daybreak, but Bragg, who had been
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present on the field, though not in personal com
mand of the forces, withdrew them during the night

Harrodsburg and immediately retreated from
Buell pursued him, taking every precau
tion at each halt of the enemy, to engage him on
terms which would secure a substantial victory; but
whenever he was ready to advance he found that
Bragg had left him only a deserted camp. In this
way he came at last to the desolate and barren
country beyond Crab Orchard, where the wretched
roads wound through narrow defiles, in the midst of
to

the State.

a sparse population starving in fields already devas
tated by the enemy. He concluded it was useless to
follow his fleet adversary further. He had driven
him from the State which he had entered with high

hopes of a permanent occupation he had fought
with him an indecisive battle in which he had held
his own against the enemy had pursued him with
:

;

what expedition seemed possible, had made some
captures of men and material, and considering the
formidable force with which Bragg had entered the

may be pardoned for thinking that his
had met with a reasonable success, and that
he might desist from pressing his troops farther.
He therefore turned his heads of column towards
the Southwest to resume his attitude of observation
in Western Tennessee, where he rightly expected
Bragg would soon be found.
He reported his intention to Washington, where
it was not received with approval.
The President,
State, Buell

labors

in his intense anxiety to see

East Tennessee oc-

18

^v

\v R.

P1
ib3i?

4
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cupied by the national forces, saw no reason why
Buell could not follow where Bragg could retreat.
He directed Greneral Halleck to reply with an order
to Buell to move into East Tennessee
You say
it is the heart of the enemy s resources, make it the
Your army must enter East
heart of yours.
Tennessee this fall and ... it ought to move there
while the roads are passable.
Once between the
&quot;

:

.

.

enemy and

Nashville, there will be no serious diffi
in
culty
reopening your communications with that
Haiieck to
e1

oc?i9

,

i862.

voiTxvL,
P!

626.&quot;

He

[the President] does not understand
cannot march as the enemy marches, live
as he lives, and fight as he fights, unless we admit the
inferiority of our troops and of our generals.&quot; Un
moved by this stinging dispatch, General Buell re
plied, with his usual clearness and calmness of
pl ace

-

why we

statement, setting forth the difficulties in the
of his executing the President s orders.

way

His reasons were partly military and partly phil
He felt that he could not call upon his
osophical.
troops -to do what the enemy was in the habit of
The spirit of the rebellion,&quot; he said, en
doing.
forces a subordination and patient submission to
privations and want which public sentiment renders
absolutely impossible among our troops.
Again,
&quot;

&quot;

.

voi. xvi.,
&quot;

.

instead of imitating the enemy s plan (of campaign),
I should rather say that his failure had been in a

measure due to his peculiar method.&quot;
His tone
would have been perfectly appropriate if he had
been commander of the army of Laodicea, but it
offered

hope

little

encouragement to the President to

for the early liberation of Tennessee at his

As

the general had intimated, six days
before, that &quot;the present time is perhaps as con-

hands.
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venient as any for making any changes that may
be thought proper in the command of this army/
the Government took him at his word, and in an

CH. XIIL

yj^j
p
t I1

f 61 9

&quot;

t

order dated the 24th of October directed him to
turn over his command to General Eosecrans
ma., P

.

6*2.

thereby preparing for itself exactly a year of simi
lar controversies and struggles, with a similar
termination.

Rosecrans s battle at Corinth, and Buell s at
Perry ville, were fought within a few days of each
other; the one rendered abortive the northward

isez.

Van Dorn, and the other turned into
far from ridicule the attempt of
not
something

movement

of

annex Kentucky to the Southern Con
But the two generals received their refederacy.
ward in very different fashion Buell was removed
from command and his unquestionable talents were
thereafter lost to the service; while Rosecrans was

Bragg

to

General
Orders 168,

;

made general of the magnificent Army of the Cumberland.
Having announced his assumption of

command

at Louisville, on the 30th of October, he
proceeded at once to Bowling Green, and there di

vided his

army into three wings, the center being
commanded by Thomas, and the right and left by
McCook and Crittenden respectively. Paying as
attention as his predecessor had done to the
orders given him to march into East Tennessee, he
concentrated his army about Nashville, establish
ing his headquarters there. His first task was to

little

complete and strengthen his line of communica
The railroad from Louisville was soon re
opened and he occupied himself busily for a month
tions.

in refitting his

Bragg

s

army and accumulating

superiority in cavalry

was so

supplies.

great,

and

VOL XVL,

pp/eljek
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the raids of his bold riders, Morgan and Wheeler,
were so constant, that Rosecrans, feeling himself

unable to compete with him in this respect, was
compelled to accumulate at Nashville supplies suf
ficient to render him independent of occasional
interruptions.

General Bragg, after his return from Kentucky,
had taken position at Murfreesboro, a short dis
tance to the south of Nashville, and had there gone
into winter quarters, expecting nothing less than
that Rosecrans would follow his example. But the
ascertaining late in December that half of
Bragg
cavalry force had been detached, a
portion against Grant in West Tennessee, and an
latter,

s large

other part into Kentucky, determined to seize the
occasion to march against his adversary and, if pos

him from the

State, or destroy him.
Nashville on the morning after
Christmas, A. McD. McCook leading on the right, G.
H. Thomas following by a road in the center, and
sible,

1862.

drive

He marched from

T. L. Crittenden holding the

left,

both flanks skir

mishing heavily over a difficult country much cut
up by tangled forests and cedar-brakes. The move
ment was at once reported to Bragg, who concen
trated his

own

forces to

meet

it.

He

sent out his

cavalry under Wheeler, Wharton, and Pegram, to
skirmish in front of the advancing army of Rosecrans, hindering its march as far as possible and,
in the mean time, brought together his army, con
sisting of Folk s and Hardee s corps, and McCown s

Kirby Smith s corps, and strongly
intrenched them in a favorable position to the
north of the village of Murfreesboro. The Confed
division

of

erate line crossed a water-course called

Stone

s
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River, Breckinridge s division being posted to the
east, and the rest of the Confederate army to the

west of the stream.

CH. XIII.

Their line was also traversed

at right angles by the railroad and the turnpike
running to Nashville, which intersected each other

at a sharp angle in front of the rebel line, and
crossed Stone s River just behind it. The army of

Rosecrans, constantly skirmishing, arrived in front
on the night of the 30th of December.

of this line

1862.

The advance of his left wing, under General J. M.
Palmer, had crossed the river in the afternoon of
the day before, and captured a few prisoners from
s command, but, finding the enemy
in force in his front, Crittenden ordered the brigade
which had crossed to return to the west side.

Breckinridge

At nine

o clock in the evening Rosecrans, having
matured his plan of battle for the following day,
called his principal commanders to his headquar
ters among the cedars on the Nashville pike to

receive

and

Rosecrans,
Report.

W. R.
XX.,
Part I.,

Vol.

p. 192.

His plan was simple, bold,
proposed that McCook upon the

his orders.

brilliant.

He

right should receive the attack of the enemy or, in
case he was not attacked, should demonstrate
against the Confederate left not vigorously, but
Thomas was to hold the center, skir
warmly&quot;;
and
mishing
engaging the enemy s left and center
as far as the river; Crittenden was to cross, advance
upon Breckinridge, crush the enemy s right, and

McCook,
Report,
Jan. 8, 1863.
W. R.

&quot;

him into Murfreesboro.
Breckinridge became dislodged, the posi

carry everything before

When

tions thus gained on the heights east of Stone s
River would take the enemy s works in reverse,
enabling Palmer and Thomas to advance and, in

conjunction with Crittenden, to

move westward

of

Vol.

XX.,
Part I.,
p. 255.
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the Franklin road, thus taking the Confederates in
and rear with every probability of destroying

flank

This plan depended for its success
upon McCook s being able to hold the enemy s left
in check for three hours upon Eosecrans inquir
their

army.

;

McCook gave the
answer which was naturally to have
been expected from his energy and bravery. He
had, however, already informed Eosecrans that the
ing whether this could be done,
affirmative

right of his line rested directly in front of the
enemy s center and that he was not without some

anxiety for his flank.
formation as of good
the

left,

Eosecrans accepted this in

omen for his movement on
McCook to build camp-fires upon
deceive the enemy and cause him still

directed

his right to
further to prolong the extension of his

left.

The

two generals in

their reports naturally disagree as
to the exact purport of Eosecrans s verbal instruc

but the fact is incontestable that McCook
little anxious as to his ability to withstand
the onslaught of the Confederate left and Eose
tions,

was too
crans

s

mind was

be done by his

so intensely fixed on the work to
that he took too little precaution

left

for the safety of his right.

Singularly enough, on the Confederate side
General Bragg had matured a plan precisely the
This was to leave
counterpart of Eosecrans s.
Breckinridge with one division on the east bank of
the river, and with all the rest of his forces to
assault the Union right at daybreak, to crush and
crumble it back on the center and left, and swing
ing his left around, resting his right on Stone s
Eiver as a pivot, to get in the rear of Eosecrans

and cut him

off

from Nashville.

The

feint

by
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which McCook produced the impression of the CH. xnr.
prolongation of his line was successful so far as to
gJport
convince Bragg that Rosecrans was attempting to V oY xx.,
P
flank him on the left, but the only practical result
of this was that he threw McCown s reserve divi
sion between the left wing under Hardee, and the
right wing under Polk, giving the former an enor
mous extension beyond McCook. This left him no
p?66&&quot;

reserve west of the river but, imagining that Breckinridge on the east side was not threatened, he

ibid,

proposed to leave his troops to be used as the
exigencies of the battle might determine. Never
were two generals more completely deceived as to
each other s intentions never was a battle opened
at such cross-purposes as that furious fight which
;

burst forth at

Stone

s

dawn among

the cedar-brakes of

River.

On

the morning of the 31st of December Rosecrans s troops stood to their arms and the left

wing began to cross the river. But early as it was
Bragg had gained the initiative, and the first that
the troops on the right wing of the Union army
saw in the gray light of the wintry dawn were the
dark columns of the enemy flowing in a dense
mass from left to right across their front, and the
sounds that greeted their ears were the roar of
artillery and the rattle of musketry from the point
where the heavy battalions of Hardee had over
lapped and were driving in the right flank of Mc
Cook. The extreme right of McCook was held by
General R. W. Johnson; on his left came J. C.
Davis, and next to him a division commanded by a
young officer for whom were reserved the highest
fame and position, General Philip H. Sheridan.
first

i 86 2.

Report,

voi/xx.,
^270.&quot;
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Johnson s division was struck at half-past six in
the morning by an overwhelming force of the
enemy the brigades of August Willich and
Edward N. Kirk were crumbled to pieces, Kirk
severely wounded, and Willich taken prisoner. The
reserve brigade under P. P. Baldwin did its best,
but was soon compelled to fall back. Davis s divi
;

although in this way left unsupported, made
a gallant resistance to the ill-fortune which had
overtaken it. Its three brigades under P. Sidney
sion,

Post, William P. Carlin, and William E. Woodruff
fought bravely and suffered severely, but were

slowly driven back in turn, and a day of irremedi
able disaster seemed to have begun. It is hard to say
what would have been the fate of the right wing and
with it of the army had it not been that the com
mander of McCook s third division was made of

such solid stuff that no hammering could affect
him, and that he was able to infuse his own in
domitable spirit into his entire command. For the

hour after the rout of the right flank the fate
Army of the Cumberland rested upon the
shoulders of General Sheridan, and this tremendous
responsibility was most manfully borne.
Rosecrans, intent upon his movement on the left,
at first paid no attention to the noise of battle on
the right. To McCook s first dispatches that he
was hard pressed, he simply returned an order for
that general to dispose his troops to the best ad
vantage and to hold his ground obstinately. He
was inclined even to congratulate himself upon the
first

of the

Rosecrans,
Report.

W. R.
Vol. XX.,
Parti.,
p. 193.

noise of onset in that direction, inferring that

it

would make his work with Breckinridge easier.
But a few moments later he received intelligence
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and immediately sus

CH.

xin.

pended the movement on the left, ordering the
troops engaged in it back to the west side of the
river.
While Sheridan was fighting his desperate
battle on the ground which he still held tena
ciously against the flushed and victorious Con
federates, Rosecrans sent Lovell H. Rousseau of

Thomas s corps
right and rear

;

into the cedar-brakes to Sheridan s

Horatio P.

across the river to

Charles

G.

join

Van

Cleve was hurried

Rousseau s

right,

Harker was posted further

and

down

All these troops were
the Murfreesboro pike.
soon engaged with the enemy, who came pour
ing along the new front of the Union lines in
tent

upon

crans

\v. R.
Vol. XX.,

Part

I.,

p. 193.

striking the road to Nashville in RoseThere was no necessity for Bragg to

s rear.

change his plans.

Although adopted in ignorance
worked to a
two months
later he did not even then seem to suspect that his
right had ever been threatened, and severely cen
of the plan of his adversary, they
marvel. Writing his report nearly

sured Breckinridge for reporting that any move
1
in progress against him.
Had it
not been for the splendid courage with which
Sheridan, Palmer, and William B. Hazen held the

ment had been

1
This disposition, the result
of necessity, left me no reserve
&quot;

;

but Breckinridge s command on
the right, not now threatened,
was regarded as a source of sup
ply for any reinforcements abso
lutely necessary to other parts
of the field.&quot; General Bragg
farther says in his report that
when in the morning he had
called on Breckinridge for two
brigades to reenforce Hardee,

replied that the
crossing Stone s River
in heavy force in his immediate

Breckinridge

enemy was

front.

u These unfortunate mis
says General

representations,&quot;

Bragg, &quot;on that part of the field
(which with proper precaution
could not have existed), withheld

from active operations three
brigades

until

the

fine

enemy had

succeeded in checking our progress.

Report.

W. R.
Vol. XX.,
Part

I.,

pp. 664-CC6
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points assigned them, and the coolness and the

determination with which Rosecrans, assisted by
Thomas, exerted his utmost energies to restore

broken arid shattered lines, Bragg would
have won on that day the greatest of all the Con
his

federate victories of the war.

Four times the enemy poured his serried columns
upon Sheridan s narrow front, and although he lost
ground gradually in these terrific attacks, his line
was never broken and the enemy paid dearly for
He neglected no oppor
every inch they gained.
tunity that presented

itself for

an offensive return.

In one magnificent charge, General Joshua W. Sill
drove the enemy before him back to his intrenchments, losing his own life in this gallant feat of
arms.
Later in the fight George W. Roberts was
killed,

and

after

thus losing

when

his

him Frederick

all his

Schaefer, Sheridan
At last,
brigade commanders.

ammunition was exhausted, Sheridan,
S. Negley, who had also fired

with General James

1-ast shot, fell back, still retaining the danger
ous aspect of a wounded lion, through the cedar
forests to the open space by the Murfreesboro pike,
where he formed a new line on the right of Palmer s
division. Even this frightful ordeal had not broken
the spirit of his troops.
In this retreat through
the cedars, two of his regiments found a little sup

his

V(5/xx.,
PP. 349,

350.

ply of ammunition, and the moment they had attained their new position they made a fresh attack

upon the enemy, clearing the timber in their front.
The death of their commanders did not shake the
constancy of his brigades who still obeyed Sher
idan s orders as if on parade. When the enemy
had almost reached the Murfreesboro pike, George
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W. Roberts s

brigade, which had only three or four
of
rounds
ammunition, &quot;cheerfully went into ac
tion, gallantly

charged the enemy, routing them,

recapturing two pieces of artillery arid taking forty

CH. XIII.
Sheridan.
Report.

W. R.
XX.,

Vol.

Tart

I.,

p. 350.

prisoners.&quot;

from dawn to twilight, the line
being continually repaired and re-formed under the
orders of Rosecrans, who this day showed his high
est qualities of courage and generalship. He never,

The

for a

battle raged

moment,

lost heart or confidence

;

Dec.

31,

1862.

he repelled

and flew from end to
and inspiring his men
wherever he appeared. He was constantly under
a cannon-ball which grazed him took off the
fire
head of Colonel Julius P.Garesche,his chief-of-staff
three orderlies were shot down by his side. Bragg,
unwilling to leave his magnificent day s work un
every suggestion of retreat,
end of his line, encouraging

;

;

finished,

threw his heavy battalions against the

re-formed Union lines again and again during the
afternoon, with the greatest impetuosity, but was
everywhere repulsed with heavy loss, especially on
the extreme left, where Hazen held the turnpike,
defending a little knoll with no rampart but his
brave volunteers; in the center, where Thomas
held his corps like a rock, and where the regular
brigade under Colonel Oliver L. Shepherd sustained
a murderous assault, losing forty per cent, of their

numbers

and wounded, while covering the
new formation of Rousseau s division; and on
the extreme right where an attack of infantry and
cavalry was splendidly repulsed by Van Cleve
and Harker and the cavalry. The short winter day
closed in on a scene of carnage such as this West
in killed

ern continent had, up to that time, never witnessed,
VOL. VI. 19

Thomas,
Report.

W. R.
Vol. XX..
Part

I..

p. 373.

Rosecrans,
Report.

W. R.
Vol. XX.,
Part

T.,

P. 194.
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but with the Union lines re-formed and at the

and

last firm
Dec.

31,

defiant.

Nevertheless, as evening fell, General Bragg had
cause for great elation and, in a dispatch which he
sent to Eichmond, he did not overstate the extent
of his success.
assailed the enemy,&quot; he said,
&quot;

We

seven o clock this morning, and after ten hours
hard fighting have driven him from every position
except his extreme left, where he has successfully
resisted
His plan had worked almost exactly
as he had intended his army, pivoting upon its
right, had swept over the whole field, carrying the
army of Eosecrans before it, in spite of a gallant
and obstinate resistance, until both hosts lay on
&quot;at

W. R.
Vol. XX.,
Part

I.,

p. 662.

us.&quot;

;

their

arms

at nightfall, in lines perpendicular to
those they occupied at daybreak. This conquered
ground was rich in spoils of every sort of the

greatest value to the Confederates

:

several thou

sand prisoners, two general officers, some dozens
of guns, and hundreds of wagons and stores were
among, the gleanings of this opulent field and
;

when

in the

morning Bragg s pickets discovered
that the point on the Union left, which had so
stubbornly resisted the Confederates attack the
day before, had been abandoned by Eosecrans, it
was not without justification that he sent to Eich
Rebellion
Record.

mond an exulting New Year s
&quot;

the

Vol. VI.,

Docu
ments,
p. 166.

enemy has

greeting,

announcing

yielded his strong point and is
occupy the whole field and shall

We

falling back.
follow.
God
.

But

.

this

has granted us a happy

was the

New

last of his exultation

Year.&quot;

and

his

Eosecrans had drawn in his left for
triumph.
reasons of his own, retiring some two hundred
yards to more advantageous ground. This new
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was planted firmly on Stone

made

already strong line

stronger

s
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River and his

by the posting

two good brigades, Starkweather s and Walker s,
which had arrived the night before. After visiting his line from the extreme front to Overall s
Creek in the rear, and after full consultation
with his leading generals, Rosecrans determined
of

to wait the

send

for

attack in that position
provision trains and order

enemy s

his

fresh supplies of ammunition,
which,&quot;

he says,

&quot;

&quot;

;

CH.

xm.

K^ecrsms,

VoY xx
p r

^

J9

to

up

on the arrival of

should the enemy not attack,
were to be resumed.&quot; All this

often si ve operations

ibid., p. 195.

while Bragg was reconnoitering the Union position
and hurriedly putting his cavalry in motion to cut
the expected retreat of Rosecrans. But as the
day wore on and no signs of flight were visible in
off

the compact formation of the

Union army, the Con

federate general, learning his own terrible losses in
the fight of the day before, became more and more
disinclined to assail his antagonist in position, and
on the morning of the 2d a new series of recon-

naissances revealed to

Jan.,

iw.

him the same

result, with
Rosecrans had

that
disquieting addition
again occupied the high ground on the east side of

this

the river and was there confronting Breckinridge
in a threatening attitude.
This was a state of
things which could not be tolerated with safety
the new position of the national troops not only
;

threatened Breckinridge s force, but the eminence
on which they had established themselves com
manded and enfiladed the line of General Polk;
they must be dislodged or Polk must be withdrawn.
&quot;The latter&quot;
movement, says General Bragg, &quot;involved consequences not to be entertained.&quot; He,

VOL XX.,
p. ees.*
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therefore, ordered Breckinridge to attack the Union
position with his entire force, and the importance of

movement was earnestly impressed upon him
the object being the protection of Folk s line and
the attainment of a position from which the enemy

the

;

might be enfiladed. A heavy fire was opened by
Folk s artillery to occupy the Union line on the
west side of the river, and Breckinridge attacked

Van Cleve s division with great impetuosity, driving
them down the slope and across the river the
;

enemy followed closely, but were received with
so warm a fire by the Union artillery, and were
met with such energy by two brigades of Negley s
division and the Pioneer Brigade from the reserve,
that their advance was at once checked, and their
retreat, when it began, was soon converted into a
rout with the assistance of Hazen s brigade of Palm
er s division.
It was a short battle, but very san
and
guinary,
Breckinridge s defeat was quick and
complete.
Night had come on and a heavy rain
was falling, and this, General Rosecrans says, was
all that prevented his following the enemy into
Murfreesboro. Crittenden crossed the river and
1

intrenched himself on the heights.
The next day the rain still continued, and the

plowed ground between the two armies became
impassable for artillery. The two hosts sternly
surveyed each other, but it was evident that the
initiative of the Confederate side had expended
itself.
The Union center had been somewhat an

noyed by sharp-shooters, and a swift
1

General Rosecrans

rifie

and

enemy

says

in

firing was terthe havoc terrible. The

his report,

&quot;The

retreated

more rapidly

than they had

sortie

from

In
advanced.
forty minutes, they lost two thouW. K. Vol. XX.,
sand men.&quot;

Part

I.,

p.

195.
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Rousseau s division cleared the woods in his front
and captured some prisoners. The reserve strength
was evidently on the side of the Northern army.
Bragg s forces were sinking with fatigue, with
lack of rest and food their clothes were drenched
with the cold rain a constant stream of sick and
exhausted was dribbling to the hospitals in the
rear; worse than that, straggling had set in, the
most ominous sign of all. The exasperating rain
kept on, and the rise in the waters of Stone s River

CH. XIII.

;

;

Bragg,
Report.
W. R.
Vol.

XX.,
Part I.,
p. 669.

General Bragg with alarm.
General Joseph
Wheeler, coming in from the front, reported that
instead of Rosecrans s retiring there was a pros
pect of reinforcements coming to him. As a last
filled

discouragement, at midnight of the 2d, after the

Jan.,

costly repulse of Breckinridge, B. F. Cheatham and
Jones M. Withers, two of Bragg s principal gen
erals, had reported that there were only three

brigades in their commands upon which they
could rely, and that even these were more or less

demoralized; they intimated that grave disaster
might follow if they held their ground much
This sinister communication was for
longer.

warded by Polk, who added to it his own recom
mendation to retreat.
he
very greatly
&quot;I

fear,&quot;

the consequences of another engagement at
said,
this place in the ensuing day.
could now, per
&quot;

We

haps, get off with some safety and some credit,
if the affair is well managed. Should we fail in the
meditated attack the consequences might be very

Deeply distressed, but convinced that
the safety of his army required it, Bragg determined
to withdraw from the field of his barren victory,
and made his preparations with such skill and
disastrous.&quot;

V oY

^

xx.,

F
7oo.&quot;
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secrecy that he was on the march before midnight
of the 3d, and on the 5th he telegraphed from Tul-

lahoma

VOL^XX.,
P. 662.

Unable to dislodge the enemy from his
intrenched position, and learning of reinforcements
to him, I withdrew from his front night before last.

He

&quot;

:

has not

Eosecrans learned of the

followed.&quot;

the next day, and at once

retreat of his

enemy
moved forward and occupied Murfreesboro

?

but,

considering the start that Bragg had gained, the
state of the roads, and the heavy loss of artillery
horses in the late battles, he decided not to pursue.
Although the fight at Murf reesboro was tactically
battle, though each general failed in mak
the
ing
points he intended, its ultimate results
justified the Government and the country in hail

a

drawn

ing
It

as an important victory for the Union arms.
forces on either side. Each

it

was fought by equal

report, naturally attributed su
perior numbers to his adversaries, but in truth
there was little difference in the forces engaged,

general, in

his

some 43,000 on each

there being
loss

was

side.

The Union

slightly greater than that of the Confeder
proportion of casualties to the

but the

ates,

numbers engaged on both sides was appalling.
Eosecrans lost, in killed and wounded alone, onefifth of his entire force in action, and Bragg almost
1
as many.
The captured arms and stores, though
iRosecrans says in his report
(W. R. Vol. XX., Part. I., p.
196): &quot;We fought the battle
with the following force

:

in-

an effective force of 51,036

39,304 infantry; 10,070 cavand 1758 artillery; half
of his cavalry was away at the

airy,

total, 43,400.&quot;

time of the battle, which would
reduce his force to about the

Bragg s field return for the 1 Oth
of December, 1862 (W. R. Vol.
XX., Part. II., p. 446), gives him

byRosecrans. Bragg lost 10, 266
killed, wounded, and missing.

fantry,

37,977;

cavalry,

3200

;

artillery,

2223;

same number

as that

commanded
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valuable to Bragg, were of little importance to
Rosecrans while the demoralization of the Con
;

federates after the battle, as shown by the reports
of Folk s division officers, to which we have re

had no counterpart in the firm ranks of the
national troops.
In its wider significance and results the ad

ferred,

vantage of the battle was entirely upon the Union
side.
West Tennessee and Kentucky were never
again seriously threatened by the armies of the
Confederacy. When, after a long delay, the two
armies resumed active operations in the follow
ing summer, the ease with which Rosecrans

pushed his way from Murfreesboro to Chattanooga
was a result of the stubborn power displayed
by the Union army on the last day of the year
1862 at Stone s River. It must be said also that
Rosecrans deserved the credit which this great
battle brought him.
It is true his plan went alto
gether awry, but his magnificent coolness and cour
age in staying the tide of disaster in the morning,

and repulsing the victorious enemy in the

after

noon, his fortitude in breasting the blows of cir
cumstance and obstinately refusing to accept the
fact of defeat, magnificently redeemed the errors

and the faulty formation of his line of
In the midst of the gloom which the car
nage of Fredericksburg had spread over the country,

of his plan
battle.

even the drawn battle of Murfreesboro, and the
consequent retreat of the enemy, was a source of
wide comfort and encouragement, and Rosecrans
(W. R.

Vol. XX., Part I., p.
Rosecrans lost (W. R.
Vol. XX., Part. I., p. 215) in

674.)

1730; wounded, 7802,
and 3 71 7 captured
in all about
13,249.

killed,

CH. xnr.
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be held to have fully deserved the warm words
of greeting which President Lincoln sent him
God bless you and all with you Please tender to
will

:

&quot;

!

and accept for
for your and their
all,

voi.

xx.,
Part L,
P. 186.

courage.&quot;

yourself, the nation
skill,

s

gratitude
endurance, and dauntless

CHAPTER XIV
WEST VIRGINIA ADMITTED
reviewing the work of Congress and the Adduring the winter of 1862, we
must again take up the account of the political

INministration

division of the original State of Virginia, and the
formation from a portion of her territory of the

new

Virginia. To do this we must
what
has already been narrated
briefly recapitulate
namely, that a Convention of delegates chosen by

State of

West

;

the Virginia counties lying west of the great Alleghany mountain range repudiated the secession

and

of which Governor Letcher was
and Richmond the center, and formally or
ganized the restored government of Virginia, at
Wheeling, on the 19th of June, 1861. They made
rebellion,

chief

Francis H. Peirpoint governor, who officially in
voked the protection of the Federal Government,
which President Lincoln duly promised. They
constituted a Legislature

calling together such
would take an oath
as
members, recently chosen,
of allegiance to the United States and the restored

government

of Virginia,

by

and

who

filled

the vacancies

refused by new elections.
lature chose United States Senators
of those

This Legis

whom Con

gress admitted to seats. Still further, the Conven
tion which passed these ordinances reassembled at
297
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Wheeling

after a recess,

and on the 20th day

of

August, 1861, adopted another ordinance provid
ing for the formation of a new State, composed of
thirty-nine counties, which was to be called the
State of Kanawha. An election was ordered to be
held on the fourth Thursday of October succeed
ing, to vote upon this proposition and also to elect
delegates to a Convention to form a constitution

new State, which should in turn be sub
mitted to the people within the proposed boun
daries for ratification or rejection. The October
election was held, resulting in a vote of 18,408 for
the new State and only 781 against it. After proc
lamation of the result, the delegates elected met
for the

Wheeling on the 26th of Novem
and
ber, 1861,
during a session which extended to
February 18, 1862, carefully framed a constitu
tion, which included forty counties in the new
State, and instead of Kanawha, as first proposed,
gave it the name of West Virginia. The constitu
tion thus framed was submitted to the people of
the counties embraced in it, at an election held on
the 3d of April, 1862, when it was adopted by a
vote of 18,862 for, and only 514 against it.
in Convention at

To regulate the division or juncture of States,
the Constitution of the United States provides
that
Article IV.

Section

3.

consent of

the

Legislatures of the
States concerned, as well as of the Congress,&quot; shall
To meet this requirement the
first be obtained.
&quot;

the

Legislature of the

&quot;

restored

Government

of Vir

Wheeling, passed an act, May 13,
assent to the formation and
formal
giving
erection of the new State within the limits of the
old; and these various proceedings were laid beginia,&quot;

sitting at
its
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fore Congress by the Senators and Representatives CHAP. xiv.
restored government of Virginia,&quot; who had
of the
&quot;

been admitted to seats as already related. The
Senate Committee on Territories, on the 23d of
June, 1862, reported a bill to admit West Virginia,

Giobe,&quot;

TIITIP 2S

isea, p.

ask.

accepting all the provisions of the new constitu
tion, except that relating to slaves, which consisted
of a simple prohibition against their being brought
into the State for permanent residence. In addi
tion to this, the bill imposed as a condition prece
dent a system of gradual emancipation, beginning

on the 4th of July, 1863. 1 The discussions devel
oped considerable differences of opinion among
Republicans as to the legality of the various local
proceedings alreadyjiad, and the constitutionality
of the act of admission under consideration.
passed the Senate, July 14,
The session was so nearly
17.
1862, yeas 23, nays
at its close that the House of Representatives did

Nevertheless, the

bill

not take up the question until December following.
There a similar divergence of views prevailed;
but, as in the Senate, a decided majority favored the
measure, and the bill passed, December 10, yeas
This preliminary statement brings us
96, nays 55.
to the point of special interest to the readers of
this work, namely, the consideration of the bill by
President Lincoln and his Cabinet.
i

&quot;

The children

of slaves born

within the limits of this State
after the fourth day of July,
hundred and sixtyeighteen
three, shall

be free

:

and that

all

slaves within the said State who
shall, at the time aforesaid, be
under the age of ten. years, shall
be free when they arrive at the

age of twenty-one years and all
and under
over ten
slaves
twenty-one years, shall be free
;

when they

arrive at the age of
and no slave
;

twenty-five years

be permitted to come into

shall

the

State for

dence

therein.&quot;

Large,&quot;

permanent

resi-

&quot;Statutes

Vol. XII., page 634.

at

Ibid

^p.

3320.

ibid.,

1862!%.

59.
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On the 23d of December, 1862, the President
addressed the following note to his constitutional
advisers

&quot;

:

A bill

for

an act

the admission of the State of

entitled
&quot;

An Act

West Virginia&quot;

for

into

the Union, and for other purposes, has passed the
House of Eepresentatives and the Senate, and has

Lincoln
net,

MS.

been duly presented to me for my action. I re
spectfully ask of each of you, an opinion in
writing on the following questions, to wit 1st. Is
:

the said act constitutional

expedient ?

&quot;

I

2d.

Is the said act

Six members of the Cabinet answered

this request with written opinions ; the Secretary
of the Interior, Caleb B. Smith,
the seventh

member, had recently retired from the Cabinet,
having been appointed to a judgeship in Indiana,
and his successor had not yet been named. Three
members, Seward, Chase, and Stanton, answered
the questions in the affirmative, the other three,
Welles, Blair, and Bates, in the negative.

Upon the constitutional

point, Mr.

Seward s argu

seems to me that the
ment, in part, ran thus
body which has given consent in this case
:

&quot;It

political

and incontestably the State of Virginia.
So long as the United States do not recognize

is

really

the secession, departure, or separation of one of the
States that State must be deemed as existing and
having a constitutional place within the Union,

whatever

may

be at any

moment

exactly

revo

its

A

State thus situated cannot
lutionary condition.
be deemed to be divided into two or more States

merely by any revolutionary proceeding which
may have occurred, because there cannot be, consti
tutionally,

two or more States

of Virginia.

newly organized State of Virginia

is

.

.

The

therefore, at
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moment, by the express consent
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of the

United

CHAP. xiv.

States, invested with all the rights of the State of

Virginia and charged with all the powers, privi
leges, and dignity of that State. If the United States

allow to that organization any of these rights, pow
ers, and privileges, it must be allowed to possess

and enjoy them

all.

If it

be a State competent to be

represented in Congress and bound to pay taxes,
it is a State competent to give the required consent
of the State to the formation

new
of

State of

and erection of the

West Virginia within
&quot;

Virginia.&quot;

the jurisdiction

Upon

the question of

expediency,&quot;

am

determined by two con
First. The people of Western Vir
siderations.
will
safer from molestation for their
be
ginia
better able to protect and defend
because
loyalty,
themselves as a new and separate State, than they
would be if left to demoralizing uncertainty upon
wrote Mr. Seward,

&quot;

I

the question whether, in the progress of the war,
they may not be again reabsorbed in the State of
Virginia, and subjected to severities as a punish
for their present devotion to the Union. The
first duty of the United States is protection to loy
alty wherever it is found. Second. I am of opinion

ment

harmony and peace of the Union will be
promoted by allowing the new State to be formed
that the

and

erected,

which

will

assume jurisdiction over

that part of the valley of the Ohio which lies on
the south side of the Ohio River, displacing, in a

and lawful manner, the jurisdiction
by a political power con- ^SSL!
centrated at the head of the James River.&quot;
i2. MS.
On the question of constitutionality, Mr. Chase

constitutional

heretofore exercised there

c&amp;lt;

argued in part:

u

ln every case of insurrection
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involving the persons exercising the powers of
State government, when a large body of the people
remain faithful, that body, so far as the Union is
concerned, must be taken to constitute the State.
It

would have been as absurd as

it

would have been

deny to the large loyal population of
Virginia the powers of a State government, because
men, whom they had clothed with executive or
impolitic, to

legislative or judicial powers, had betrayed their
trusts and joined in rebellion against their country.
It does not admit of doubt, therefore, as it seems
to me, that the Legislature which gave its consent
to the formation and erection of the State of West

Virginia was the true and only lawful Legislature
of the State of Virginia.
The Madison Papers

show that the consent of the Legislature of
the original State was the only consent required to
the erection and formation of a new State within
That consent having been given,
its jurisdiction.
clearly

the consent of the

new

State,

if

required,

is

proved

by her application for admission. Nothing required
by the Constitution to the formation and admission
of West Virginia into the United States is, therefore,
wanting and the act of admission must necessarily
;

be constitutional. Nor
as
it

is this

conclusion technical,

some may think. The Legislature of Virginia,
maybe admitted, did not contain many members

from the eastern counties it contained, however,
representatives from all counties whose inhabitants
were not either rebels themselves, or dominated by
greater numbers of rebels. It was the only Legis
;

lature of the State

known

to the Union.

If its

consent was not valid, no consent could be. If its
consent was not valid, the Constitution, as to the
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people of West Virginia, has been so suspended by
the rebellion that a most important right under it
is utterly lost.&quot; With regard to the question of ex
pediency, he writes

:

&quot;The

act

is

CHAP. xiv.

almost univers

ally regarded as of vital importance to their welfare

by the
and

loyal people

most immediately

interested,

has received the sanction of large majorities
in both Houses of Congress. These facts afford
It may be
strong presumptions of expediency.
said, indeed, that the admission of West Virginia
it

.

.

draw after it the necessity of admitting other
States under the consent of extemporized legisla

will

tures assuming to act for whole
really

States, though
their ter

representing no important part of

think this necessity imaginary. There
is no such legislature, nor is there likely to be.
No such legislature, if extemporized, is likely to
receive the recognition of Congress or the Execu
I

ritory.

The case of West Virginia will form no evil
precedent. Far otherwise. It will encourage the
tive.

loyal by the assurance it will give of national recog
nition and support; but it will inspire no hopes
that the National Government will countenance

needless and unreasonable attempts to break up or
impair the integrity of States. If a case parallel to
that of

West Virginia

shall present itself, it will,
be
entitled
to like consideration but
doubtless,
the contingency of such a case is surely too remote
;

to countervail all the considerations of expediency

which sustain the
The answer of Mr. Stanton accords with his
habitual positiveness of opinion and brevity of
act.&quot;

statement:
izes a

new

Constitution expressly author
State to be formed or erected within the
&quot;The

iJncoiiil

iSf? MS.
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jurisdiction of another State. The act of Congress
is in pursuance of that authority.
The measure is
sanctioned by the Legislature of the State, within

jurisdiction the new State is formed. When
State is formed, its consent can be given,
then all the requirements of the Constitution

whose
the

and

new

I have been unable to perceive
on
which
the act of Congress conflicts
point
any
with the Constitution. By the erection of the new

are complied with.

State, the geographical boundary heretofore exist
ing between the free and slave States will be
broken, and the advantage of this upon every

of

consideration

surpasses all objections
which have occurred to me on the question of ex

point

Many prophetic dangers and evils might
specified, but it is safe to suppose that those who

pediency.

be

come after us will be as wise as ourselves, and if
what we deem evils be really such, they will be
avoided. The present good is real and substantial,
the future
Stanton to
Lincoln,
Dec. 26,
1802.

MS.

may

whose duty and

safely be left in the care of those
interest may be involved in any

possible future measures of legislation.&quot;
One or two extracts from the opinion of Mr.

Welles will indicate the course of his argument in
the negative: &quot;Under existing necessities, an or
ganization of the loyal citizens, or of a portion of
them, has been recognized, and its Senators and

Eepresentatives admitted to seats in Congress.
Yet we cannot close our eyes to the fact that the
fragment of the State which, in the revolutionary
tumult, has instituted the new organization, is not
possessed of the records, archives, symbols, tradi
Though
tions, or capital of the commonwealth.
it
does
not asthe
of
itself
State
Virginia,
calling

GIDEON WELLES.
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sume the debts and obligations contracted prior to
the existing difficulties. Is this organization, then,
really and in point of fact anything else than a
provisional government for the State ! It is com
posed almost entirely of those loyal citizens who
reside beyond the mountains, and within the pre
scribed limits of the proposed new State. In this
revolutionary period, there being no contestants,

we

are compelled to recognize the organization as
Virginia. Whether that would be the case, and

how

the question would be met and disposed of,
were the insurrection this day abandoned, need not

now

be discussed. Were Virginia, or those parts of
not included in the proposed new State invaded
and held in temporary subjection by a foreign

it

enemy

instead of the insurgents, the fragment of

territory

repel the

and population which should successfully
enemy and adhere to the Union would

doubtless, during such temporary subjection, be
recognized, and properly recognized, as Virginia.

When, however,

this loyal

fragment goes farther,

and not only declares itself to be Virginia, but pro
ceeds by its own act to detach itself permanently
and forever from the commonwealth, and to erect
a new State within the jurisdiction of the
State of Virginia, the question arises whether this

itself into

proceeding

is

regular, legal, right, and, in honest

good faith, conformable to, and within the letter
and spirit of, the Constitution.
Congress may
admit new States into the Union but any attempt
to dismember or divide a State by any forced or
unauthorized assumption would be an inexpedient
.

.

;

power to the injury of such
there no question of doubtful consti-

exercise of doubtful
State.

Were

VOL. VI.

20
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movement, the time selected for
is most inopportune. It is
a period of civil commotion, when unity and con
certed action on the part of all loyal citizens and
tutionality in the

the division of the State

authorities should be directed to a restoration of
Dec.
1862.

29,

MS.

the Union, and all tendency towards disintegration
T ,i
and demoralization avoided.&quot;
-.

Mr. Blair s argument, also in the negative, was in
The question is only whether the
part as follows
State of Virginia has consented to the partition of
her territory and the formation of that part of it
called Western Virginia into a separate State. In
point of fact, it will not be contended that this has
been done, for it is well known that the elections
by which the movement has been made did not take
place in more than a third of the counties of the
State, and the votes on the constitution did not
exceed twenty thousand. The argument for the
&quot;

:

fulfillment of the constitutional provisions appli
cable to this case rests altogether on the fact that

the government organized at Wheeling (in which a
portion of the district in which it is proposed to

new

represented with a few of
the Eastern counties) has been recognized as the
government of the State of Virginia for certain
create the

State

is

purposes by the Executive and Legislative branches
of the Federal Government, and it is contended
that by these acts the Federal Government is
estopped from denying that the consent given by
this

government of Virginia

new

State

is

ing of the Constitution.
cient answer to this
is

to the creation of the

a sufficient consent within the
It

seems

argument

to

to say

confessedly merely technical,

mean

me to be a suffi
:

First, that it

and assumes, un-
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warrantably, that the qualified recognition which
has been given to the government at Wheeling, for
certain temporary purposes, precludes the Federal

Government from taking notice of the fact that the
Wheeling government represents much less than
half the people of Virginia

when

it

attempts to

dismember the State permanently. Or, Second.
That the present demand, of itself, proves the
previous recognitions relied on to enforce it to be
erroneous. For, unquestionably, the 4th Article of
the Constitution prohibits the formation of a new
State within the jurisdiction of an old one without
the actual consent of the old State, and if it be true
that we have so dealt with a third part of the people
of Virginia as that to be consistent we should now
permit that minority to divide the State, it does not

we should persist, but, on the contrary,
demonstrates that we have heretofore been

follow that
it

consistency is insisted on, and is
deemed necessary, we should recede from the posi

wrong, and

if

tions heretofore taken.

do not think

As to

the expediency of the

either necessary to recede
measure,
from those positions or proper to take the new step
insisted on now. There is no positive prohibition
I

it

in the Constitution against the action taken by the
Senate and House of Representatives in relation to

the recognition of the Wheeling government, or in
relation to the action taken by the Executive, and
all that can be said if we reject the claim of the

Wheeling government

to represent the people of

Virginia for the purpose now under consideration
will be that it admits our previous action to have

The answer
was substantially

been irregular.
regular,

it

to this
just,

is,

that

if

not

and the circum-

CHAP. xiv.
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stances of the case excuse the irregularity. For it
was proper that the loyal people and the State of

Virginia should be represented in Congress, and the
representation allowed was not greater than their

numbers

entitled

to the people of

them to. But whilst it was just
Western Virginia, whose country

was not overrun by the
representation, and for

rebel armies, to allow this
this purpose, and for the

purposes of local government to recognize the State
government instituted by them, it would be very
unjust to the loyal people in the greater part of
the State, who are now held in subjection by rebel
armies, and who far exceed in number the twenty
thousand who have voted on the constitution for
Blair to
Lincoln,
Dec. 26,
1862.

MS.

Western Virginia, to permit the dismemberment of
their State without their consent.&quot;

The opinion of Attorney-General Bates was long
and elaborate, and only a small part of it can be
quoted here to show the course and spirit of his argu
ment in the negative &quot;We all know
everybody
:

that the government of Virginia, recog
Congress and the President, is a govern

knows&quot;

nized

by
ment of necessity, formed by that power which lies
dormant in every people, which, though known and
recognized, is never regulated by law, because its ex
act uses, and the occasions for its use, cannot be fore
known and it is called into exercise by the great
;

emergency which, overturning the regular govern
ment, necessitates its action, without waiting for
the details and forms which all regular govern
ments have. It is intended only to counteract the
treacherous perversion of the ordained powers of
the State, and stands only as a political nucleus
around which the shattered elements of the old
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Commonwealth may meet and combine,
proportions, and be restored

original

mate place

the Union.

in all its CHAP. xiv.

to its legiti

a provisional govern
ment, proper and necessary for the legitimate object
iii

It is

which it was made and recognized. That object
was not to divide and destroy the State, but to re
habilitate and restore it. That government of Vir
ginia, so formed and so recognized, does not and
never did, in fact, represent and govern more than

for

a small fraction of the State
perhaps a fourth
part. And the Legislature which pretends to give
the consent of Virginia to her own dismemberment
is (as

I

am

credibly informed) composed chiefly if
not entirely of men who represent those forty-eight
counties which constitute the new State of West
Virginia. The act of consent is less in the nature of
a law than of a contract. It is a grant of power, an

agreement to be divided.
agreement, and with whom

And who made
1

the

The representatives

of the forty-eight counties with themselves
Is
that fair dealing I
Is
Is that honest legislation I
that a legitimate exercise of a constitutional
!

It seems
power by the Legislature of Virginia I
me that it is a mere abuse, nothing less than attempted secession, hardly veiled under the flimsy

to

forms of

law.&quot;

Between the

conflicting and evenly balanced
counsel the deciding opinion of President Lincoln
becomes doubly interesting.
Printed here for the
first

time, the complete

The consent

document reads as follows

of the Legislature of Virginia

is

:

constitu

tionally necessary to the bill for the admission of West
Virginia becoming a law.
body claiming to be such

A

Legislature has given

its

consent.

We

cannot well deny

Lincoln!
iself

MS.
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that it is such, unless we do so upon the outside know
ledge that the body was chosen at elections in which a
majority of the qualified voters of Virginia did not par
But it is a universal practice in the popular
ticipate.
elections in all these States to give no legal consideration
whatever to those who do not choose to vote as against
the effect of the votes of those who do choose to vote.
Hence it is not the qualified voters, but the qualified
voters who choose to vote, that constitute the political
power of the State. Much less than to non-voters, should
any consideration be given to those who did not vote, in
this case because it is also matter of outside knowledge
that they were not merely neglectful of their rights under,
;

and duty to, this Government, but were also engaged in
open rebellion against it. Doubtless among these nonvoters were some Union men whose voices were smothered
by the more numerous secessionists; but we know too
little of their number to assign them any appreciable
value.
Can this Government stand, if it indulges consti
tutional constructions by which men in open rebellion
against it are to be accounted, man for man, the equals
of those who maintain their loyalty to it ?
Are they to
be accounted even better citizens, and more worthy of
consideration, than those who merely neglect to vote?
If so, their treason against the Constitution enhances
Without braving these ab
their constitutional value
!

surd conclusions, we cannot deny that the body which
consents to the admission of West Virginia is the Legis
lature of Virginia. I do not think the plural form of the
words &quot;Legislatures and States,&quot; in the phrase of the
without the consent of the Legislatures of
Constitution
the States concerned, 7 etc., has any reference to the new
State concerned. That plural form sprang from the con
7

&quot;

&quot;

templation of two or more old States, contributing to

form a new one.

The idea that the
of
admitted
without its
danger
being
not provided against, because
conceive.

It

Much more

it

was not thought

of,

said, the devil takes care of his

as I

own.

the spirit of the Con
should a good spirit
I think
and the Union
take care of its own.
cannot do less and live.
But is the admission into the Union of West Virginia

stitution
it

is

new State was in
own consent was

WEST VIRGINIA ADMITTED
expedient! This, in my general view, is
for Congress, than for the Executive.
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do not
depends on

Still I

evade it. More than on anything else, it
whether the admission or rejection of the new State
would, under all the circumstances, tend the more strongly
to the restoration of the national authority throughout
the Union. That which helps most in this direction is

the most expedient at this time. Doubtless those in re
maining Virginia would return to the Union, so to speak,
less reluctantly without the division of the old State
than with it, but I think we could not save as much in
this quarter by rejecting the new State, as we should lose

We

can scarcely dispense with
by it in West Virginia.
the aid of West Virginia in this struggle ; much less can
we afford to have her against us, in Congress and in the

Her brave and good men regard her admission
Union as a matter of life and death. They have
been true to the Union under very severe trials. We
have so acted as to justify their hopes, and we cannot
fully retain their confidence, and cooperation, if we seem
field.

into the

to break faith with them.

In

fact,

they could not do so

much for us, if they would. Again, the admission of the
new State turns that much slave soil to free and thus, is
;

a certain and irrevocable encroachment upon the cause of
the rebellion. The division of a State is dreaded as a
precedent. But a measure made expedient by a war is
no precedent for times of peace. It is said that the ad
mission of West Virginia is secession, and tolerated only
because it is our secession. Well, if we call it by that

name, there

is still

difference

enough between secession

against the Constitution, and secession in favor of the
Constitution. I believe the admission of West Virginia
into the Union is expedient.

Accordingly, on the 31st of December, 1862,
President Lincoln signed the &quot;Act for the Admis
sion of the State of

West Virginia

into the

Union,&quot;

which thereby became a law. Nothing now re
mained to be done except a compliance by the new
State with the condition precedent which Congress
had imposed. The constitutional Convention was,

Lincoln,
11

Dec

&quot;?

i62. MS*.
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convened on the 12th of February,
and
the
change duly adopted by it providing
1863,
for gradual emancipation in the language which
The Convention also
Congress had prescribed.
published an address to the voters warmly recom
mending it and, at an election held on the 26th of
March, the amended constitution was adopted by
therefore, again

;

a majority of about seventeen thousand. In con
formity with the act of Congress, President Lin
coln thereupon issued his proclamation dated
April 20, 1863, declaring that the act of admission
should take force and effect sixty days from that

At a supplementary election, the officers to
form a new State government had been chosen,
and on the 20th of June, 1863, it was formally in
augurated and West Virginia became one of the
United States. The number of its counties had
date.

been increased to forty-eight

;

embracing an area

of 23,000 square miles of territory, and containing
a white population (according to the census of

1860) of 333,000, and about 12,000 slaves.
The system of gradual emancipation, imposed by
the act of Congress and accepted by the State, left

slavery in existence in the State until it should
gradually disappear by the death of those over
the age of twenty-five, by the arrival at the age
of twenty-five of a second class, and at the age of

But public opinion
West Virginia was swept along
by the same causes which brought the institution
twenty-one of a third

on

class.

this subject in

to an early termination in other States of the
Union. On the 9th of December, 1863, the Legisla
ture passed an act permitting owners to emancipate

their slaves,

and

also prohibiting the bringing of
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and declaring them, if brought
No laws on the subject
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in, free after six months.

were passed during the year 1864, but when the
great constitutional amendment came up for action
in Congress in the winter of 186465, West Virginia

common

impulse, and on January 23,
1865, her Legislature raised a joint committee of
five from the House and three from the Senate

obeyed the

to consider the subject of immediately abolishing
slavery in that State. The members appear to
have been ripe for a prompt decision, for on the

3d of February, 1865, three days after the Thir
teenth Amendment had been adopted by Congress,
an act was passed declaring
1. All persons held
to service or labor as slaves in this State are hereby
declared free. 2. There shall hereafter be neither
slavery nor involuntary servitude in this State,
except in punishment for crime whereof the party
shall have been duly convicted.&quot;
The organization and admission of the new State
&quot;

:

in existence the restored

government of
Virginia, of which Governor Peirpoint was the ex
ecutive head. He had meanwhile removed his seat
of government to Alexandria, where his authority
and administration, still recognized by the Presi
dent and Congress as being loyal and legal, were
still left

exercised over such portions of the remaining ter
ritory of the Old Dominion as came under the

permanent control of the Union armies
end of the Rebellion.

until the

Se88ion

L

f
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CHAPTER XV
LINCOLN AND THE CHURCHES
CHAP. xv.

TN

a conflict which was founded upon the quickJL ened moral sense of the people it was not
strange that the Government received the most
earnest support from the Churches. From one end
of the loyal States to the other, all the religious

organizations, with few exceptions, moved by the
twin forces of patriotism and religion, ranged
themselves upon the side of the Government

A

against the Rebellion.
large number of pulpits
in the North had already taken their places as tri
bunes for the defense of popular freedom, and it
was from them that, at the menace of war, the first

danger and of defiance rang out. Those
who had for years been denouncing the
encroachments of slavery did not wait for any or
ganized action on the part of their colleagues, but
proclaimed at once in a thousand varying tones
that peace was
blessing worth fighting
The more conservative Churches were but little
in rear of the more advanced.
Those who had
counseled moderation and patience with the South,
on account of the divided responsibility for slavery
which rested on both halves of the nation, speedily
felt the sense of release from the obligations of
cries of

ministers

&quot;a

for.&quot;
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brotherhood when the South had repudiated and
renounced them, and rallied to the support of the
insulted flag with an earnestness not less ardent,
and more steadily trustworthy, than that of the
original antislavery clergy. As the war went on,
and as every stage of it gave a clearer presage of

the coming destruction of slavery, the deliverances
of the Churches became every day more and more

decided in favor of the national cause and the
downfall of human bondage. To detail the thou

sand ways in which the Churches

testified their

support of the national cause, to give even an
abstract of the countless expressions of loyalty

which came from the different religious bodies of
the country, would occupy many volumes; we can
only refer briefly to a few of the more important
utterances of some of the great religious societies.
In all the Church conventions which met after
the President

s

preliminary proclamation of the

22d of September, 1862, that act of liberation was
greeted with the heartiest expressions of approval
and support. The Baptist Convention of New York
declared that While we see with the profoundest
sorrow thousands of husbands, fathers, brothers,
and sons falling on the battlefield, considering
the interests to be preserved and transmitted to fu
ture generations we cannot regard the sacrifice of
treasure and of life too much for the object to be
secured.&quot;
They denounced human slavery as the
&quot;

&quot;

procuring cause of the rebellion now raging among
us
they declared that the spirit of the age, the
safety of the country, and the laws of God require
its entire removal.&quot;
The American Baptist Mis&quot;

&quot;

;

ionary Union had, in the spring of 1862, adopted
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with unanimity resolutions characterizing the war
now waged by the National Government to put
&quot;

down

the unprovoked and wicked rebellion that

has risen against us, and to establish anew the
reign of order and of law, as a most righteous and
holy one, sanctioned alike by God and all right-

men

expressing their opinion that &quot;the
principal cause and origin of this attempt to de
stroy the Government has been the institution of
and lasting peace
slavery,&quot; and that a safe, solid,
could not be expected short of its complete over

thinking

7

;

The next year they declared that the de
velopments of the past year had only tended to

throw.

deepen their conviction of these truths, which they
solemnly reiterated and affirmed. They referred to
the

&quot;fatal

and

suicidal

blows&quot;

inflicted

upon

slav

ery by the slaveholders rebellion, and said that
thus overruling what appeared at first to
&quot;for
be a terrible national calamity, to the production
of results so unexpected and glorious, their grati
tude and adoration are due to that wonder-work

God who

ing

still

maketh the wrath

of

men

to praise him, while the remainder of wrath he re
strains.
They approved the President s proclama
7

tion and the acts of Congress abolishing slavery in
the District of Columbia and the Territories, and
hailed the dawn of that glorious day when liberty
&quot;

shall
all

be proclaimed throughout all the land unto
In severe and digni
thereof.&quot;

the inhabitants

language they expressed their gratitude for
whatever measure of sympathy they had received
from abroad, but at the same time declared that
the United States asked no assistance from other
nations, and would brook no intervention or interfied
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In October, 1864, at a meeting of the
American Board of Foreign Missions, in Worcester,
Massachusetts, the venerable Albert Barnes was
granted leave to introduce, without reference to a
ference.

committee, a series of resolutions expressing the
hearty sympathy of the Board in the efforts to sup
press the rebellion hoping for the deliverance of
the world from the oppression of slavery; and
;

gratefully acknowledging the divine interposition
in the success which has attended the arms of the
&quot;

we shall again be one
one
under
united
glorious Constitution,
people
united in our efforts to spread the Gospel around
the world.&quot; These resolutions were adopted unani
mously with great enthusiasm, the audience rising
nation as an indication that

to their feet

and singing the national anthem.

The State conferences of the Congregational
churches passed similar resolutions from time to
time. As a specimen of all we give an abstract of
the resolutions of the Conference of Massachusetts
The chief hope of rebellion is in the
and
distraction of a divided North, and
sympathy
the surest and shortest way to peace is not to recall
our armies and to relax our grasp upon the enemy,
but to present a united and loyal front and an
unconquerable determination to prosecute the war
till the power of the Government meets no longer
armed resistance.&quot; They disclaim any feeling of

in 1864.

&quot;

despondency or of impatience, &quot;believing that God
is on our side,&quot; and interpret hopefully the divine
delays which have led to more and more radical
and precious resolutions and deliverances,&quot; and
assert roundly and with undaunted courage that
there can be no effectual reestablishment of the
&quot;

&quot;
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national authority

by any negotiation which con
Government to subdue
and proposes terms of

fesses the inability of the
rebellion by force of arms

peace to rebels still flying the flag of defiance.&quot;
It was not only in New England that the Con
gregational churches maintained this stern and
The General Association of
patriotic attitude.

York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania came
boldly forward in the autumn of 1864, and, discard

New

ing all pretenses of non-partisanship or neutrality,
declared for the reelection of Mr. Lincoln in these
unqualified words:

As

momentous issues of this long and deadly con
approaching their solution in a combined struggle
in the field and at the polls, we will sustain with out
votes the brave and noble men who are defending our
liberties with their lives, and will animate our fellowthe

test are

by every consideration of religious hope and
duty, of devotion to country and to liberty, to make the
decision of the people on the 8th of November final and
fatal to the hopes of traitors in arms and conspirators in
citizens

Our hopes for the preservation of our
political councils.
liberties as a nation, and for the complete emancipation
of the African race in the South, depend, under God, upon
sustaining the Government in upholding the integrity of

the Union throughout all the trials and doubts of the war,
and in that policy which looks to the abandonment of
slavery as the condition of permanent union and peace.

The German Reformed Synod passed earnest
resolutions urging upon their clergy and laity to
continue to labor and pray for the success of the

Government in its efforts to suppress the rebellion,
and to restore peace and union. These resolutions
were reiterated from year to year in every State
where this church had an organization in existence.
The Lutheran General Synod which met at York

LINCOLN AND THE CHIJKCHES
in
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1864 passed resolutions denouncing slavery,

setting forth &quot;the necessity of its forcible sup
pression, the righteousness of the war which is
waged by the Government of the United States

maintenance of the national

for the

life,

and the

duty of every Christian to support it by the whole
weight of his influence, his prayers, and his efforts.&quot;
The Moravian Synod also denounced slavery and
considered an earnest support of the Constitution
and the laws a religious duty, and expressed its
to render all the aid in its power to
subdue unrighteous rebellion and extend the right
&quot;

willingness

ful authority of the
of our country.&quot;

One

Government over every portion

most weighty utterances of any re
ligious organization during the war was that of the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of
the United States, which met at Columbus, Ohio,
of the

in the spring of 1862.
Important as was this de
liverance from the sanction which it carried, as the

utterance of one of the most considerable religious
organizations in the country, it was 110 less signifi

cant as the
of

work

of the Eev. Dr. R. J. Breckinridge
held a position second to none

Kentucky, who

in the border States in character, in political in
fluence, and in social connections. This remarkable

paper began with the praise of peace, but, in strik
ing contrast to the many craven pleas based upon
this theme during the war, it threw the blame of
the violation of peace upon the disloyal and traitor
ous attempt to overthrow the National Government
by military force. The report continues
:

This

whole treason, rebellion, anarchy, fraud, and

violence,

is

utterly contrary to the dictates of natural
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religion and morality, and is plainly condemned by the
revealed will of God. It is the clear and solemn duty
of the National Government to preserve, at whatever
cost, the National Union and Constitution, to maintain
the laws in their supremacy, to crush force by force,
and to restore the reign of public order and peace to the
entire nation by whatever lawful means that are neces
sary thereunto. And it is the bounden duty of the people
who compose this great nation, each one in his several
place and degree, to uphold the Federal Government and
every State government and all persons in authority,
whether civil or military, in all their lawful and proper
acts, unto the end hereinbefore set forth.

The report denounces treason, rebellion, and an
archy as sinful, and gravely deprecates the conduct
of the Southern synods in encouraging them. The
concluding section says

:

We

record our gratitude to God for the prevailing
unity of sentiment and general internal peace which
have characterized the Church in the States that have
not revolted, embracing a great majority of ministers,
congregations, and people under our care. It may still
be called with emphasis a loyal, orthodox, and pious
Church, and all its acts and works indicate its right to a
title so noble.
Let a spirit of quietness, of mutual for
bearance, and of ready obedience to authority, both civil
and ecclesiastical, illustrate the loyalty, the orthodoxy,
In the name and by the
and the piety of the Church.
authority of the Lord Jesus we earnestly exhort all who
love God or fear his wrath to turn a deaf ear to all coun
sels and suggestions that tend towards a reaction favor
able to disloyalty, schism, or disturbance, either in the
In all these respects we must
Church or in the country.
give account to God in that great day, and it is in view
of our own dread responsibility to the Judge of quick and
.

.

.

.

dead that we

now make

.

.

this deliverance.

This austere and unqualified declaration of loy
alty, this denunciation of a treason which was at
that hour lifting a defiant and almost triumphant

_J
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head through a great part of the Union, was
adopted by a majority which, under the circum
Two hundred and six min
stances, is surprising.
isters and ruling elders voted for it
only twenty
voted against it less than one in ten failed to rise
to that height of moral and political duty.
The
;

;

keynote thus early set governed this powerful
Church throughout the war. Its General Assembly,
meeting at Newark, New Jersey, in 1864, adopted
a long and most energetic report, declaring that
the time has at length come, in the providence
&quot;

of God,

when

it is

his will that every vestige of

human

slavery among us should be effaced, and
that every Christian man should address himself

with industry and earnestness to his appropriate
part in the performance of this great duty.
Under the influence of the most incomprehensible
infatuation of wickedness, those who are most
deeply interested in the perpetuation of slavery
have taken away every motive for its further
.

.

toleration.&quot;

An

attempt was made at the meeting of the
Synod of New York to censure this action of the
General Assembly of the Church, but it was voted
down by a majority of six to one. The General
Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church

had passed equally strong and uncompromising
it to be a duty especially
to let her light shine,
trust that all the preachers of the Gospel,
.

resolutions

&quot;

Believing

:

incumbent on the Church

we

of every denomination, will hear
voice,

now

before

to

.

.

.

.

and obey God s

calling upon them louder than ever
open their mouth in behalf of the

dumb.&quot;

VOL. VI.

.

21
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The Reformed Presbyterian Church, commonly
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Scotch Covenanters,&quot; addressed the
by committee in 1862, beginning with
the proud boast that this Church, true to its high
lineage and ancient spirit, does not hold within its
pale a single secessionist or sympathizer with re
bellion in these United States.&quot; They congratulated
him upon the antislavery measures of the Govern
called the

&quot;

President

&quot;

ment and urged him,
by every consideration drawn from the Word of God, and
the present condition of our bleeding country, not to be
moved from the path of duty on which you have so auspi
ciously entered, either by the threats or blandishments of
the enemies of human progress, or ... through fears of
timid friends.

Two
is

It
years later they met and declared that
the duty of the Church of Christ to encourage
&quot;

and sustain the Government

of the country in all

that they do for the honor of God, the freedom of
the enslaved, the mitigation of the inevitable evils
of war, and the preservation, at all hazards, of the
national life, integrity, and power.&quot;

The New School Presbyterians also lifted their
voice with equal energy and clearness against the
rebellion and in favor of the Government. At
Assembly each year during the war
they adopted resolutions of the most uncompro
mising loyalty, and on several occasions addressed
their General

the President personally with messages full of
ardent devotion and high encouragement. They

Since the day of your inauguration, the
thousands of our membership have followed you
with unceasing prayer, besieging the throne of
said

&quot;

:

Heaven

in your behalf.

.

.

When we

look at the
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history of your Administration hitherto, and at the
wonderful way in which this people have been led

under your guidance, we glorify God in you.&quot;
A year later they embodied their sentiments of
loyalty to the Union and opposition to slavery in
a forcible series of resolutions, which were brought

Washington and presented to the President by
a committee of which John A. Foote, a brother
of the admiral, was chairman.
The President re

to

plied

:

It has been my happiness to receive testimonies of a
similar nature from, I believe, all denominations of
Christians.
This to me is most gratifying, because
from the beginning I saw that the issues of our great
struggle depended on the Divine interposition and favor.
.

.

... As a

pilot, I have used my best exertions to keep
our Ship of State, and shall be glad to resign my
trust at the appointed time to another pilot more skillful
and successful than I may prove. In every case and at
all hazards, the Government must be perpetuated.
Re
lying as I do upon the Almighty Power, and encouraged
as I am by these resolutions which you have just read,
with the support which I receive from Christian men, I
shall not hesitate to use all the means at my control to
secure the termination of this rebellion, and will hope for

afloat

success.

Of the firm arid loyal attitude of the Protestant
Episcopal Church this resolution of the Convention
of the Diocese of Pennsylvania may serve as an
example

:

We hereby declare our unfaltering allegiance to the Gov
ernment of the United States, and we pledge ifc our willing
devotion and service and as a body of Christians we will
ever pray that, in God s own time and way, this rebel
lion may be put down that oppression and slavery in all
its forms may be done away
that freedom of body and
and
mind, political
religious, may everywhere prevail;
;

;

;
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that the emancipated negroes, whom God in his provi
dence is committing to our care, may be the objects
of our liberal and Christian regard and instruction ;
that war may soon cease throughout all our borders,
and that our now lacerated country may again be so
united that from the lakes oil the North to the gulf on the
South, and from the Atlantic to the Pacific, there shall
be but one Union, one Government, one flag, one Consti
tution, the whole culminating in that higher glory which
a mountain
shall make this nation Emmanuel s land
of holiness and a dwelling-place of righteousness.&quot;

No church was more ready

or powerful in its
than the widespread

support of the Government
Methodist Episcopal Church. From the beginning
it took ground firmly and unanimously for the
national cause the Western armies especially were
filled with the young and vigorous fighting men of
that connection. To a committee of the General
Conference of 1864, the President said
;

:

Nobly sustained as the Government has been by all the
churches, I would utter nothing which might in the least
appear invidious against any. Yet, without this, it may
fairly be said that the Methodist Episcopal Church, not
less devoted than the best, is, by its greater numbers, the
most important of all. It is no fault in others that the
Methodist Church sends more soldiers to the field, more
nurses to the hospitals, and more prayers to heaven than
any other. God bless the Methodist Church. Bless all
the churches, and blessed be God, who in this our great
1
giveth us the churches.
&quot;trial

i

In an address delivered by Dr.

J. P.

Newman

in

New

Orleans,

The voice

of Simpson has been
heard pleading eloquently for the
union of the country. Ames, as
patriotic as wise, has not hesitated to lend his aid to our unfor-

March 23, 1864, he makes this
well-founded claim
The Methodist Church has been unanimous
and zealous in the defense of the tunate prisoners in Richmond
Union. Her bishops, her minis- and to give his sons to the army,
Janes has found no narrow field
ters, and her laity have nobly
&quot;

:

responded to tho call of their
country in this hour of her peril,

for his philanthropic heart in the
labors of the Christian Commis-
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These energetic expressions of loyalty were not
confined to the Protestant churches alone. Arch
bishop Hughes in

and

New York gave his great personal

ecclesiastical influence to the support of the

Government, and Archbishop Purcell of Cincinnati
took occasion, in recommending the observance of
Thanksgiving Day, 1864, to his people, to urge upon
them the cause of the country. He said
:

We

confess that it has greatly pained us to hear
that certain rash, irreverent, and thoughtless men of
our communion have denounced and abused the Govern
ment, the Administration, and their abettors. Now God
commands us to bless, and curse not. And when bad
men cursed the supporters of the Government, did they
not reflect that they cursed the more than hundreds of
thousands of Catholic voters and Catholic soldiers of our
army who defend that Government in the field ? Did they
not reflect that its downfall would be hailed with acclama
tion by our own hereditary oppressors across the ocean?
Did they reflect that if political salvation is ever to reach
a far-distant and beloved island, it must come to it from
these United States which they would sever?

The Administration did not commence this
the archbishop said, and went on in his ad
war,&quot;
&quot;

dress to contrast the conduct

Government with that
in

conclusion

&quot;

:

It

is

of

the

of the rebellion.

time

.

.

.

that

National

He
all

said

...

should rally around the
powers which the
Apostle commands us to obey, and thus, present
ing an undivided front to the enemy, reestablish
the Union, without which there can be no pan
.

.

.

acea, present or prospective, for the

ills

we

suffer.&quot;

All our church papers and

have thrown the whole weight

periodicals have given an uncompromising, zealous, persistent
support to the Government, and

of their influence, intelligent as it
was potent, on the side of the

sion.

Union.&quot;
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The Society

of Friends occupied a peculiar rela
By the two leading tenets of their

tion to the war.

were drawn in different ways they
were intensely opposed both to slavery and to war.
While, therefore, they were ready to favor every
act of Mr. Lincoln s Administration which promised
to abridge the power and shorten the duration of
slavery, they were placed in a cruel dilemma when
called upon to take part in the only measures by
which the country could be preserved, and the pre
dominance of a government based upon slavery
prevented. The result was as might readily be
religion they

;

imagined. Human nature asserted itself in the
midst of that serious and tranquil communion as
everywhere else, and the Friends acted each accord
ing to his individual bent. In the words of the
address of the Yearly Meeting of 1864
Many
of our young men, overcome by the spirit of war,
have rushed into the conflict where some of them
found an early death, some have purchased their
&quot;

:

from the draft by the payment of money
others have remained steadfast to their faith in
the hour of trial, thereby subjecting themselves

release

;

to the penalty for

desertion.&quot;

Those who entered the army illustrated in their
plain speech and quiet courage the virtues of their
lineage no less than those who, refusing to bear arms,
bore uncomplainingly all that the law could inflict

upon them by way of punishment for their contu
macy. But the Society, as a body, remained out
wardly true to both articles of its creed, and
protested constantly against both slavery and the
war which it caused. The yearly meeting of 1862
greeted with

hearty approval

the

abolition

of
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slavery in the District of Columbia, while praying
that the effusion of blood might be stayed; and
that of 1864, while appreciating &quot;the difficulties
that surround those upon whom rests the responsi
bility of

guiding the nation through the awful

perils of civil

war,&quot;

and declining

judgment with those

who

differ&quot;

to

&quot;enter

from them,

into
still

persisted in their dignified petition to the Presi
dent and to Congress that they might not be com
pelled to offend their own consciences by complying
with the law requiring military service.

Mr. Lincoln s attitude in relation to this question
especially delicate. Himself of Quaker ances
try, he felt a peculiar sympathy with their scruples,
and yet he could not legally relieve them from
their liabilities, and he clearly perceived the im

was

policy of

recommending to Congress any specific
measure of relief. He heard and answered their
addresses with the greatest patience and respect,
and intervened with his prerogative on occasions

We

of peculiar hardship.
tions two or three letters,

owe

to these complica

which strikingly exhibit
his quick sympathies, his keen sense of justice, and
his profound religious feeling.
To the Quakers of
who
had
him
an
sent
address
Iowa,
through Sena
tor Harlan, he wrote
:

It is most cheering and encouraging for me to know
that in the efforts which I have made, and am making,
for the restoration of a righteous peace to our country, I
am upheld and sustained by the good wishes and prayers
of God s people. No one is more deeply than myself
aware that without his favor our highest wisdom is but
as foolishness, and that our most strenuous efforts would
avail nothing in the shadow of his displeasure.
It seems
to me that if there be one subject upon which all good
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Lincoln to

Quakers
jan.

5,

men may

unitedly agree, it is in imploring the gracious
favor of the God of Nations upon the struggle our people
are ma king for the preservation of their precious birthright of civil and religious liberty.

To the Quakers of Rhode Island, in answer to a
letter, he said
Engaged as I am, in a great war,
&quot;

:

I fear it will
Lincoln
s.

RTobey

Marcli
1862.

19,

MS.

be

the world to understand

difficult for

now

fully I appreciate the principles of peace inculcated in this letter and everywhere by the Society
r?

of

i

T7i

11

Friends.&quot;

But one of the most significant of the President s
letters, in which he expresses with less than his
usual reserve his idea of the moral and religious
bearings of the great conflict, was written to Mrs.
G-urney, the wife of the eminent English preacher
of the Society of Friends, in the autumn of 1864.

shows in a singularly touching and instructive
way how the ancestral faith of the Quaker survived
It

in this son of a pioneer, commander-in-chief of a
million of men engaged in one of the most destruc
tive

wars of modern times

:

MY ESTEEMED FRIEND I have not forgotten prob
the very impressive occasion
ably never shall forget
when yourself and friends visited me on a Sabbath fore
noon, two years ago nor has your kind letter, written
nearly a year later, ever been forgotten. In all, ifc has
:

;

been your purpose to strengthen my reliance on God. I
am much indebted to the good Christian people of the
country for their constant prayers and consolations, and
to no one of them more than to yourself.
The purposes
of the Almighty are perfect, and must prevail, though

we

erring mortals

in advance.

may

We hoped

fail to

for a

accurately perceive them
happy termination of this
but God knows best, and

war long before this;
has ruled otherwise. We shall yet acknowledge his wis
dom, and our own error therein. Meanwhile we must
work earnestly in the best lights he gives us, trusting
terrible
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that so working still conduces to the great ends he orSurely he intends some great good to follow
this mighty convulsion, which no mortal could make,
and no mortal could stay. Your people, the Friends,
have had, and are having, a very great trial. On prin
ciple and faith, opposed to both war and oppression, they
can only practically oppose oppression by war. In this
hard dilemma, some have chosen one horn, and some the
other.
For those appealing to me on conscientious
grounds, I have done, and shall do, the best I could and
can, in my own conscience, under my oath to the law.
That you believe this I doubt not, and believing it I shall
still receive for our country and myself your earnest
prayers to our Father in heaven.
Your sincere friend,
A. LINCOLN.
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dains.

Among the important agencies through which the
mingled patriotism and religion of the country lent
their assistance to the armies of the Union were
the Sanitary Commissions and the Christian Com
mission. The former collected and disbursed not
less than $5,000,000 in cash and $9,000,000 in sup
plies for the benefit of the armies in the field and
the sick and wounded in the hospitals, while the
Christian Commission raised

some

$4,500,000, not
only for this purpose, but also to extend to the
soldiers the benefits and consolations of religion in

cases where the overworked

army

chaplains found

the complete fulfillment of these offices beyond
their powers.
The Sanitary Fairs throughout the

country were remarkable exhibitions of the patriot
ism and philanthropy of the people. They were
carried on to a great extent by the women of the
country, and the quickening of the national spirit
by these concerted efforts was of more importance

Union cause than even the vast sums of
money which were produced; though these were

to the

Lincoln to

Gurney
sept. 4,186*.
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unprecedented in the annals of charity.
of

New York

realized

$1,300,000,

The

nearly

fair

all

of

which was clear profit. On every great battlefield
of the war, even before the thunder of the artillery
was silenced, the trains of these great organizations
were upon the field and their members were en
gaged caring for the wounded, bearing away the
sick, praying with the dying, and receiving their
last messages
while in every village of the North
gentle and patriotic women were constantly em
ployed making ready the stores of luxuries and deli
;

cacies dispensed

In the work

charitable agents at the front.
of these beneficent agencies the

by

He frequently
Bellows and George H.
Stuart as to the best means of carrying on their
work. Being requested to preside at a meeting of
the Christian Commission held in Washington on
the 22d of February, 1863, he wrote:
President took a profound interest.
consulted with Dr. H.

While for reasons that

W.

I

deem

to preside, I cannot withhold

and its worthy objects. Whatever shall be, sincerely and
God s name, devised for the good of the soldiers and
seamen in their hard spheres of duty can scarcely fail
to be blessed.
And whatever shall tend to turn our
thoughts from the unreasoning and uncharitable pas
sions, prejudices, and jealousies incident to a great na
tional trouble such as ours, and to fix them on the vast
and long-enduring consequences, for weal or for woe,
which are to result from the struggle, and especially to
strengthen our reliance on the Supreme Being for the
final triumph of the right, cannot but be well for us all.
The birthday of Washington and the Christian Sabbath
coinciding this year, and suggesting together the highest
interests of this life and of that to come, is most propi
in

Lincoln

Feb? 22,

must decline
of the meeting

sufficient I

my approval

tious for the meeting proposed.
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The cause of the rebellion was adopted and carried on by the Churches in the South, if not with
more zeal and determination, at least with greater
vehemence at the beginning than was shown by
the religious organizations of the North. Even
before the war began the State Convention of Baptists m Alabama made haste to rush into secession,
had failed in important
saying that the Union
particulars to answer the purpose for which it was
subject
created,&quot; and that they held themselves
.

.

&quot;

&quot;

to the call of proper authority in defense of the
sovereignty ... of Alabama, and of her right as a

sovereignty to withdraw from this Union.&quot; Several
of the Presbyterian Synods of the South went

headlong into the rebellion before the close of the
year 1860, and others followed their example in the
autumn meetings of 1861. They formed the Gen
eral Assembly of the South on the 4th of December
of that year. Even before the inauguration of Mr.
Lincoln the Protestant Episcopal Convention of
several States formally withdrew from the Union,
and that fiery soldier-priest Leonidas Polk, Bishop
of Louisiana,

commanded

the clergy to shift their
public prayers from the President of the United
States to that of the Confederate States, saying,

Our separation from our brethren of the Protes
tant Episcopal Church of the United States has
been effected because we must follow our national
Our relations to each other hereafter will
ity.
be the relations we both now hold to the men of
&quot;

.

.

our mother Church in

Unable to restrain
Church militant,
he exchanged his crozier for a sword, and in 1864
died by a cannon shot on the Georgia hills.
England.&quot;

his ardor within the limits of the

CHAP. xv.

November,
iseo.
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At the session of the first Oeneral Council of the
Protestant Episcopal Church at Augusta, an ad
dress was adopted congratulating the Church in
the Confederate States upon the unity which ex
isted in its councils,

upon its promise of growth
and expansion, and upon the fact that the leading
minds of the new republic were of their own com
munion; they called upon the Church to make
strenuous efforts in behalf of the slaves of the
South, and gently advocated such an arrangement
of their peculiar institution as not to violate the
right of marriage among the blacks.
Hitherto,&quot;
&quot;

we have been hindered by the pressure
now that we have thrown off from
us that hateful and infidel pestilence, we should
prove to the world that we are faithful to our trust,
&quot;

they say,

of Abolitionists

;

and the Church should lead the hosts of the Lord
work of justice and mercy.&quot; Feeble efforts
in this direction were made by churches in other
in this

communions in the South, but strong opposition
was at- once developed. In the Transylvania Pres
u
bytery it was argued that Though the matter pre
sented was one of undoubted grievance, involving a
sin

which ought

to be

purged away, yet, to prevent
Church at such a time of intense
strife, there must be no intermeddling,&quot; and

agitation in the
political
McPherson,
History
of the

a resolution in favor of the solemnization of matri

&quot;

Rebellion,&quot;

p. 548.

mony among slaves was laid upon the table, nearly
every member of the Presbytery voting against it.
The Methodist Church in the South had sep
arated from their brethren in the North fifteen
years before the war on the question of slavery,
and a portion of their clergy and laity when the
war broke out naturally eo gaged in it with their
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accustomed zeal but they were by no means unanimous, even within the seceding States, and the
organization was sorely afflicted and impoverished
by the war though at its close they resumed
their work with undiminished energy and soon re
;

all

gained

they had

lost.

1

As the national authority began to be rees
tablished throughout the States in rebellion, not
the least embarrassing of the questions which gen
erals in

command were

called

upon

that of the treatment of churches

to decide was
whose pastors

were openly or covertly disloyal to the Union.
There was no general plan adopted by the Govern
ment for such cases in fact, it was impossible to
formulate a policy which should meet so vast a
;

variety of circumstances as presented themselves
in the different regions of the South.
The Board
of Missions of the Methodist

Church sent down some

of their ablest ministers, with general authority to
take charge of the abandoned churches, and to es
tablish in them their interrupted worship.
The
Mission boards of other denominations took similar

and the Secretary of War gave general
orders to the officers commanding the different deaction,

At a convention of loyal minand laymen of the Methodist Episcopal Church held at
Kiioxville, August, 1864, it was
resolved that the loyal members
1

isters

have a just
the church property;

of the conference

claimto

all

that they really constitute

the

Southern Methodist Episcopal
Church, within the bounds of the
Holston Conference
that they
propose, at the earliest day practicable, to transfer the same to
the Methodist Episcopal Church
;

in the United States ; and that the
ministers be instructed to propose
to their congregations to unite
en masse with that church. Their

there are in
report states that
the bounds of the Holston Confer&quot;

ence 120 preachers known to be
loyal, and forty others supposed
to be true to the Union, and it
is

thought, therefore, that the
of reconstruction will be

work

McPhereasily accomplished.&quot;
son, &quot;History of the Rebellion,&quot;
p.

546.

CHAP

-

xv

-
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March
1864.

10,

Mc-

Phersou,
History
of the

&quot;

Rebellion,&quot;

partments to permit ministers of the Gospel bearing
the commission of these Mission boards to exercise
the functions of their office and to give them all
the aid, countenance, and support which might be

p. 522.

practicable.

But before and

much

after these

orders

there

was

between the military and the
authorities, which had its rise gener

clashing

ecclesiastical

ally in the individual temperaments of the respec
There was an instance
tive generals and priests.

where a young officer rose in his pew
and requested an Episcopal minister to read the

in one place

prayer for the President of the United States,
which he had omitted. Upon the minister s re

advanced to the pulpit and led
the preacher, loudly protesting, to the door, and

fusal the soldier

Report
of Judge-

Advocate
General,
April 30,
1864.

then quietly returning to the altar himself read the
not much, it is to be feared, to the edifi
prayer
cation of the congregation.
General Butler ar
rested a clergyman in Norfolk, and placed him at
hard labor on the public works, for disloyalty in
belief and action but the President reversed this
sentence and changed it to one of exclusion from
the Union lines.
The Catholic Bishop of Natchez
having refused to read the prescribed form of
;

March
1864.

7,

prayer for the President, and having protested in
an able and temperate paper against the orders of
the commanding general in this regard, the latter
ordered him to be expelled from the Union lines,
although the order was almost immediately re
scinded.
General Rosecrans issued an order in
Missouri requiring the members of religious con
vocations to give satisfactory evidence of their
loyalty to the Government of the United States as
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a condition precedent to their assemblage and proIn answer to the protestations which
tection.
naturally resulted from this mandate he replied
that it was given at the request of many loyal

church members, both lay and clerical that if he
should permit ah bodies claiming to be religious
to meet without question, a convocation of Price s
army, under the garb of religion, might assemble
He claimed that
with impunity and plot treason.
there was no hardship in compelling the members
of such assemblages to establish their loyalty by
oath and certificate, and insisted that his order,
;

1

while protesting against public danger, really pro
tected the purity and the freedom of religion.

between
and commanding generals
an incident occurred which deserves a moment s
notice, as it led to a clear and vigorous statement
from Mr. Lincoln of his attitude in regard to these
matters. During the year 1862 a somewhat bitter
discussion arose between the Rev. Dr. McPheeters
of the Vine Street Church in St. Louis and some of
In the course of these controversies

secessionist ministers

his congregation in regard to his supposed sympa
thies with the rebellion.
Looking back upon the

controversy from this distance of time it seems
that rather hard measure was dealt to the parson
for although, from all the circumstances of the
;

doubt that his feelings
were strongly enlisted in the cause of the rebellion,
he behaved with so much discretion that the princi
case, there appears little

pal offenses charged against him by his zealous
parishioners were that he once baptized a baby

by the name of Sterling Price, and that he
would not declare himself in favor of the Union.

rebel

CHAP. xv.
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The difference in his church grew continually
more flagrant, and was sustained by interminable
letters and statements on both sides, until at last

CHAP. xv.

the provost-marshal intervened, ordering the arrest
of Dr. McPheeters, excluding him from his pulpit,

and taking the control of his church out of the
hands of its trustees. This action gave rise to ex
tended comment, not only in Missouri, but through
out the Union. The President, being informed of
wrote to General Curtis disapproving the act of
the provost-marshal, saying, in a terse and vigor
ous phrase, which immediately obtained wide cur
The United States Government must not,
rency,
as by this order, undertake to run the Churches.
When
an individual in a church, or out of it, be
Lincoln to
comes dangerous to the public interest he must be
w
checked but let the Churches, as such, take care of
vol. XXIL
it,

&quot;

;

,

Part
P.

II.,

,,

i

themselves.&quot;

7.

But even

peremptory and unmistakable
command did not put an end to the discussion.
Taking the hands of the Government away from
this

the preacher did not quench the dissensions in the
church, nor restore the pastor to the position which
he occupied before the war ; and almost a year later

some

of the friends of Dr. McPheeters considered

necessary and proper to ask the intervention of
the President to restore to him all his ecclesiastical

it

privileges in addition to the civil rights

admitted he already enjoyed. This the President,
in a letter of equal clearness and vigor, refused to
I have never interfered,&quot; he said, nor thought
do.
&quot;

De
i

m

which they

2

&quot;

of interfering, as to who shall, or shall not, preach
in any church; nor have I knowingly or believ-

ingly tolerated any one else to so interfere

by

my

MAJOR-GENERAL W.

S.

KOSECKANS.
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but he continues, If, after all, what CHAP. xv.
is now sought is to have me put Dr. McPheeters
back over the heads of a majority of his own con
gregation, that too will be declined. I will not have oD?Fme?,
&quot;

&quot;

authority

;

The case
any church, on any
finally ended by the exclusion of Dr. McPheeters
from his pulpit by the order of the presbytery hav
control of

side.&quot;

ing ecclesiastical authority in the case.
In this wise and salutary abstention from any
interference with the Churches, which was dictated

own

convictions as well as enjoined by the
Constitution, the President did not always have

by

his

the support of his subordinates. He had not only,
as we have seen, to administer occasional rebukes
to his over-zealous generals, but

even in his own

Cabinet he was sometimes compelled to overrule a
disposition to abuse of authority in things spiritual.
Several weeks after he had so clearly expressed
himself in the McPheeters case, he found, to his

amazement, that the Secretary of

War had

been

giving orders virtually putting the army in certain
places at the disposition of a Methodist bishop for
the enforcement of his ecclesiastical decrees.

He

addressed to Mr. Stanton a note of measured cen
1
sure, which was followed by an order from the War

Department explaining and modifying the more
objectionable features of the former document.
After having made these
declarations in good faith and in
writing, you can conceive of my
!&quot;

embarrassment at now having
brought to me what purports to be
a formal order of the War Department, bearing date November 30,
1863, giving Bishop Ames control

and possession

Methodist

churches

VOL. VI.

22

the
certain

of all
in

Southern Military Departments
whose pastors have not been
appointed by a loyal bishop or
bishops, and ordering the military
to aid him against any resistance which may be made to his
taking such possession and control.
What is to be done about
it?&quot;
Lincoln to Stanton, MS.,
Feb. 11,1864.

2

5&3?
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The Secretary explained that his action had no
a means of rallyother intention than to furnish
ing the Methodist people in favor of the Union, in
&quot;

Lincoln
to

Hogan,

In

menT

on

fled

OTder,

F

3

i864?

where the rebellion had disorganized and
This explanation was not entirely
them.&quot;
satisfactory to the President, but he thought best
to make no further public reference to the matter.

localities

scattered

Scarcely was this affair disposed of when a com
plaint was received from Memphis of some inter

by the military with a church edifice there.
Mr. Lincoln made upon the paper this peremptory
If the military have military need
indorsement
of the church building, let them keep it otherwise,
let them get out of it, and leave it and its owners
ference

&quot;

:

;

MS

.

alone, except for causes that justify the arrest
of any one.&quot; Two months later the President,

hearing of further complications in the case, made
still another order, which, even at the risk of weary
ing the reader, we will give, from his own manuscript,
as illustrating not only his conscientious desire that

should be done, but also the exasperating
obstacles he was continually compelled to surmount,
in those troubled times, to accomplish, with all the
vast powers at his disposition, this reasonable

justice,

desire.
I am now told that the military were not in possession
of the building and yet that in pretended execution of
the above they, the military, put one set of men out of and
another set into the building. This, if true, is most
extraordinary. I say again, if there be no military need
for the building, leave it alone, neither putting any one in
nor out of it, except on finding some one preaching or
;

Lincoln,

M

13

f&64

MS.

practicing treason, in which case lay hands upon him, just
as ^ ^6 were doing the same thing in any other building,
or in the streets or highways.
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made himself understood and his orders

CHAP. xv.

yet so widespread was the tendency of
meddle with matters beyond their juris

diction, that it took three years of such vehement
injunctions as these to teach them to keep their
hands away from the clergy and the churches.

Lincoln had a profound respect for every form
He steadily refused to
show favor to any particular denomination of
and when General Grant issued an
Christians
unjust and injurious order against the Jews expel
ling them from his department, the President ordered it to be revoked the moment it was brought
of sincere religious belief.

;

to his notice.

man

of profound and intense re
have
no purpose of attempting
ligious feeling. We
to formulate his creed we question if he himself
ever did so. There have been swift witnesses who,
judging from expressions uttered in his callow
youth, have called him an atheist, and others who,
with the most laudable intentions, have remem
bered improbable conversations which they bring
forward to prove at once his orthodoxy and their
own intimacy with him. But leaving aside these
apocryphal evidences, we have only to look at his
authentic public and private utterances to see how
deep and strong in all the latter part of his life was
the current of his religious thought and emotion.

Lincoln was a

;

He

continually invited arid appreciated, at their
highest value, the prayers of good people. The

pressure of the tremendous problems by which he
was surrounded; the awful moral significance of
the conflict in which he was the chief combatant

;

the overwhelming sense of personal responsibility,

w
voi xvn.,
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which never

left

him

for

an hour

all

contributed

temperament naturally serious and
a spiritual view of life and conduct,

to produce, in a

predisposed to
a sense of reverent acceptance of the guidance
From that morning when,
of a Superior Power.

standing amid the falling snowflakes on the rail
way car at Springfield, he asked the prayers of his
neighbors in those touching phrases whose echo
rose that night in invocations from thousands of
family altars, to the memorable hour when on the
steps of the National Capitol he humbled himself
before his Creator in the sublime words of the second

not an expression known to have
his pen but proves that he held
himself answerable in every act of his career to a
more august tribunal than any on earth. The fact
that he was not a communicant of any church, and
inaugural, there

is

come from, his lips or

that he

was singularly reserved

in regard to his

personal religious life, gives only the greater force
to these striking proofs of his profound reverence

and
In

faith.
final substantiation of this assertion,

we sub

join two papers from the hand of the President,
one official and the other private, which bear within
themselves the imprint of a sincere devotion and a
steadfast reliance upon the power and benignity of
an overruling Providence. The first is an order
which he issued on the 16th of November, 1862, on

the observance of

Sunday

:

The President, Commander-in- Chief of the Army and
Navy, desires and enjoins the orderly observance of the
Sabbath by the officers and men in the military and naval
service.
The importance for man and beast of the pre
scribed weekly rest, the sacred rights of Christian soldiers
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sailors, a becoming deference to the best sentiment
of a Christian people, and a due regard for the Divine will,
demand that Sunday labor in the Army and Navy be
reduced to the measure of strict necessity. The discipline

and

and character of the national forces should not suffer, nor
the cause they defend be imperiled, by the profanation
At this time of
of the day or name of the Most High.
the
words
of
distress
adopting
Washington in
public
u
men may find enough to do in the service of
1776
God and their country without abandoning themselves
The first General Order issued
to vice and immorality.&quot;
by the Father of his Country after the Declaration of
Independence indicates the spirit in which our institu
The
tions were founded and should ever be defended.
General hopes and trusts that every officer and man will
endeavor to live and act as becomes a Christian soldier,
defending the dearest rights and liberties of his coun-

CHAP. xv.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

try/

71

But

if

it

may

be

said that

this

order

was,

an exoteric utterance springing from
those relations of religion and good government
which the wisest rulers have always recognized in
their intercourse with the people, we will give one
other document, of which nothing of the sort can
be said. It is a paper which Mr. Lincoln wrote in
September, 1862, while his mind was burdened
with the weightiest question of his life, the weight
iest with which this century has had to grapple.
Wearied with all the considerations of law and of
expediency with which he had been struggling for
two years, he retired within himself and tried to
after

1

tell

all,

General McDowell

used to

a story which gives a quaint

illustration of Mr. Lincoln s Sab-

batarian feeling. The President
had ordered a movement which
required dispatch, and in his anxiety rode to McDowell s headquarters to inquire how soon he

could start.
ing,&quot;

said

&quot;

On Monday morn-

McDowell;

&quot;or,

by

pushing things, perhaps Sunday
Lincoln, after a mothought, said, &quot;McDowget a good ready and start

afternoon.&quot;

inent
ell,

s

Monday.&quot;

Memoirs.

Hermann Haupt, MS.

16&amp;gt;

1862

-
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bring some order into his thoughts by rising above
the wrangling of men and of parties, and ponder
ing the relations of human government to the
Divine. In this frame of mind, absolutely de

tached from any earthly considerations, he wrote
It has never been published.
this meditation.
It was not written to be seen of men.
It was
in
awful
the
of
a
penned
sincerity
perfectly honest
soul trying to bring itself into closer

with

its

communion

Maker.

The will of God prevails. In great contests each party
claims to act in accordance with the will of God. Both
may\}Q and one must be wrong. God cannot be for and
same thing at the same time. In the present
civil war it is quite possible that God s purpose is some
thing different from the purpose of either party and
yet the human instrumentalities, working just as they
do, are of the best adaptation to effect his purpose. I am
almost ready to say that this is probably true that God
wiUs this contest, and wills that it shall not end yet.
By his mere great power on the minds of the now con
testants, he could have either saved or destroyed the
Union without a human contest. Yet the contest began.
And having begun, he could give the final victory to
against the

;

;

either side

any day.

Yet the contest proceeds.

CHAPTER XVI
MILITARY GOVERNORS

the Union victories in the spring of 1862 very
considerable areas of territory in States in
rebellion came under the control and occupation

BY

of the Union armies, namely in Tennessee, after
the battles of Fort Donelson and Shiloh; in Ar
:

kansas, after the battle of Pea Ridge; in North
Carolina, after the capture of Roanoke Island and
in Louisiana, after the capture of New Orleans.
;

The sudden change from Confederate

to Federal

authority involved everywhere either a serious
derangement or total cessation of the ordinary
administration of local civil law, and the displace

ment from the occupied territory of State govern
ments and State officials who claimed to be exer
cising functions under ordinances of secession, and
yielding obedience to the self-styled Confederate
States.
similar displacement had occurred in

A

Virginia and in Missouri during the year 1861, but
prompt remedies were available. In

in those States

by a spontaneous and overwhelming
popular movement, a delegate Convention was
assembled, which at once abrogated the rebel, and
Virginia,

restored a Federal State government, from which,
in due time, sprang the separation of Virginia, and
343
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the erection and admission of the

new State

of

West

Missouri there existed a lawfully
Virginia.
chosen State Convention, a full quorum of which
was called together under its own rules, and by
In

ordinances of undoubted validity vacated the State
offices held by insurgents and appointed a provi
sional State government, loyal to the Federal
Union.
Neither of these courses, however, was immedi

ately feasible in the other States we have named,
and a substitute was found in the appointment of

military governors to represent and exert such
State and local authority as the anomalous con

1862.

made

practicable, and as the supreme mili
tary necessities might allow. The first of these
appointments occurred in Tennessee. Nashville,
ditions

the capital, having been evacuated about February
23, 1862, President Lincoln nominated, and the

Senate confirmed, Andrew Johnson (March 4, 1862)
as military governor with the rank of brigadiergeneral.. In a
at Nashville,

speech

on

made by Governor Johnson
duties, he thus
his official

assuming his

sketched what he understood to be
functions

:

The Executive

The State government has disappeared.

the Legislature has dissolved the Judici
The archives have been desecrated
is
in
abeyance.
ary
the public property stolen and destroyed the vaults of
the State bank violated, and its treasures robbed, includ
ing the funds carefully gathered and consecrated for all
time to the instruction of our children. In such a lament
able crisis, the Government of the United States could not

has abdicated

;

;

.

.

;

;

be unmindful of

its high constitutional obligation to guar
antee to every State in this Union a republican form of
This obligation the National Govern
government.
.

ment

is

now

.

attempting to discharge.

I

have been ap-
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pointed, in the absence of the regular and established CHAP. XVI.
State authorities, as military governor for the time being,
to preserve the public property of the State, to give the
protection of law actively enforced to her citizens, and, as

speedily as may be, to restore her government to the same
condition as before the existing rebellion.
I find most,
if not all of the offices, both State and Federal, vacated
either by actual abandonment, or by the action of the
incumbents in attempting to subordinate their functions
to a power in hostility to the fundamental law of the
I
State, and subversive of her national allegiance.
shall, therefore, as early as practicable, designate for
various positions under the State and county govern
ments, from among my fellow-citizens, persons of probity
and intelligence, and bearing true allegiance to the Con
stitution and Government of the United States, who will
execute the functions of their respective offices until their
places can be filled by the action of the people.
.

.

.

.

Conforming to this precedent, Mr. Lincoln,
through the Secretary of War, appointed Edward
Stanley military governor of North Carolina, with
authority to exercise and perform, within the
limits of that State, all and singular the powers,
duties, and functions pertaining to the office of

Address of

Andrew
Johnson,
published

March

18,

1862.

May

19,

1862.

&quot;

military governor (including the

power

to establish

necessary offices and tribunals, and suspend the
writ of habeas corpus) during the pleasure of the
President, or until the loyal inhabitants of that
all

State shall organize a civil government in con
formity with the Constitution of the United States.&quot;
&quot;

It is

Stanton
to Stanley,

May
1862.

19,

W. K.

Vol. IX.,

pp. 396,

397.

added the Secretary on the
you,&quot;
that the great purpose of your appointment

obvious to
&quot;

20th,
is to reestablish the
authority of the Federal Gov
ernment in the State of North Carolina, and pro

vide the means of maintaining peace and security
to the loyal inhabitants of that State, until they
shall be able to establish a civil government.&quot;

Ibid.,

May
1862.

20,
\V. R.

Vol. IX.,
p. 397.
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him to act as mayor of the city
and
it was thought best to comOrleans,
w^k
m
bine both functions in the same individual. The
utility of such appointments had been so far

Butier,
1862.

P-

In like manner, soon after news was received of
the successes in the Gulf, Colonel GK F. Shepley (of
the 12th Maine Infantry) of Butler s army was ap
pointed military governor of Louisiana, this se
lection being made because General Butler had
already designated
of

New

-

demonstrated that when General Curtis, after the
March,

1862.

battle of

Pea Eidge, had marched down White

Elver to Helena on the Mississippi Elver, and was
preparing to resume from that point his meditated
advance on Little Eock, with every prospect that
he would be able to hold it permanently, a similar
commission as military governor of Arkansas was
given to John S. Phelps, a citizen of Missouri, with
the intention that he should accompany the army
and assume his duties as soon as the capital of the
State was reached, to prevent the delays of com
munication to and from Washington. Subsequent
military events, however, delayed the advance of
the Union army to that place more than a year,

and when

it

finally occurred, a

spontaneous popular

movement organized a Convention which appointed
a provisional governor, rendering the intervention
of a military governor unnecessary.
Mr. Phelps
therefore never actually entered upon any practi
cal official duties.
It is

the

.the scope of this work to review
administration of these military gov

not within

official

ernors, except so far as

it

relates to the action of

President Lincoln on the subject of what is known
as reconstruction, or, more properly, the reorganiza-
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tion of loyal State governments. His treatment CHAP.XVI.
of the question, both theoretical and practical, grew
logically out of the successive military and political
In his inaugural
events of his administration.

address the President had laid

ing propositions

&quot;I

:

hold

down

the follow

in

contempla

that,

tion of universal law, and of the Constitution, the
union of these States is perpetual. Perpetuity is

implied, if not expressed, in the fundamental law
It follows, from
of all national governments.
these views, that no State, upon its own mere
.

.

motion, can lawfully get out of the Union that
resolves and ordinances to that effect are legally
void and that acts of violence, within any State
;

;

against the authority of the United
are
States,
insurrectionary or revolutionary, accord
ing to circumstances. I, therefore, consider that,

or

States,

in view of the

Union

to Congress

and the laws, the
in his special message

Constitution

is unbroken.&quot;

on July

And

1861, occurs this supplemen
&quot;The States have their status in
4,

tary declaration:
the Union, and they have no other legal status. If
they break from this they can only do so against

law and by revolution.&quot;
It is hardly necessary to prove that by the term
&quot;

revolution

&quot;

the President

meant

successful,

and

not merely attempted, revolution. The action of
the Government in all its departments was based
upon the idea that the rebellion was the unlawful

proceeding of individuals which neither destroyed
nor impaired any rights or obligations of Statehood,
nor even any rights or obligations of their coThis doctrine was
citizens who remained loyal.

announced by Mr. Lincoln

in

the same special
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The people of Vir
message, where he declared
have
thus
allowed
this
ginia
giant insurrection to
make its nest within her borders ;*and this Govern
&quot;

:

ment has no choice

left but to deal with it where it
has the less regret, as the loyal
citizens have, in due form, claimed its protection.

finds

Lincoln,

juiyt Ysei.

it.

And

it

Those loyal citizens this Government is bound to
recognize and protect, as being Virginia.&quot; The
language refers of course to the provisional govern
ment headed by Peirpoint, which was organized by
the Wheeling Convention.
Congress took precisely
the same view of the matter in recognizing and
admitting to seats, not alone Senators and Rep
resentatives from Virginia and Missouri, where
provisional loyal State governments had been or

ganized, but also

Andrew Johnson and
Maynard and Andrew J.

Senator

Representatives Horace

Clements from Tennessee, where no such reorgani
zation had taken place.
We have no further expression of Lincoln s views
until the midsummer of 1862, when he touched
upon the subject quite incidentally in connection
with Louisiana matters. Eeverdy Johnson, who
had been sent there on Government business,
wrote him that complaints were being made about
the course of General Phelps of Butler s army. In
his reply of July 26, 1862, Mr. Lincoln wrote
:

1862.

The people of Louisiana
know full well that
where

all intelligent

I

people every
never had a wish to touch

the foundations of their society, or any right of theirs.
With perfect knowledge of this, they forced a necessity

upon me

among them, and it is their
not mine, that they are annoyed by the presence
of General Phelps.
They very well know the way to

own

to send armies

fault,

.

.
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all this

is

simply to take their place in the Union

upon the old terms.

Lincoln to

Two
more

days later the President developed
fully in a letter to Cuthbert Bullitt

Ms

idea

:

The people of Louisiana who wish protection to per
son and property, have but to reach forth their hands
and take it. Let them in good faith reinaugurate the
national authority and set up a State government con
forming thereto under the Constitution. They know how
to do it, and can have the protection of the army while
doing it. The army will be withdrawn so soon as such
State government can dispense with its presence, and the
people of the State can then, upon the old constitutional
terms, govern themselves to their

own

liking.

It would seem that after writing this letter,
President Lincoln took no further action upon the

more than two months.
During this time he fully matured the policy he
intended to pursue in regard to slavery, and def
initely announced it in the preliminary emancipa
That
tion proclamation of September 22, 1862.
which
were
notice
that
States
proclamation gave
in good faith represented in Congress would be
deemed not in rebellion, and would, by such return
subject of reconstruction for

to loyalty, escape the threatened penalty of eman
cipation. In addition, it seemed to him but just to
give, so far as he could, a reasonable opportunity

manifest itself. Accord
on
the
fourteenth
of October, he sent, by a
ingly,
former resident of Louisiana, and the only Repre
sentative from that State who had kept his seat in
for such repentance to

Congress in defiance of her ordinance of secession,
the following confidential letter to the commander
of the Department of the Gulf and the military

governor of Louisiana

:

R evenly
Johnson,
July 26,
1862.

MS.

Lincoln to
Bullitt,

July

28,

1862.

Corrected

by MS.
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Lincoln to
Butter

EXECUTIVE MANSION,
WASHINGTON, October 14, 1862.
MAJOR-GENERAL BUTLER, GOVERNOR SHEPLEY, AND
ALL HAVING MILITARY AND NAVAL AUTHORITY UNDER
THE UNITED STATES WITHIN THE STATE OF LOUISIANA:
The bearer of this, Hon. John E. Bouligny, a citizen of
Louisiana, goes to that State seeking to have such of the
people thereof as desire to avoid the unsatisfactory pros
pect before them, and to have peace again upon the old
terms, under the Constitution of the United States, to
manifest such desire by elections of Members to the Con
gress of the United States particularly, and perhaps a
Legislature, State officers, and United States Senators
friendly to their object. I shall be glad for you, and each
of you, to aid him and all others acting for this object as
much as possible. In all available ways give the people
a chance to express their wishes at these elections. Fol
low forms of law as far as convenient, but at all events
get the expression of the largest number of the people
All see how such action will connect with and
possible.
affect the proclamation of September 22.
Of course the
men elected should be gentlemen of character, willing to
swear support to the Constitution, as of old, and known
to be above reasonable suspicion of duplicity.

Yours very

Oct. u, is62.

respectfully,

A. LINCOLN. 1

There appears to have been some delay in the
delivery of the foregoing letter to Governor Shepley, though it would seem that the President s de
sire to have Members of Congress elected became
known to the New Orleans politicians, who natu
rally were interested in these prospective chances
and one of them came to consult the President.
He bore back with him a letter explaining that Mr.
;

1

On

was the follow- others

in Tennessee, dated October 21, 1862.
&quot;And to
Steele, Phelps, and
to
General others in Arkansas, November
letter
&quot;Similar
Grant, Governor Johnson, and 18, 1862.&quot;
this letter

ing indorsement
handwriting:

in

Lincoln

s
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Lincoln desired a genuine electkyjrand not a sham
a revival of healthy political action to demonstrate
whether or not Louisiana contained any loyal
;

citizens

CHAP. XVI.

:

DEAR SIR Dr. Kennedy, bearer of this, has some
apprehension that Federal officers, not citizens of Loui
siana, may he set up as candidates for Congress in that
In my view there could be no possible object in
State.
such an election. We do not particularly need Members
of Congress&quot; from there to enable us to get along with
What we do want is the conclusive evilegislation here.
detice that respectable citizens of Louisiana are willing to
Members of Congress and to swear support to the
:

}y&&quot;

Constitution, and that other respectable citizens there
are willing to vote for them and send them. To send a
parcel of Northern men here as Representatives, elected,

would be understood (and perhaps really so), at the
point of the bayonet, would be disgraceful and out
rageous and were I a Member of Congress here, I
would vote against admitting any such man to a seat.
as

;

Yours, very truly,
A. LINCOLN.

HON. G.

F. SHEPLEY.

On

the same day the President also addressed a
private letter to Governor Shepley, setting forth at
considerable length the specific action he wished
the military Governor to take to inaugurate recon
struction.

Your

letter of the 6th instant to the Secretary of

has been placed in

from

my

hands

;

and

I

am annoyed

Wai-

to learn

nothing had been done about
On the 14th of October I ad
dressed a letter to General Butler, yourself, and others
upon this very subject, sending it by Hon. Mr. Bouligny.
that, at its date,
Congressional elections.
it

now regret the necessity of inferring that you had not
seen this letter up to the 6th instant. I inclose you a
copy of it, and also a copy of another addressed to your
self this morning upon the same general subject, and
I

Lincoln to
Shepley,
Nov. 21,
1862.

Corrected

from
Autograph
MS.
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&amp;gt;

placed in the hands of Dr. Kennedy. I ask attention to
both.
I wish elections for Congressmen to take place in Loui
siana but I wish it to be a movement of the people of the
district, and not a movement of our military and quasi;

military authorities there. I merely wish our authorities
to give the people a chance
to protect them against seces
sion interference.
Of course the election cannot be

according to strict law
by State law, there is, I sup
pose, no election day before January and the regular
election officers will not act in many cases, if in any.
;

These knots must be cut, the main object being to get
an expression of the people. If they would fix a day and
a way, for themselves, all the better but if they stand
idle, not seeming to know what to do, do you fix these
things for them by proclamation. And do not waste a
day about it, but fix the election day early enough that
we can -^ ear * ne resu lt here by the first of January. Fix
a day
J for an election in all the districts, and have it held
;

Lincoln to
shepiey,
Nov. 21,
1862.

MS.

,

.

in as

many

Under
Shepley

places as

you

can.

this direction of the President, Governor
caused an election for Members of Con

gress to be held in the first and second Congressional
districts of Louisiana, each of which embraced

about one-half of the city of New Orleans with
some outlying territory all other districts of the
State being outside the Union military lines. The
usual legal forms prescribed by the statutes of
the State were observed the Governor appointed
and old
sheriffs and commissioners of election
;

;

;

and respectability,
accepted the appointments and discharged their
duties to the entire satisfaction of both candidates
and voters. The election was held on the 3d of
December, 1862, in perfect order and quiet; it was in
no wise interfered with by the army, and no Federal
office-holder was a candidate.
Indeed, it was adcitizens of the State, of loyalty

rf

V^

;

=.-

_-

(iKNKKAI. JJKNJAMIN

F.

BUTLEK,

7

&quot;

:

v

&quot;-

4

&quot;-

MILITARY GOVERNORS
mitted that, for the

first

time in a considerable

number
cast

of years, every qualified voter might freely
his ballot without fear of intimidation or

In the first district, B. F. Flanders was
chosen by 2370 out of the total of 2643 votes. In
the second district, Michael Hahn was chosen by
2799 out of the total of 5117, about one-half the
usual vote having been polled in each district.
Flanders and Hahn were admitted to seats in the
violence.

House

of Eepresentatives after full scrutiny, the

chairman of the Committee on Elections declaring,
That this had every essential of a regular election
in a time of most profound peace, with the excep
&quot;

tion of the fact that the proclamation was issued
by the military instead of the civil governor of
Louisiana.&quot;
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CHAPTEE XVII
COLONIZATION

CH. xvii.

fTIHE

political creed of

Abraham Lincoln em-

JL braced, among other tenets, a belief in the
value and promise of colonization as one means of
solving the great race problem involved in the ex
istence of slavery in the United States. This belief
he had learned from the teachings of some of the

most eminent American statesmen, notably from
the leader and idol of the &quot;Whig party
Henry
It was a theory which commended itself
Clay.
especially to progressive thinkers in the Southern
States, as a doctrine permitting them the expres
sion of liberal and humane views on slavery, with
out subjecting them to the odium connecting itself
with the avowal of what was stigmatized as simple
abolitionism. We need not here discuss the doc
trine of colonization.
It had been advocated for
half a century, favored by some of the greatest
minds of the nation, and the Government was fully
committed to it by the part it had practically and
taken in the establishment of first the
colony, and afterwards the independent state of
Liberia.
When we consider all the conditions
officially

under which that experiment was tried, it is per
haps equally rash to pronounce it either a success
or a failure.
354
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Without being an enthusiast, Lincoln was a firm
believer

in

He

colonization.

CH.

xvn.

did not shut his

If all earthly power were
I
in
with Douglas,
said
he
debate
given me,&quot;
should not know what to do, as to the existing

eyes to

its difficulties.

&quot;

&quot;

all

the slaves

own

first impulse would be to free
and send them to Liberia
to their
But a moment s reflection
land.

My

institution.

native

would convince me
(as I

think there

long run,
they were

is)

that,

there

whatever of high hope
may be in this in the

its

sudden execution

all

landed there in a day, they would all
and there are not sur

perish in the next ten days

is

impossible.

If

;

plus shipping and surplus money enough in the
world to carry them there in many times ten days.&quot;

But he had
prise

is

there

is

is

also said a year before, &quot;The enter
a difficult one, but where there is a will,
a way
and what colonization needs most
;

a hearty

will.

Will springs from the two ele
Let us be
self-interest.

ments of moral sense and

brought to believe it is morally right, and at the
same time favorable to, or at least not against, our
interest, to transfer the African to his native clime,
and we shall find a way to do it, however great
the task

When

may

be.&quot;

Lincoln uttered these sentiments, he

little

dreamed that the problem would ever confront him
in a serious practical form. But already, during
the first year of the war, large numbers of slaves
in rebel States not only became actually free by
escape or capture, but also legally free through the
operation of the earliest Confiscation Act, approved
August 6, 1861. In this new condition, their pro
tection

and maintenance

to a considerable extent

1857.
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Dec. 3,i86i.

fell

upon the Government

and while the

;

able-

bodied rendered service in return, the care and
support of those incapable of military labor formed
a serious burden upon army resources and super
In touching on the question in his first
vision.
annual message to Congress, the President took
into view the future of slaves freed and to be freed

by army movements. He had already resolved
upon his plan of compensated abolishment, through
which he hoped to bring about emancipation in
the border States and it seemed to him that noth
ing would contribute so powerfully to this result as
some comprehensive and well-considered scheme
;

of colonization.

He

therefore strongly urged the

project in his message, recommending the appro
priation of money and the acquisition of territory
for that object, keeping always in view, however,
as specifically declared in his later messages, that
it

should be with the consent of the freed people.

Congress responded to these recommendations by
First, the appropria

three distinct enactments.

tion of $100,000 to aid in the colonization and set
tlement of such free negroes residing in the District
of Columbia, or of those to be freed
Emancipation Act for that District, as
&quot;

under the

may desire

emigrate to the Republic of Hayti or Liberia, or
Section XL
of Act
limits of the United
approved such other country beyond the
^

April

16,
1862.

States as the President

may

determine.&quot;

Second,

an appropriation of $500,000 to carry out the Act
of Congress for the emancipation of the slaves in
the District of Columbia, and to colonize those to
be made free by the probable passage of a confis
&quot;

Act
pproved
Fuly

16,

1862.

cation
&quot;

Act,

bill.&quot;

Third, a clause of the Confiscation

That the President of the United States

is

o57
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hereby authorized to make provision for the trans-

and settlement

portation,

in

en.

xvn.

some

colonization,
tropical country beyond the limits of the United
States, of such persons of the African race, made
free by the provisions of this act, as may be will

ing to emigrate, having first obtained the consent
of the Government of said country to their protec
tion and settlement within the same, with all the

and

privileges of freemen.&quot;
In accordance with the authority conferred

rights

by

these acts, Mr. Seward, on the 30th of September,
addressed a circular to the governments of Eng
land, France, the Netherlands, and Denmark, mak
ing known to them the desire of the President to

enter into negotiations on the subject of colonization
with any foreign power having territory or colonies

within the tropics, which, maintaining free consti
tutional government, might desire the benefits of
such emigration. He suggested a ten years treaty,

mentioning also somewhat elaborate specifications
of guarantees for the perpetual freedom, protection,
and equal rights of the colonists and their descend
ants.

Both before and

after the transmission of this

circular, various propositions came to the Depart
ment of State offering lands for such colonization

:

in the Danish Island of St. Croix, West Indies in
the Netherland colony of Surinam in the British
;

;

Honduras in Hayti
in Liberia in New Granada, and in Ecuador.
Among these propositions two only commended
colony of Guiana

;

in British

;

;

;

themselves to the special attention of the President.
The first was a colony proposed to be settled on the
lands lying on the lagoon and harbor of Chiriqui,
in the northwestern corner of the state of Panama,

1862.
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of the republic of New Granada, along the line of
one of the proposed ship canals across the Isthmus
of Darien.

was reported that

here, in addition
of
to the ordinary advantages
tropical soil and
to
a
and
its
route of
proximity
prospective
climate,
It

international commerce, there existed valuable de
posits of coal, the mining of which for naval supply

would

at once furnish

profitable occupation to
This locality seemed to offer such a com
bination of favorable opportunities that Mr. Lincoln
for a time interested himself greatly in the examina
tion and furtherance of the enterprise, and a pre
liminary contract was made with the grantee of the

labor.

lands to begin colonization and improvements as
soon as an eligible site could be selected. Two
obstacles to the consummation of the scheme, how

One was that a conflict
and jurisdiction between the states of Costa
Rica and New Granada was brought to the notice
of the Department of State, which caused a suspen
ever, developed themselves.

of title

sion of preparations until it could be settled.
The other was of a yet more serious character.

Documents and reports which had been submitted
seemed sufficiently to authenticate

to the President

the existence of valuable coal beds at the point
indicated but feeling a necessity for the greatest
;

caution in an undertaking of such magnitude and
consequence, he referred the question to Professor

Henry, of the Smithsonian Institution, for scientific
examination. This discreet and learned officer
answered &quot;that the geological formation of the
[Chiriqui] District is not that of the true coal mea
sures, but that of the tertiary deposit in which only
lignite is

found.&quot;

He

further inclosed the written
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opinion of an expert, which pronounced the Chiriqui coal of little or no commercial value. &quot;A
boxful of it, sent to the Academy of Sciences,
Philadelphia, has slacked down to a boxful of coal
This is, of course, owing to the abundance
of sulphuret of iron. It would be a dangerous coal
dirt.

also to carry

on voyages, for

take

I

fire.

.

.

think that

if

it

would spontaneously
Government owned

the

large beds and extensive tracts favorably situated
for getting out the coal, it would not use the coal
when placed in depot, and would abandon the

mines after they had been opened.&quot; Professor
I
Henry therefore added this emphatic advice
hope the Government will not make any contracts
in regard to the purchase of the Chiriqui District
until it has been thoroughly examined by persons
of known capacity and integrity. A critical exami
nation of all that has been reported on the existence
of valuable beds of coal in that region has failed to
convince me of the fact.&quot; This revelation, added
to the controversy about the title, seems to have
&quot;

:

terminated the Chiriqui enterprise.
Before this result was reached another project
had been under consideration
to establish a
on
of
of
Mr. Ber
one
the
islands
colony
Hayti.
nard Kock, represented to be a- business man, thus
described the locality in a letter to the President

A

:

The most beautiful, healthy, and fertile of all the
islands belonging to the republic of Hayti is the island
of
Vache, which is about twelve miles from the city of

A

Aux

an area of about a hundred square
from reptiles, and to have a
miles,
healthy and agreeable temperature, the thermometer ris
ing rarely above 80 in the shade, in consequence of
The interior of the
its exposure to the trade-winds.
Cayes.
is

It covers

known

to be free

CH.
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island

is hilly,

in

some places rising as high as three hun

dred feet above the level of the sea.

It is well timbered
with mahogany, oak, hard, and dye woods, while in the
neighborhood of the coast it is mostly prairie land, and
ready for the plow. As would be expected in a country
like this, the soil and climate are adapted for all tropical

productions, particularly sugar, coifee, indigo, and, more
especially, cotton, which is indigenous. Upon the north
side of the island is the beautiful bay of Ferret, with an
average depth of twenty-eight feet, upon whose bosom a
large fleet could repose in safety, secure from the storms
of the ocean and here it is proposed to erect a commer
cial city, with all the conveniences necessary to such an
Before the revolution which gave St. Do
enterprise.
mingo to the colored race, a portion of this island was
cultivated by the Duke of Praslin, to whom it belonged
by right of concession, but the French were driven from
it, and for nearly a hundred years it has been a solitary
waste, awaiting the hand of industry to awaken its echoes.
Attracted by its beauty, the value of its timber, its ex
treme fertility, and its adaptation for the cultivation of
cotton, I prevailed upon President Geffrard to concede
the island to me for twenty years, the documentary evi
dence of which has been lodged with the Secretary of the
;

Interior.

On the 31st of December, 1862, the President
signed a contract under which. Bernard Kock, for a
compensation of fifty dollars per head from the
Government, agreed to colonize five thousand per
sons of African descent on the island of A Vache. 1

The contractor bound himself
nists comfortable houses,

to furnish the colo

garden

lots,

substantial

and medicines, provide
them churches, religious instruction, and elementary
schools, and employ them during four years for
money wages at rates varying from four dollars per

food, medical attendance

1

Most

of the facts herein set forth have been gleaned from the
manuscript archives of the Department of the Interior.

COLONIZATION

month
month

for minors
for

ObJ

and women

male adults

to ten dollars per
ten hours work to consti

;

tute a day s labor. The contractor further agreed
to procure from the Haytian Government the guar
antee stipulated for in Mr. Seward s circular of

September 30, 1862, proposing emigration to foreign
Ah such emigrants and
governments, as follows
their posterity shall forever remain free, and in no
&quot;

1

:

case be reduced to bondage, slavery, or involuntary
servitude, except for crime; and they shall specially

enjoy liberty of conscience and the right to acquire,
hold, and transmit property, and all other privileges
of persons common to the inhabitants of the country
in which they reside. It should be further stipu

lated that in cases of indigence resulting from in
jury, sickness, or age, any of such emigrants who
shall

become paupers

shall not

thereupon be suf

fered to perish or come to want, but shall be sup
ported and cared for as is customary with similar

inhabitants of the country in which they shall be
residents.&quot;

Kock thereupon sought

the financial assistance

of certain capitalists in New York and Boston, and
laid before them this brilliant scheme of specula

He would

transport five hundred emigrants
to this island; they would immediately begin a plan
tation on wliich, by the first of the following Septem

tion

:

months, he would
guarantee a crop of one thousand bales of cotton,
which cotton, at the prospective war price of one dol

ber, a period of eight or nine

lar per

pound, and four hundred and

fifty

pounds

to the bale, would yield nearly half a million dollars.
The estimate of necessary outlay to accomplish this
result he placed at $70,000.

The hearts

of million-
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aires could not withstand the temptation of a pro
ject which promised a profit of more than six

hundred per cent, in nine months, especially as it
combined itself with the opportunity of promoting
great moral benefits to country and humanity.
Without taking the necessary time and pains to
investigate rigidly the personal character and qual
ifications of Bernard Kock, or even to inspect the
contract which the President had signed, but de
pending blindly upon the misrepresentations Kock
to them, they became responsible for consid
erable advances and expenditures, with which he

made

began to freight ships and collect emigrants.
But a brief time had elapsed when it became
known to the Government that Bernard Kock was
an irresponsible and untruthful adventurer, whose
project had no substantial foundation, except his
lease of the island and the confidence the capi
There was also an ominous
talists had given him.
rumor that he was in league with Captain Semmes,
the Confederate privateer, to hand over the negroes
to him on the high seas as &quot;captured runaway
slaves.&quot;

Under such circumstances the President

only refused to proceed, but
caused the contract to be canceled.
not

affairs left the capitalists in

and

immediately
This turn of

an awkward situation
on the one
;

to secure their financial venture

hand, and the continuance of the experiment of
colonization on the other, they caused Bernard Kock
to assign his lease of the island to them, and they
in their own names entered into a contract with
the Secretary of the Interior, on the 6th of April,
1863, similar in its main features to the one which

had been canceled.

Under

this

second contract a
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ship-load of colonists was collected from among
the contrabands about Fort Monroe, and during
that month the Ocean Hanger sailed for He
Vache

A

with colored emigrants variously stated to number
from 411 to 453 persons about one-third of whom
were women and children.
In the absence of full records, there is uncer
tainty, not alone about the number of persons, the
date of sailing, and date of arrival, but also about
the correctness of charges of neglect and privation
during the voyage. One sad occurrence is ad

mitted by

all.

Through some

carelessness, infec

from a military hospital on Craney Island was
carried on ship-board, and during the voyage small
pox broke out, from which twenty or thirty died.
tion

The scourge was soon

controlled after landing, but
other hardships confronted the colonists. No hos
pital was ready for the sick, no houses were ready

who were well, the small stock of lumber
was used for the main buildings and ware
houses, and the working-people were obliged to
shelter themselves in huts of wickerwork and

for those

sent out

thatch, rudely constructed after the
fashion.
Haytian
Exposure, which ought to have
been provided against, brought a certain amount

palm-leaf

which might have been avoided. The
delays attending the sailing brought the colony to
its destination in an unpropitious season. Bernard
Kock was sent along as governor of the colony,
of sickness

because of the legal formalities necessary to the
assignment of his lease. But, although he was
merely a political and financial dummy, he put on
the airs of a petty despot, and by neglect and op
pression rendered himself so obnoxious to the col-

CH.XVII.
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onists that they finally drove him from the island.
Some of the white superintendents sickened and

Insect pests tormented the badly sheltered
people. Between accusations of mismanagement
died.

and oppression on the one side, and of idleness,
extravagant demands, and mutiny on the other,
the quiet and security of the settlement were far
from Arcadian. Churches and schools remained
only dreams of a forgotten promise. The Haytian
Government naturalized the emigrants, but re
fused to give the guarantee stipulated for by Mr.
Seward. It is alleged that parties on the main
land, interested in rival projects of colonization,
busied themselves in stirring up discontent to

thwart the enterprise.
i86a

September came, but there were no
no thousand bales of cotton only
a
a wharf and number of buildings on a fine bay and
harbor, flanked by a motley and miserable collec
tion of huts and some roads cut through the
almost .impenetrable jungle from the extemporized
village to the more eligible savannahs or prairies
lying a mile or two inland. Rumors of the situa
tion had come to the President, and on the 17th
of October, D. C. Donnohue, a special agent, was

The

1st of

crops for food,

;

;

instructed to go to the colony to investigate its
condition and afford it relief. Numerous unavoid
able causes delayed his arrival until the 15th of

December.

On

the 12th of December, the silent partner in
the firm of capitalists whose names were signed
the contract wrote to the Secretary of the
Interior, saying: &quot;By the next steamer I shall send

to

out instructions to supply them [the emigrants]
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with nothing more at our expense; nor shall we
pay any further drafts that may be made for their

Upon my

that the

of the special agent says:
arrival at the island I was informed

[the contractors with the Gov
ceased to give the emigrants either

company

ernment] had

employment or wages

since the 5th

day

of

Novem

1863.

I found that
ber, forty days before my arrival.
there was but a small stock of provisions upon the
island, and but a small portion of these suitable

for the

xvn.

The report

support.&quot;
&quot;

CH.

Another part of

his report states
I found there surviving of that party (a few of the
number at Aux Cayes) three hundred and seventysick.&quot;

:

&quot;

The residue

hundred and
thirty-one mentioned in the journal of one Bernard
Kock, who accompanied the emigrants, had either
died or returned to the United States. My infor
mation is that the number of the latter was eight.
Of the number on the island, thirty-one were seri
ously sick, and numerous others more or less dis
abled from the effects of poisonous insects in their
feet. Four died before leaving the island.&quot; Accord
ing to the instructions he had received, the special
agent immediately assumed charge of the emi
grants, furnishing them with the necessaries of life,
and ameliorating their condition in every feasible
way. He found upon inquiry that the Haytian
Grovernment was unwilling that the emigrants
should remain upon the island, and they, on the
other hand, were thoroughly dissatisfied, and of
one desire to return to the United States. As soon,
therefore, as the necessary arrangements could be
eight souls.

of the four

made, the Secretary of the Interior sent a vessel to
bring them back, and on the 4th of March, 1864,
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the survivors sailed from the island on the ship
Marcia C. Day, casting anchor in the Potomac

March,

Eiver opposite Alexandria, Virginia, on the 20th of
the same month.

The statements
that

it is

of both sides are so conflicting
impossible to form a satisfactory judgment

whether under

better

management

this

experi

would have succeeded. The
that
their agents and superinten
company alleged
actual
dents, by
trial, demonstrated the essential
unfruitf ulness of the soil the Government s special
The Island of A Vache is
agent declared that
and
as well watered as could
inconceivably fertile,

ment

of colonization

;

&quot;

be desired
.

.

very healthy, considering the latitude,
to support the emigrants

and well calculated

.

and yield a large surplus of the most valuable
During my stay on the island the
products.
under
my direction, neatly dressed a field
colonists,
.

.

of about twenty acres of cotton then just springing
I had the pleasure, before
of
this
cotton beginning to ripen,
departure,
seeing
obtained
a
having
growth far beyond any I had

from the ground, and

my

ever seen, though I have visited and been ac
quainted with the best cotton-growing regions of
the United

adds

To

this statement he, however,
the further opinion, for the formation of which
States.&quot;

and experience would seem to have
There are, in
opportunities
judgment, reasons which will, for many years

his observations

furnished

my

him good

&quot;

:

to come, render abortive all attempts at colonizing
the free colored people of the United States in the

republic of Hayti; prominent among which are
the great dissimilarities which exist in language, re
ligion, education,

and government.&quot; But aside from
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theories that might be faulty, or reports of observations which might prove inaccurate, the events of
the war had already moved the question forward be
of judicious experiment. No further
effort at colonization was made by the President,
and by an act approved July 2, 1864, Congress

CH.

xvn.

yond the stage

repealed

its

appropriations for that object.

at

Large,&quot;

Vol XIII
P. 352.

&quot;
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ilk

Halleck went from his department
T T
headquarters at St. Louis to take command
of the Union armies in Tennessee and begin his
Corinth campaign, he left with General Schofield

&quot;TTTHEN

as his sole instruction the brief injunction to &quot;take
care of Missouri.&quot; Practically, Schofield had already

some months been charged with this duty by
virtue of his command and supervision of the Mis
souri State Militia, which he had organized under
the special agreement between the Governor of that
State and the President. The Missouri delegation
for

in Congress, foreseeing the troubles likely to arise,
asked the President to give Schofield independent

command in the State during Halleck s absence.
Lincoln referred the request to Halleck. Halleck s
jealousy of authority comes out strongly in his
would rather resign than to have him
reply
:

to Lincoln,
ibid.

.

&quot;I

._

_

..

given an independent command

.

in

,

my department.&quot;

Nevertheless, as Halleck not only remained in the
field, but was in the following July transferred to

orS;
Un
i862

Y
P.

w. R.

Washington, the change was so far made as to
erect Missouri (except three southeastern counties)
into a separate Military District of which Schofield

was given command.
368
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His instruction to

was
The social, political, and
military disorders sprang from a tangle of conflict
ing sentiment and irreconcilable factions. At the
bottom lay the hatred and daring of an active
secession minority. Their sympathies and desires,
springing from bitter pro-slavery intolerance, had
&quot;

take care of Missouri

&quot;

not easy of execution.

created as a natural reaction an intense antislavery
opposition, forming the basis and strength of the

But the Union party also
counted in its ranks many men of moderate proslavery views whose conservatism the aggressive
antislavery Radicals were little disposed to humor
Missouri Unionists.

or tolerate.

Minor causes of complication and

rivalry existed in the former issue and revocation
of the proclamation of Fremont, in the defense or

condemnation of his military

acts, in the

or the criticism of Halleck s Order No.

support

3,

in the

personal quarrels between the respective adherents
of

Fremont and

subdivisions

so

Blair.

These factions and their

far mentioned,
strength in the city of St. Louis

had
and

their

main

in the river

towns on the Mississippi, forming a fringe along
the eastern border of the State. Along its western
border, near the dividing line between Missouri
and Kansas, a somewhat different condition pre
vailed.
There the dragon s teeth sown in the days
of the Border Ruffians were yet yielding a baleful
harvest of illicit arms and private vengeance. The
complaints in former years of Border Ruffian
forays from Missouri into Kansas, were, as soon as
the civil war began, paid with interest by a con
tinual accusation of incursions of Kansas
JayIt was
hawkers&quot; and &quot;Red Legs&quot; into Missouri.
&quot;

MISSOURI GUEKRILLAS AND POLITICS
alleged that, under pretense of military service in
the Union cause, they plundered the dwellings,
stole the horses, and ran off the slaves of the neigh
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borhoods they visited, without nice discrimination
between the loyal and disloyal. They, on the other
hand, retorted that such accusations came from
men who with willful deception preached Unionism
in public

and practiced rebellion

in secret.

Midway through the State, or rather in a diagonal
belt from Southwest to Northeast, lay the pathways
and haunts

which
incur
and
the
surged irregularly
spasmodically
sions and risings of partisan leaders and their
bands of secession &quot;bushwhackers.&quot; During the
winter of 1861, the military activity which at
tended the organization of the Governor s Missouri
State Militia, combined with the inclemency of the
season, had served to maintain a reasonable quiet,
of the guerrillas proper, along

but with the opening mildness of the summer, seces
sion manifestations once more began to increase.
The drilled United States regiments were mostly
sent away to reenforce the Tennessee armies.
Curtis, having won the decisive battle of Pea Ridge,
was penetrating into Arkansas, and by that move
ment leaving Southern Missouri without the con
The very
trolling influence of a military force.

completeness of his victory also produced a resort
by the enemy to methods of warfare which bore
pernicious fruits in Missouri. Not only did the

Pea Ridge scatter and demoralize the
which were for the moment united in
that encounter, but the fragments of Van Dorn s
army were soon afterwards entirely withdrawn
from Arkansas to assist in stemming the tide of
battle of

rebel forces

March, im.
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disaster in Tennessee.

An

report of the
Confederate commander, T. C. Hindman, draws a
strong picture of the complete wreck of Confeder
official

power and authority in Arkansas which fol
lowed the Union victory of Pea Ridge, or, as the
rebels named it, Elkhorn Tavern.
The Grovernor
and other executive officers fled from the capital,
The
taking the archives of State with them.
courts were suspended and civil magistrates almost
ate

&quot;

universally ceased to exercise their functions. Con
federate money was openly refused, or so depre
ciated as to be nearly worthless. This, with the

short crop of the preceding year and the failure on
all the uplands of the one then growing, gave rise to
life, and
menaced the poor with actual starvation. These
evils were aggravated by an address of the Gov-

the cruelest extortion in the necessaries of

^port?
Un

i863

9

w.

Vol
p.fo

k

iL;

ernor, issued shortly before his flight, deprecating
the withdrawal of troops and threatening secession
from the Confederacy.&quot;

No

single incident conveys so vivid

an idea of

the sudden weakening of resistance to the Union
flag in the trans-Mississippi country, and none

conveys a more striking idea of the geograph
the conflict than that here was
an empire of territory which the side in posses

ical vastness of

and the side in rightful
If at that critical
could
not
authority
occupy.
had
McClellan
juncture
possessed the courage
and skill to capture Richmond, and Halleck
sion could not defend,

genius and boldness to open the Missis
sippi, for the achievement of which successes the

the

country and the Administration had furnished
both these generals armies sufficient in numbers,
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the rebellion could scarcely have maintained any
cohesion beyond the year 1862. But McClellan

and Halleck s plans and orders threw the
Western armies into a deplorable attitude of de
fense and delay, which left the enemy at all points
time to renew their confidence and recruit their

CH. XVIII.

failed,

To a

offensive

certain

1862.

extent

strength.
they
availed themselves of this advantage in Arkansas
and Missouri. The rebel general Hindman arrived
at Little

Rock about the end

of

May,

1862, with

orders to revive the Confederate cause, though, if
we may believe his report, he found little encourage

ment

in his surroundings.
In the existing condi
tion of things,&quot; he wrote, General Beauregard could
&quot;

&quot;

not spare me a soldier, a gun, a pound of powder,
nor a single dollar of money.&quot; His own report ad
mits that he remedied his difficulties to a small
degree by exercising the unlimited authority of a
military dictator, for which

&quot;usurped powers&quot;

and

he was censured by Jefferson
rigor&quot;
Davis. The more noteworthy point of his report
is the following frank language: &quot;With the view
to revive the hopes of loyal men in Missouri, and
to get troops from that State, I gave authority to
various persons to raise companies and regiments
there, and to operate as guerrillas. They soon be
came exceedingly active, and rendered important
&quot;needless

services, destroying wagon-trains

W. R.
Vol. XIII.,
p. 874.

and transports,

tearing up railways, breaking telegraph-lines, cap
turing towns, and thus compelling the enemy to

keep there a large force that might have been em
ployed elsewhere.&quot;
The desperate policy and the barbarous orders of
this character

Davis to
Holmes,

employed by certain Confederate offi-

Hindman,
Report,

June 19,
W. R.

1863.

Vol. XIII.,
p. 33.
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xvm. cers must be held responsible for the horrors so
deplorably common in the State of Missouri during
the entire period of the rebellion. We have seen
how General Price began this unlawful system of
hostilities during the year 1861, and how the orders
of Halleck defined and punished such crimes.
Hindman s order brought a renewal of the system,
which soon created danger and turmoil in many
parts of the State. Severe remedies became neces
The time is past,&quot; said an order of General
sary.
when insurrection and
Schofield (May 29, 1862),
rebellion in Missouri can cloak itself under the
guise of honorable warfare. The utmost vigilance

CH.

&quot;

&quot;

Schofield,

Order,

ay
i862.

9

w. R.

voi. xiii.,
p. 402.

and energy are enjoined upon all the troops of the
State in hunting down and destroying these rob
bers and assassins. When caught in arms, engaged

m their

unlawful warfare, they will be shot down
But the evil still continued to
spot.&quot;
grow and, on the 23d of June, General Schofield
The rebels and rebel sym
ordered further
will be held responsible in
in
Missouri
pathizers
their property, and if need be, in their persons, for
the damages that may hereafter be committed by
the lawless bands which they have brought into

upon the
;

&quot;

:

existence, subsisted, encouraged, and sustained up
to the present time. These lawless bands could

not exist in Missouri a single week but for the aid
of influential and wealthy sympathizers, many of
whom have taken the oath of allegiance to the
United States only to violate its spirit, while
so far as to escape punish
they observe its form
ment. If these people will not aid in putting down
the demon they have raised among us they must

pay the damages.

.

.

The sum

of $5000 for every

MISSOUKI GUERRILLAS AND POLITICS
soldier or Union citizen killed;

for every one

wounded

;

from $1000 to $5000
and the full value of all

property destroyed or stolen by guerrillas, will be
assessed and collected from the class of persons
described above and residing in the vicinity of the
place where the act
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&quot;

is committed.&quot;

Notwithstanding all the vigilance the general
could exercise, disorders and signs of danger from
guerrillas increased to such a degree that, about a
month later (July 22, 1862), an order was issued by
authority of Governor Gamble to enroll and organize the entire militia of the State, so that any
portion of it might be ready to be called into active

C

to Haiilck,
R.

ises.

^w.
*
P- 506

service in threatened localities. This organization,
exclusively under State laws, became known by the

general term of Enrolled Missouri Militia. Two
separate corps of militia were thus called into;exist-

ence in Missouri, the distinction between* which it
is necessary to bear in mind.
The Missouri State
&amp;lt;*

was that organized under the agreement
Governor and the President, and which
was armed, clothed, and subsisted by the United
States and kept in continuous service, to the num
ber, as we have seen, of about 13,000 men. The
other was the Enrolled Militia, exclusively the
creature of State laws and State orders and at
the State s expense.
Of these more than 50,000
were enrolled, of which number 30,000 were armed,
two-thirds of them during the same month the
order was issued. In the organization and emMilitia

of the

&quot;

ployment of this latter body, while it rendered
much good service at different times and places,
several chronic and irremediable difficulties were
found. The State Treasury was empty, and it was

from April
to

Vo

p.S

n
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well-nigh impossible to collect taxes hence as
sessments on the disloyal, and substitute money
;

from those unwilling

were resorted

to serve,

to,

expenses. The law permitted exemption for
a year on the payment of thirty dollars, of which

f r its

w

xx ii., the better class of

voi

citizens naturally availed

them-

The more constant trouble was found to
be the impossibility of excluding secessionists and
secession sympathizers, or other unworthy and
mischievous members, and it soon fell under a gen
eral suspicion and accusation of partial disloyalty
which, though unjust to the corps as a whole, was
selves.

nevertheless too well grounded in relation to oc
casional individuals. The accusation was further

u
w.

k
&quot;

P

.

534.

strengthened by a curious blunder. The Governor
and General Schofield, among other precautions,
ordered an enrollment or registration of those who
had aided or encouraged the rebellion, intending

thereby to render them more easy to be watched

and controlled

;

and certain

made
number of

careless officials

the mistake of actually incorporating a
these registered disloyal persons in the Enrolled

an error which was of course corrected
when it came to the Governor s knowledge, 1 but
which appears to have existed long enough to cause
Militia

i

&quot;

The orders heretofore issued

for the enrollment of the Militia

of this State did not contemplate
the enrolling of disloyal persons
and their organization into com-

panies indiscriminately with loyal citizens.

It

was

specially re-

quired that all disloyal men should
be enrolled as such, but their or-

fected, either through neglect or
disobedience of orders, and others
are still in progress of organization.

.

.

officers are strictly enjoined to see that no further or
ganizations of this kind are made,
and will report to their immediate
commanders any which may be in
&quot;All

ganization into companies was
Some enrollstrictly forbidden.
ing officers, however, allowed

progress of

disloyal organizations to be per-

EL, p. 119.

organization.&quot;

Gov-

ernor, General Orders, Feb. 19,
1863. W. K. Vol. XXII,, Part
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many good Union men
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seriously to question the

Governor s motives.
At first it was proposed to use this Enrolled
Militia by keeping the whole under mere paper
organization and calling into temporary active
service only such portion of
ity

it

as

was

in the local

where an emergency might require.

It

was

experiment, that
under these conditions organization was too loose

found, however, after

sufficient

and discipline too lax to produce proper efficiency.
The expedient was therefore adopted, later on, of
detailing from the whole body of Enrolled Militia
ten provisional regiments whose members were
chosen for their special fitness and loyalty, and
these ten regiments were placed under General
Schofield s orders, kept on continuous duty, and

rendered

efficient

ward there

service. 1

From

this

time on

in the local history of Missouri such
a confusion and contradiction of assertion and
is

accusation concerning the motives and acts of
both individuals and parties, such a blending of

war and

politics, of

public service and private

revenge,
frequently make
arrive at established facts or
as

impossible to
reach intelligent

it

conclusions.

But the

and
was
the
producing crime,
persistent policy of
Confederate commanders in prompting unlawful
guerrilla warfare. The Missourians whom General
Price had collected into his army of invasion in
the summer and fall of the previous year, who were
chief agency in fomenting strife

1 These ten
provisional regiments were furnished by the
United States with necessary

supplies, though they still had
to look to the State government
for their pay.

CH.
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March, 1862.

driven out of the State by Curtis during the
winter, and beaten and dispersed at the battle of
Pea Kidge, returned in great numbers to their
homes and took the oath of amnesty to shield

themselves from punishment

for

past offenses.

However good their intentions may have been,
many of them were once more lured from their
pledges when Hindman s emissaries came among
them in the spring, with new commissions, and
pretended Confederate authority unknown to rec
Secret rendezvous were
ognized laws of war.
and
secret
agreed upon
plans concerted, and a gen
eral guerrilla rising was already imminent when the
Governor s order of enrollment caused the whole

movement

to blaze into

sudden

desperate and sanguinary
Schofield s report,

P. 12.

&quot;which

&quot;

activity.

guerrilla
for nearly

war,&quot;

The
says

two months

raged almost without cessation, may be said to
have begun about July 20, 1862, by the assembling
of small bands under Porter, Poindexter, and
Cobb, who immediately commenced to rob and
drive out the loyal people.&quot;
He estimated that
their followers amounted in the aggregate to about
five thousand men, their operations being mainly in
Northeastern Missouri. His reliance to quell the

was upon the State Militia, already partly
drilled, and the Enrolled Militia, just called out.
Considering the difficulties of the task, it was ac

rising

complished with reasonable promptness.
band,&quot;

continues Schofield

&quot;

s report,

&quot;

Porter s

was imme

diately pursued by our cavalry, almost without in
termission, for twelve days, during which time he

was driven a distance of nearly five hundred miles
and forced to fight our troops nine sharp engage-
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This band seems to have been finally de-

stroyed at the battle of Kirksville, on
with a loss to the rebels of 180 killed,

August

xvm.

CH.

1862.

6,

about 500

wounded, and a large number taken prisoners or
scattered. The cooperating band under Poindexter

was next

followed, its attempted junction with
Porter foiled, and in a few days entirely scattered

and

leader captured.
Almost simultaneously
a rising having the same characteristics occurred
its

near the Western Missouri

line, where the enemy
few days had some temporary successes.
They captured the town of Independence and, by Au g.n,i862.

for a

a skillful concentration of their bands, defeated
the Union detachments sent against them in an en
counter at Lone Jack. The gathering guerrillas Au g .i6,i862.

were shaping their campaign to repeat the capture
of Lexington on the Missouri River. The move
ment, however, failed to effect this coveted result.
General Blunt, commanding the Kansas troops
across the border, was called into Missouri, and
the converging Union columns drove the guerrillas

out of the southwest corner of the State into

Ar

Though no great campaign was made, and
though no great battle took place, it was neverthe
less a service full of toil and danger.
General
kansas.

Schofield reports that,
From the 1st of April to
the 20th of September our troops met the enemy
&quot;

more than one hundred engagements, great and
small, in which our numbers varied from forty or
fifty to 1000 or 1200, and those of the enemy from
in

a few

The

men

to 4000 or

5000.&quot;

dispersion and suppression of the

guerrilla

bands did not serve wholly to terminate local
disturbances and offenses. The restraints of a

8chofleld

^R

rt&amp;gt;

Vo

Lf
p.
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common public opinion no longer existed. Neigh
borhood good-will had become changed to neigh
borhood hatred and feud. Men took advantage
war to settle personal grudges
the violations of law, varying from petty
to assassination
and parallel with this

of the license of

by

all

theft

;

thirst for private

revenge was the cupidity which

turned crime into a source of private gain.

It

was

alleged that horses stolen by secession guerrillas
passed into the hands of doubtful Unionists, and

through the connivance of military officers were
sent to St. Louis and sold to the Government.
Constant trouble arose also out of questions about
slaves; those of rebel masters in the Confederate
service were free by the confiscation acts of Con
gress,

but the

difficulty of discrimination

under

conditions where the administration of civil law

was

practically

agined.

suspended

may

Military administration

readily be
is

im

complicated,

even under favorable circumstances, and in a case
like this, where at least two, and sometimes three,
different organizations,
the State Militia, the En
rolled Militia, and the Federal Volunteers,
were
of
acting concurrently, questions
jurisdiction cre

ated inextricable confusion in right and responsi
bility. As a rule, serious local quarrels in any part

whether of personal politics or civil
or military administration, very soon made their
way to President Lincoln for settlement, and Gov
ernor Gamble s Missouri Militia added its contribu
of the country,

annoyance to his general burden.
Towards the middle of September rumors came
from Arkansas that a new commander
MajorGeneral T. H. Holmes
had been assigned to the

tion of
1862.
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rebel force in that department, and that the Grovernors of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas had held

xvm.

CH.

and agreed upon a plan of con
more unite as strong
a Confederate army as their combined efforts might
assemble in an active campaign to invade Missouri.
Such a plan did not seem impracticable. The
Union army under Curtis had found no large body
of the enemy to dispute its march but that march,
for prudential reasons, had been changed from an
advance against Little Rock to a descent along the
White River eastward towards the Mississippi.
This was good strategy so long as Vicksburg was
the objective, but as soon as Halleck abandoned all
thoughts of an expedition against that place, the
a conference

centration which should once

;

army

of Curtis necessarily fell into a merely de

fensive attitude.

A
in

rearrangement of military command appears
an order of the President under date of Septem

ber 19, 1862, directing that Missouri, Arkansas,
Kansas, and the bordering Indian Territory should

new department to be called the Departthe Missouri, to be commanded by Major-

constitute a

ment

of

General Samuel R. Curtis. Halleck, explaining the
order to Schofield, writes at some length to excul
pate himself from any inference of error or negli
gence by one of his periodical bursts of indignation
at
General Curtis, as the ranking
politicians
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

he says, is given the command. This was
I was very
the only way of cutting the knot.
much in hopes that some of the generals out there
&quot;

officer,&quot;

.

.

would gain some

brilliant victory, so as to cut off
these pretensions of outsiders, but unfortunately

nothing of the kind has occurred, and the cry

is,

T

d&amp;gt;

cK?8,
ep
i862
.

V.

V

653.

9

k.
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Vol. XIIL,
P. 654.

men who

accomplish nothing 1 The
only answer I can give is, Why put in men who
know nothing of military affairs? Under these
circumstances I have been obliged to leave things
MImi
as much as possible in statu quo.&quot; This new ar
rangement served to change the relative positions

Why keep

in

of Schofield

and

what troops he

The former, gathering
took the field in a campaign

Curtis.

could,

towards Southwest Missouri to meet the expected
invasion from Arkansas, while the latter, recalled
from a short leave of absence, came to St. Louis
orders,

voi

R
xni

P. 666.

(September 24, 1862) to take up his headquarters
anc^ assume the general administration of the new
Department of the Missouri.
In truth the

difficulties in the military situation

had grown primarily out

of the error of Halleck
in
out
heretofore pointed
postponing the opening
of the Mississippi River. When, in the spring and
summer of 1862, Halleck abandoned all thought of

pursuing that prime and comprehensive object, and
left Vicksburg to grow up into an almost impreg
nable Confederate citadel, he blighted the possibility
of successful Union campaigns on both sides of the
great river. That barrier stood as much in the way
of a southward march through Arkansas as a
southward march through Alabama or Mississippi.

From
fall

of

midsummer of 1862, therefore, until the
Vicksburg in midsummer of 1863, military

the

campaigning in the trans-Mississippi country ceases
to have any general significance. It resolves itself
into the ordinary incidents of a contest between
small Union posts of observation and the unceasing
efforts of guerrilla leaders to create local uprisings
and raids. For the Union troops and officers it
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was a most laborious and dangerous service, bringing them nothing but vexation and discouragement
and breeding only intrigue and jealousy among
themselves
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keeping them constantly hampered

;

in their wishes, and offering them no
opportunities for advance, for success, for distinc
tion.
The fact pointed out by Halleck, that no

and thwarted

general had gained a brilliant victory, was due not
so much to want of merit or courage as to the re
straints

which closed every avenue that might lead

to a decisive contest.

The campaign against Vicksburg, so sadly neg
lected in the spring, was resumed in the winter of
1862 but by this time it had become the work of
;

a great
general.

army and required the genius of a great
To aid in collecting this army, Missouri

and the task of repressing
guerrillas fell largely upon local Union sentiment,
which in the main found its organization and effec
tive strength in the Enrolled Militia.
The only
action of importance which marks the military ad
ministration of Curtis was the battle of Prairie
Grove in the northwest corner of Arkansas, where
on the 7th of December the detachments respectively commanded by the Union generals James G.
Blunt (who had been hovering all summer along
the border of Kansas) and Francis J. Herron, who,
finding Blunt pressed by the enemy coming north
ward with a view of entering Missouri, advanced
by forced marches from near Springfield and
formed a junction with Blunt just in the nick of
time to defeat the Confederates under General
Hindman.
The losses on each side were about
and
the day following the engagement
on
equal,

was drained

of troops,

1862.
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the Confederates retreated southward across the
protecting barrier of the Boston Mountains. It

was

in a diminished

degree a repetition of the
battle of Pea Ridge, fought in the preceding March
within twenty or thirty miles of the same place.
In the main it served rather to keep both sides

within their respective military limits, preventing
the invasion of Missouri by the rebel leaders in

Arkansas, and reciprocally restraining an advance
of the

Union

leaders into Arkansas for the pur
a movement con

pose of seizing Little Rock
stantly planned and desired

by them, and yet

the nature of things inexpedient,

if

in

not imprac

While gen
ticable, until Vicksburg should fall.
eral history, therefore, can take little note of the
endless skirmishes and raids in Missouri which fill
military record, the conduct of local mili
administration
comes prominently into the
tary
much
because of its intrinsic
foreground, not so

up the

w
voi xxn.,
ar

p

788.&quot;

importance as through its indivisible relation to
local politics, and through local politics to the
great national questions of slavery and emancipa
tion.
The slavery question was indeed present as
an ineradicable element of war almost everywhere,
but in the State of Missouri, from the autumn of
1862, it not only supplemented, but in a certain
degree even supplanted, the war itself.
Curtis s earlier reports, made about two months

assuming command, are in a hopeful tone.
the approach of winter the guerrilla troubles
were diminishing a quiet election had been held,
after

With

;

the

and

since the attempted secession of Missouri,
adequate preparations existed to meet the

first

threatened Arkansas invasion which, as already

GENERAL STERLING PRICE.
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was repelled by the battle of Prairie Grove.
So effectually did this engagement serve to scatter
the rebel forces that Schofi eld reported January 31,
There is no considerable force of the enemy
1863,
stated,

CH.

XVIIL

vol.

XXIL,

&quot;

north of the Arkansas River; indeed

have

I believe

they

gone or are going, as rapidly as possible, to
Ten thousand infantry and artillery
Vicksburg.
can be spared from Southern Missouri and North-

em

all

Nevertheless, the Administration
at Washington was not free from trouble about
Missouri, and as was so constantly happening, the
Arkansas.&quot;

intervention of President Lincoln was sought to
compose the questions of difference in which other
officials

ment.

could not or would not come to an agree
One of the matters at issue is briefly and

pertinently stated in his letter of the 29th of
vember, 1862, to Attorney-General Bates.

No

Few things perplex me more than this question be
tween Governor Gamble and the War Department, as to
whether the peculiar force organized by the former in
Missouri are State troops or United States troops. Now,
this is either an immaterial or a mischievous question.
First, if no more is desired than to have it settled what
name

the force is to be called by, it is immaterial. Sec
if it is desired for more than the fixing a name, it
can only be to get a position from which to draw practical
inferences then it is mischievous. Instead of settling
one dispute by deciding the question, I should merely
furnish a nestful of eggs for hatching new disputes. I
believe the force is not strictly either
State troops or
United States troops.&quot; It is of mixed character I
therefore think it is safer, when a practical question
arises, to decide that question directly, and not indirectly,
by deciding a general abstraction supposed to include it,
and also including a great deal more. Without dispute,
Governor Gamble appoints the officers of this force, and
fills vacancies when they occur.
The question now pracondly,

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

.

VOL. VI.

25

P.

ss.&quot;
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Can Governor Gamble make a
an
officer or accepting a resigna
vacancy by removing
tion ? Now, while it is proper that this question shall be
settled, I do not perceive why either Governor Gamble,
or the Government here, should care which way it is
I am perplexed with it only because there seems
settled.
to be pertinacity about it. It seems to me that it might
be either way without injury to the service or that the
^er f the Secretary of War to let Governor Gamble

xvin. tically in dispute

is

:

;

Lincoln to
Bates,

Nov.
1862.

29,

MS.

make vacancies, and he, the
making of them, ought to be
Just a
letter to

month

later,

to ratify the

Secretary,
satisfactory.

the President

Governor Gamble, and an

by a

similar

official order,

finally disposed of the quarrel as here indicated.

Meanwhile, as rapidly as he could amid other press
ing duties, Mr. Lincoln was grappling with another

One of the most effi
means of controlling secession sympathizers
wealth and influence, was a system of military

chronic Missouri difficulty.
cient

of

assessments designed to prevent their giving as
sistance to guerrillas, as well as to compel them to
bear their proper part of the burdens of war.

Grievous complaints, however, arose that this au
thority was being abused; and the President felt
that it was wise to remove as rapidly as possible
all unnecessary burdens and temptations to oppres
sion.
Among the earliest directions to General

was a request to suspend the order of mili
assessments
tary
(of August 28, 1862), levying half
a million of dollars on secessionists and Southern
used
sympathizers of St. Louis County, to be
in arming, clothing, and subsisting the Enrolled
Curtis

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Schofield,

Report,

w: K.

V

when in active service, and in providing for
those families of militiamen and volunteers which

Militia

&quot;

12.

might be

left

destitute.&quot;

He

asked him at the same
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time to

make out and send him
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a statement of facts

pertinent to the question, with his opinion upon it.
few weeks later the President gave still more

A

explicit directions to bring

On

JJf

&quot;^

:

am having

a good deal of trouble with Missouri
sit down to write you particularly
about it. One class of friends believe in greater severity
and another in greater leniency in regard to arrests,
As usual in such cases,
banishments, and assessments.
each questions the other s motives.
On the one hand, it
is insisted that Governor Gamble s Unionism, at most, is
not better than a secondary spring of action that Hunkerism and a wish for political influence stand before
Unionism with him. On the other hand, it is urged that
arrests, banishments, and assessments are made more for
private malice, revenge, and pecuniary interest than for
the public good. This morning I was told by a gentle
man, who, I have no doubt, believes what he says, that in
one case of assessments for $10,000, the different persons

now

;

who paid compared

receipts, and found they had paid
be true, the inference is that the collect
ing agents pocketed the odd twenty thousand dollars. And
true or not in the instance, nothing but the sternest neces
sity can justify the making and maintaining of a system
so liable to such abuses.
Doubtless, the necessity for
the making of the system in Missouri did exist; and
whether it continues for the maintenance of it, is now a

$30,000.

to

J$g

the 5th of Jan

uary, 1863, he wrote to General Curtis as follows
I

xvm.

Li

about a solution of this

and other pending questions.

matters, and I

CH.

If this

and very important question.
Some days ago
Governor Gamble telegraphed me, asking that the as

practical

sessments outside of St. Louis County might be sus
pended, as they already have been within it; and this
morning all the Members of Congress here from Missouri
but one, lay a paper before me asking the same thing.
Now, my belief is that Governor Gamble is an honest and
true man, not less so than yourself; that you and he
could confer together on this, and other Missouri ques
tions, with great advantage to the public; that each

isea.
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(Copy
sent to

Governor
Gamble.)
Lincoln
to Curtis,

Jan.

5, 1863.

W. R.
Vol. XXII.,

knows something which the other does not, and that act
ing together, you could about double your stock of per
tinent information. May I not hope that you and he will
I could at once safely do (or you could
attempt this ?
without
do
me) whatever you and he agree upon.
safely
There is absolutely no reason why you should not agree.
.

.

Part
pp.

II. ,
17, 18.

General Curtis held the interview with Governor
Gamble as the President suggested, and his answer

needs to be quoted in part to show the Governor s
general policy and feeling as well as his own.
1863.

In my interview with Governor Gamble, and in refer
ence to persons charging him with selfish and ambitious
motives, and doubts as to his fidelity, the Governor ex
pressed his regrets, and evinced generous sentiments of
He said, what is true, there is too much disposi
loyalty.
tion now to impeach everybody. I think with you that
Governor Gamble is loyal, and I do not see any occasion for
us to differ, except it may be as to some measures. But
even upon these I do not think difficulty will arise between
us.
He goes for you and our country and some of your
measures. I go for all. In regard to county assessments,
he withdrew his Enrolled Militia publicly. I am checking

Our Union men are much opposed to re
quietly.
straint in their pursuit of rebels, especially in the country

them

where our friends have been persecuted, and where the
assessments inure to the benefit of the widows and
There may be
orphans of men killed by the rebels.
I should have
I
it.
such
as
but
doubt
frauds,
you name,
had news of it. No assessment committee could commit
such a fraud as you name with impunity. The calcula
presume, is based on the supposition that men are
assessed on the value of their property, whereas the
assessments are made on a compound ratio of property
and disloyalty. The assessments on persons for crimes
committed in a neighborhood are considered a great re
straint on rebels who have encouraged bands of rebels,
and our friends fear that they will suffer if such restraints
are taken off. I am implored not to remove them.
I
have earnest petitions and letters innumerable coming in,

tion, I
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me to allow assessments to proceed. The county
assessments are all made by local commanders, who
claim that they understand their local difficulties better
urging
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move

cautiously and quietly, so
inspiration of rebel courage. On
matters concerning the degree and direction of force
against rebels, I am appealed to as the supposed head of
On complaints of too
military power in this vicinity.
much severity, the Governor and Your Excellency are

than

I can.
as to avoid

I therefore

any new

appealed to, and we do not, therefore, either of us,
always see both sides. As to banishments, the Governor
goes further than I do on that subject, although we
might differ as to particular cases. Most of the banish
ments have been made as a commutation for imprisonments determined by military commissions or local com- JW^M^WS.
manders, and in all instances where the community Vo1 XXIL,
seems to think it safe, I try to procure a release.
PP. 42, 43.
-

In immediate connection with the question of
military assessments, it is necessary to quote the
explanation of the

system of military
of
the
as
one
provost-marshals,
agencies of mili
general

s

tary government and administration in Missouri:

The provost-marshal system

is not of my planting or
growth, but is now so old, deep-rooted, and widespread it
cannot be summarily disposed of without danger of losses
and disasters. It began in General Fremont s adminis
tration.
General Halleck had given the system a head
by creating a provost-marshal-general, and issued some
orders devolving specific duties on these functionaries,
and, by a kind of common understanding, provost-mar
shals took charge of prisoners, watched contraband trade,
discovered and arrested spies, found out rebel camps, and
.

.

pursued and arrested the rebels in their neighborhoods.
They operate with volunteers, militia, and police force,
just as circumstances require, and in Southern Iowa and
large districts of Missouri, where recruiting guerrilla
agents strive to organize their bands, they are the only
stationary, permanent official sentinels, who keep me ad
vised and guard the public safety. Public arms, prisoners,

1863.
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contraband property, and forfeited bonds are held by them
and properly disposed of, and immediate discharge would
create loss and confusion where everything is now quiet
I regret that I am thus forced to defend
and secure.
a system I never did approve and have often condemned.
I could not find either statute or military law to rest it
upon. I have not appointed one, except to fill the vacancy
of the provost-marshal-general but the system has started
and grown up from surrounding necessities; it is now
.

.

;

working very extensively and quite harmoniously, and I
it must in some shape be continued during the
war. When a nation is at war, war exists everywhere,
and we must have some sort of military representatives
wherever military offenses can be committed. It costs too

believe

much

to keep stationary troops everywhere, but without
h
suc
officers
as I may trust and constantly employ in
stouten!
u
5
ever
of
this State and in various parts of my dey
county
i86.f w R
I must have many more troops in actual service
partment,
voh^xxn.,
in Missouri.
PP. 44, 45.

Notwithstanding the very

fair

show

of

argument

made by

Curtis, the President followed his more
liberal inclination already indicated in his letter of

stanton,
de r

Jan
vo?.

2 6,

XX IL;

Part

II.,

P. 64.

January 5, which, indeed, was with him a constant
motive of action. On the 20th of January lie made,
through the Secretary of War, a general order to
suspend until further instructions all action upon
assessments for damages, not merely in St. Louis,
but in the whole State of Missouri, and the system
was not thereafter revived.
While with the progress of the war local military
questions were finding either a practical or official
solution, and were, on the whole, diminishing in
magnitude, a growing subject of irritation and dis
.

cord presented

itself in

the question of emancipa

Brought into sudden activity by Fremont s
proclamation of August 30, 1861, it had since then
tion.

remained a permanent

issue.

Not only the

Presi-
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revocation of that military decree but the
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had been
3,
vigorously opposed and denounced by the more
impatient and extreme antislavery sentiment of
Missouri, for which the German population of the
State formed a nucleus, important in numbers and
influential in intelligence and zeal. With President
later order, No.

of General Halleck,

Lincoln s proposition of compensated abolishment,
made to Congress in March, 1862, the whole subject
assumed a new prominence though as yet the
;

weight of public opinion in the State at large
apparently averse to the proposition.
In the State Convention of Missouri, which

June

2,

the subject was taken

up and a

bill

was

met
was in

troduced by Mr. Breckinridge providing that all
negroes born in slavery in the State after January
1, 1865, should be slaves until they arrived at twentyfive years of age, and no longer, unless sooner per

manently removed from the State

;

June e,

10,2.

and providing

also for accepting the offer of Congress, recom
mended by the President, of compensation to the

State

and through

it

to the

owners

;

and for a vote

of the people of Missouri to accept or reject the or
dinance. It was hardly to be expected that the

members

U

862

p?72

of a Convention elected at the beginning
would be ready to act affirmatively

of the rebellion

on a matter not only proposing so radical a change,
but one still involved in such angry controversy,
and especially at the moment of a threatened guerThe bill was summarily laid upon
rilla outbreak.
the table

by a vote

of 52 to 19.

It seems to have occurred to the Conservatives,
before final adjournment, that the course of the
majority had been a little abrupt. Six days after

tSnPro&quot;
8

ce

p^sf
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this action, Governor Gamble sent the Convention
a special message referring to the joint resolution of
Congress, offering aid to States, as a proposition of

unexampled liberality, calling for a polite response
and suggesting that the action of the Convention
;

might be represented as rudely discourteous to the
President and Congress, and would, without doubt,
be so misrepresented as to excite a hostile feeling
those in authority who
favored emancipation, and thus injuriously affect
the interests of the State
and he suggested a
to the

State

among

all

;

response that the people, in choosing the Con
vention, never intended or imagined that body
would act on such a question. Accordingly, on
1862.

June

14, a

resolution

was adopted

(37

to

23),

while a majority of this Convention have
not felt authorized to take action with respect to
&quot;That

the grave and delicate questions of private right

&quot;Conven-

n6

pp

2 33, 252.

and public policy presented by said resolution, yet
this body desires to recognize the liberality displayed .by the Government of the United States,
and to express its profound appreciation thereof.&quot;
While the members of the Convention were thus
veiling their dread of the dangerous topic in safe

phraseology, a popular undercurrent was
manifesting a substantial and practical interest in
official

wrought by the irresistible logic of daily events.
the 16th of June there came together at Jeffer
son City a mass convention of the more progressive

it,

On

numbering about 175 dele
from
some
eighteen counties. While the rep
gates,
resentation was small as to geographical area, it was
important in personal and party influence. The
primary object of the gathering was to organize for
politicians of Missouri,
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and, seizing upon this question
most available and pertinent issue, they

fall election

as the
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;

adopted resolutions bringing the matter of com
pensated emancipation before the people favoring
gradual emancipation, to be so initiated as not to
;

injure pecuniarily any loyal citizen or occasion
violent disruption of social relations adding that
;

the General Government, by offer of aid, had re
lieved Missouri of all constitutional and financial

embarrassment, and that the next General As
sembly of the State should take measures to avail
itself of the offered aid.
Still the new idea was one
confronted by such seeming obstacles in the tradi
tions, habits,

and material

interests of the people,

time it gained adherents slowly.
When, on the 12th of July, President Lincoln
once more urged upon the Representatives of the
border slave States in Washington his plan of com
pensated abolishment, most of the Missouri Con
gressmen refused to entertain the project Senator
Robert Wilson and Representatives James S. Rol
that

for

the

:

William A. Hall, and Thomas L. Price, Union
and
ists,
Representative John S. Phelps, Democrat,
in their reply to the President, pronounced them

lins,

selves decidedly against

&quot;

the proposition in

its

while Senator John B.
present impalpable form
and
Henderson, Unionist,
Representative John W.
Noell, Democrat, promised to recommend it to the
&quot;

;

fair consideration of their constituents.

Before further important action occurred, Presi
dent Lincoln s preliminary emancipation proclama
tion of

September 22, 1862, carried the question
forward to a point of advancement not looked for
by either advocates or opponents of the measure in

1862.
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onward the

in Missouri as elsewhere

the President

more

that time

;

issue

was

not alone by

action of September 22, but yet
influentially by his promised action of Jan
s

uary 1, 1863. It was these military decrees of Mr.
Lincoln which lifted the emancipation party in
Missouri into a prominence and power for which it
would vainly have labored without them. Thus
reenforced that party at the general election of
November 4, 1862, gained a decided majority in

&quot;

Annual

Cyclopae
dia,&quot;

1862,

p. 595.

Of the nine
both branches of the Legislature.
Congressmen elected, six were avowed emancipa
tionists, while a month later the emancipation can
didate for Speaker of the lower House was chosen
by 67 against 42. In his annual message to the
Legislature, Governor Gamble declared his prefer
ence for a system of free over slave labor, and
recommended a modified plan of gradual emanci
though he thought that the Legislature
pation
lacked constitutional power covering the full de
tails of the scheme.
These manifestations of Missouri sentiment also
served to set in motion another agency which had
no inconsiderable effect in advancing still further
;

the great drift of political change the State was
undergoing and we shall better understand it by
;

moment to President Lincoln s policy
of compensated abolishment. His special message
of March 6, 1862, recommending pecuniary aid to

recurring for a

such States as would voluntarily emancipate their
slaves, had been indorsed by the joint resolution

which Congress passed on March 11 and April 2,
1862.
Further practical legislation was also pro
posed. A joint resolution was introduced in the
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Senate (March 10) to grant aid to the States of
Maryland and Delaware, this being probably upon
a suggestion by Mr. Lincoln that such a movement

CH.

xvin.
1862.

could be more easily begun in the smaller slave
In the House of Representatives the sub
States.

was taken up by Mr. White of Indiana, at
whose instance a select committee on emancipa
tion, consisting of nine members, a majority of
whom were from border slave States, was ap
1
pointed on the 14th of April, and this committee
on the 16th of July reported a comprehensive bill

ject

isea.

authorizing the President to give compensation at
the rate of three hundred dollars for each slave to

any one of the States of Delaware, Maryland, Vir
ginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri that
might adopt immediate or gradual emancipation.
But as no popular response came from any of these
States, and particularly as their delegations in
Congress, in their interviews with the President,
either opposed the scheme or only entertained it to
the extent of a willingness to consult their constit
uents, neither House of Congress at that session
took further action.

When Congress met on the first day of

December,

1862, such of the Missouri delegates as in the previous
July were only willing to signify a hopeful promise,

now felt themselves justified by the popular Novem
ber vote to take up and advocate with energy the
the 14th of April, the
Speaker announced as the select
committee on the subject of gradi&quot;On

ual emancipation in the slaveMessrs.
Alholding States
bert S. White of Indiana, Francis
:

P.Blair of Missouri, George P.
Fisher of Delaware, William E.

Lehman
L.

of Pennsylvania, C. L.
Leary of Maryland, K. V.

Whaley

of

Virginia,

James F.

Wilson of Iowa, Samuel L. Casey
of Kentucky, and Andrew J.
Clements of Tennessee.&quot; Henry
Wilson,
Antislavery Measures
in Congress,&quot; p. 226.
&quot;

18G2

-
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s scheme.
Accordingly Senator Henderon
December
10, and Representative Noell, on
son,
December 11, gave notice of bills to aid the State
of Missouri in compensated emancipation. It would
appear, however, that these gentlemen acted with
out agreement, for the bill of the former named
$20,000,000 as the sum to be appropriated, and that

President

The House bill
on
was
January 6, 1863,
passed
naming $10,000,000
by a vote of 73 to 46, and sent to the Senate, where it
superseded the Senate bill. The discussion of it was
principally about the amount proper to be paid, Mr.
Henderson still pleading eloquently for his original
proposition of $20,000,000. The President s inter
of the latter only $10,000,000.

est in this Congressional legislation is sufficiently

manifested by the following telegram, which he sent
to General Curtis at St. Louis about this time
understand there is considerable trouble with the
slaves in Missouri. Please do your best to keep
Lincoln
peace on the question for two or three weeks, by
ja2io?
vol. XXIL! which time we hope to do something here towards
:

&quot;I

t

&quot;

P. so.

settling the question in

A

compromise
was reached when, on February 7, an amendment
was proposed in the Senate fixing the amount at
$15,000,000, and in this form it passed that body on
February 12, 1863, yeas 23, nays 18. When this
came back to the House its select committee on
emancipation could not report the new measure
until February 25.
By this time the session was
of the Missouri Repre
Three
at
end.
an
nearly
A.
Hall, Elijah H. Norton, and
sentatives, William
Thomas L. Price, strongly pro-slavery, and two of
whom had failed of reelection in the recent pop
ular change,

still

Missouri.&quot;

stubbornly opposed emancipation
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Their opposition, aided by Vallandigham and the

in general
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dilatory parliamentary tactics of the Democratic
minority, served to prevent its reaching a vote. It

remained among the unfinished business of the ses
sion, and in the swiftly moving current of national
affairs no chance of its adoption ever returned.
Meanwhile the subject was also debated in the
Missouri Legislature, where, however, no decided
action of any kind was reached. This was perhaps
largely due to the fact that it was complicated by
a personal contest over the election of United States
Senators pending in that body. As with every
thing else in Missouri, the President

s

intervention

invoked in this contest. On January 7,
Mr. B. Gratz Brown, a leader of the Radicals, tele
graphed him: &quot;Does the Administration desire my

was

also

are its appointees here working
Mr. Lincoln, unmoved by the impertinence of the inquiry, answered quietly: &quot;Yours
of to-day just received. The Administration takes
no part between its friends in Missouri, of whom I,
at least, consider you one, and I have never before
had an intimation that appointees there were inBut the
terfering, or were inclined to interfere.&quot;
embitterment had already become such that the
Legislature adjourned its session without effecting
an election. Again, on the 16th of April, we find the
President answering one of the complaining Rad
icals, who were determined to hold him responsible
for all their local discord:
answer to the within
question, Shall we be sustained by you ? I have
to answer that at the beginning of the Administra
tion I appointed one whom I understood to be an

defeat; if not,
for that end I

why

l

&quot;

&quot;In

&quot;Vs.

Lincoln to

P- 23

-
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editor of the

Louis

Democrat

the best office in

to be postmaster at St.

my

gift within Missouri.

Soon after this, our friends at St. Louis must needs
break into factions, the Democrat being, in my
opinion, justly chargeable with a full share of the
blame for it. I have stoutly tried to keep out of
April
1863.

16,

MS.

the quarrel, and so

mean

A

month previous
sought a remedy for
S

C1

of

warf
r

March
voi.
P.

io,

xxn.;
152.&quot;

,

to

do.&quot;

the President had already
the Missouri quarrel in a

change of the military commander. On the 10th
of March an order was issued relieving General
Curtis and appointing General E. V. Sumner to
command in his place. This might have proved
an acceptable substitution, for Sumner s wellknown an ti slavery feelings would have secured

him

the confidence of the Radicals, while his pru
dent firmness of character might have kept him
free from charge of partisanship, but the transfer
was frustrated by his sudden death, which occurred

March, lees,

on the 21st of the same month, at Syracuse, New
York, on his way to St. Louis to enter upon this
important command.

CHAPTER XIX
THE EDICT OF FREEDOM
his preliminary proclamation of

September
22, President Lincoln had announced his intention to urge once more upon Congress the pol

IN

icy of compensated abolishment. Accordingly, his
annual message of December 1, 1862, was in great
part devoted to a discussion of this question.

Without

he premised,
the rebellion
could never have existed without slavery it could
not continue.&quot;
His argument presented anew,
with broad prophetic forecast, the folly of dis
union, the brilliant destiny of the republic as a
single nation, the safety of building with wise
&quot;

&quot;

slavery,&quot;

;

coming population and
by the law of increase
shown in the census tables, the country might ex
pect to number over two hundred millions of people
statesmanship upon

wealth.

He

its

stated that

in less than a century.
too,&quot;

he continued,

&quot;

if

&quot;

And we

we do

will reach this,
not ourselves relin

quish the chance, by the folly and evils of disunion,
or by long and exhausting war springing from the

only great element of national discord among us.
While it cannot be foreseen exactly how much one
huge example of secession, breeding lesser ones
indefinitely,

would retard population,

civilization,

CHAP.XIX.
1862.
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and prosperity, no one can doubt that the extent
of it would be very great and injurious. The pro
posed emancipation would shorten the war, per
petuate peace, insure this increase of population
and, proportionately, the wealth of the country.

With these we should pay all the emancipation
would cost, together with our other debt, easier
than we should pay our other debt without
He therefore recommended that Congress should
it.&quot;

1862.

propose to the Legislatures of the several States
a constitutional amendment, consisting of three
one providing compensation in
articles, namely
:

bonds for every State which should abolish slavery
before the year 1900 another securing freedom to
all slaves who during the rebellion had enjoyed
actual freedom by the chances of war
also pro
to
the
third au
viding compensation
loyal owners;
;

thorizing Congress to provide for colonization.

message continued:
The plan consisting

of these articles

is

The

recommended,

not but that a restoration of the national authority would
be accepted without its adoption. Nor will the war, nor
proceedings under the proclamation of September 22,
1862, be stayed because of the recommendation of this
plan.

Its timely adoption, I

doubt not, would bring res

toration, and thereby stay both.
And, notwithstanding
this plan, the recommendation that Congress provide by

law for compensating any State which may adopt eman
cipation before this plan shall have been acted upon is
hereby earnestly renewed. Such would be only an ad
vance part of the plan, and the same arguments apply to
This plan is recommended as a means, not in
exclusion of, but additional to, all others for restoring
and preserving the national authority throughout the

both.

Union.

.

.

The plan

tutional law.

currence

It

of, first,

is proposed as permanent consti
cannot become such without the con

two-thirds of Congress, and, afterwards,

K.

v.

SITMNKK
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three-fourths of the States.
The requisite three-fourths CHAP. xix.
of the States will necessarily include seven of the slave
States.
Their concurrence, if obtained, will give assur
ance of their severally adopting emancipation at no very
distant day upon the new constitutional terms.
This

assurance would end the struggle now and save the
Union forever.
can succeed only by concert. It
is not,
Can any of us imagine better ? but,
Can we
all do better?&quot;
the
whatsoever
is
still
Object
possible,
.

.

We

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Can we do better ?
The dogmas of
question recurs,
the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present. The
occasion is piled high with difficulty, and we must rise with
the occasion. As our case is new, so we must think anew
and act anew.
must disenthral ourselves, and then
we shall save our country.
&quot;

&quot;

We

Fellow-citizens, we cannot escape history. We, of this
Congress, and this Administration, will be remembered
in spite of ourselves.
No personal significance, or in
The fiery
significance, can spare one or another of us.
trial through which we pass will light us down, in honor
or dishonor, to the latest generation.
say we are for
the Union. The world will not forget that we say this.
know how to save the Union. The world knows we
even we here
hold the
do know how to save it.
power, and bear the responsibility. In giving freedom
honorable
to the slave, we assure freedom to the free

We

We

We

alike in

what we give and what we preserve.

We

shall

nobly save, or meanly lose, the last, best hope of earth.
Other means may succeed, this could not fail.
The way
a way which, if folpeaceful, generous, just
the
will
forever
world
lowed,
applaud, and God must forever bless.
is plain,

No immediate action followed this patriotic ap
No indications of reviving unionism were
peal.
manifested in the distinctively rebel States. No
popular expression of a willingness to abandon
slavery and accept compensation came from the
loyal border slave States, except, perhaps, in a qual
ified

way from

VOL. VI.
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sentiment

was

CHA.-.XIX.

with somewhat
convulsive
acINDORSEMENT ON THE PRECEDING DOCUMENT.

tlOD.

to

OWing

the quarrel which divided the Unionists of that
Thus the month of December wore away,
State.

and the day approached when
for the President to

imi.

became necessary
announcement of
the
execute
it

emancipation made in his preliminary proclama
tion of September 22. That he was ready at the
appointed time is shown by an entry in the diary
of Secretary Welles
At the meeting to-day
the
President read the draft
[December 30, 1862],
&quot;

:

Emancipation Proclamation, invited criti
cism, and finally directed that copies should be
furnished to each. It is a good and well pre
of his

pared paper, but I suggested that a part of the
sentence marked in pencil be omitted. Chase ad
vised that fractional parts of States ought not to
be exempted. In this I think he is right, and so
stated.
Practically there would be difficulty in
a
freeing parts of States and not freeing others
clashing between central and local authorities.
It will be remembered that when the President
71

proposed emancipation on the 22d of July, and
again when he announced emancipation on the 22d
of September, he informed his Cabinet that he had
decided the main matter for himself and that he
asked their advice only upon subordinate points.
In now taking up the subject for the third and
final

review there was neither doubt nor hesitation
and act about to be

in regard to the central policy

e
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consummated. But there were several important
minor questions upon which, as before, he wished
the advice of his Cabinet, and it was to present
these in concise form for discussion that he wrote
his draft and furnished each of them a copy on the

1862.

30th of December, as Mr. Welles relates. This
draft, omitting its mere routine phraseology and
quotations from the former proclamation, continued
as follows
:

Now

theref ore,

I,

Abraham

Lincoln, President of the

United States, by virtue of the power in me vested, as
Commander-in- Chief of the Army and Navy of the United
States in time of actual armed rebellion against the
authority and Government of the United States, and as a
proper and necessary war measure for suppressing said
rebellion, do on this first day of January, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three,
and in accordance with my intention so to do, publicly
proclaimed for one hundred days as aforesaid, order and
designate as the States and parts of States in which the
people thereof respectively are this day in rebellion against
the United States the following, to wit Arkansas, Texas,
Louisiana, except the Parishes of
:

Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina,
North Carolina, and Virginia, except the forty-eight
counties designated as West Virginia, and also the

counties of

And by
said, I

virtue of the power, and for the purpose afore
do order, and declare, that all persons held as

slaves within said designated States, and parts of States,
are, and henceforward forever shall be free and that the
;

Executive Government of the United States, including
the military and naval authorities thereof, will recognize
and maintain the freedom of said persons, and will do no
or acts, to repress said persons, or any of them, in
any suitable efforts they may make for their actual free
dom. And I hereby appeal to the people so declared to
be free to abstain from all disorder, tumult, and violence,
act,
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unless in necessary self-defense and in all cases, when CHAP. xix.
allowed, to labor faithfully for wages.
And I further declare, and make known, that such
persons of suitable condition will be received into the
;

armed
forts,

United States to garrison and defend
positions, stations, and other places, and to man
service of the

MS.

vessels of all sorts in said service.

It will

be seen that this draft presented for dis

cussion, in addition to mere verbal criticism, the
question of denning the fractional portions of Vir

and Louisiana under Federal control and the
more
yet
important policy, now for the first time
announced by the President, of his intention to

ginia

incorporate a portion of the newly liberated slaves

Mr. Welles s diary
for Wednesday, December 31, 1862, thus continues
We had an early and special Cabinet meetinginto the armies of the Union.

:

&quot;

convened at 10 A. M. The subject was the procla
mation of to-morrow to emancipate the slaves in
the rebel States. Seward proposed two amend
ments. One included mine, and one enjoining upon,
instead of appealing to, those emancipated to for
bear from tumult. Blair had, like Seward and
myself, proposed the omission of a part of a sen

made other suggestions which I thought
improvements. Chase made some good criticisms
and proposed a felicitous closing sentence. The
President took the suggestions, written in order,
and said he would complete the document.&quot;
tence and

From

the manuscript letters and memoranda we
more
glean
fully the modifications of the amend
ments proposed by the several members of the
Cabinet. The changes suggested in Mr. Seward s
note were all verbal, and were three in number.
First

:

Following the declaration that

&quot;

the Exec-
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*

Government of the United States, including
the military and naval authorities thereof, will
recognize and maintain the freedom of said per
he proposed to omit the further words which
sons,&quot;
had been used in the September proclamation,
and will do no act, or acts, to repress said persons,
utive

&quot;

or

any

make

of them, in

any

for their actual

suitable efforts they

may

Mr. Welles had
Second: The next

freedom.&quot;

suggested the same change.

sentence, which read, &quot;And I hereby appeal to
the people so declared to be free to abstain from

Mr. Seward proposed should
hereby command and require the
read,
people so declared to be free to abstain from all
Third: The phrase, &quot;and in all
disorder,&quot; etc.
all

etc.,

disorder,&quot;
&quot;

And

when

cases,

I

allowed, to labor faithfully for

he proposed should read,
Lincoln,

Dec. 30,

them

in all cases,

when

&quot;

and

I

wages,&quot;

do recommend to

allowed, to labor faithfully
7

1862.

MS.

tor just

The

and reasonable

wages.&quot;

submitted by Mr. Chase were
and
quite long
full, and since they suggested the
most distinctive divergence from the President s
plan, namely, that of making no exceptions of frac
criticisms

tional portions of States, except the forty-eight
counties of West Virginia, his letter needs to be

quoted in
I

full

:

In accordance with your verbal direction of yesterday
most respectfully submit the following observations in

respect to the draft of a proclamation designating the
States and parts of States within which the proclamation
of September 22, 1862, is to take effect according to the

terms thereof.
I. It seems to

me wisest to make no exception of parts
of States from the operation of the proclamation save the
forty-eight counties designated as West Virginia.
reasons are these

My

:

EDWARD

BATES.
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1. Such exceptions will
impair, in public estimation, CHAP.XIX.
the moral effect of the proclamation, and invite censure

which it would be well, if possible, to avoid.
2. Such exceptions must necessarily be confined to
some few parishes and counties in Louisiana and Virginia,
and can have no practically useful effect. Through the
operation of various acts of Congress the slaves of dis
loyal masters in those parts are already enfranchised, and
the slaves of loyal masters are practically so. Some of
the latter have already commenced paying wages to their

and it is to be feared that if,
by these exceptions, slavery is practically reestablished in
favor of some masters, while abolished by laws and by the
laborers, formerly slaves

5

necessary effect of military occupation as to others, very
serious inconveniences may arise.
3. No intimation of exceptions of this kind is given in
the September proclamation, nor does it appear that any
intimations otherwise given have been taken into account
by those who have participated in recent elections, or that
any exceptions of their particular localities are desired by
them.
II. I think it would be expedient to omit from the pro
posed proclamation the declaration that the Executive
Government of the United States will do no act to repress
the enfranchised in any efforts they may make for their
actual freedom. This clause in the September proclama
tion has been widely quoted as an incitement to servile
insurrection. In lieu of it, and for the purpose of sham
ing these misrepresentations, I think it would be well to
insert some such clause as this
not encouraging or
countenancing, however, any disorderly or licentious con
If this alteration is made, the appeal to the en
duct.
slaved may, properly enough, be omitted. It does not
appear to be necessary, and may furnish a topic to the
evil-disposed for censure and ridicule.
III. I think it absolutely certain that the rebellion can
in no way be so certainly, speedily, and economically sup
pressed as by the organized military force of the loyal
&quot;

:

7

population of the insurgent regions, of whatever com
In no way can irregular violence and servile
plexion.
insurrection be so surely prevented as by the regular
organization and regular military employment of those

VOL. VI.
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who might

otherwise probably resort to such courses.
is now in successful progress, and the
concurrent testimony of all connected with the colored
regiments in Louisiana and South Carolina is that they
General Butler declares
are brave, orderly, and efficient.
that without his colored regiments he could not have at
tempted his recent important movements in the Lafourche
region ; and General Saxton bears equally explicit testi
mony to the good conduct and efficiency of the colored
troops recently sent on an expedition along the coast of
Georgia. Considering these facts, it seems to me that it
would be best to omit from the proclamation all reference
to the military employment of the enfranchised population,
leaving it to the natural course of things already well
begun ; or to state distinctly that, in order to secure the
suppression of the rebellion without servile insurrection
or licentious marauding, such numbers of the population
declared free as may be found convenient will be employed
in the military and naval service of the United States.
Finally, I respectfully suggest, that on an occasion of
such interest, there can be no just imputation of affecta
tion against a solemn recognition of responsibility before
men and before God and that some such close as follows
will be proper :
&quot;And upon this
act, sincerely believed to be an act of
justice warranted by the Constitution, and of duty demanded by the circumstances of the country, I invoke the
considerate judgment of mankind, and the gracious favor

Such organization

;

chase to
C

Dec 3?
MS.

1862?&quot;

of

Almighty God.&quot;
not remembered whether Mr. Stanton, Sec
retary of War, was present at the Cabinet meeting,
It is

but he appears to have left no written
of his suggestions, if he offered any.

memorandum
Stanton was

man

of action, and the probability
to
the President s draft without
agreed
amendment. The Cabinet also lacked one member

preeminently a
is

that

lie

of being complete. Caleb B. Smith, Secretary of
the Interior, had lately been transferred to the va

cant bench of the United States District Court of
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Indiana, and his successor, John P. Usher, was CHAP.XIX
not appointed until about a week after the date of

which we

write.

The memorandum

of Mr. Blair, Postmaster-Gena
condensation
of several of the
eral, proposed
in
the
President
s
I
paragraphs
draft, as follows

Dec., isc2.

&quot;

:

do order and declare that

all persons held as slaves
within said designated States and parts of States
shall be free and that the Executive G-overnment
;

of the United States, including the military

and

naval authorities, will recognize and maintain the
freedom of said persons. And, in order that they
render

the aid they are willing to give to
this object and to the support of the Government, au
thority will be given to receive them into the service

may

all

whenever they can be usefully employed, and they
may be armed to garrison forts, to defend positions
and stations, and to man vessels. And I appeal to
them to show themselves worthy of freedom by fidel
ity and diligence in the employments which may be
given to them, by the observance of order, and by
abstaining from all violence not required by duty
or for self-defense. It is due to them to say that
the conduct of large numbers of these people since
the war began justifies confidence in their fidelity
and humanity generally.&quot;
The memorandum of Attorney-General Bates is
also quite full, and combats the recommendation of
Secretary Chase concerning fractions of States.
I respectfully suggest that: 1. The President issues
the proclamation by virtue of the power in him vested
as Commander-in-Chief of the army and navy of the
United States in time of actual armed rebellion,&quot; etc.,
&quot;and as a
proper and necessary war measure for sup&quot;

Blair,

Memoran
emorai dura.

MS.
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pressing said rebellion.&quot;
Date, January, 1863. 2. It is
done in accordance with the first proclamation of Septem
ber 22, 1862. 3. It distinguishes between States and parts
of States, and designates those States and parts of States
u
in which the people thereof, respectively, are this day
(January 1, 1863) in rebellion against the United States.&quot;
These three propositions being true, I think they ought
to be followed out, without excess or diminution, by
action, not by the declaration of a principle nor the
establishment of a law for the future guidance of others.
It is a war measure by the President,
a matter of fact,
not a law by the Legislature. And as to what is proposed
to be done in the future the least said the better.
Better
leave yourself free to act in the emergencies as they arise,
with as few embarrassing committals as possible.
Whether a particular State or part of a State is or is not
in actual rebellion on the 1st of January, 1863, is a
simple matter of fact which the President in the first proc
lamation has promised to declare in the record.
Of
course it must be truly declared. It is no longer open to
be determined as a matter of policy or prudence indepen
dently of the fact. And this applies with particular force
to Virginia. The Eastern Shore of Virginia and the region

round about Norfolk are now (December 31, 1862) more
from actual rebellion than are several of the forty-

free

eight counties spoken of as West Virginia. If the latter
be exempt from the proclamation, so also ought the
former. And so in all the States that are considered in

The last paragraph of the draft I consider wholly
and probably injurious
being a needless pledge
of future action, which may
J be quite as well done without

parts.

useless,
Bates,

Memorandum. MS.

as with the pledge.

In rewriting the proclamation for signature Mr.
Lincoln in substance followed the suggestions made
by the several members of the Cabinet as to mere
verbal improvements but, in regard to the two
;

important changes which had been proposed, he
adhered rigidly to his own draft. He could not
consent to the view urged by Secretary Chase, that
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omit the exemption of fractional parts of States
would have no practical bearing. In his view this
would touch the whole underlying theory and legal
validity of his act and change its essential char
The second proposition favored by several
acter.
to

members

of the Cabinet, to omit any declaration of
intention to enlist the f reedmen in military service,

was not

so vital, yet partook of the same
general effect as tending to weaken and discredit
his main central act of authority.

while

it

Mr. Lincoln took the various manuscript notes
and memoranda which his Cabinet advisers brought
him on the 31st of December, and during that after
noon and the following morning with his own hand
carefully rewrote the entire body of the draft of the
proclamation. The blanks left to designate frac
tional parts of States he filled according to latest
official

advices of military limits

1
j

and in the

clos

ing paragraph suggested by Chase he added, after
the words &quot;warranted by the Constitution,&quot; his

own important
tary

upon

a custom in the Executive Mansion to hold

New Year s Day an

and public reception,
eleven o clock in the morning, which
official

beginning at
keeps the President at his post in the Blue
until
i

mili

necessity.&quot;

It is

on

&quot;

qualifying correction,

two

The

in the afternoon.

fractional parts of States
in the
proclamation

excepted

were as follows: In the State
of Louisiana, the parishes of St.
Bernard, Plaquemines, Jefferson,
St. John, St. Charles, St.
James,
Ascension, Assumption, Terre
Bonne, Lafourche, St. Mary, St.
Martin, and Orleans, including

The hour for this

Room
recep-

the city of New Orleans in the
State of Virginia, the forty-eight
counties designated as West Virginia, and also the counties of
;

Berkeley, Accomac, Northampton, Elizabeth City, York, Princess Anne, and Norfolk, including the cities of Norfolk and

Portsmouth.
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came before Mr. Lincoln had

entirely finished CHAP.XIX.
of
the
the
proclamation,
engrossed copy
revising

tion

away from his office
and festal greeting with
the rapidly arriving official and diplomatic guests.
The rigid laws of etiquette held him to this duty
and he was compelled

to hurry

to friendly handshaking^

for the space of three hours. Had actual necessity
required it, he could of course have left such mere
social occupation at

any moment; but the Presi

dent saw no occasion for precipitancy.
On the
other hand, he probably deemed it wise that the
completion of this momentous executive act should
be attended by every circumstance of deliberation.

Vast as were

its

consequences, the act

itself

was

only the simplest and briefest formality. It could
no wise be made sensational or dramatic. Those

in

characteristics attached, if at all, only to the longpast decisions and announcements of July 22 and

September 22 of the previous year. Those dates
had witnessed the mental conflict and the moral
victory. No ceremony was made or attempted of
this final official signing.
The afternoon was well
advanced when Mr. Lincoln went back from his
New Year s greetings, with his right hand so
fatigued that it was an effort to hold the pen.
There was no special convocation of the Cabi
net or of prominent officials. Those who were
in the house came to the executive office merely
from the personal impulse of curiosity joined to
momentary convenience. His signature was at
tached to one of the greatest and most beneficent
military decrees of history in the presence of less
after which it was carried

than a dozen persons
to the

Department

;

of State to be attested

by the

1862.
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great seal and deposited

among

the archives of the

Government.
Since several eminent

lawyers have publicly
Mr. Lincoln s

questioned the legal validity of
Edict of Freedom,
as his final

Emancipation
Proclamation may be properly styled,
it is worth
while to gather, if possible, Mr. Lincoln s own con
ception and explanation of the constitutional and

There is little difficulty
legal bearings of his act.
in arriving at this.
His language, embodied in a
number of letters and documents, contains such a
distinct and logical exposition of the whole process
of his thought and action, from the somewhat ex
treme conservatism of his first inaugural to his

great edict of January 1, 1863, and the subsequent
policy of its practical enforcement, that we need
but arrange them in their obvious sequence. The

proper beginning is to be found in a letter of April
A. G. Hodges, of Frankfort, Kentucky.
In this he says

4, 1864, to

:

If slavery is not wrong,
I am naturally antislavery.
nothing is wrong. I cannot remember when I did not so
think and feel, and yet I have never understood that the
Presidency conferred upon me an unrestricted right to

act officially

the oath

upon

this

took that

judgment and

feeling.

It

was in

would, to the best of my ability,
and
defend the Constitution of the
protect,
preserve,
United States. I could not take the office without taking
the oath. Nor was it my view that I might take an oath
to get power, and break the oath in using the power.
I
understood, too, that in ordinary civil administration this
oath even forbade me to practically indulge my primary
I

I

abstract judgment on the moral question of slavery. I
had publicly declared this many times, and in many ways.
And I aver that, to this day, I have done no official act in
mere deference to my abstract judgment and feeling on
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I did understand, however, that my oath to CHAP.XIX.
slavery.
preserve the Constitution to the best of my ability im
posed upon me the duty of preserving, by every indispens
that nation, of which that
able means, that Government
Constitution was the organic law. Was it possible to lose
the nation and yet preserve the Constitution ? By general
law, life and limb must be protected, yet often a limb
must be amputated to save a life; but a life is never
wisely given to save a limb. I felt that measures other
wise unconstitutional might become lawful by becoming
indispensable to the preservation of the Constitution
through the preservation of the nation. Right or wrong,
I assumed this ground, and now avow it. I could not feel
that, to the best of my ability, I had even tried to preserve
the Constitution, if, to save slavery or any minor matter,
I should permit the wreck of Government, country, and
Constitution all together. When, early in the war, General
Fremont attempted military emancipation, I forbade it,
because I did not then think it an indispensable necessity.
When, a little later, General Cameron, then Secretary of
War, suggested the arming of the blacks, I objected be
cause I did not yet think it an indispensable necessity.
still later, General Hunter attempted military
emancipation, I again forbade it, because I did not yet
think the indispensable necessity had come. When in
March and May and July, 1862, I made earnest and suc
cessive appeals to the border States to favor compensated
emancipation, I believed the* indispensable necessity for
military emancipation and arming the blacks would come
unless averted by that measure.
They declined the
proposition, and I was, in my best judgment, driven to
the alternative of either surrendering the Union, and
with it the Constitution, or of laying strong hand upon
the colored element. I chose the latter.

When,

The question

of legal

and constitutional validity

he discusses

briefly, but conclusively, in his letter
of August 26, 1863, to James C. Conkling of
In this, addressing himself
Springfield, Illinois.
to his critics, tie says
You say it is unconstitu&quot;

:

Lincoln
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I think the Constitu

I think differently.

tional.

tion invests its Commander-in-Chief with the law
of
if

war
so

in time of war.

much,

is,

The most that can be

that slaves are property.

said,
Is there,

has there ever been, any question that, by the law
of war, property, both of enemies and friends, may
be taken when needed! And is it not needed
whenever taking it helps us or hurts the enemy 1
Armies the world over destroy enemies property
when they cannot use it; and even destroy their

own

keep it from the enemy.

to

Lincolu to

Aug.

n

IT

ents do

all

hurt the

enemy.&quot;

in their

Civilized belligeri
i
i
to help themselves or
,-,

power

26,

Admitting the general principle of international
law, of the right of a belligerent to appropriate or
destroy enemies property, and applying it to the
constitutional domestic

war

to suppress rebellion

which he was then prosecuting, there came next the
question of

ment was

how

his military decree of enfranchise
practically to be applied. This point,

though not fully discussed,

is

sufficiently indicated

In the draft of a letter to
Robinson
he
Charles D.
wrote, August 17, 1864
The way these measures were to help the cause was
not to be by magic or miracles, but by inducing the
colored people to come bodily over from the rebel
in

several extracts.

:

&quot;

Lincoln to
Robinson,

Aug.
1864.

17,

MS.

side to

ours.&quot;

And

James

in his letter to

C.

Conk-

ling of August 26, 1863, he says &quot;But negroes,
should
like other people, act upon motives.
:

Why

they do anything for us if we will do nothing for
them ? If they stake their lives for us, they must
be prompted by the strongest motive, even the
promise of freedom. And the promise, being made,
must be kept.&quot;
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The actual tangible military result which he
was his constitutional and legal warrant

clares

de-

CHAP. xix.

for

his edict of military emancipation is set forth in
the following extracts. Whether we judge it by the
narrow technical rules of applied jurisprudence, or

by the broader

principles of the legal philosophy
of Christian nations, it forms equally his complete
vindication. In the draft of a letter to Isaac M.

Schermerhorn he wrote, September

12,

1864:

&quot;Any

different policy in regard to the colored man de
prives us of his help, and this is more than we can

We cannot spare the hundred and forty or
thousand
now serving us as soldiers, seamen,
fifty
and laborers. This is not a question of sentiment
or taste, but one of physical force, which may be
measured and estimated as horse power and steam
power are measured and estimated. Keep it, and
you can save the Union. Throw it away, and the
Union goes with
And in the one already quoted, to Robinson,
Drive back to the support of
August 17, 1864
the rebellion the physical force which the colored
people now give and promise us, and neither the
present nor any coming Administration can save
the Union. Take from us and give to the enemy
the hundred and thirty, forty, or fifty thousand
bear.

it.&quot;

&quot;

:

colored persons now serving us as soldiers, seamen,
and laborers and we cannot longer maintain the
contest.&quot;

So
said

&quot;

:

an interview with John T. Mills he
But no human power can subdue this re

also in

bellion without the use of the emancipation policy
and every other policy calculated to weaken the

moral and physical forces of the rebellion.
VOL. VI.

28

Free-

Linco in to
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dom

has given us 200,000 men, raised on Southern
soil.
It will give us more yet.
Just so much it
has subtracted from the enemy.
Let my en
emies prove to the country that the destruction of
.

not necessary to a restoration of the

slavery

is

Union

I will abide the

;

.

We might

issue.&quot;

stop here and assume that President

Lincoln s argument is complete. But he was by
nature so singularly frank and conscientious, and

by mental constitution so unavoidably logical, that
he could not, if he had desired, do things or even
seem to do them by indirection or subterfuge.
This, the most weighty of his responsibilities and
the most difficult of his trials, he could not permit
upon doubt or misconstruction. In addition
what we have already quoted he has left us a
naked and final restatement of the main question,
with the unequivocal answer of his motive and
conviction. It has been shown above how Mr.
to rest
to

Chase, in the discussions of the final phraseology
of the

January proclamation, urged him

to omit

his former exemptions of certain fractional parts
of insurrectionary States. Despite the President s

adverse decision, Mr. Chase continued from time
to time to urge this measure during the year 1863.
To these requests the President finally replied as
follows on the 2d of September:

Knowing your great anxiety that the Emancipation
Proclamation shall now be applied to certain parts of
Virginia and Louisiana which were exempted from it last
January, I state briefly what appear to me to be difficul
ties in the way of such a
step. The original proclamation
has no constitutional or legal justification, except as a
military measure. The exemptions were made because
the military necessity did not apply to the exempted
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Nor does that necessity apply to them now
any more than it did then. If I take the step must I not
do so without the argument of military necessity, and so
without any argument except the one that I think the
measure politically expedient and morally right ? Would
I not thus give up all footing upon Constitution or law ?
Would I not thus be in the boundless field of absolu
tism ? Could this pass unnoticed or unresisted ? Could
it fail to be perceived, that without any further stretch I
do the same in Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky,
m
j -Mr-u
Tennessee, and Missouri, and even change any law in
any State ?
In these extracts we have the President s outline
localities.

explanation of the legal validity of the proclamation.
it is simple and strong, rest
on
the
war powers of the Govern
ing
authority
ment and its justification upon military necessity.
As to the minor subtleties of interpretation or
comment which, it might provoke from lawyers or
judges after the war should be ended, we may infer
that he had his opinions, but that they did not

Like

all

his reasoning,

its

enter into his motives of action.

On

subsequent

occasions, while continuing to declare his belief
that the proclamation was valid in law, he never
theless frankly admitted that what the courts

might ultimately decide was beyond his knowledge
as well as beyond his control.
For the moment he was dealing with two mighty
forces of national destiny, civil war and public
opinion; forces which paid little heed to theories
of public, constitutional, or international law where
they contravened their will and power. In fact it
was the impotence of legislative machinery, and
the insufficiency of legal dicta to govern or termi
nate the conflicts of public opinion on this identical

question of slavery, which brought on

civil strife.

CHAP. xix.

Lincoln to
chaee,
Sept.

2, 1863.

MS.
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In the South slavery had taken up arms to assert
nationality and perpetuity ; in the North free
dom had risen first in mere defensive resistance;

its

then the varying fortunes of war had rendered the
combat implacable and mortal. It was not from
the moldering volumes of ancient precedents, but

from the

issues of the present wager of battle, that
future judges of courts would draw their doctrines
to interpret to posterity whether the Edict of Free

dom was

void or valid.
in the preceding June, the crisis of the

When,

McClellan campaign had come upon the President,
I ex
he had written his well-considered resolve
until
this
contest
to
maintain
successful, or
pect
&quot;

:

till

I die, or

am

conquered, or

my term

expires, or

Congress or the country forsakes me.&quot; Grand as
was the historical act of signing his decree of
it was- but an incident in the grander
was commissioned and resolved to main
That was an issue, not alone of the bondage

liberation,

contest he
tain.

of a race, but of the life of a nation, a principle of
government, a question of primary human right.

Was
test,

this act, this step, this incident in the

wise or unwise!

Would

Would

it

con

bring success or

the army, weaken the enemy,
the
unite
inspirit
public opinion I These,
country,
we may assume, and not a lawyer s criticisms of

failure

?

it fill

or precedent, were the
mind
when he wrote his
which
filled
his
queries
document. If
famous
name at the bottom of the

phrase or text, dictum

the rebellion should triumph, establishing a govern

ment founded on slavery as its corner-stone, mani
festly his proclamation would be but waste paper,
though every court in Christendom outside the
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Confederate States should assert its official authority.
If, on the other hand, the Union arms were
victorious, every step of that victory would become
clothed with the mantle of law. But if, in addition,
it should turn out that the Union arms had been
rendered victorious through the help of the negro
soldiers, called to the field by the promise of free
dom contained in the proclamation, then the decree

and

its

promise might rest secure in the certainty

of legal execution

and

Union by the help
of liberty, and then

fulfillment.

To

of black soldiers

restore the

under pledge

for the Union, under whatever
doctrine
or
construction, to attempt to reenlegal
slave them, would be a wrong at which morality

You cannot,&quot; said Mr. Lincoln in
one of his early speeches, u repeal human nature.&quot;
The problem of statesmanship therefore was not
one of theory, but of practice. Fame is due Mr.
Lincoln, not alone because he decreed emancipation,
but because events so shaped themselves under his
guidance as to render the conception practical and
the decree successful.
Among the agencies he
none
admirable or more
more
employed
proved
powerful than this two-edged sword of the final
proclamation, blending sentiment with force, leagu
ing liberty with Union, filling the voting armies at
home and the fighting armies in the field. In the
light of history we can see that by this edict Mr.
Lincoln gave slavery its vital thrust, its mortal

would

revolt.

wound.

It

&quot;

was the word

of decision, the

judgment

without appeal, the sentence of doom.
But for the execution of the sentence, for the
accomplishment of this result, he had yet many
weary months to hope and to wait. Of its slow

CHAP. xix.
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and tantalizing fruition, of the gradual dawning of
that full day of promise, we cannot get a better
description than that given in his own words in
his annual

message to Congress, nearly a year after
the proclamation was signed
When Congress assembled a year ago the war had
:

already lasted nearly twenty months, and there had been

many conflicts on both land and
The

sea,

with varying results.

had been pressed back into reduced limits
yet the tone of public feeling and opinion, at home and
abroad, was not satisfactory. With other signs, the
rebellion

;

popular elections, then just past, indicated uneasiness

among

ourselves

;

while,

amid much that was cold and

menacing, the kindest words coming from Europe were
uttered in accents of pity that we were too blind to sur
render a hopeless cause. 1 Our commerce was suffering
greatly by a few armed vessels built upon and furnished
from foreign shores, and we were threatened with such
additions from the same quarter as would sweep our
trade from the sea and raise our blockade. We had failed

from European governments anything hopeful
The preliminary emancipation procla
mation, issued in September, was running its assigned
to elicit

upon

this subject.

A

month later,
period to the beginning of the new year.
the final proclamation came, including the announcement
that colored men of suitable condition would be received
into the war service. The policy of emancipation and
of employing black soldiers gave to the future a new
aspect, about which hope and fear and doubt contended
in uncertain conflict.
According to our political system,
as a matter of civil administration, the General Govern
ment had no lawful power to effect emancipation in any
State, and for a long time it had been hoped that the re
bellion could be suppressed without resorting to it as a
1

British unfriendliness, and incredulity especially, were only
intensified by the President s
Edict of Freedom. On the 15th
of January, 1863, the London
11
Times&quot; called the final Emanexecipation Proclamation the
&quot;

erable expedient of a servile
insurrection
and again on the
19th of March the &quot;Times&quot;
said: &quot;The attempt of the North
to restore the Union is as hopeless
as would be the attempt here to
restore the Heptarchy.&quot;
&quot;

;
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military measure. It was all the while deemed possible CHAP. xix.
that the necessity for it might come, and that if it should
the crisis of the contest would then be presented. It
came, and, as was anticipated, it was followed by dark

Eleven months having now passed,
The rebel
are permitted to take another review.
borders are pressed still further back, and by the com
plete opening of the Mississippi the country dominated

and doubtful days.

we

no
communication
between
them.
Tennessee
and
practical
Arkansas have been substantially cleared of insurgent
control, and influential citizens in each, owners of slaves
and advocates of slavery at the beginning of the rebellion,

by the

rebellion is divided into distinct parts, with

now

declare openly for emancipation in their respective
Of those States not included in the Emancipa
tion Proclamation, Maryland and Missouri, neither of
which three years ago would tolerate any restraint upon
the extension of slavery into new Territories, only dispute
now as to the best mode of removing it within their own
States.

limits.

Of those who were slaves at the beginning of the re
one hundred thousand are now in the United
States military service, about one-half of which number
actually bear arms in the ranks thus giving the double
advantage of taking so much labor from the insurgent
cause and supplying the places which otherwise must be

bellion, full

;

filled

with so

many white men. So

far as tested

it is diffi

No
cult to say they are not as good soldiers as any.
servile insurrection or tendency to violence or cruelty has
marked the measures

of emancipation and arming the
These measures have been much discussed in
foreign countries, and contemporary with such discussion
the tone of public sentiment there is much improved.
At home the same measures have been fully discussed,
supported, criticized, and denounced, and the annual
blacks.

elections following are highly encouraging to those whose
official duty it is to bear the country through this great
trial.

which threatened to divide the friends of
past.

Lincoln

Thus we have the new reckoning.

The crisis
the Union is

Dec.

s,

fee s.

CHAPTER XX
NEGRO SOLDIERS
CHAP. xx.

1862.

TN

resorting to the policy of general military

JL emancipation, President Lincoln did not mean
to rely upon its merely sentimental effect. From
the time when the necessities of war forced upon
him the adoption of that policy it was coupled with
the expectation of making it bring to the help of
the Union armies a powerful contingent of negro
find from several entries in the
soldiers.

We

diary of Secretary Chase that this course was fore
shadowed at the Cabinet meetings following that
of July 22, 1862, when he submitted the first draft
of his emancipation proclamation. While the time

had not

yet, in his

judgment, arrived for a general

arming of the blacks, he nevertheless indicated an
intention to organize and use a militaiy force of
negroes for a specific object. The dispositions
made and orders given by General Halleck con
cerning the Western armies prior to his transfer

Washington, left no provision for the work of
opening the Mississippi River; but the President
had this enterprise so much at heart that he asked
General O. M. Mitchel (July 25, 1862) &quot;with what
force he could take Vicksburg and clear the river,
and with the black population on its banks hold it
to
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open below Memphis.&quot; Mitchel replied that with his
own division and Curtis s army, then in Arkansas,
he thought he could do it. The plan would doubt
less have been adopted had not General Halleck
decided that Mitchel s division could not be spared
from Buell s army, and that Curtis s army must

remain in Arkansas to keep the trans-Mississippi

CHAP. XX.

Wai den,
&quot;Life

P.

of S.

Chase,&quot;

pp. 441-447.

Confederates out of Missouri.
Lincoln s reliance on the black population to con
tribute a compact and effective military force,
thus distinctly indicated contemporaneously with
his decision to

States

doned.

give freedom to slaves in rebel

by military decree, was not thereafter aban
Though he felt constrained to postpone a

systematic organization of negro troops for active
campaigns, he nevertheless expressed his willing
ness

&quot;

that

commanders

should, at their discretion,
arm, for purely defensive purposes, slaves coming
within their lines&quot;; and on August 25, 1862, the

Ibid., p. 441.

Secretary of War formally authorized General Saxton, in command at Port Royal, to arm, uniform,

and

not exceeding 5000 volunteers of
African descent to guard and protect the planta
tions and settlements at Port Royal and elsewhere.
This authority was given in pursuance of the
equip,

drill

very guarded provisions which Congress had re
cently embodied in the Confiscation Act and in an
act amending the Force Bill of 1795, both of which
laws had been approved by the President on July
the last day of the session. Section 11 of
the former empowered the President&quot; to employ as
17, 1862,

many

persons of African descent as he

may deem

necessary and proper for the suppression of this
rebellion, and for this purpose he may organize

Stanton to
Saxton,
Aug. 25.
1862.

W. R.

Vol. XIV.,
p. 377.
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and use them in such manner as he may judge
best for the public

welfare.&quot;

Section 12 of the

was a trifle more specific but the gingerly
manner in which the topic was approached, and
the careful choice of words to say one thing and
mean another, give abundant evidence of the ex
latter

;

treme sensitiveness of opinion on the subject, in
Congress as well as out of it. The section pro
That the President be and he is hereby
vided
authorized to receive into the service of the United
&quot;

:

States, for the purpose of constructing intrenchrnents, or performing camp service, or any other

labor or any military or naval service for which

be found competent, persons of African
descent, and such persons shall be enrolled and
organized under such regulations, not inconsistent
with the Constitution and laws, as the President
may prescribe.&quot; Further significance was given to
they

may

by a clause, in Section 15 of the same
which
read
that &quot;persons of African descent,
act,
who under this law shall be employed, shall receive
ten dollars per month and one ration, three dol
lars of which monthly pay may be in clothing.&quot;
The subject is not mentioned in the preliminary
the language

proclamation of September 22, 1862, but the final
emancipation proclamation of January 1, 1863, con

announcement of the new military
policy: &quot;And I further declare and make known
that such persons of suitable condition will be re
tains the full

ceived into the

armed service of the United States to

garrison forts, positions, stations, and other places,
and to man vessels of all sorts, in said service.&quot;

Tentative experiments with negro soldiers had,
indeed, been made during the year 1862, but with-
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out producing any considerable results. General CHAP.XX.
David Hunter was the pioneer in these experi
ments. Almost immediately after his arrival at
the Department of the South he asked the Secre

War

for 50,000 muskets and
authority to
such loyal men as I can find in the country,&quot;

tary of

arm

and with an eye

&quot;

to the seductive effects of a bril

50,000
uniform, he added a request for
of
scarlet pantaloons,&quot; saying,
This is all
pairs
the clothing I shall require for these people.&quot; This
somewhat extravagant requisition was not the
only bit of humor which grew out of the incident.
Some time afterwards, at the instance of a pro-

liant

&quot;

&quot;

slavery

House

Member

of Congress

im w.k
P-

&amp;gt;26

*-&quot;

from Kentucky, the

of Representatives passed a resolution ask

about the alleged organizing
of fugitive slaves. The Secretary of
War referred the resolution to the general, who
replied, in a letter of great apparent gravity, that
ing

to

information

and arming

im.

there were no fugitive slaves in his department,
but that he had a fine regiment of loyal persons

whose late masters were fugitive rebels, whom we
have only partially been able to see
chiefly their
&quot;

heads over ramparts, or, rifle in hand, dodging
behind trees in the extreme distance. In the ab
sence of any fugitive master law the deserted
slaves would be wholly without remedy had not
the crime of treason given them the right to pur
capture, and bring back those persons of
whose protection they have been thus suddenly beThe Secretary of War, with the same gravity,
sent the reply to the House of Representatives,
where it was read amid roars of laughter, to the
great discomfiture of the mover of the resolution

sue,

reft.&quot;

oiobe,&quot;

*&amp;gt;&
i&amp;gt;-
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1862.

and served, more than months of dis
cussion would have done, to hasten the already
swiftly moving change of public sentiment, General Hunter s experiment, however, was a greater
parliamentary than military success. There was
still too much prejudice in the army itself, and
particularly among army officers, against such an
The blacks did not come forward
innovation.
to
freely
enlist, and when the general undertook to
them
by drafting, it confirmed in their
compel
minds the stories which had been told them that it
was a renewed slavery that they were to be sold
to Cuba that they were to be placed in the front
rank of battle for slaughter, and many other direful
predictions. Under such conditions, though the
regiment was formed, it was beset by desertion, by
neglect, by contempt, and also by the fatal diffi
culty that under existing regulations the pay
of inquiry

;

;

;

master could not recognize

it.

From

all

these

it languished, and was, with the exception of
one company, formally disbanded about three

causes

months afterwards.
The whole history

of this first experiment but

repeats the constant lesson, that statesmen, gen
erals, and reformers must always and unavoidably

reckon with public opinion when they undertake to
change either for worse or for better the complex
machinery of modern society and government. The
failure of Hunter s regiment was only temporary
One com
it furnished the germ of later success.
;

pany, under command of Sergeant C. T. Trowbridge
as acting captain, held together in spite of all dis
couragement and neglect, and when General Saxton
received the already mentioned orders of the Sec-
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War, dated August 25, 1862, to organize
thousand volunteers of African descent, it
became the first company of the First South Carolina Volunteers, a regiment the formation of
which was begun on the 7th of November. T. W.
retary of

CHAP.XX.

five

Higginson, of Massachusetts, was appointed its
colonel, and took command about the 1st of De
cember.
Even then recruiting was slow. The

P- 27G -

1862.

regiment numbered five hundred when Colonel
Higginson took command, and six weeks or more
elapsed before it was completed.

We
of

find a repetition of these identical difficulties
surmounting the prejudices and obstacles of

public opinion at the other territorial extremity of
the country. On the 6th of August, Senator and

General

J.

im.

H. Lane, of Kansas, telegraphed to the
War from Fort Leaven worth in that
am receiving negroes under the late act

Secretary of
State

&quot;

:

I

Is there any objection ?
Answer by
is no
There
Soon
have
an
telegraph.
army.&quot;
record of the Secretary s answer the probability is

of Congress.

;

he made none, but, remembering that the inquiry
came from a region of Border Ruffian memories

and methods,

left

Lane

to his

own

devices and

Slaves of rebel masters became
responsibilities.
free under the confiscation laws, and this was a
numerous class in Western Missouri. But besides
receiving those
credit

frequent

who had

a right to enlist,

complaints, Lane

and

if we
Lane s

men also sometimes resorted to forcible recruiting
among the slaves of the loyal. No definite or
coherent record remains whereby truth may be
gleaned from error amid very vague and conflicting
statements. We know also that General Curtis, the

La ne

to
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Department commander, was not disposed to throw
obstacles in Lane s way thus he wrote on Septem
Lane s movements are often much
ber 29, 1862
and
for that reason the rebels are very
exaggerated,
much afraid of him. So far as they are concerned,
a reign of terror is the proper check to them, and it
would be well to make them understand they will
have no sympathy at your hands. If he will pitch
in at Cowskin Prairie he will not be likely to go
;

&quot;

:

amiss.
to ifoin,

pt
1862

w

9

R.

V
P.

ss
1

I

am told

it is

not

much

better about Inde-

We have got to

fight the devil with fire.
pendence.
We are not likely to use one negro where the rebels
have used a thousand.&quot; Yet under all these favoring conditions the First Kansas Colored was not
&quot;

Life
in a Black

&quot;Army

Regiment,&quot;

&quot;

-/-/

.

.

o

organized as a regiment until January 13, 1863,
about six months after Lane began receiving col
ored recruits. The time required shows us the
resistance of a fixed prejudice
overcome at every point.

The

third

which had to be

and most successful

of the several pre
colored soldiers was

liminary experiments with
made by General Butler while at

New

Orleans in

He had
Department
command of the city, when contra
bands from among the redundant slave population
command

of the

scarcely taken

of the Gulf.

&quot;

&quot;

began to crowd upon every military office, station,
and camp, to bring information and offer service,
and in return to receive protection and food. So
far as possible he endeavored to make them useful,
but he soon found the problem outgrowing his
means. After some three weeks of experience, on
May 25, 1862, he formally asked the instructions
of the Government. In the course of his letter he
wrote
The military necessity does not exist here
&quot;

:
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employment of negroes in arms, in order
that we may have an acclimated force. If the War
Department desires, and will permit, I can have
for the

CHAP.XX.

thousand able-bodied white citizens enlisted
within sixty days, all of whom have lived here
many years, and many of them drilled soldiers, to
be commanded by intelligent loyal officers. Be
sides, I hope and believe that this war will be ended
ISitoi?
before any body of negroes could be organized, i862.ayw?R.
Y
V
p! Ji
armed, and drilled so as to be efficient.&quot; In due
time the general, under date of June 14, received
authority to raise five thousand white volunteers,
but his- questions about negroes were left unan
swered because the President, though studying the
five

&quot;

more thoroughly and anxiously
than any of his officers, was not yet ready to
announce a general policy.
slavery question

Brigadier-General J.

W.

Phelps,

whom

Butler

had placed in command at Carrollton, seven miles
above New Orleans, was dealing with the same
problem in the light of his conscientious and active
abolition feelings. He had given fugitive slaves
every encouragement and protection possible under
his military orders, and on June 16 he wrote a long
letter to

Butler

s

adjutant-general recommending
that the President should declare the military aboli
tion of slavery,

and suggesting that

&quot;

through the

our slaves
instrumentality of military service
might be raised in the scale of civilization and pre
.

.

.

pared for freedom. Fifty regiments might be raised
among them at once which could be employed
in this climate to preserve order,&quot; etc. Butler ref erred the communication without discussion to the
Secretary of War, with the explanation that &quot;Gen-

V
p.
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eral Phelps, I believe, intends making this a test
case for the policy of the Government,&quot; and adding
I respect his honest sincerity of
I
am a soldier, bound to carry out
but
opinion,
the wishes of my Government so long as I hold
its commission, and I understand that policy to be
the one I am pursuing.&quot; The President s cautious
answer was transmitted by the Secretary of War
on the 3d of July. &quot;He is of opinion,&quot; wrote
Mr. Stanton, &quot;that under the laws of Congress
they cannot be sent back to their masters that in
common humanity they must not be permitted to

for himself,
Butler
to Stanton,

June 18,
1862.
W. R.
Vol. XV.,
p. 486.

&quot;

;

suffer for

of life

;

want

of food, shelter, or other necessaries

that to this end they should be provided

by the quartermaster s and commissary s de
partments, and that those who are capable of labor
should be set to work and paid reasonable wages.
for

Stanton
to Butler,

July 3, 1862.
Senate

Doc

s,

37th

Cong.,
2d Sess.
Ex. Doc.
No. 67.

In directing this to be done, the President does not

mean, at present, to

settle

any general

rule in re

spect to slaves or slavery, but simply to provide
for the particular case under the circumstances
in which it is now presented.&quot;

Meanwhile, on July 30, Phelps forced the ques
anew on General Butler by making requisi

tion

for arms, accouterments, clothing, camp and
garrison equipage, etc., for three regiments of

tions
Phelps to
R.

S. Davis,
July 30,
W. R.
Vol. XV.,

1862.

p. 534.

&quot;

Africans which I propose to raise for the defense
of this point.&quot; Butler reported this request to the

War Department with

the further information that

Phelps, without his knowledge or orders, had or
ganized five companies of negroes, and on the same

day (August 2) replied to Phelps, I do not think
you are empowered to organize into companies
negroes and drill them as a military organization.
&quot;

O.

31.

3IITCHKL.
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I

.

cannot sanction this course of action as at

advised.&quot;
He had already suggested to
Phelps to employ his five companies of Africans
upon necessary work (the removal of woods about
his intrenchments), a kind of labor in which a recent
act of Congress had specially authorized the em
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present

V

]
&amp;gt;

p;

ployment of negroes.

Phelps, however, deeming it
his mission to reform the Government rather than

render military service, forwarded the general his
resignation with the unwarranted and offensive
comment
While I am willing to prepare African
&quot;

:

regiments

for

the

defense

its assailants, I

am

of the Government
not willing to become RP l?feJ?8,

against
the mere slave-driver which you propose, having
no qualifications in that way.&quot; Butler argued the

Uly
i862

v

1

p

.

w! R.
V
&quot;

5?5

him

in a temperate and forbearing re
sponse, but Phelps persisted in his insubordinate
obstinacy, and his resignation was accepted by the

point with

War

Department.
headstrong Vermont brigadier, who was
a man of ability and an educated soldier, had
If the

possessed the patience and that proper recognition

which his profession enjoined, he
would not only have been gratified by the early
acceptance of his views, but might have rendered
himself useful in promoting and hastening the
object he professed to have so deeply at heart.
Even before his resignation was accepted, General
of

discipline

who about

the middle of August apprehended an attack, had taken the initial steps to
bring about the organization and employment of
Butler,

colored troops, for which he found a precedent
begun by the rebel Governor Moore, of Louisiana,
for rebel uses before the capture of New Orleans

VOL. VI.

29

1862.
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by the Union army.

In his testimony before the

Committee on the Conduct of the War, General
Butler says &quot;Upon examining the records I found
that Governor Moore of Louisiana had raised a
regiment of free colored people, and organized it
and officered it and I found one of his commis
I sent for a colored man as an officer of
sions.
that regiment, and got some fifteen or sixteen of
black and mulatto, light and
the officers together
dark colored and asked them what they meant by
being organized under the rebels. They said they
had been ordered out and could not refuse but
that the rebels had never trusted them with arms.
They had been drilled in company drill. I asked
:

;

;

them if that organization could be resuscitated, pro
vided they were supplied with arms. They said that
it could.
Very well, I said, then I will resuscitate
that regiment of Louisiana Militia. I thereupon
issued an order, stating the precedent furnished by

Governor Moore, and in a week from that time I
had in -that regiment a thousand men, reasonably
drilled and well disciplined; better disciplined than
any other regiment I had there, because the blacks
had
been always taught to do as they were told.
Testimony,
It was composed altogether of free men made free
under some
Early in September the general
also have within ten days a
shall
reported,
B
stSon? regiment, one thousand strong, of native guards
i
th e darkest of whom will be about the
sept.,^862.
( co ore(})
;

law.&quot;

&quot;I

?

&quot;

P. 559.

complexion of the late Mr. Webster.&quot;
This example is also important in illustrating the
influence of public opinion on the question. New
Orleans had a large foreign population, and many
of the native whites had their sentiments and tradi-
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tions modified to a great extent by their European
The race prejudice of Richmond and
origin.

CHAP. xx.

Charleston did not exist in New Orleans in its full
intensity, and its absence had enabled the rebel

Governor of Louisiana

to

blacks for rebel service.

form his regiment of free
French and English law

did not permit citizens of those countries to hold
slaves, a circumstance which furnished both the

Governor and General Butler a large proportion of
free blacks, and afforded the former the pretext
of employing them under military organization to

protect the persons and property of their alien
masters.
accordingly enlisted one regiment and
&quot;I

part of another from men in that condition, con
tinues General Butler. &quot;We had a great many
7

But the English consul came
very fairly up to the mark, and decided that the
negroes claimed as slaves by those who had
difficulties

about

it.

registered themselves as British subjects were
all free.
So that I never enlisted a slave. In-

deed,

be

it

was a general order that no slave should

enlisted.&quot;

Another resource for negro recruits grew out of
the fact that one of the general s expeditions took
military possession of a large district in which

were located the heavy sugar plantations of Loui
siana, and which contained 15,000 to 20,000 slaves.
Under section nine of the Confiscation Act of July
17, 1862, all these slaves became free, and from

number Butler obtained enough additional
black recruits to complete a second and third regi
ment of negro infantry, and also a negro regiment
their

heavy artillery. Three of these regiments were
employed in military duty, one in the city of New
of

S?
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Orleans, the other two to guard the Opelousas
Railroad west of New Orleans. The remaining

regiments he found
cultural

service.

it

necessary to employ in agri

The same

spirit

that

moved

planters to burn their cotton induced a combina
tion among them in the district occupied by the

Federal

army

to abstain

from the necessary

fall

layering of sugar cane for the next year s crop;
and to this duty, as well as providing for other

crops to sustain the slave population, Butler as
signed one of his black regiments.

From the result we have summarized it is evi
dent that without President Lincoln s policy and
decrees of military emancipation the negro popula
would have furnished but a scanty addition to
the armies fighting to maintain the Union; nor,
indeed, did the mere issuing of the final proclama
tion of January 1, 1863, work any sudden trans
tion

The full manhood which springs from
self-assertion needed still to
individual
liberty and
be aroused and stimulated ; and the President lost

formation.

n
i863

*

MS.

no time in setting on foot earnest practical efforts
to realize the substantial benefits he had contem
plated.
Accordingly, he wrote to General Dix,
commanding at Fort Monroe, on the 14th of
January, 1863: &quot;The proclamation has been is
at best were pro
sued. We were not succeeding
that we have
Now
it.
too
without
slowly
gressing
it (as we do
of
all
and
bear
the
disadvantages
it,
also take
must
bear some in certain quarters), we
some benefit from it, if practicable. I therefore
will thank you for your well-considered opinion
whether Fort Monroe and Yorktown, one or both,
could not, in whole or in part, be garrisoned by
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colored troops, leaving the white forces now neces- CHAP.XX.
sary at those places to be employed elsewhere.&quot;

General Dix had been a Buchanan Democrat
until the outbreak of the rebellion, and when we
take his political antecedents and prejudices into

account his answer was reasonably promising even
with its coldness and want of faith. Fort Mon
roe, he thought, was too important to be intrusted

1863 -

colored troops; at Yorktown, perhaps, they
might be used to the extent of one-half the neces
to

I doubt very much
whether colored troops can be raised here. An
officer from Massachusetts, who has taken an in
terest in the question, interrogated the adult males
of the colored population at Camp Hamilton and
Newport News, and found only five or six who
were willing to take up arms. The general reply
was that they were willing to work, but did not
wish to fight. I deem it not improper to say fur
ther that the feeling towards the North among a

But he

sary garrison.

said

&quot;

:

considerable portion of the colored refugees is not
a cordial one. They understand that we deny them
in

many

and

that,

of the free States the right of suffrage,
even in those where political equality is

theoretically established
practically neutralize

by

law, social prejudices

The President waited some weeks, and then
turned his inquiry in another direction. On the
26th of March, 1863, he wrote to Andrew Johnson,
at Nashville, then military governor of the State
of Tennessee
I am told you have at least thought
of raising a negro military force. In my opinion
the country now needs no specific thing so much
&quot;

:

as some

man

of

your

ability

t oL?icoin,

iS

it.&quot;

and position

to

go to

MB.
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this work.

When

I

speak of your position,

I

mean

that of an eminent citizen of a slave State, and
himself a slaveholder. The colored population is

the great available and yet unavailed-of force for
restoring the Union. The bare sight of fifty thou

1863.

Lincoln to

Andrew
Johnson,

March
1863.

26,

MS.

sand armed and drilled black soldiers upon the
banks of the Mississippi would end the rebellion at
once. And who doubts that we can present that
sight if we but take hold in earnest ? If you have
been thinking of it, please do not dismiss the
There is no record that Governor John
thought.&quot;
son ever made any reply to this proposal of the
The Governor was already rendering
President.
important public service, and he perhaps reasoned
justly that the time had not arrived when he could
undertake a leadership full of such difficulties, un

and risks; although later in the same
took
hold of the task in a more restricted
he
year
and qualified way, and cordially gave his personal
certainties,

and executive assistance

in

organizing colored

regiments.

under the combined influence of
patriotism and military ambition, many Northern
men of prominence and energy, and also imbued
with liberal and progressive sentiments, came for
ward and volunteered their services to officer and
Meanwhile,

organize negro regiments in the South. It required
courage at that time to take this step, for the Con
federate authorities

had published a ban of outlawry

retaliation against all who should serve in such
a capacity.
few days after his letter to Governor

and

A

Johnson, the President wrote to General Banks, at
New Orleans
Hon. Daniel Ullman, with a com
mission of a brigadier-general, and two or three
&quot;

:
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hundred other gentlemen as officers, goes to your
Department and reports to you, for the purpose of
raising a colored brigade. To now avail ourselves
of this element of force is very important, if not
indispensable. I therefore will thank you to help

CHAP.XX

ises.

General Ullman forward with his undertaking, as
as rapidly as you can and also to carry

much and

;

the general object beyond his particular organiza
tion if you find it practicable. The necessity of
this is palpable if, as I understand, you are now un
able to effect anything with your present force ; and

which force

is soon to be greatly diminished by the
of
terms of service, as well as by ordi
expiration
causes.
I shall be very glad if you will take
nary

hold of the matter in earnest.

You

will receive

from the Department a regular order upon this
General Banks responded to the Presisubject.&quot;
dent s request with great energy and with such
success that on the 17th of August he made the
following report of what he had accomplished in
the four or five months which had elapsed
Gen
eral Ullman has now five regiments nearly com
&quot;

:

numbering about 2300 men, or 500 to each
regiment. I have twenty-one regiments nearly or

pleted,

upon the basis of a thousand men
and
eighteen of 500 men, making in all 10,000
each,
men.
or 12,000
There are also batteries of artillery
and companies of cavalry in process of organization.
These embrace all the material for such regiments

ganized, three

that

So

is

within

my command

at the present

time.&quot;

continuing the same industrious prompt
the
President
wrote to General Hunter in the
ing,
also,

Department
to Banks
:

of the

&quot;I

am

South a few days

after his letter

glad to see the accounts of your

Banks to
Lincoln,

Aug.
1863.

17,

MS.
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colored force at Jacksonville, Florida.
enemy are driving at them fiercely, as

I see the
is

to be ex

pected. It is important to the enemy that snch a
force shall not take shape and grow and thrive in the

South, and in precisely the same proportion it is im
portant to us that it shall. Hence the utmost caution
L
Hunter!
ri

i863?

PP?

1?

w.

R.

435, 436.

an d vigilance

is

necessary on our part.

The enemy

extra efforts to destroy them, and we
should do the same to preserve and increase them.*

will

make

unnecessary to follow the details and results
attending these local efforts. It will be more in
teresting to read the correspondence growing out
of another scheme to promote individual leadership
It is

eral

Fremont had

We

have seen how Grentwo important military
Not
judgment and care.

in the great enterprise.

failed in

trusts confided to his

withstanding these failures the general retained
the admiration and confidence of many influential
politicians

and considerable

May, 1863.

classes of citizens in

who

believed that his prestige and
be
to
ability ought
utilized, and who now sent the
President a memorial 1 suggesting that he ought to
the country

be made an organizer and commander of negro
On this subject, President Lincoln, on the
troops.
1st of June, 1863, wrote to Senator Sumner
:

In relation to the matter spoken of Saturday morning
this morning, to wit, the raising of colored troops in
the North, with the understanding that they shall be
commanded by General Fremont, I have to say that,
while it is very objectionable, as a general rule, to have

and

Bryant, William Curtis
Noyes, Horace Greeley, Parke
Godwin, Edgar Ketchum, Morris
Ketchum, and Daniel S. Dickin-

1 The memorial was
signed by
John E.
Edward
Williams,
Haight, Henry C. Gardiner, Orsamus Bushnell, Edward A.

Cullen

Stansbury, Peter Cooper, William

son.
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troops raised on any special terms, such as to serve only
under a particular commander, or only at a particular
place or places, yet I would forego the objection in this
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upon a fair prospect that a large force of this sort
could thereby be more rapidly raised. That being raised,
say to the number of ten thousand, I would very cheer
fully send them to the field under General Fremont, as
signing him a Department, made or to be made with such
white force also as I might be able to put in.
That with
the best wishes towards General Fremont, I cannot now
give him a Department, because I have not spare troops
to furnish a new Department and I have not, as I think,
justifiable ground to relieve the present commander of
any old one. In the raising of the colored troops, the
same consent of governors would have to be obtained as
in case of white troops, and the Government would make
the same provision for them, during organization, as for
white troops.
It would not be a point with me whether
General Fremont should take charge of the organization, Linoolnto
or take charge of the force only after the organization,
j^&quot;^
MS.
If you think fi to communicate this to General Fremont
case,

j

you are

at liberty to

do

so.

The

result of the inquiry is given in the follow
ing reply from General Fremont to Mr. Sumner :

...

I was pressingly reminded of your note by a
from the committee which had called upon Mr. Lin
coln and to which he had promised this letter to you. I

visit

will say to the President that this movement
does not, in the remotest way, originate with me. On the
contrary, when the committee called upon me, I declined
positively to enter into it, or to consent to having my
name mentioned to the President in connection with it.
The reasons which I gave to the committee were simply

beg you

that I disapproved the project of raising and sending to
the field colored troops in scattered and weak detach

That it would only result in disaster to the
colored troops, and would defeat effectually the expecta
tions of the Government to mass them in a solid force
against the rebellion. No short-reaching or partial plans
can possibly succeed. I told them that if I had been
ments.
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placed in the Department which the President and Secre
tary arranged for me when I was last in Washington, and
in which I should have had a suitable field for this
organization and white troops to protect it and insure
its success, I could have undertaken it, and have undoubt
edly organized a formidable force imminently dangerous
to the Confederacy. But these views were merely in
answer to the committee, and ended my relation to the
subject. I beg you to say to the President that I have no
design to embarrass him with creating a Department for
me. In my judgment this whole business is as dangerous

and

difficult as it is important.
It demands ability and
great discretion and a fixed belief in the necessity of the
work, and should only be undertaken upon some plan
which would embrace the whole subject, and then be in
trusted only to some officer of ability and judgment to
whom the President would be willing to give the neces
sary powers. He must have power and the President s
confidence
therefore I do not propose myself for this
work. But I make him the following suggestions
it
being understood I am thrown out of the question
namely: Make a Department of the country west of the
Mississippi, Louisiana excluded 5 send them a suitable
officer, give him full command of the Department and the
white troops
Governor G-amble himself included
and
let him draw the colored troops together from every
quarter, and organize and consolidate them. He will have
the whole line of the Mississippi River for his operations,
and draw the colored men from the free North and the
freedmen from the entire South. In this way the west
country and the Mississippi River would be closed to the
Confederacy by an army of 200,000 men, which, at the
proper time, could take a deciding part in the war. This
is my view of the subject, but is this time yet come?
Will the President realize that if this summer s campaigns
are not successful the Confederacy is well-nigh estab
lished ? I think not. So if you think he will mix me up
with the war-plan-makers of whose importunities he says

him about it. But pray
in any direction, or
Inclosed I return
command.
to
this
by any persons,
get
the President s letter, which I have shown to no one. I
he

is tired,

don t

let

please say nothing to

him think that

I

am moving
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had received

it,

through

yourself, but could not communicate its purport without
the authority of the President. Will you please make
thanks to the President for his friendly expressions in

CHAP. xx.

my

and accept my very warm thanks to yourself.
I have just had a visit from your governor, interesting
and agreeable as his visits always are.

my

Fremont

favor,

MS.

The various experiments, suggestions, and appli
cations which have been related rendered it evident
that the organization of the military strength of
the black population of the country would not be

by the mere sentiment of the
black people, or the enthusiastic and voluntary
efforts of one or more popular leaders, either white

fully accomplished

To supply the steady, continuous official
action necessary to broad success, the G-overnment
at length took up the work in its practical details.
or black.

Early in April, 1863, the Secretary of War dis
patched the adjutant-general of the army, G-eneral
Lorenzo Thomas, to the West to examine and re
port upon the feasibility of recruiting and using
negro soldiers and Ms mission from the first was
;

attended with success. He telegraphed from Mem
I arrived here
phis under date of April 4, 1863
last night, and explained this morning to General
&quot;

:

Hurlbut the policy of the Administration respect
ing the contrabands.
their

He

says his corps will give it
support, especially those regiments which

have been in

battle.

He

desires six

hundred as

to man the heavy guns in position,
which he says can readily be raised from the con
trabands within his lines. I have authorized him
to raise six companies and select the officers.&quot;
From Memphis he went to Lake Providence, Lou
isiana, where he addressed the divisions com-

artillerists,

Thomas

to

Apriu,i86s.
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manded by Generals McArthur and Logan on
announced to the former division in
April 8:
the morning, 4000 being present, the policy of the
&quot;I

Government respecting the black race, and in the
afternoon to General Logan s division, some 7000.
The troops received it with great enthusiasm, and
1

speeches were made by officers of differ
ent rank, fully indorsing the policy.
I asked
from each of these divisions officers to raise two

many

.

a8

tat o n,

A

i863.

9

.

negro regiments, but the difficulty will be to restrict
them to that number, for at least ten regiments
can be obtained. My first arrangements are for
ten regiments, and after these shall have been
raised further arrangements will be made for
From the headquarters of General Grant
others.&quot;
at Milliken s Bend he telegraphed on April 16:
The policy respecting the negroes having been
&quot;

and ready
1

&quot;

I

officers are perfectly willing
to afford every aid in carrying it out to

commanding

adopted,

came from Washington

clothed with the fullest power in
this matter. With this power I
can act as if the President of the
United States were himself pres
I am directed to refer noth
ent.

ized to give commissions from
the highest to the lowest, and I
desire those persons who are
earnest in this work to take hold
of it. I desire only those whoso
hearts are in it, and to them alone

ing to Washington, but to act

will I give commissions.

what I have to do, to
promptly
do at once
to strike down the
unworthy and to elevate the de
serving.
They [the freedmen]
are to be encouraged to come to
us. They are to be received with
open arms they are to be fed
and clothed; they are to be
armed.
This is the policy that has
been fully determined upon. I

care

.

.

;

&quot;

who they are
present rank may

I

don

t

or what their
be.

I

do not

hesitate to say that all proper
persons will receive commis
sions.
&quot;

While

in the

War,

I

I

name

am

authorized thus,
of the Secretary of

have the

fullest authority

to dismiss from the army any
man, be his rank what it may,

whom I find maltreating the
am author freedmen.&quot;
General Lorenzo
ized to raise as many regiments Thomas, Address,
Annual Cy
of blacks as I can.
I am author
clopaedia,&quot; 1863, p. 26.
am

here to say that I

&quot;
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no

difficulty in

organizing negro troops to the extent of 20,000, if
necessary. The prejudice in this army respecting

arming the negroes

is

fast

dying

CHAP.XX.
fc

^taton
IMS.

out.&quot;

About this date, however, General Grant began
his famous Vicksburg campaign, and the move
ment of the whole army unavoidably interrupted
the

recruiting

operations

of

General

Thomas.

he again reported from Memphis
Returned from Corinth
May 18
after addressing the troops at twelve different
The policy with regard to the blacks en
places.
Nevertheless,

under date of

&quot;

:

thusiastically received.

Have authorized

Two

the fol

one full,
Helena,
lowing regiments
the other will be completed by the end of the
five in Louisiana, organizing, from Lake
month,
Providence to Young s Point; two in Mississippi.
But for the movement of Grant these regiments
would have been filled.
Five thousand will be
raised in these regions in two weeks.
My aim has
I
to
raise
and
see
been
twenty thousand,
nothing to
:

.

prevent

at

.

it.&quot;

These reports made by the Adjutant-General
were of such importance and such promise that the
Secretary of War on the 22d of May, 1863, by gen
eral orders, established in the Adjutant-General s
Office of the War Department, a special bureau for
the organization of colored troops.
Its function

was, after providing for keeping proper records
and regulating their enlistment and inspection, to

provide for furnishing them with competent white
officers
no person to be allowed to recruit colored
troops except specially authorized by the War De
;

partment, and only those applicants for this service

Ibid

M

.

f

8

i863?

t
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Report,
Provost
Marshal
General,

March

17,

1866.

were to be commissioned whom a board of exami
nation had passed with a designation of the proper
grade for which each candidate was fit non-com
missioned officers were to be selected from the best
men among the recruits in the usual mode. But it
was impossible to put these wholesome restrictions
immediately into practice, and for a considerable
;

time General Thomas, in the name of the Secretary
of War, made such appointments in the regiments
which he organized; or in his absence provisional
Ibid.

appointments were made by the Department com
manders subject to approval by the President;
and such scrutiny depending upon current personal
reputation among armies in the practical trial of
actual campaign,

good material as

was probably as likely to obtain
made by boards of examination

if

upon theoretical acquirements.
The raising of negro soldiers
under State authority, became

in the free States,
successful only in

Governor Sprague, of Ehode
asked
for
Island;
permission to raise a regiment as
early as September 9, 1862. This, however, was
before the Government adopted the policy besides,
Massachusetts.

Sprague to
Stanton,
Sept.

9,

1862.

MS.

;

the opinion of Governor Andrew, of Massachusetts,
was
It will be essential to the recruitment of the
colored regiment commenced by Governor Sprague,
&quot;

:

Schouler,
&quot;

Massa

chusetts
in the
Civil War,&quot;
Vol. I.,
p.

:3G1.

&quot;Annual

Cyclopae
dia,&quot;

1863,

p. 26.

that the colored population of other States shall con
tribute towards it, the number of persons of African

descent in the State of
sufficient for the

Ehode Island alone being in

On January

purpose.&quot;

20, 1863,

the latter obtained authority from the Secretary of
War for this object, and issued his own order of

recruitment on February

7.

antislavery zeal prompted

Governor Andrew s

him

to

make

this ex-
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ample as conspicuous and successful as possible by
every care and attention which his own authority

CHAP.XX.

could supply. He selected the officers for the Fiftyfourth Massachusetts Volunteers, writes his adju
tant-general,

from men

&quot;

of

acknowledged military

ability and experience, of the highest social position, if possible, in the State, and men who believed

in the

capacity of colored

men

to

make good

soldiers.&quot;
Frederick Douglass, the colored orator,
personally assisted in recruiting this regiment, and
two of his sons marched in its ranks. Completed,

and equipped, the regiment, after receiv
ing an ovation in Boston, embarked on the 28th
day of May for South Carolina. Another regiment,
the Fifty-fifth Massachusetts Colored, was also
organized immediately afterwards, and sailed from
Boston on the 21st of June for North Carolina.
These two were the only colored regiments or
ganized under State authority, but efforts were set
on foot in other States to recruit negroes under
United States authority, wherever this class of
1
population seemed sufficient to furnish recruits.
The most promising field of course was in the

gchouler

chSetts
civn

war.&quot;

p!W

organized,

ises.

border slave States but here local prejudice still
threw obstacles in the way of this policy. Grovernor
Bramlette of Kentucky in his inaugural address,
;

September

1,

1863, strongly

1 On October
13,1863, the War
Department ordered recruiting

stations for colored troops to be
established in Maryland, Mis-

and Tennessee, and they
were soon extended to Delaware,
The order provided that free per-

souri,

sons,

and slaves with the written

consent

of

their

owners,

and

objected to arming

slaves belonging to rebels, might
be enlisted. And if a sufficient
number of recruits were not obtained within thirty days, then
slaves might be enlisted without
consent of their owners, the lat-

however, if loyal, to receive
compensation aa well as those
who gave their consent.
ter,

Ibid
Vol. vfil.,

$&,
p. 145.
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Governor Bradford of Maryland in a
letter to the President, while disclaiming any desire
to arrest or impede any action of the Government
negroes.
&quot;

calculated to contribute to its safety or to crush
the power of those who are assailing
complained
it,&quot;

Maryland planters were secretly
enlisted and carried away, and he strongly protested against such methods. Governor Gamble
and the conservatives of Missouri were, to say the
that the slaves of

B

to

3no2,
is?!

MS.

least, thwarting

rather than aiding such enlistments.

The Governor indeed gave

his

consent, but on

condition that the laws of Missouri should not

be violated

a condition almost impossible to ob
military governor
of Tennessee, deprecated the sending of recruiting
serve.

;

Even Andrew Johnson,

officers to

Tennessee, saying that more laborers

were needed than could be obtained
fications,

and

that,

when they can go

to erect forti

&quot;All

the negroes will quit

into

camp and do

work

nothing.

.

.

exceedingly important for this question to be
handled in such way as will do the least injury in
It is

forming a correct public judgment at this time.
hope, therefore, that the organization of negro
regiments in Tennessee will be left to the general

We

commanding
6

this

Department and the military

17

i863

governor.&quot;

Amidst the exciting events which attended Lee s
invasion of Pennsylvania in June, 1863, the work
of organizing the black regiments, like

many

other

important matters, was temporarily delayed; but
the happy issue of the battle of Gettysburg, and
the simultaneous capture of Vicksburg, left the

Government free once more
1863.

Upon

with energy.
the 21st of July, President Lincoln wrote to
to

push

it

GENERAL JOHN

A.

UIX.
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I desire that a renewed
be made to raise colored forces
&quot;

:

CHAP. xx.

along the shores of the Mississippi
please consult
the General-in-Chief, and if it is perceived that any
acceleration of the matter can be effected, let it be
done.

I

think the evidence

Thomas

that General

is

nearly conclusive
(if not the

one of the best

is

very best) instruments for this
interesting to recall at this point

service.&quot;

how

It

is

Lincoln to
Stanton,
July 21,
1863.

MS.

accurate had

been the President s thoughts and investigations
upon this whole question, since, in its original
discussion before the Cabinet of the previous year,
he had indicated the shores of the Mississippi as
the region where a negro military force might be
most easily and speedily organized and most use
The mission of General Thomas
fully employed.

had vindicated

his sagacity.
Shortly after his
direction to the Secretary of War, the President
also wrote to General Grant
&quot;...
word upon

A

:

another subject. General Thomas has gone again
to the Mississippi Valley, with the view of raising
colored troops. I have no reason to doubt that you
are doing
subject.

what you reasonably can upon the same
it is a resource which if vigor

I believe

ously applied

now

will

soon close the contest.

It

works doubly, weakening the enemy and strength
ening us. We were not fully ripe for it, until the
river was opened.
Now, I think at least one
hundred thousand can and ought to be rapidly
along its shores, relieving all white
serve
elsewhere. Mr. Dana understands
troops to
you as believing that the emancipation proclama
organized

tion has helped
I am very glad

VOL. VI.

30

some
if

in

your military operations.

this is so.

.

.&quot;

To

this sugges-

Lincoln
to Grant,
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tion,

Grant made a

affirmative

full

and hearty response

in the

:

I have given the subject of arming the negro my
This, with the emancipation of the
hearty support.
negroes, is the heaviest blow yet given the Confederacy.
The South rave a great deal about it and profess to be
very angry, but they were united in their action before,
and with the negro under subjection could spare their
entire white population for the iield. Now they complain
that nothing can be got out of their negroes. There has
been great difficulty in getting able-bodied negroes to
fill up the colored regiments in consequence of the rebel
cavalry running off all that class to Georgia and Texas.
This is especially the case for a distance of fifteen or
twenty miles on each side of the river. I am now,
however, sending two expeditions into Louisiana, one
from Natchez to Harrisonburg and one from Goodrich s Landing to Monroe, that I expect will bring back
a large number. I have ordered recruiting officers to

accompany these expeditions. I am also moving a
brigade of cavalry from Tennessee to Vicksburg, which
will enable

me

to

into the interior,

move
and

troops to a greater distance

will facilitate materially the re

cruiting service. General Thomas is now with me, and
you may rely on it I will give him all the aid in my
power. I would do this whether the arming the negro
seemed to me a wise policy or not, because it is an order

am bound to obey, and do not feel that in my
position I have a right to question any policy of the
Government. In this particular instance there is no

that I

objection however to my expressing an honest conviction
that is, by arming the negro we have added a powerful
;

ally.
They will make good
from the enemy weakens him

strengthen us.
Grant
to Lincoln,
A ui. 23,
1863.

MS.

I

am

and taking them
same proportion they
therefore most decidedly in favor
soldiers,

in the

pushing this policy to the enlistment of a force sufficient to hold all the South falling into our hands and
^

,

.

.

to aid in capturing more.

It is needless to follow in further detail the sys

tematic recruitment and organization of colored
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soldiers which went on from this time forward.
Whatever misgivings or prejudices may have ex

among the loyal people of the North, or among
conservative officers in the field, faded out before

CHAP.XX.

isted

ises.

the stern necessity of replenishing the armies,
which were not only being constantly wasted by

but whose aggressive campaign
as
was
ing strength
continually being diminished
by the very victories they gained, involving an in
disease

and

battle,

crease of local garrisons.

From

the

midsummer of

1863, little more was heard of opposition to colored
troops, except in the border States, and from the

more ultra-Democratic politicians in the free States.
The policy had forced its own acceptance if not
as a voluntary conviction, at least as an unavoid
able necessity, and there was scarcely a district in
the North in which the arms-bearing population
was not entirely willing to receive colored soldiers,
from a single recruit to a regiment, either in filling
;

complement of volunteers or in reducing its
quota under the draft. The new system of raising
armies by conscription, to which the Government
was obliged to resort during the year 1863, fur
nished to popular apprehension the most convin
cing and final argument in favor of the new policy
of arming the blacks. A law of Congress, approved

its

amendatory of the enrollment
all able-bodied male colored
That
act,
between
the
persons,
ages of twenty and forty-five
years, resident in the United States, should be en
rolled and form part of the national forces, with
February

24, 1864,

provided

:

further provision that loyal masters of drafted
slaves should receive bounty and compensation,
.

and that the slave should become

free.

Provost

Marshal
General,
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If a single argument were needed to point out
President Lincoln s great practical wisdom in the

management of
ment is found

this difficult question, that

in the

mere summing up

argu
of its

At the beginning of
a
than
year after the Presi
December,
dent first proclaimed the policy, he was able to an
nounce in his annual message that about 50,000
late slaves were then actually bearing arms in the
tangible military results.
1863, less

A

report made by the
on
of
War
April 2, 1864, shows that the
Secretary
number of negro troops then mustered into the ser

ranks of the Union forces.

vice of the United States as soldiers

had increased

to 71,976.* And we learn further, from the report
of the Provost Marshal General that at the close of

the

war there were

in the service of the United

States, of colored troops, 120 regiments of infantry,
12 regiments of heavy artillery, 10 companies of

and 7 regiments of cavalry
a grand aggregate of 123,156 men. This

light artillery,

largest

number

;

any one time, but it
of them. The entire number

in service at

does not represent

all

commissioned and enlisted
Report,

Provost
Marshal
General.

MS.

branch of the

men.
1&quot;

1864.

in this

service during the war, or, more properly speaking,
during the last two years of the war, was 186,017

Official

returns

from the

Quartermaster and Commissary
Departments are not yet com
plete, but the returns already

Stan ton,
Report,
April 2,

making
was the

received by the QuartermasterGeneral show that the number of
colored persons enrolled in its
service as teamsters, etc., are
over 11,000. The actual num
ber, when all the official returns
come in, will probably more than

double this number.

They are

equivalent to an equal number
of white persons. The commis
sary s returns are too incomplete
to afford a basis of any estimate,
but will, at least, amount to onehalf of the Quartermaster s De
partment. To the above number
are to be added the cooks, officers
servants, etc., amounting to sev
eral thousands.&quot;
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This magnificent exhibit is a testimony to Mr.
Lincoln s statesmanship which can hardly be over
valued. If he had adopted the policy when it was

urged upon him by impulsive enthusiasts, it
would have brought his Administration to political

first

wreck, as was clearly indicated by the serious
But restraining the
election reverses of 1862.

impatience and the bad judgment of his advisers,
and using that policy at the opportune moment, he
not only made it a powerful lever to effect emanci
pation, but a military overweight aiding effectually
to crush the

remaining rebel armies and bring the re

bellion, as a whole, to a speedy and sudden collapse.
One point of doubt about employing negroes as

was happily removed almost impercept
by the actual experiment. It had been a

soldiers

ibly
serious question with

many thoughtful men whether

the negro would fight. It was apprehended that
his comparatively recent transition from barbarism
to civilization, and the inherited habits of subjec
tion and dependence imposed upon him by two

centuries of enslavement,

had

left his

manhood

so

dwarfed and deadened as to render him incapable
of the steady and sustained physical and moral
courage

needful

to

armies in modern warfare.

skirmish and battle, however,
proved the gallantry and reliability of the black
soldier in the severest trials of devotion and hero
Practical trial in

ism.

Within half a year

after Lincoln s order of

enlistment the black regiments had furnished such
examples of bravery on many fields that com

manders gave them unstinted praise and white
officers and soldiers heartily accepted them as
worthy and trusted companions in arms.

CHAP. xx.

CHAPTER XXI
RETALIATION
CHAP. XXI.
1862.

T

rebel authorities watched the experiment
of arming the blacks with the keenest appre

hension and hostility. In Mr. Lincoln s order of
July 22, 1862, directing military commanders to
seize and use property, real or personal, for mili
tary purposes, and to employ persons of African
descent as laborers,&quot; Jefferson Davis professed
already to discover a wicked violation of the laws
&quot;

of war, apparently forgetting that his

own gener

were everywhere using such persons ia military
labor.
When it was learned that Hunter and*
Phelps were endeavoring to organize negro regi
ments, the language employed to express Southern
affectation of surprise and protest bordered on the
als

.

ludicrous.

&quot;The

best authenticated newspapers
States,&quot; writes General

received from the United
Lee,
Lee to
Halleck,
Auir.

2,

1862.

Moore,
&quot;

Rebellion
Kecorrt.&quot;

Vol. IX.,

Docu

ments,
p. 246.

&quot;announce

that Major-General
slaves for the murder of their

as

a fact

Hunter has armed
masters, and has thus done all in his power to in
augurate a servile war, which is worse than that of
the savage, inasmuch as it superadds other horrors
to the indiscriminate slaughter of ages, sexes, and
conditions&quot;; and Phelps is charged with imitating
the bad example. General Halleck very properly
470
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returned this and another

Government

of the

the Confederate

order

letter, as insulting to

United States.

War Department

A

little

the CHAP.XXI.

later

issued a formal

:

That Major-General Hunter and Brigadier-General
Phelps be no longer held and treated as public enemies of
the Confederate States, but as outlaws and that in the
event of the capture of either of them, or that of any
other commissioned officer employed in drilling, organiz
ing, or instructing slaves, with a view to their armed
service in this war, he shall not be regarded as a prisoner
of war, but held in close confinement for execution as a
felon at such time and place as the President shall order.
;

General

^

p. 599.

Mr. Davis seems to have cultivated a sort of
literary pride in these formulas of invective, for in
his sensational proclamation of

outlawry against
General Butler and all commissioned officers in
his command he repeats
African slaves have
not only been incited to insurrection by every
license and encouragement, but numbers of them
have actually been armed for a servile war a
war in its nature far exceeding the horrors and
most merciless atrocities of savages.&quot; In this it was
ordered &quot;that all negro slaves captured in arms
be at once delivered over to the executive authori
&quot;

:

ties of the

respective States to which they belong,
according to the laws of said

to be dealt with

and that Butler and his commissioned
&quot;robbers
and criminals deserving death,
officers,
... be, whenever captured, reserved for execution.&quot;
President Lincoln s two proclamations of eman
cipation excited similiar threats. About a week
after the first was issued it was made a subject of
States&quot;;

discussion in the Confederate Senate at Richmond,
and a Confederate writer recorded in his diary the

Davie,

ProolamaDeo.

23,

1862.
&quot;Annual

1862,
p. 738.

din,&quot;
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v\&amp;gt;

next day: &quot;Some of the gravest of our senators
favor the raising of the black flag, asking and
giving no quarter hereafter.&quot; When the final proclamation reached Richmond Jefferson Davis was
writing his annual message to the rebel Congress,
and he ransacked his dictionary for terms to stigmatize it.
Our own detestation of those who have

Davis,

&quot;

&quot;

^tempted ^h e mos t execrable measure recorded

in

the history of guilty man is tempered by profound
contempt for the impotent rage which it discloses.&quot;

P. 786.

new provocation also broadened his field of
retaliation. He now declared that he would deliver
This
&quot;

such criminals as may attempt its execution&quot;
commissioned officers of the United States cap

all

tured in States embraced in the proclamation
to
the executives of such States, to be punished for
exciting servile insurrection.

The Confederate Congress, while responding to
the full degree of the proposed retaliation, never
theless preferred to keep the power of such punish

1863.

ment in. the hands of the central military authorities,
apparently as promising a more certain and sum
That body passed a joint reso
lution, approved by Davis May 1, 1863, which
prescribed that white officers of negro Union

mary

execution.

captured, be put to death or be
otherwise punished at the discretion of the court,&quot;
soldiers

&quot;

shall, if

the trial to take place
before the military court
attached to the army or corps
making the capor
such
court
as the Confedother military
ture,
&quot;

&quot;

c. s.

d

a

Lar|e&quot;

for 1863,
P. 167.

&quot;

111.

erate President should designate.

The Confederate Cabinet seems

to

have been

quite ready to execute this law of summary retalia
tion prescribed by the Confederate Congress. In a
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by J. A. Seddon, the
Confederate Secretary of War, to General E. Kirby
Smith, commanding the trans-Mississippi Depart
ment, under date of August 12, 1863, he said
is very probable that the forces employed by the

letter of suggestions written

:

CHAP. xxi.

&quot;It

in guarding the river will consist, in large
measure, of negro troops. I think I have already

enemy

in previous communications intimated to you, as
own judgment, that a most marked distinction

my

should be made in the treatment, when taken, of
these negro troops and of the white men leading
them. The latter had better be dealt with red-

handed on the field or immediately thereafter.
The former, to be considered rather as deluded
victims of the hypocrisy and malignity of the
enemy, should not be driven to desperation, but VOLXXIL,
received readily to mercy and encouraged to subp.
to
their
masters.&quot;
mit and return
966.&quot;

When

the Confederate threats regarding negro
were first launched the experiment had not
yet been formally authorized by the Government
and as there was no probability that any early cap
ture of such persons would be made by the enemy
no attention was paid to rebel orders and proclama
tions on the subject. A year later, however, when
negro regiments were springing into full organiza
tion simultaneously in many places, the matter
became one of grave import. As a rule, the black
regiments were commanded by white officers, often
selected, as was specially the case with the Fiftyfourth Massachusetts, from the very best material,
whose bravery in incurring this additional risk de
soldiers

;

served the extra watchfulness and protection of the
Government. The most elementary justice required
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that

if it

called the black

man

to

do a soldier s

must cover him with a soldier s right, and
duty
Northern sentiment was prompt in urging the
it

1863.

Frederick Douglass has related how he
upon Mr. Lincoln, and the Presi

claim.

pressed the point

dent

As

s

reply

:

and general treatment of colored
prisoners of war, he should insist on
their being entitled to all privileges of such prisoners.
Mr. Lincoln admitted the justice of my demand for the
promotion of colored soldiers for good conduct in the
field, but on the matter of retaliation he differed from me
to the exchange

soldiers

when taken

I shall never forget the benignant expression
of his face, the tearful look of his eye, and the quiver
in his voice when he deprecated a resort to retaliatory
Once begun,&quot; said he, u I do not know where
measures.

entirely.

&quot;

such a measure would stop.&quot; He said he could not take
out and kill them in cold blood for what was done
by others. If he could get hold of the persons who were
guilty of killing the colored prisoners in cold blood the
case would be different, but he could not kill the innocent

men
Frederick
Douglass,

Reminis
cences,

New York
&quot;Tribune,&quot;

July

5, 1885.

tor the guilty.

Nevertheless, in view of the great success which

attended the enlistment of black recruits, it be
came necessary for the Government to adopt a
settled policy on the question, and on July 30, 1863,
the President issued the following comprehensive
order
:

It is the

duty of every government to give protection
whatever class, color, or condition, and

to its citizens of

especially to those who are duly organized as soldiers in
the public service. The law of nations and the usages
and customs of war, as carried on by civilized powers,
permit no distinction as to color in the treatment of pris
oners of war as public enemies. To sell or enslave any
captured person on account of his color, and for no offense
against the laws of war, is a relapse into barbarism and
a crime against the civilization of the age.
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The Government of the United States will give the
same protection to all its soldiers, and if the enemy shall
or enslave any one because of his color the offense
punished by retaliation upon the enemy s prisoners in our possession.
It is therefore ordered that for every soldier of the
United States killed in violation of the laws of war a
rebel soldier shall be executed and for every one enslaved
by the enemy, or sold into slavery, a rebel soldier shall be
placed at hard labor on the public works, and continued
at such labor until the other shall be released and receive
the treatment due to a prisoner of war.
sell

shall be

CHAP.XXI.

July
1863

30&amp;gt;

-

;

It is a gratification to

record that the rebel

Gov

ernment did not persist in the barbarous conduct
it had officially announced, and that
sanguinary
retaliation did not become necessary.
There were,
indeed, some unimportant instances of imprison
ment of captured blacks, as hostages for which a
few rebel soldiers were ordered into confinement by
General Halleck, but the cases were not pushed to
extremity under executive sanction on either side.
Much more serious excesses, however, occurred
under the responsibility and conduct of individual
officers
it is probable that most of them went un
;

In October, 1862, when the guerrilla
in
Missouri were in one of their moments
outrages
of fiercest activity, a Union citizen of Palmyra was

recorded.

abducted arid murdered under circumstances which
clearly marked it as an instance of concerted and
deliberate partisan revenge. In retaliation for this
Colonel John McNeil, the Union officer in local
command, who was under orders to deal severely
and summarily with this class of offenders, having

demanded

the perpetrators, which

demand was

not complied with, ordered the execution of ten
rebel guerrillas

of the

same neighborhood, and

Report,

j^wsSai
General.
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carried out the order with military publicity and
Even admitting the strong provoca
formality.
tion,

modern sentiment could

scarcely justify a
tenfold as severe as that demanded

punishment
by the Mosaic
lately

printed

stances, in

law.

But General McNeil has

a letter

which he says

explaining the circum
The ten guerrillas exe
&quot;

:

cuted (not one of whom but had committed murder
under circumstances of atrocity) were selected from
twenty- two who had previously been formally tried
by a United States military commission and sen
tenced to death, so that their death was but hastened
by the act of retaliation the remaining twelve of
;

&quot;Century

July, 1889,
p. 475.

the twenty-two convicted being soon afterwards
shot in pursuance of their sentence by the officers

command at Macon City and Mexico, Missouri.&quot;
Less than a month later there was brief mention
in a letter of the rebel Major-General Holmes to
the Confederate War Department of an analogous
occurrence in Northern Texas.
A secret organiza
to
resist
the
tion,&quot; he. wrote,
[Confederate] con
in

&quot;

&quot;

Holmes

to

Cooper,
Nov. 3,
1862.

W. R.
Vol. XIII
p. 908.

script act in Northern Texas has resulted in the
citizens organizing a jury of investigation, and I
am informed they have tried and executed forty of

those convicted, and thus this summary procedure
has probably crushed the incipient rebellion.&quot;

Even without

the details the incident

is

a convinc

ing explanation of the seeming unanimity for re
bellion in that region.

The most shocking occurrence of this character,
however, followed the employment of negro sol
diers.

We

cannot adequately picture the vindic

tive rage of many rebel masters at seeing recent
slaves uniformed and armed in defense of a Gov-
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ernment which had

set

them
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Under the

free.

CHAP.XXI.

barbarous institution
perpetuate which they
committed treason and were ready to die, they had
punished their human chattels with the unchecked
lash, sold them on the auction block, hunted them
with bloodhounds arid it is hardly to be wondered
at that amid the license of war individuals among
them now and then thought to restore their domina
to

;

by the aid of military slaughter. As an evi
dence that such thoughts existed here and there we
need only cite the language of Major-General John
C. Breckinridge, late Vice-President of the United
tion

Writing under date of August 14, 1862, to
Union commander at Baton Rouge, he recites

States.

the

information
has reached these headquarters that negro slaves
are being organized and armed to be employed
and adds, I am authorized by Majoragainst us
General Van Dorn, commanding this department,
to inform you that the above acts are regarded as in
in a

list

of alleged

&quot;

&quot;

outrages

that

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

violation of the usage of civilized warfare, and that
in future, upon any departure from these usages, he
will raise the black flag

and neither give nor ask

quarter.&quot;

Mere official bravado, from however conspicuous
a personage, only deserves mention when, as in this
instance, it illustrates a type of feeling which in
one case at least manifested itself in an incident of
shocking barbarity. In the spring of the year 1864
President Lincoln went to Baltimore to attend the
opening of a large fair for the benefit of the Sani
In concluding the address
tary Commission.
which he was called upon to make on that occasion
he said
:

w. R.
PP. 550, 551.
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A painful rumor, true I fear, has reached us of the
massacre, by the rebel forces at Fort Pillow, in the west
end of Tennessee, on the Mississippi River, of some
three hundred colored soldiers and white officers, who
had just been overpowered by their assailants. There
seems to be some anxiety in the public mind whether the
Government is doing its duty to the colored soldier, and
to the service, at this point. At the beginning of the
war, and for some time, the use of colored troops was
not contemplated and how the change of purpose was
wrought I will not now take time to explain. Upon a
clear conviction of duty I resolved to turn that element
of strength to account and I am responsible for it to the
American people, to the Christian world, to history, and
on my final account to God. Having determined to use
the negro as a soldier, there is no way but to give him all
the protection given to any other soldier. The difficulty
is not in stating the principle, but in practically applying
it.
It is a mistake to suppose the Government is indif
ferent to this matter, or is not doing the best it can in
do not to-day know that a colored sol
regard to it.
dier, or white officer commanding colored soldiers, has
been massacred by the rebels when made a prisoner.
fear it, believe it, I may say, but we do not know it. To
take the life of one of their prisoners on the assumption
that they murder ours, when it is short of certainty that
they do murder ours, might be too serious, too cruel, a
mistake.
are having the Fort Pillow affair thor
oughly investigated and such investigation will probably
show conclusively how the truth is. If after all that has
been said it shall turn out that there has been no mas
sacre at Fort Pillow it will be almost safe to say there
has been none, and will be none, elsewhere. If there has
been the massacre of three hundred there, or even the tenth
part of three hundred, it will be conclusively proven
and, being so proven, the retribution shall as surely
come. It will be matter of grave consideration in what
but in the supexact course to apply the retribution
.,
case
it
must
come.
posed
;

;

We

We

We

j

;

Raymond
Life of
Abraham
&quot;

Lincoln,&quot;

PP. 502, 503.

j

-,

The investigation referred to by the President
was made by the Committee on the Conduct of the
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War, and included the sworn testimony of about
eighty witnesses, most of them actual participants
in the occurrence.
The Committee found that
Fort Pillow, Tennessee, situated on the Mississippi
River, and garrisoned by about 557 Union troops,
of whom 262 were colored, was captured by assault,
by an overwhelming force of Confederates under
General Forrest, on April 12, 1864, and that
the men from 300 to 400 are known to have been

CHAP.XXI.

&quot;of

whom

killed at Fort Pillow, of
at least 300 were
murdered in cold blood after the post was in pos
session of the rebels and our men had thrown down
,

,

their

arms and ceased

~,

to oner

resistance.&quot;

committee
on Conduct
of the war.

appears that this inhumanity was di
principally against the colored soldiers.

It further

rected

The

rebel general and his subordinates stoutly
denied the accusation of vindictiveness, but their
explanations and later evidence failed to shake the

general substance of the Committee s allegation and
Indeed, it would be difficult to refute the
proof.
first report of General For
the third day after his exploit he

conclusiveness of the

On

rest himself.

telegraphed to General Polk

A

S

5

:

I attacked Fort Pillow on the morning of the 12th instant
with a part of Bell s and McCulloch s brigades, number
under Brigadier-General J. R. Chalmers.
ing
After a short fight we drove the enemy, seven hundred
strong, into the fort under cover of their gunboats, and
,

demanded a surrender, which was declined by Major L. W.
Booth, commanding United States forces. I stormed the
fort, and after a contest of thirty minutes captured the
hundred and taking one hundred prisoners, and a large amount of quartermaster stores.
The officers in the fort were killed, including Major Booth.

entire garrison, killing five

sustained a loss of twenty killed and sixty wounded.
The Confederate flag now floats over the fort.
I

j onOR
VA

,

1

n ^l

Diary.&quot;

p.

189.&quot;
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This astonishing result is further explained by
the contemporaneous threats made officially by
these Confederate officers. On the 25th of March

demanding the surrender of Paducah,
General
Forrest wrote
If you sur
Kentucky,
render, you shall be treated as prisoners of war;
but if I have to storm your works, you may expect
no quarter.&quot; And on the day following the Fort
Pillow massacre, General A. Buford, one of For
preceding, in

&quot;

:

Moore,
&quot;

Rebellion
Record.&quot;

Vol. VIII.,

Docu

ments,

p. 73.

rest s brigadiers, said in his

demand

for the sur

Should you sur
render, the negroes now in arms will be returned
to their masters.
Should I, however, be compelled
to take the place, no quarter will be shown to the
negro troops whatever the white troops will be

render of Columbus, Kentucky

&quot;

:

;

Ibid., p. 74.

Moore,
&quot;Rebellion

And in a subsequent
Forrest
correspondence
wrote, under date of June
I
20, to the Union general, C. C. Washburn
treated as prisoners of

war.&quot;

&quot;

Record.&quot;

Vol. X.,

Doc

uments,
p. 724.

:

regard captured negroes as I do other captured
property, and not as captured soldiers.&quot; The lan

guage of these

officers at

Paducah and Columbus

a sufficient commentary on their achievement at
Fort Pillow. The excuse of hot blood and sudden
passion can hardly be urged in extenuation. For
nearly a full year the subject had been under of
Their Secretary of War
ficial scrutiny and debate.
is

had long since officially suggested &quot;red-handed&quot;
on the field or immediately thereafter
dealings
&quot;

&quot;

for white officers of colored regiments, with mercy
for negro soldiers, that the latter might not be
to desperation.
Whether Forrest and
others read a hidden meaning between the lines of

driven

the Confederate Secretary s letter, or whether they
chose to defy the spirit it breathed, their acts have

.

liKNKKAI.

V.

15.

KOKKKST.

J
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tion.

President Lincoln formally took up the consider
ation of the subject, on the 3d of May,
to the several members of his Cabinet
:

by writing
&quot;

It is

ise*.

now

quite certain that a large number of our colored
soldiers, with their white officers, were, by the
rebel force, massacred after they had surrendered,
at the recent capture of Fort Pillow.

So much

is

known, though the evidence is not yet quite ready
to be laid before me. Meanwhile I will thank you
T

....

.

.

to prepare, and give me in writing, your opinion as
to what course the Government should take in the

to the
cabinet,

ay

MS.

case.&quot;

The answers of his advisers differed widely. Mr.
Seward affirmed the duty of the Government to
vindicate the right of all its soldiers to be regarded
and treated as prisoners of war; nevertheless, he

urged great caution in any proceeding looking to
retaliation, and advised for the present only the
setting apart and rigorous confinement of an equal

number

of Confederate prisoners as hostages until
the rebel Grovernment could be called upon to ex

plain or disavow the cruelties and give pledges
that they should not be repeated.
Mr. Chase held

seward,
P
&quot;

MS?

the same view, except that he advised that the

hostages should be selected from rebel prisoners
of highest rank, in number equivalent, according
to the rules of exchange, to the officers and men
murdered at Fort Pillow. Mr. Stan ton also advised

that the hostages be selected from rebel officers
that Forrest, Chalmers, and all officers and men
;

concerned in the Fort Pillow massacre be excluded

from the

benefit of the President s proclamation of

VOL. VI.

31

chase,
D

DP

MS?
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atanton,
Opinion,

MS

-

amnesty and from the privilege of exchange, and
their delivery for punishment be demanded from
the Richmond authorities, in default of which de
livery the President should take such measures
against the hostages as the state of thing s then
The advice of
existing might make necessary.

Mr. Welles was essentially the same as that of Mr.
Opinion,

MS.

.

Stanton.

Mr. Blair, on the contrary, took different ground.
There are two reasons,&quot; he wrote, which would
prevent me from ordering the execution of pris
oners, man for man, in retaliation for the massacre
at Fort Pillow.
First. That I- do not think the
measure would be justified by the rules of civilized
warfare, even in a contest between alien enemies.
Second. Because, even if allowable in such a contest,
it would not be just in itself or expedient in the
&quot;

&quot;

And the inclination of my mind
present contest.
to
the
actual
offenders alone in such
is,
pursue
.

.

cases as the present; to order the
measures for their capture, and the

punishment when captured.

most energetic
most summary

A

proclamation or
order that the guilty individuals are to be hunted
down will have far greater terrors, and be far more
.

.

effectual to prevent the repetition of the crime, than
the punishment of parties not concerned in that
Opinion,

MS.

crime.&quot;

Mr. Bates agreed in opinion with Mr.

Blair.

He

would demand of the enemy a disavowal or an
If he disavow it, then demand
avowal of the act.
the surrender of the generals guilty of the Fort
Pillow massacre to be dealt with at your discretion.

he avow and justify the act, then instruct your
commanders to cause instant execution upon any
If
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participants in the massacre, whether of- CHAP.XXI.
ise*.
ficers or privates, who should fall into their power.

and

all

He added

would have no compact with the
enemy for mutual slaughter no cartel of blood
and murder no stipulation to the effect that if you
murder one of my men I will murder one of yours
It is avowedly
Retaliation is not mere justice.
in law and
and
is
wholly
unjustifiable,
revenge;
&quot;

:

I

;

;

!

conscience, unless adopted for the sole purposes of
punishing past crime and of giving a salutary and

blood-saving warning against its repetition.&quot;
Mr. Usher also joined in the opinion that punish
ment should not be visited upon innocent persons,

but he urged

&quot;

that the

Government should

BgJ?^

Ms
-

-

set

apart for execution an equal number of prisoners
who since the massacre have been, or may here
after

from time to time

command.&quot;

are
,

He

also

upon the eve

of

be, captured

from Forrest s

urged another reason

an impending

&quot;

:

battle.

We

Until

seems to me to
be inexpedient to take any extreme action in the
If favorable to our arms, we may re
premises.
taliate as far as the laws of war and humanity will
permit. If disastrous and extreme measures should
have been adopted, we may be placed in a position
of great embarrassment, and forced to forego our
threatened purpose in order to avoid a worse cathe result shall have been

known

it

lainity.&quot;

It is

upon

probable that this view took a deep hold
Grant was about entering upon

the Cabinet.

Campaign, and its rapid succession
of bloody conflicts crowded out of view and consid
eration a topic so difficult and so hazardous as

his Wilderness

wholesale retaliation for the Fort Pillow barbarity,

usher,

n
0p
Ms?
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XXL which, on one hand, strict justice demanded, arid
which, on the other, enlightened humanity forbade.
In these opposing duties there could be little doubt
toward which the kind heart of the President would

He had

incline.

long since laid

down

for himself a

rule of conduct applicable to this class of cases. In
his annual message of December 3, 1861, he had

In considering the policy to be adopted
suppressing the insurrection, I have been

declared
for

&quot;

:

anxious and careful that the inevitable conflict for
this purpose shall not degenerate into a violent and
It does not
remorseless revolutionary struggle.&quot;
appear that the Fort Pillow question was ever
seriously renewed in the Cabinet or definitely con
cluded by the President.
The proceedings relating to retaliation, which we
have thus far sketched, bring us back to another
and by no means the least interesting phase of the
general subject of negro soldiers. We may here
anticipate the course of events so far as to say that,
in the autumn and winter of 1864, the cause of the

South was already lost and the collapse of the Con
federate Government plainly foreshadowed to all
except the leaders, whose infatuation and wounded
vanity made them unwilling to acknowledge and
accept defeat. Yet this effort to avoid confession
of error in one direction compelled them to admit
it in another.
They had seceded for slavery, had
made it the corner-stone of their Government, had
anathematized President Lincoln for his decrees of
emancipation, had pronounced the ban of outlawry,
and had prescribed the sentence of death against
every white officer who might dare to command

negro troops

;

but now, in their extremity, some of
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them proposed to throw consistency to the winds
and themselves commit the acts upon which they
had invoked the reprobation of mankind, and for
which they had ordained extreme punishment.
It would be difficult to estimate the benefit they
had derived from the direct military labor of the
slave, especially in building fortifications.

CHAP. xxi.

They

now proposed not only to put arms in his hands and
make him a soldier to fight in the ranks, but also,
as a final step, to emancipate

Even the

him

for the service.

flexible political conscience of Jefferson

Davis, however, winced a

little

at the bold

aban

donment of principle which this policy involved,
and in his message of November 7, 1864, to the
Confederate Congress he argued the question with
the reluctance of a man preparing to walk over live
coals.
We have not space to abridge his hair

arguments to justify the South in what
had
so vociferously denounced when done by
they
the North. The sum of his recommendation is
splitting

that the 20,000 slaves then employed in various
labors in the Confederate army should be increased

encamping, marching, and
parking trains,&quot; and
employed as a pioneer and
engineer laborer.&quot; He says

to 40,000, be drilled in

&quot;

&quot;

:

I must dissent from those who advise a general levy and
arming of the slaves for the duty of soldiers. Until our

white population shall prove insufficient for the armies we
require and can afford to keep in the field, to employ as a
soldier the negro, who has merely been trained to labor,
and as a laborer, the white man accustomed from his
would scarcely be deemed
youth to the use of firearms,
wise or advantageous by any and this is the question now
before us. But should the alternative ever be presented
of subjugation or of the employment of the slave as a
;

..

Annual
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soldier, there seems no reason to doubt what should then
be our decision.

NOV.

While he dwells on the
of our need of resorting

7,

1864.

&quot;

improbable contingency
to this element of resist

he nevertheless points out that the Confed
erate Government might buy the slave from his
master and engage to liberate him as a reward for
faithful military service.
Mr. Davis s hesitating
and tentative recommendation was seed sown on
barren ground. If the dose was unpalatable to him
it appears to have been yet more bitter to the Mem
bers of the Confederate Congress, who doubtless
felt, as has been pithily expressed by a Confederate
writer, that it was an admission of the inherent
ance,&quot;

if the negro
injustice of slavery that
be a soldier he was not fit to be a slave

was

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

jefferson
8

IP. 453, 454.

to

that the

cut under the traditions and theories

proposition
of three generations in the South

Pir

;

fit

and that by
a few strokes of the pen the Confederate Government had subscribed to the main tenet of the abolition party in the North and all its consequences,
standing exposed and stultified before the world.&quot;
As the fall of the Confederacy drew nigh the stress
&quot;

&quot;

;

of disaster compelled his acceptance of the distaste
alternative, though even then he could not
refrain from expressing the hope that the grim

ful

necessity would somehow be averted. On the 30th
of March, 1865, he wrote to Governor William

Smith, of Virginia

:

I am happy to receive your assurance of success, as well
as your promise to seek legislation to secure unmistakably
freedom to the slave who shall enter the army, with a right
to return to his old home when he shall have been honor
ably discharged from the military service. I remain of the

48
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we should

confine our

first efforts to

getting CHAP.XXI.
From the

volunteers, and would prefer that you would adopt such
measures as would advance that mode of recruiting, rather
[than] that concerning which you make inquiry, to wit, by
issuing a requisition for the slaves as authorized by the

MS!&quot;II

Statutes of Virginia.

They debated the unwelcome subject with qualms
and grimaces through November, December, Janu
ary, and most of February. On the llth of January,
and again on the 18th of February, the proposal
received a notable support in letters from Gen
eral Lee, in which he declared the measure of
employing negro soldiers not only expedient but
necessary,&quot; and recommended that the Confederate
&quot;

President be empowered to call upon individuals
or States for such as they are willing to contribute,
with the condition of emancipation to all enrolled.
&quot;

7

Even under

however, the rebel law
makers could not wholly conquer their repug
nance. Nearly six weeks more elapsed, and the
fall of Bichmond was already imminent, when
on the 30th of March, 1865, the Confederate
Congress passed an act upon the subject which
provided

this pressure,

:

That if, under the previous sections of this act, the
President shall not be able to raise a sufficient number of
troops to prosecute the war successfully and maintain the
sovereignty of the States and the independence of the
Confederate States, then he is hereby authorized to call on
each State, whenever he thinks it expedient, for her quota
of three hundred thousand troops, in addition to those
subject to military service under existing laws, or so
many thereof as the President may deem necessary for
the purposes herein mentioned to be raised from such of
the population, irrespective of color, in each State, as the
proper authorities thereof may determine.
;

/
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